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How Hyde ‘Spymasters’ looked for Commies on BBC Children’s Hour

By Derek Pa�ison

Salford born folk singer and song- writer Ewan MacColl is remembered today more for his music than his agit-prop plays. But it was his political activities
before the last war and his membership of the Communist Party that led to MI5 opening a file on him in the 1930s and why they kept him, and his friends,
under close surveillance.

Secret service papers released by the national archives, now in Ashton-under-Lyne central library, offer a clue into how British intelligence (MI5) spied on
working-class folk singer Ewan MacColl and his wife playwright, Joan Li�lewood, who lived at Oak Co�age on Higham Lane, Hyde, Cheshire, during
World War II.

MI5 opened a file on James Henry Miller (MacColl’s real name) in the early 1930s when he was living in Salford. As an active Communist Party member, he
had been involved in the unemployed workers’ campaigns and in the mass trespass of Kinder Scout in Derbyshire. Before enlisting in the army in July 1940,
he had wri�en for the radio programme Children’s Hour.

In Joan Li�lewood’s autobiography, she writes: “Jimmie was registered at the Labour Exchange as a motor mechanic, but he did be�er busking, singing
Hebridean songs to cinema queues. Someone drew Archie Harding’s a�ention to him and from that time on he appeared in the North Region’s features
(BBC) whenever a ‘proletarian’ voice was needed.”

As a BBC presenter for Children’s Hour and Communist Party member, Li�lewood also came under the watch of MI5. A le�er in the file, marked ‘SECRET’
(dated March 1939) and sent to W.H. Smith Esq., the Chief Constable for Hyde, tells him that Miller – known to the writer to be a Communist Party member
– had taken a house in Hyde. The le�er informs him that Miller works for the BBC in Manchester and that his wife, Joan Miller – another communist –
broadcasts under the name ‘Joan Li�lewood’ and is “said to be ‘Aunty Muriel’ of Children’s Hour.” The writer Sir Vernon Kell ended by asking the Chief
Constable for Miller’s address and asked if Miller followed any other profession other than broadcasting.

Colonel Sir Vernon Kell, also known as ‘K’, was the head of MI5. An officer of the old school, Kell had served in China at the time of the Boxer Rebellion in
1900 and was appointed first director of MI5 in 1909.

‘Communist looking Jews’

Writing about the spy Kim Philby, Seale & McConville say that Kell was the ‘antithesis of the terror-wielding secret police chief of public imagination’. As a
public servant, he was renowned for his sense of duty, tact and discretion and ‘used his wide powers with notable restraint.’ By all accounts, MI5 in 1940 was
an antiquated organisation led by middle-aged men who, while adept at keeping so-called subversives under surveillance, had li�le understanding of the
ideas that motivated communists of Philby’s generation.

At the outbreak of World War II, it seems that under Kell’s leadership, MI5 was unable to cope with the mass of information about German agents in Britain
and the ‘spy-mania’ that was a feature of British life at the time. Consequently, Kell was retired by Winston Churchill in 1941.

A le�er in the file concerning Joan Li�lewood is signed Major Maxwell Knight. Charles Maxwell Knight held right-wing views and after his Royal Navy
service he worked for the Economic League. In 1924, he joined the British Fascisti, an organisation set up to counter the power of the Labour Party and the
Trade Unions. This body put him in charge of compiling dossiers on ‘political subversives’, counter espionage, and establishing fascist cells in the trade
union movement. In 1925, Kell recruited Knight to work for MI5.

A report in the file by Inspector J.E. Robinson, also marked ‘SECRET’ and dated April 1939’ tells the Chief Constable of Hyde that Miller lives with his
parents and wife at Oak Co�age. Explaining that the BBC does not permanently employ Miller, the Inspector adds:

“He (Miller) does not appear to follow any fixed occupation beyond writing articles for such periodicals as may care to publish them. I understand that such
publications are rare.”

He concludes by saying Miller and Li�lewood seem to have no known association with communists in Hyde, but “at weekends, and more particularly when
Miller’s parents are away from home, a number of young men who have the appearance of communist Jews are known to visit Oak Co�age. It is thought
they come from Manchester.

In September 1939 there is more correspondence between Kell and the Chief Constables of Hyde, Ashton-under-Lyne and Cheshire. It seems Miller and
other communist suspects had got work at Messrs Kenyon Ltd in Dukinfield.

Writing to the Hyde Chief Constable, Kell asks about William Redmond Morres Belcher – a worker at Kenyon’s – who, he says, has fought in Spain in the
International Brigades. Admi�ing that he has no proof that Belcher is a Communist Party member, he adds: “his sympathies are very much to the left.”
Naming three more workers at Kenyon’s: W.Sharples, R.C.Dyson and Miss B. Nash, he again admits he has no proof they are communists, but “Sharples
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may be identical with a man of that name who visited the USSR in August 1932.” The Chief Constable is asked to “make some inquiries…and let me know
what you discover.”

The employment of Miller and his associates at Kenyon’s in Dukinfield did cause MI5 some anxiety as the firm had government contracts. It was feared the
group might foment industrial unrest and in a le�er dated September 1939, to Major J. Becke, Chief Constable of Cheshire, Colonel Kell wrote:

“I agree with you that the employment of these men at Messrs Kenyon’s appears to be most unusual and would be grateful if you would let me have any
further information which may come to your knowledge.”

Special Branch Surveillance

Belcher, a mechanical engineer, had been employed to fit blinds to comply with government lighting restrictions. He then used his influence to get jobs for
his friends without consulting the Directors. A memo dated September 1939, says:

“Messrs Kenyon’s are anxious as to whether Belcher and his associates have any connection with the IRA. I told him (Percy Kenyon), I was unable to give
him any information as regards that.”

A Special Branch agent report, dated October 1939, to the Hyde Chief Constable, says that Belcher, his wife Aileen, Robert Dyson, William Sharples and Miss
Beryl Nash, had all been resident at Oak Co�age while that house was under surveillance.

This report says they were all active Communist Party members and members of the ‘Theatre Union, an agitprop drama group that toured industrial areas of
Britain’. This agent says:

“I have been able to listen to their conversations during the evening at Oak Co�age but I have not heard anything regarding communism or other political
views.”

He informs the Chief Constable that Miller is a communist “with very extreme views and I think that special a�ention should be given to him.”

Apart from surveillance of this kind by Special Branch agents, the file has details of telephone taps and of intercepted le�ers. A memo, dated September 1943,
to Colonel Allan of the GPO states: “Would you kindly let me have a return of correspondence for the next two weeks on the following address – Oak
Co�age, Higham Lane, Hyde, Cheshire.”

Other memos show that bodies such as the Central National Registration Office and Passport Office were supplying information to MI5. Frequently, people
who knew Miller and Li�lewood, were contacted directly by the police or vice versa.

Alison Bayley, who’d been at RADA (drama school) with Li�lewood, stopped Li�lewood in the street one day and asked her if she’d time for a coffee.
Li�lewood describes this meeting in her autobiography: “I hadn’t seen her since joining ‘Theatre of Action’. ’Old times Chat?’ I asked.” Alison Bayley then
told Li�lewood: “I’ve denounced you to the Police. About you being a communist.” Though Li�lewood assured her that the police already knew she was a
Communist Party member, Bayley told her: “I felt I had to tell them, Li�lewood.”

Blacklisted by the BBC

One irate middle-class father from Withington wrote to the police in May 1940, demanding that the Millers be sacked from the BBC and interned. His 18-
year-old son (Graham Banks) a “fine specimen of English boyhood with good morals and ideals and a brilliant future” had, he explained, fallen into the
clutches of the Millers who had induced him to leave home. Mr Banks added: “His poor mother is frantic with grief and if it should be within your province
to either return him to us or else to intern him along with the others taking part in these pernicious plays, I hope you will do so.”

MI5 intervention led to the BBC blacklisting Miller and Li�lewood. Li�lewood had already been banned from working in Sheffield because she’d broadcast
criticism of local housing conditions. Other memos reveal links between MI5 agents and BBC staff. In a memo, dated October 1939, a MI5 officer says: “I do
not understand why the BBC continues to use them. Could they be warned to drop them if other people are available?”

Another memo states: “We asked the BBC to hold them (the programme) up while we obtained this file and unfortunately their (the Millers’) programme for
the 11th October 1939 was about to be cancelled. Mr. Nicholls (Controller of Programmes), informed me that there was a possibility that the Manchester
Guardian would publicise the ma�er and questions would be asked in the House of Commons. I said I would raise no objections to the broadcast of 11/10/39
but would get in touch with the BBC again.”

Though the BBC had announced in March 1941 that persons who had taken part in public agitation against the war effort would not be allowed access to the
microphone, the BBC stated:“Beyond this one limit the Corporation is jealous to preserve British broadcasting as an instrument of freedom and democracy.”

The real reason for the ban on Miller and Li�lewood is made clear in a memo dated April 1941 from Mr. Coatman, North Regional Director for the BBC. He
points out that Mrs. Miller (Li�lewood) and her husband were not only well known communists but were active communists. Mr. Coatman says:

“It must be remembered that Miss Li�lewood and her husband were concerned chiefly with programmes in which they were brought into continuous and
intimate contact with large numbers of working class people all over the North Region. Clearly I could not allow people like this to have use of the
microphone or be prominently identified with the BBC. I therefore urge that the ban on Miss Li�lewood as a broadcaster be allowed to stand.”

In her autobiography, Joan Li�lewood says that following the BBC ban, Miller and herself wrote to L.C. Knight of the National Council of Civil Liberties who
promised to investigate but never contacted them again. She writes: “We offered our story to the newspapers they didn’t publish it, not even the Daily
Worker.”

After being called up in July 1940, Private James H. Miller was placed on the ‘Special Observation List’ “to see whether he is trying to carry on propaganda.”
He was declared a deserter on 18th December 1940 and remained AWOL for the rest of the war. In this period he changed his name to Ewan MacColl.
Military reports suggest he was popular with his fellow soldiers and exerted influence over them owing to his greater intelligence. He was a member of the
Regimental Concert Party and produced ‘several songs and skits’. One of his songs was a particular favourite with the men:

“The medical inspection boy’s is just a bleedin’ farce. He gropes around your penis and noses up your arse. For even a Private’s privates, enjoy no privacy,
you sacrifice all that to save democracy. Oh, I was browned off, browned off, as could be.”
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While the song was popular with the ordinary soldiers it seems the military top brass had their suspicions. A note in the file says the song was of the normal
barrack room type and didn’t appear to his CO to be subversive but “he is now inclined to think that it was rather subtle propaganda, the theme being
generally disparaging to life as a private soldier and enlarging upon the fact that the discipline and alleged discomforts, to which he is subjected, although
nominally in the cause of democracy, were really for the benefit of some supposedly superior class.”

MI5 and Censorship

After the war, Miller was arrested for desertion. He spent the first night of his captivity in Middlesbrough police station and was then taken to an army
detention barracks at Northallerton. Later he was transferred to the Northfield Military Hospital in Birmingham where he was diagnosed as suffering from
epilepsy. A psychiatrist diagnosed him to have a ‘paranoid personality with strong oedipal tendencies.’ The result of his psychiatric report led to the
cancellation of his court martial on medical grounds and he was discharged from the army.

In her autobiography ‘Joan’s Book’, Li�lewood speaks openly about being blacklisted by the BBC and about MacColl’s (Miller’s) desertion. She says he
changed his name to MacColl ‘as a precaution’ while on the run as a deserter. However, none of this is mentioned in MacColl’s autobiography (Journeyman),
which contains many gaps and omissions about his life.

Both Li�lewood and MacColl played a cat and mouse game with the authorities. They were certainly aware the police were reading their le�ers: “Jimmie
wrote to me every day, mostly jokes and nostalgia. So were mine to him. It must have been disappointing for the police who were opening them all.” They
knew the police were keeping tabs on them, because so many of their friends and acquaintances were approached by the police.

Nothing can be found in the MI5 file to suggest Li�lewood and MacColl were in the pay of Moscow (Nazi Germany and the USSR were allies from 1939 to
June 1941). Yet a memo, dated April 1942, shows Li�lewood had contact with Emile Burns, who was boss of propaganda at the Communist Party
Headquarters in London.

Clearly, MI5 monitored their theatrical work and activities because they feared that as proselytising communists, their work could influence and politicise
the working-classes. One of their plays, ‘Last Edition’, performed by the Theatre Union, was described as ‘thinly veiled’ communist propaganda’ and MI5
boss Colonel Kell used his influence to urge local councils to refuse them performance licenses in the same way as MI5 prevented them working for the BBC.

Joan Li�lewood died in September 2002, aged 87. She has been described as a ‘subversive genius’ who broke the mould of British drama. She was best
known for her work ‘Oh What a Lovely War’ and for establishing, with others, the Theatre Workshop at the Theatre Royal in East London. Ewan MacColl
died in 1989 aged 74. He is now remembered more as a songwriter than an agit-prop playwright. His songs include ‘Dirty Old Town’, the ‘Manchester
Rambler’ and ‘The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face’ made famous by the singer Roberta Flack in the 1970s.

This article was originally published in Northern Voices (h�p://northernvoicesmag.blogspot.co.uk/) issue 7, 2007

Elizabeth Wolstenholme-Elmy: Manchester’s Free Love Advocate and
Secular Feminist

As an advocate of ‘free love’, a pacifist and more controversially a secularist, the Victorian feminist Elizabeth Wolstenholme Elmy did not exactly lead a conventional life.
Born in Eccles in 1833 and self-educated, she went on to become a significant pioneer of the British women’s emancipation movement. She was at the heart of almost every
Victorian feminist campaign ranging from the demand for be�er education, the right to vote (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/03/05/lydia-becker-1827-1890-
the-fight-for-votes-for-women/) and the rights of prostitutes to the sensitive issue of marital rape.

Unfortunately, her rather forthright nature as well as the scandal surrounding her pregnancy out of wedlock meant that she was marginalised in official
histories. In accounts by the Pankhurst (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/03/14/free-trade-hall-meeting-13-october-1905-the-beginning-of-the-
militant-campaign-for-votes-for-women/)family, she is unfairly portrayed as a bad mother, a scandalous ‘free love’ secularist; her partner Ben Elmy is
painted as a cruel and unfaithful man. Maureen Wright (h�p://port.academia.edu/MaureenWright), who teaches history at the University of Portsmouth,
wanted to challenge that misrepresentation with a more balanced look at Wolstenholme-Elmy’s life.

In her book Elizabeth Wolstenholme Elmy and the Victorian Feminist Movement – The biography of an insurgent woman, Wright portrays the complex and also
contradictory nature of her subject. The book is broken down into eight chapters which chart Elizabeth Wolstenholme Elmy’s life from her birth to her death
at the age of 84 in March 1918 – just days after hearing the good news that women had been granted the right to vote. Arwa Aburawa interviewed Maureen
Wright for Manchester Radical History.

Elizabeth Wolstenholme-Elmy was born in Eccles, Salford in December 1833. Can you tell a li�le about her early experiences and how they help shape
her activism around education and universal suffrage?

Maureen Wright: Although born in Eccles, Elizabeth’s father Joseph Wolstenholme was an Independent Methodist Minister and his wife Elizabeth, the
daughter of Richard and Mary Clarke of Roe Green, Salford. By the time Miss Wolstenholme was 12 she had lost both her parents. Her mother had died
when she was li�le more than a week old and her father died in 1845. At that time Elizabeth and her brother, Joseph Jnr., became the wards of their maternal
Uncle, George Clarke of Worsley. While Joseph Jnr, aged 17, became a student of mathematics at St John’s College, Cambridge, Elizabeth’s two years of
secondary education drew to a close when she was just 16, her Uncle having declared that by then she had ‘learnt everything it was necessary for a woman to
know’.

But Elizabeth defied her guardian and studied privately, preparing herself to be a governess and, la�erly, headmistress of her own girls’ school. She had no
desire to remain in the domestic realm. She placed her commitment to feminism from the moment when, acting as a bridesmaid aged 17, she fully realised
what marriage meant for women – a “lifelong sentence of pauperism and dependence” with no control over their actions or autonomy over their own bodies.
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Elizabeth’s political commitment was to liberal ideals. She was brought up in the environment of the ‘Manchester Radicals’ – namely the group of Quaker-
inspired activists gathered around Richard Cobden and John Bright and others who had led the anti-Corn Law movement in the city. She believed
wholeheartedly in the rights of the individual. For her, votes for women was a simple ma�er of women receiving the vote ‘on the same terms as it is, or shall
be, granted to men’ – for it must be remembered that, at this time, it was property, not individuality, that enabled men to claim citizenship. When she placed
her signature on the petition for women’s suffrage in 1866 Elizabeth was asking not for special treatment for women, but equal treatment or “justice”.

Although Elizabeth Wolstenholme-Elmy was part of a quite a small groups of women emancipators working in the nineteenth century, she never really
got much recognition for her work. Why do you think that was?

Two of the earliest significant histories of British women’s suffragism were wri�en by Ray Strachey and E. Sylvia Pankhurst. Strachey’s book, The Cause,
(1928) told the story from the point of view of the ‘constitutional’ suffragists – those women who did not support the militancy of the suffrage�es of the
Women’s Social and Political Union (WSPU (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/03/14/free-trade-hall-meeting-13-october-1905-the-beginning-of-
the-militant-campaign-for-votes-for-women/)). Wolstenholme Elmy’s opinion of these activists was not always complimentary as she believed that their
commitment to ‘the cause’ was not total. Many were content, she believed, “to give their name” to the movement without engaging sacrificially to its work.
Elizabeth’s somewhat scandalous private life caused her to be criticised by many among this more conservative group, and thus she received only a couple of
mentions in Strachey’s work.

The other significant book, The Suffrage�e Movement, (1931) was wri�en by Emmeline Pankhurst’s daughter, Sylvia. While Pankhurst did acknowledge
Elizabeth’s significant contribution to the early years of women’s suffragism from the 1860s, she clearly wanted to place her mother and her father (the “Red
Doctor”, socialist lawyer Richard Marsden Pankhurst) in the premier roles. Elizabeth was, therefore, marginalised and damned with faint praise as an
overworked woman and an ‘instrument in the grasp of progress’ – her small physical frame likened to that of a ‘Jenny Wren’. Subsequent scholars failed to
realise her significance to the movement until the 1980s when revisionist scholars began to uncover the extent of her contribution. My biography is the first
full-length narrative of Elizabeth’s life, some 30 years after the first call was made for it to be wri�en!

Elizabeth’s early passion was education for women. Tell us a li�le about how that emerged and the role Manchester played in her development as a
campaigner.

When Elizabeth returned to Worsley in 1854 from undertaking two years work as a governess in Bedfordshire it was to inherit a ‘small capital’ on her 21st
birthday. Her guardian, who, remember, had advised her against undertaking higher education herself, now suggested that she invest her money in the
establishment of a boarding school for middle-class girls. Elizabeth established precisely such a school, at The Grange in Boothstown Road, which catered for
between 12-16 teenage pupils. In the spring of 1867 she moved her school to Moody Hall, a substantial Georgian residence in the town of Congleton where
she continued in her role of Headmistress for another 4 years. Before her move to Cheshire Elizabeth founded the Manchester Schoolmistresses Association
in 1865, and her pupils were among the first to sit the Cambridge Local Examination.

In 1866, Elizabeth had travelled to London to testify before the Royal Commission into Education – known as the Taunton Commission. She was one of the
first women in the country to undertake such a role, but did not appear at all daunted at the prospect. If one reads the transcript of her evidence, it’s obvious
that her answers were given in a clear and direct manner. As she tells of her work at The Grange, it’s clear too that the curriculum she taught was not one
only of female “accomplishments” (such as singing, dancing and drawing) but included political economy, mathematics and other skills thought to be to
‘masculine’ in nature for a girls’ school. Elizabeth sought to fit her girls for not only the world of marriage and motherhood, but for the world of work, and
many of them went on to become Headmistresses of schools.

It became increasingly difficult, however, at this time for Elizabeth to continue her career. This was because she was turning against the Christian faith – the
teaching of which was, of course, a core element in the Victorian curriculum. The loss of her faith caused Elizabeth deep personal pain and unhappiness and
ultimately she couldn’t force herself against her conscience to teach something in which she no longer believed. Thus she abandoned Moody Hall for a new
life as the first professional employee of the women’s emancipation movement.

From around 1870, EWE’s role as a feminist took precedence over her vocation in education. What were the major campaigns she worked on and what
long-term influence did she have?

Before her move to Congleton, Elizabeth had been active in many areas of female emancipation in Manchester. These included: The Manchester National
Society for Women’s Suffrage, the Manchester Branch of the Society for the Employment of Women and the Northern Counties League for the Repeal of the
Contagious Diseases Acts. She was a founder member of the Married Women’s Property Commi�ee (MWPC), established in the winter of 1867/8 to
campaign for the rights of women in marriage. She was to be its Secretary until the passage of the Married Women’s Property Act, 1882. In addition, she was
an Executive Commi�ee member of the Ladies’ National Association for the Repeal of the Contagious Diseases Acts (LNA) from 1870.

Her paid work however (from 1871-74) was as Secretary of the Vigilance Association for the Defence of Personal Rights (VADPR). She was based in London
and she termed her work as being as a ‘scrutinizer’ of parliamentary practice – for which her salary was the princely sum of £300 per annum. So effective a
political lobbyist did she prove that MPs gave her a nickname – the ‘parliamentary watch-dog’ – and, upon seeing her tiny figure approaching them along
the corridors of power, many of the country’s greatest would quake in fear. Elizabeth’s tenacity shines through here. She was a life-long advocate of “small
government”, in which the individual’s personal right to ‘life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness’ should be as free from government intervention as
possible.

The ‘New’ Liberalism of the late-nineteenth century, with its increased emphasis on regulating public behaviour through legislation, was anathema to her.
Elizabeth worked tirelessly and travelled extensively to promote the organisation’s objective of an equal right to live in a just society. She published copious
reports, minutes, pamphlets and articles and Elizabeth continued her labours in other areas. She was, for example, a Commi�ee member of the Central
Commi�ee of the National Society of Women’s Suffrage and remained strongly commi�ed to the work of both the LNA and the MWPC. In fact, one begins
to wonder how she ever found enough hours in her day!

One radical aspect of Elizabeth WE is that she was secularist and an advocate of ‘free love’. This was quite hard for many of her colleagues to deal with
and was particularly problematic when she got pregnant. Was she perceived as too radical in some ways?

It was when Elizabeth was headmistress of Moody Hall School in Congleton she met the man who would become her life-long companion. Benjamin Elmy
was from a Suffolk family, he owned three silk-crepe mills in Congleton but his avowed secularism was always a ma�er of concern for the town’s civic
leaders. One of the most divisive issues was the charge that secularists advocated ‘free love’ (living together un-wed), something which undermined the rigid
moral structures of mid-Victorian society.
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The couple undertook a ‘commitment’ ceremony in the spring of 1874, making solemn vows to one another before witnesses. But when this and Elizabeth’s
subsequent pregnancy became known more widely, there was general outrage and condemnation within their circle of friends. Despite her expressed wish
that her marriage (with took place under some duress in October 1874 in London) should have no effect upon her work for women, the opposite was true
and the couple were forced to retire from public life for a short period. Elizabeth did however continue her Secretary’s role with the MWPC, working
‘underground’ and unacknowledged in the organisation’s reports for another six years – until her ‘rehabilitation’ in 1880.

Those of Elizabeth’s colleagues who knew of her secularism were prepared to turn a ‘blind eye’ to it before her pregnancy – one reason being that they knew
her work was exemplary and her shoes would be difficult to fill. However, the immanent arrival of her son Frank proved to be the catalyst that changed
a�itudes towards her.

Lydia Becker (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/03/05/lydia-becker-1827-1890-the-fight-for-votes-for-women/) (a close friend and confidante of
Elizabeth’s since 1867) demanded at one meeting that the Registers at Kensington be searched to confirm that the October wedding had taken place. Another
close friend since 1866, the physically frail Josephine Butler, recorded in a le�er from her sickbed that she wished she had ‘never heard of such people as the
Elmys’. Millicent Garre� Fawce�, never especially close to Elizabeth, chastised her with the fact that she had brought the women’s movement into disrepute.
For Elizabeth the hurt of their rejection of friends was so great that she retired to Congleton for the birth ‘wishing never to be spoken of again’. Obviously,
her resolve on this ma�er did not last long.

Although Elizabeth WE preferred to work outside party politics (apart from her support for the Independent Labour Party
(h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/category/labour-party/)), there were political movements and figures which influenced her. Could you talk us
through the main players which informed her political consciousness?

Elizabeth believed that party politics ‘ruined work’, as it caused divisions and factionalism where there should be a united desire to improve life for all. The
bedrock of this belief, I believe, came from the Quaker influences of her early life. She was a lifelong pacifist, a cause to which she held true even throughout
the jingoism of the 1899-1902 Anglo-Boer War. The family refused, in 1902, to join in the celebrations in Congleton Park after peace was restored and
although there are no first-hand sources to confirm or deny this, I feel sure Elizabeth’s reaction to the outbreak of the Great War in 1914 would have been one
of complete horror.

Though of radical-Liberal heritage, Elizabeth found William E. Gladstone, three times PM of the United Kingdom, a trial. She believed he was the biggest
stumbling block to women’s freedom, as he was known to use his veto as Prime Minister to prevent the passage of women’s suffrage bills through
parliament. Elizabeth herself became a member of the Manchester Central Branch of the ILP in 1905 but her commitment to socialism in its strictest sense was
never total, unlike that of her husband, who she wrote of as being an ‘ardent socialist’ until his death in March 1906.

The truth about Elizabeth’s politics is that she was, first and last, a humanitarian and she was not above using any party-political machinery she could to
promote her work. As secretary of the Women’s Emancipation Union from 1891-99 she had as much contact with the labour movement’s Women’s Co-
operative Guild and Trades’ Unions as she did with the Conservative’s Primrose Dames, using these and many other organisations to promote feminist
views and propaganda.

The decision in 1909 to force feed the militants of the WSPU was seen by Elizabeth as ‘state torture’ – even though she condemned the actions of the women
themselves, which grew increasingly more violent after 1912. She berated them for their antics of window smashing, axe throwing and arson for, she wrote,
“how could they be certain not to hurt the innocent?” From that moment on (and bear in mind she was almost 80 years old) she continued her campaigning
as a ‘non-militant’ – even leading the NUWSS procession into her home town of Congleton in 1913. By now, as an octogenarian, she had earned the respect
even of her former critics.

One of the controversial topics which Elizabeth WE spoke about was marital rape- indeed she was the first woman to speak on the issue in a public
platform. Why did she feel so strongly about this issue?

Elizabeth’s abhorrence of marital rape became clear in 1880, when she stood on the platform of the London Dialectical Society to declare her desire to see the
practice criminalised. Her opposition was in part built on personal reasons and a desire to see a legal inequality quashed. 
Wives were often beaten or starved for non-compliance or, as evidence from one notable legal case of 1891 shows, imprisoned against their will. Elizabeth
saw the crime of marital rape as one common to women of all classes, and thus a cause of unity. At a moment when even polite society was concerned with
the ever-increasing rise in sexually transmi�ed diseases she found a receptive audience, in some quarters, for her views.

That is not to say her path in this regard was an easy one; far from it, for she found herself apologising to her 1880 audience for speaking, as a woman, on so
‘delicate’ an issue in public. Of all the disadvantages married women faced Elizabeth believed this ‘sex slavery’, as she termed, it to be the worst. For all her
efforts, Elizabeth did not see a law passed against it in her lifetime – in fact this did not pass the Statute Book until 1991.

Reading through some of the exchanges and le�ers of Elizabeth WE it’s clear that whilst she was hard to work with at times, people respected her and her
work for the feminist movement deeply. One example of this, is the financial support she received after the death of her husband.

Ben Elmy’s firm was a victim of the textile recession in north-west England in the late-1880s and was sold at a significant loss. After his death, Elizabeth and
her son Frank had li�le more than their house and the £52 a year Frank earned as a local council rate collector. What saved them financially was the
assistance of Elizabeth’s colleagues, led by Harriet McIlquham along with Frances Rowe and Louisa Martindale. These women could see beyond the
sometimes acerbic exterior to the woman beneath and, to ease her material burdens, established the ‘Grateful Fund’ in the mid-1890s, which provided an
income for the Elmys of £1.00 per week. The ‘Grateful Fund’ and, la�erly, a Testimonial organised in 1910 by (among others) Lady Constance Ly�on and
Emmeline Pankhurst, provided for her care in the final years of her life.

Sometimes, as Elizabeth’s le�ers show, the money kept the family from real poverty – although she only accepted it on the grounds that it let her work
continue. The reality is that as many as found Elizabeth difficult found her vulnerable, and they loved her with real devotion and commitment,
understanding that she worked from pure, selfless motives. Elizabeth’s significant collections of le�ers and other documents, which form the documentary
base for the biography, are wonderful resources and they tell many times of her gratefulness to her benefactors. Often wri�en late at night, after she had
completed a full day of domestic and political work, her le�ers to Harriet McIlquham are full of love and tender concern.

Also, albeit infrequently, they show what one eminent historian has referred to as ‘bile and vitriol’, spiteful commentaries regarding colleagues who,
Elizabeth believes, have fallen from the true, selfless, feminist path. Particular targets of criticism include Florence Fenwick Miller, Ursula Bright (sister-in-
law of John Bright), Millicent Garre� Fawce� and the leadership of the NUWSS. It is true that some of these le�ers can be read as being excessively critical of
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some of her colleagues, but the context in which she wrote them is important – particularly when she was under severe strain following Ben Elmy’s business
failure in 1888. The fact that she was herself working over 50 hours a week in the textile mill to try and save its fortunes, plus her ‘normal’ domestic duties
and feminist campaigning, perhaps makes her somewhat harsh style a li�le more understandable.

What do you think is the key aspect of EWE’s legacy?

Simply, her tenacity. Without her single-mindedness and untiring focus, I wonder just how successful Victorian feminists would have been in changing so
many of the laws that repressed women in all circumstances of life. Elizabeth was foremost in campaigns which made it possible, for example, for working
women to have a right to their own income; for separated wives to have increased rights of access to their children; and for the campaign for the vote to be
rooted not in the possession of property but simply on grounds of individual autonomy. She died having achieving much of what she had set out to do. The
parliamentary vote had been granted to women over thirty year of age (and to women University graduates) a mere six days before her death.

As I have wri�en in the conclusion to the book, it is satisfying that she died at a moment of triumph in feminist history but she still would not have been
content because the issue of ‘sex slavery’ had still not been resolved. Her true legacy though is that she never stalled in her objectives, no ma�er how ill or
tired, no ma�er what her age or personal circumstances, she put all thoughts of self aside. Her place in history should be, perhaps, as one of England’s
greatest humanitarians.

Title: Elizabeth Wolstenholme Elmy and the Victorian Feminist Movement – The biography of an insurgent woman
(h�p://www.manchesteruniversitypress.co.uk/catalogue/book.asp?id=1204848) 
Author: Maureen Wright 
Price: £65.00 (hardback) 
Published: 2011
Publisher: Manchester University Press 
ISBN: 978-0-7190-8109-5

Article by Arwa Aburawa (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Celebrating the Luddites’ 200th anniversary

November 2011 – January 2013 is the 200th anniversary of the Luddite uprisings: a “great opportunity to celebrate this struggle for workers’ and working-class rights, and
to redress the wrongs done to them and their name”. In a guest post, David King (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/) introduces the history of the Luddites
in Manchester and Lancashire and highlights some of the upcoming events in the commemoration.

In the case of the Luddites (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/05/14/the-luddites-war-on-industry-a-story-of-machine-smashing-and-spies/),
history has been wri�en by the victors. Nowadays the word ‘Luddite’ means someone opposed to all technology and progress. In fact, the Luddites opposed
only technology ‘hurtful to Commonality’, (i.e. the common good): they destroyed some machines whilst leaving others alone. The current meaning was
invented in the 1950s when Britain was shifting its economy away from manufacturing and towards high technology. The aim was to stigmatise those with
valid concerns about issues like nuclear power, and automation in the workplace.

In Lancashire the Luddites were fighting the introduction of power looms to the co�on industry, which were undercu�ing the cloth produced by handloom
weavers, who largely worked in their own co�ages. As in other parts of the North and Midlands, the weavers were suffering severely from a depression in
trade, caused by the wars with France, and a series of bad harvests which had drastically increased food prices. The weaving communities around
Manchester had petitioned Parliament repeatedly in the period before 1811, asking for measures to relieve their situation, but were ignored by Tory
governments obsessed with the then-new free market economic doctrines.

In Yorkshire and No�inghamshire the Luddite raids followed a guerrilla warfare pa�ern, involving night raids by small bands of disciplined men. However
in Lancashire, Luddism involved large riots, with much more violence on both sides. This was partly because the new industrial production in Lancashire
was based in massive mills, with hundreds of machines that could not be easily destroyed by small groups, except by burning the whole mill. The Luddite
riots in Lancashire often took place in the daytime and involved hundreds of people from many different trades, including women. Because there were fewer
large mills to defend, the thousands of troops that the government had stationed throughout the North (more soldiers than were currently fighting with
Wellington in Spain) were able to defend the mills more easily, and this led to a great deal of bloodshed, most notoriously at the Burton mill in Middleton,
where up to thirty people were killed.

In May 1812 at the Assizes in Chester 10 were hanged, 38 transported and 18 imprisoned. Overall, the Luddite a�acks were less successful, with one mill (at
Westhoughton) largely destroyed, and one warehouse burned. Thus, although Lancashire Luddism involved more sound and fury than in Yorkshire or
No�inghamshire, it was considerably less effective. It burned brightly between February and April 1812, but then died away.

The Luddites200 (h�p://www.luddites200.org.uk/) group is aiming to encourage local celebrations of the Luddite uprisings around the country, because we
believe that this is an extremely important episode in English social history, and as EP Thompson argued, a key stage in the creation of the English working
class. It also has important lessons for today as, for example, technology continues to be deployed in order to implement the public sector cuts. Workers,
from librarians to court stenographers and even coastguards are being replaced by digital machines.

We were very surprised to find that, whilst in Yorkshire a consortium of local museums and archives and Huddersfield University are organising a
programme of activities to celebrate the anniversary, there is very li�le happening in Lancashire. In particular, we were astonished that the People’s History
Museum (h�p://www.phm.org.uk/), the obvious place for such activities, has no plans to celebrate the anniversary, and no permanent exhibits on the
Luddites. In fact, they have a timeline of the development of trade unions and the movements for parliamentary reform in the 19th century, that has a large
blank space exactly where the Luddites should be.
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How can this be? It is difficult to come to any other conclusion than that the PHM, like much of the conventional Left, shares the popular misconception of
the Luddites as reactionary, as well as somehow not ‘really’ being part of the organised working class. Despite the efforts of Marxist historians like EP
Thompson and Eric Hobsbawm to situate the Luddites firmly within working class and trade union history, many still subscribe to these outdated
misconceptions. The Luddites can hardly be blamed for not forming trade unions, since they were illegal at the time, but like the Yorkshire croppers and
No�inghamshire framework kni�ers, the co�on weavers maintained a well organised quasi-legal organisation for petitioning parliament, and were often
highly politicised, sometimes going so far as to openly and seditiously support the revolution in France. As Hobsbawm has pointed out, this tradition of
‘collective bargaining by riot’ and machine breaking had a long history in the labour disputes of the 18th century, and was often a highly effective method of
forcing employers to accede to workers’ demands.

Luddites200 will be holding a workshop at the Manchester & Salford Anarchist Bookfair (h�p://www.underthepavement.org/bookfair/) on December 3rd,
where you can learn more about the history of the Luddites and their significance for debates about technology today. We hope you will be able join us.

The Suffragette Attack on Manchester Art Gallery, April 1913

On 3rd April 1913 three suffrage�es – Annie Briggs, Evelyn Manesta and Lillian Forrester – a�acked a number of pictures in the Manchester Art Gallery as part of the
militant campaign for votes for women which by this period had escalated to the use of violent tactics, including mass window-smashing, a�acks on politicians, damage to
property and arson.

The Manchester Guardian reported the event as follows:

“Just before nine ‘clock last night, when the Manchester Art Gallery was about to close and few people were about, an a�endant in a room leading to the big room of the
permanent collection heard crackings of glass follow each other rapidly. He immediately rushed into to the big room followed by another a�endant, who was nearby. They
found three women making a rush around the room, cracking the glass of the biggest and most valuable paintings in the collection. They had already completed their
work on the right side of the room going in, where pictures by such great artists as Wa�s, Leighton, Burne- Jones and Rosse�i were hung , and were going around the top
of the room. The outrage was quickly and neatly carried through, and when the a�endants came running in the women were within reach of two more large pictures –
one by Millais, the other by Wa�s. The a�endants at one rushed to arrest them but as there were three to two of the women escaped from the room. The a�endants,
however, called to the door-keeper and immediately the big doors were closed and the retreat cut off. 
The women were quietly kept within closed door while the Town Hall were informed. The Chief Constable and a superintendent at once went across and took the women
to the Town Hall. There they questioned them and, after charging them, allowed them out on bail until this morning, when they will appear before the stipendiary
magistrate.”

The pictures damaged were 
— The Last Watch of Hero – Leighton 
— Captive Andromache – Leighton 
— The Prayer – Wa�s 
— Paola and Francesca – Wa�s 
— The Hon J L Motley – Wa�s 
— Astarte Syriaca- Rosse�i 
— The Flood – Millais 
— Sybilla Delphica – Burne-Jones 
— The Flood- Millais 
— Birnam Woods – Millais 
— The Last of the Garrison – Briton-Miliere 
— The Golden Apples of Spring – Strudwick 
— The Syrinx – Arthur Hacker 
— The Shadow of the Cross – Holman Hunt

The women appeared at the magistrates’ court charged under the Malicious Damage Act and were bailed to appear for trial later that month. Lillian
Forrester made a statement stating that “we broke the glass of some pictures as a protest but we did not intend to damage the pictures”. They had supporters
in the gallery who unfurled a “Votes for Women” banner.

The a�ack was part of a wave of protests across the country against the sentence passed on Mrs Pankhurst
(h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/03/14/free-trade-hall-meeting-13-october-1905-the-beginning-of-the-militant-campaign-for-votes-for-
women/) on 3rd April at the Old Bailey. She was sentenced to three years in prison for “inciting persons unknown” to burn down building. As well as the
a�ack on the paintings some eleven post boxes in Manchester were a�acked with black liquid which damaged 250 le�ers.

Other “outrages”, as the press called them, included: 
– The blowing up of a carriage on an empty train at Adswood, Stockport 
– An explosion at the railway station at Oxted, Surrey 
– The destruction by fire of an unoccupied house in Hertfordshire.

The women’s trial took place on 22nd April at the Manchester Assizes. The accused were stated to be members of the WSPU
(h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/03/14/free-trade-hall-meeting-13-october-1905-the-beginning-of-the-militant-campaign-for-votes-for-
women/)and were charged with “unlawfully and maliciously damaging” thirteen pictures in the gallery. Annie Briggs was 48 and a housekeeper, Lillian
Forrester was 33 and married (her occupation was not given) and Evelyn Manesta was 25 and a governess.

Evidence was given by the police and the art gallery staff. It was stated that the cost of repairing the glass was £85 and repairing two of the canvasses was
£25.
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The three women did not deny the charges and did not therefore enter the witness box but chose to make speeches to the jury.

Annie Briggs said that she was not guilty of the charges brought against her. “I gave my comrades my fullest support but in no way aided them. Our women
take their course on their own deliberate responsibility. This is not a personal but a world question.” She added that women had to protest against things
which were intolerable to them. If she were sentenced she would feel she was sentenced because she was a member of the WSPU.

Lillian Forrester made a long speech, beginning by saying she did not stand there as a malicious person but as patriot. She thought motive was taken into
account in the actions of all lawbreakers. She was political offender and the fact of being a political offender had led to the imprisonment only in the First
Division in such cases of the late Mr W T Stead and Mr Jameson, who was responsible for a raid that caused the loss of life. Motive in those cases had been
taken into account. She would make a stirring appeal to the jury to bring in a verdict of not guilty. If it was desired to inflict punishment they had already
been punished by appearing before the courts three times and going through the present ordeal. Such a decision would redound to the credit of Manchester
where the present movement had begun. She praised Mrs Pankhurst and said that after the sentence on her she had thought that Manchester should make
some protest and she had considered whether she and other should speak in Albert Square. She added that her husband approved of what she did . She had
a degree in history and her knowledge of history had spurred to this fight for women’s freedom.

Evelyn Manesta referred to women in the streets and said that the laws applying to men and women were unequal, particularly the divorce laws. She said
that she was a political offender. 
In his summing up the judge said that the jury should be impartial and not decide because they agreed or disagreed with their views. They had to administer
the law and the jury had to say that they were satisfied on the evidence that the prosecution had proved the guilt of these ladies.

After a brief retirement the jury acqui�ed Annie and convicted Lillian and Evelyn. Lillian was sentenced to three months imprisonment and Evelyn to one
month. The judge stated that if the law would allow he would send them round the world in sailing ship as the best thing for them.

Manchester suffrage�es wrote to the Chief Constable, Mr Peacock, asking for permission to hold a demonstration in Stevenson Square on Sunday 4th May
followed by a procession to Strangeways in protest at the raid on WSPU head-quarters in London and also at the sentences on Lillian and Evelyn. The
Manchester Guardian reported that the WSPU had received a le�er from the prison governor stating that as the two women were refusing to do any prison
work, they would not be allowed to receive any le�ers or visitors and would not be receive any remission of sentence.

Mrs Pankhurst was released on special licence after 10 days and taken to a nursing home because she had refused to eat. She was not forcibly fed as had
happened to many other suffrage�e prisoners. The government was perhaps fearful of the consequences.

Many years later there was a postscript to the Manchester story. In 2003 Home Office files revealed that in September 1913 the Home Office had ordered that
photographs of all the suffrage�e prisoners be secretly taken without their knowledge. This was done because many of the women had refused to have their
pictures taken. The files include a disturbing picture of Evelyn Manesta taken in prison. She has the arm of a prison warder around her to hold her still. The
picture was used in a wanted poster of Manesta circulated by Scotland Yard but on publication the image had been doctored to hide the arm.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

The Manchester Mechanics Institute

The Mechanics Institute began with a meeting between William Fairburn, Thomas Hopkins and Richard Roberts, who agreed to each contribute £10 towards
the foundation of an Institute to teach young men the application of science to manufacturing and art. Fairburn was a noted engineer, born in Scotland, who
had come to Manchester in 1813 where he made mill-machinery before moving into making boilers and ship-building. Roberts was also an engineer, born in
Wales, who came to Manchester about 1815 and made his money in manufacturing high precision machine tools and also through inventions such as the self-
acting spinning mule. All three men were members of the Manchester Literary & Philosophical Society, at which Hopkins had contributed a number of
papers.

Following this initial meeting, a public meeting was held at the Bridgewater Arms public house on High Street on 17 April 1824, chaired by Benjamin
Heywood, the banker. Those present resolved to set up an institution to be known as the Manchester Mechanics Institute with the object of delivering
lectures on the various sciences and their application to the arts and also to establish a reference and circulating library. Sufficient funds were pledged to
allow land to be purchased on Cooper Street, where a building costing £7,000 was put up.

Control of the Institute was firmly in the hands of Manchester’s self-made manufacturing class who firmly rebuffed any suggestions for change from the
working people a�ending the lectures. In March 1829 Rowland Detrosier led a breakaway group who founded their own Institute. Detrosier had been
abandoned as a child and brought up in Manchester by Charles Barnes, a member of the Swedenborgian
(h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/12/03/derek-antrobus-and-the-vegetarian-movement-in-salford/)church. He worked as a clerk and also
lectured at the Swedenborgian Sunday school. For a time he was connected with the Stockport Bible Christian
(h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/12/03/derek-antrobus-and-the-vegetarian-movement-in-salford/) church.

Although Detrosier moved to London where he lectured and became secretary of the National Political Union, he retained his links with Manchester and on
25 March 1831 he gave a lecture at the New Mechanics Institute which was later published as a pamphlet entitled On the Necessity of an Extension of Moral and
Political Instruction among the Working Classes with the assistance of Francis Place, one of his London friends.

Lacking the funds of its wealthy parent, the New Mechanics Institute was based in a joiner’s shop in a timber yard near the top of Brazenose Street. It was
run on democratic lines and had a small library. This group of working people appears to have connections with the Owenite
(h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/09/18/robert-owen/)movement for they were amongst those who encouraged the Owenites to build the Hall
of Science (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/10/29/the-hall-of-science/) in Campfield. The New Mechanics Institute appears to have lasted ten
years and it seems likely that once the Hall of Science was opened they transferred their classes and library to the new building which survived until 1844.
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The original Institute held regular classes in music , French and German, nature study, art appreciation and science. In 1837 it was agreed to hold classes for
women for, as one of the directors pointed out, “much good would arise from the proper cultivation of their minds”. Victorian notions of the proper place of
women were much in evident, however, for their classes included how to make wax flowers and household management. In addition to classes for adults the
Institute also ran a school for boys and girls from 1834, which was a�ended by several hundred pupils.

In August 1847 a meeting was held in the Institute to set up the Lancashire Public School Association with the aim of “promoting a general system of secular
education”. At this time there was no state education, only private schools which few could afford. There were religious schools but, of course, these
naturally promoted the particular religion they were affiliated to.

The Institute was able to a�ract well-known personalities including the actors William Macready (famous for his Shakespeare performances) and Fanny
Kemble (who was active in the anti-slavery movement) and Ralph Waldo Emerson

The Institute eventually outgrew its original building and a new building was constructed on Princess Street (then called David Street), costing £20,000 which
opened in 1857. The architect was John Edward Gregan. It opened with a major exhibition which thousands visited.

In June 1868 the Institute was used for a congress of trade unions, the first such meeting to be held and which annual meeting continues to-day

In 1870 the government passed an Education Act which for the first time made education compulsory for children between the ages of 5 and 12, establishing
elected School Boards were set to build and run the new schools. This made some of the work of the Mechanics Institute unnecessary as basic provision for
children was now under the aegis of the School Board. In September 1883 a Technical School was opened in the building by Oliver Heywood (son of
Benjamin, who was continuing his father’s charitable work and whose statue can be seen in Albert Square). It was absorbed into the Manchester education
system in 1892.

In 1910 a Day Training College was opened in the building to train teachers properly for there had been complaints for many years of the poor standard of
teaching in schools., especially by pupil teachers who often had no formal training at all.

In 1917 another change took place when the building was designated the Municipal High School of Commerce. It ran day and evening classes for those
hoping to pursue careers in business and included foreign languages in the curriculum. It moved out of the building in the 1960s.

By the mid 1970s the Institute was in a very bad state of repair although registered as a grade 2 listed building. Concerned trade unionists set up a campaign
called MANTUC with the aim of restoring the building and re-opening it but after several years work this was not successful.

Another a�empt succeeded some years later when, as the building neared collapse, a Trust was formed with backing from the City Council and the trade
unions which restored the building and re-opened it as a trade union centre with meeting rooms, a main hall and a bar. The restoration included a meeting
room set out with furniture, wallpaper and portraits in the style of 1868.

In 1990 the National Museum of Labour History moved its labour history archives into the ground floor of the building. (The galleries were in the
Pumphouse). The official opening was on 7 May 1990 when the opening address was given by Jack Jones, former general secretary of TGWU and chair of the
museum’s Trustees. In his speech he said

“I strongly believe that this gem of a museum is going to prove of great benefit to Manchester and the North of England, because of its special interest to trade unionists,
members of the Co-operative movement and activist in the cause of women’s equality and progress will a�ract visitors from Germany, France, the other European
countries and America as well as people from all parts of these islands.One of our prized possessions in Tom Paine’s table on which he wrote important parts of his
famous work The rights of man. This writing of his made an enormous contribution to the American revolution and had some influence on the French revolution….

The many colourful and unique items on show to-day and others which we will be exhibiting will, I believe, demonstrate the real history of working people and their
efforts to rise out of their poverty. This, I suggest, is much more important and educational than the drearysome recounting or reciting of dates of Kings and Queens and
ba�les of the past.

All of us have a responsibility to cherish and preserve the essentials of historical development. It would be foolish to and indeed criminal to ignore and neglect that
responsibility. Instead of respecting our past all too often very many objets of considerable historical value have been wantonly or inadvertently destroyed in the past by
trade unions…It surely behoves both sides of industry and citizens generally to assist in avoiding the destruction of significant relics of people’s history.”

In March 2010 the labour history archives were moved out to a new home in the extended People’s History Museum (as the NMLH had by now rebranded
itself). The Mechanics Institute remains open for meetings and other functions. For information on facilities offered in this historic building, please visit their
website (h�p://www.mechanicsinstitute.co.uk/).

Article by Michael Herbert (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

The 1842 Strike, Part II

This article continues the history of the 1842 Strike begun on this page (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2011/10/23/the-1842-strike-part-1/).

Thursday 11 August

At 6.30am a crowd of over 10,000, many of whom, it was noted, were women, assembled in Granby Row Fields. The main speaker was Christopher Doyle
who urged the strikers not to return to work until their demands had been met. As he was speaking the Mayor Mr Neil and a number of magistrates rode up
to the cart and told them that the meeting was illegal and must disperse. The Riot Act was then read and one hundred soldiers appeared, fully armed and
with two six pound artillery pieces. The crowd fled but there was no violence or casualties. Companies of soldiers were then stationed in Hunt Street, on
Oxford Road near Li�le Ireland, and also opposite Esdaile’s Buildings.
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A meeting took place at the Carpenter Hall a�ended by mechanics, engineers, millwrights, moulders and smiths which passed resolutions in favour of the
People’s Charter which they declared “contains the elements of justice and prosperity and we pledge ourselves never to relinquish our demands until that
document becomes a legislative enactment”. They also pledged not to return to work “until the decision of the trades of Manchester be ascertained.”

During the morning thousands of workers marched from Ashton and Stalybridge to Rochdale and brought out most of the mills and factories. A mass
meeting passed a resolution declaring that they would not resume work until they had obtained a fair price for a fair day’s labour. They then marched to
Heywood and turned out the mills and factories there.

At about 1pm Sergeant Dale was sent with a few policemen and a number of Chelsea Pensioners, who had been sworn in as Special Constables as
reinforcement to police stationed near Charles Street, Oxford Road. As they passed through the crowd some stones were thrown and the pensioners fell back
and then ran off. (The pensioners were disbanded on 23 August).

Friday 12 August

There was a meeting of various trades and mill hands at the Fustian Cu�ers room, 70 Tib Street at 10am which passed two resolutions, one declaring that the
strike was for the Charter and the other declaring that the operatives offer themselves as “conservators of the public peace”.

The mechanics met at Carpenters’ Hall at 2pm where they heard reports from delegates from Lancashire and Yorkshire on the situation in their trades and
their a�itude to the strike. The conference concluded by passing a resolution which stated “that the only remedy for the present alarming distress and
widespread destitution is the immediate and unmutilated adoption and carrying into law of the document known as the People’s Charter, that this meeting
recommends the people of all trades and callings forthwith cease work until the above document becomes the law of the land.”

Saturday 13 August

The weekly Manchester Guardian, published on Saturday, carried an editorial which practically frothed at the mouth:

“…we have seen the resolutions passed at the meeting of delegates at the Sherwood Inn and the Carpenters’ Hall yesterday. To us, who well knew the real objects of the
agitators, these resolutions convey no information. But to parties who have hitherto, either wilfully or ignorantly, shut their eyes to the truth, we recommend a perusal of
the resolutions; and especially the second, recommending that the present forced cessation of work shall be continued until what is called “the charter” becomes the law of
the land. Disguise it as we may the present movement is rising against the government and the law. Call it by what name we please, IT IS REALLY AN
INSURRECTION.” (The Manchester Guardian 13 August 1842)

The Queen issued a proclamation referring to “great multitudes of lawless and disorderly persons have lately assembled themselves together in a riotous and
tumultuous manner, and have , with force and violence, entered into certain mines, mills, manufactories, and have, by threats and intimidation, prevented or
good subjects therein employed from following their usual occupations and earning their livelihood” and offering £50 reward for all offenders brought to
justice.

Monday 15 August

At 10am the most important trades meeting of this period known as the Great Delegate Conference opened at the Sherwood Inn, Tib Street. Alexander
Hutchinson who represented the Manchester wiredrawers and card makers, was elected chairman. There was intense public excitement with a large crowd
gathered outside who were advised to go home for fear of an a�ack by the military.

The conference was a�ended by 143 delegates. Due to the number it was agreed to adjourn and move to the Carpenters Hall, the conference re-opening at
1pm. The credentials of delegates were examined which took some time after which reports from them were heard. A draft of an address was put to the
meeting and agreed and a commi�ee of three delegates appointed to redraft it.

The meeting was adjourned until the following morning.

Tuesday 16 August

Alexander Hutchinson opened the second day of the trades conference by stating that he had seen “a great change in the opinion of working men of
Manchester… They were as earnest as ever and appeared to see more than ever the necessity of a great struggle for their political rights…they would not be
men if they did not adopt every measure they could to ensure a triumph and gain political rights.”

The Northern Star reported that the gallery was “occupied by parties from the country who took great interest in the important business for which the
meeting had been convened.”

Hutchinson read the address which had been agreed to and already published and expressed his hope that they would conduct the proceedings with calm
and caution since the eyes of all England were upon the day’s proceedings.

“To the trades of Manchester and the Surrounding districts 
Fellow citizens…we hasten to lay before you the result of our si�ings. We find, by reference to the reports of the delegates assembled from various parts of Lancashire and
Yorkshire …that no sufficient guarantee is afforded to the producers of wealth, but from the adoption and establishment of the people’s political rights, as a safeguard for
their lives, liberties and interests of the nation generally…we, your representatives, call most emphatically upon the people to discontinue the production of the creation
of wealth, until the result of our deliberations is made known to the people whom we represent… For ourselves, we have no other property than our labour; but in the
midst of you we live and have our being; our parents, our wives and children are the hostages we present to you as our securities that we will do nothing ourselves, nor
recommend anything to others inconsistent with their safety, nor recommend anything to others inconsistent with their safety, or your interest.” 
Alexander Hutchinson, chairman; Charles Stuart, Secretary.

The assembled delegates continued to present reports which explained the a�itude of those they represented to the strike and the Charter. Most were in
favour of both. The Royston Powerloom delegate said he represented not just the weavers, but the whole village where meeting of 3,000 had voted for the
Charter. The Ashton delegate said he represented 25,000 whom he believed were unanimous for the Charter. The delegate from Mossley said he represented
a dozen factories.
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There was long debate on whether to make the Charter the object of the strike. As this drew to a close the delegates became aware that magistrates, police
and soldiers had surrounded the building. Richard Beswick, the Chief Superintendent of the Manchester Police, entered the hall and said that there had been
alarm in the neighbourhood over the large crowds surrounding the hall and proclamations had been issued prohibiting all large assemblies. Alexander
Hutchinson insisted that the meeting was legal, that the gallery was open to the public and that the press had been allowed to a�end. Over some further
argument two magistrates entered and declared that the meeting was illegal and must disperse within ten minutes. After they left the meeting resumed and
a resolution in favour of the Charter was passed by over 120 votes, moved by Joseph Manory a bricklayer of Manchester, and seconded by A F Taylor, a
power loom weaver. It was agreed to meet the following day at the Sherwood Inn, Tib Street at 10am

That same date the National Charter Association met in Manchester, the date having been chosen some months before to coincide with the anniversary of
Peterloo (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/03/02/women-at-the-peterloo-massacre/). They issued two addresses in support of the strike which
included the following.

“We have solemnly sworn and one and all declared, that the golden opportunity now within our grasp shall not pass away fruitless, that the chance of centuries afforded
to us by a wise and all-seeing god, shall not be lost; but that we now do universally resolve never to resume labour until labour’s grievances are destroyed and protection
secured for ourselves, our suffering wives and helpless children by the enactment of the People’s Charter.”

The government at first taken aback by the strike but now set in motion plans to crush it. On 23 August Lieutenant- General Sir Thomas Arbuthnot arrived in
Manchester, having been sent by the Home Secretary Sir James Graham to take charge of the Midlands and the North.

Strike leaders and delegates to the trades conference were arrested, as were local Chartists. The strike gradually ran out of steam as strikers returned to work.
The Manchester weavers held out to the last and did not return to work until the end of September.

At least 1500 strikers were arrested and were brought before magistrates’ courts. Many were imprisoned. On 29 August the Salford Intermediate Session
opened at the New Bailey with 31 magistrates on the bench. Before them were 199 prisoners commi�ed on charges of felony and another 159 on charges of
misdemeanour. The chairman of the bench J F Foster stated that “…the tumult and disturbances, such as were recently witnessed in this neighbourhood,
should be put down with the strong hand of the law, and the parties convicted of taking part in them severely punished.”

In March 1843 59 leading Chartists, including Feargus O’Connor, were tried in Lancaster, charged on nine accounts of inciting strikes, riots and disorder.
Most were convicted but curiously they were never sent to prison, the sentences being suspended because of what was claimed was “a technicality”. It seems
likely that the government, having defeated the strike and jailed many local leaders, was content to let ma�ers lie.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

The 1842 Strike, Part 1

In the summer of 1842 a great wave of strikes engulfed Lancashire and Yorkshire. The wave began in the Staffordshire coalfield in July when the miners went on strike for
fewer hours and more pay. They also linked economic with political demands when a meeting passed a resolution stating that “nothing but the People’s Charter can give us a
fair day’s wage for a fair day’s work’.” Miners marched from pit to pit spreading the strike as far north as Stockport.

Co�on masters in Stalybridge and Ashton-under-Lyne gave notice that they intended to reduce wages by 25%. A mass meeting was held in Ashton on 26
July which was addressed by two Chartists and this was followed by other local meetings.

On Monday 8 August thousands of workers gathered at the Haigh in Stalybridge and brought out mills and factories in Ashton, Dukinfield and other
villages. At 2pm thousands gathered in Ashton market square and then dispatched delegations to Oldham and Hyde to bring them out as well.

Tuesday 9 August

Perhaps 20,000 strikers gathered in Ashton and set off to Manchester along Ashton New Road, turning out mills and factories along the way. When they
reached the junction of Pollard Street and Great Ancoats Street they were met by the magistrates, police and military. According to a le�er later printed in the
Manchester Guardian from Mr Daniel Maude, the chief magistrate, the procession “was led by large party of young women very decently dressed. Both they
and the men who followed were arranged in regular file and nothing could be apparently more respectful and peaceable than their demeanour”.

Mr Maude refused to listen to the entreaties of the Chief Constable Sir Charles Shaw, who wanted to turn the police and military loose on the crowd, but
instead placed himself at the head of the procession and led them to Granby Row Fields where they held an open air meeting which was joined by thousands
from the neighbouring mills as they shut for dinner at noon. Richard Pilling stood on a cart and spoke of what had happened in Ashton and other towns. He
told the crowd that they were determined not to return to work until the prices of 1840 were restored and they were seeking the co-operation of the people of
Manchester for a fair day’s wage for a fair day’s labour. At 1.30pm the crowd gave three very loud cheers for the People’s Charter and then set off back to
their homes.

During the afternoon the Manchester mills were visited and turned out as well. There was some trouble where mill managers refused. The lodge at the
Oxford Road twist company was gu�ed but the mill was untouched. At Birley’s Mill in Chorlton-upon-Medlock the managers closed and barricaded the
doors and turned hose–pipes on the crowd, which retaliated by hurling lumps of coal at the windows, smashing hundreds. The managers climbed onto the
roof and hurled down stones and pieces of metal onto the crowd below, nearly killing a young woman. Eventually the police and military turned up and
dispersed the crowd, arresting seven people.

There was an a�empt to start the mill the following morning but many workers were stopped from going in by mass picketing. The streets were cleared and
patrolled by armed soldiers. On Thursday the there was fierce ba�le between the police and strikers, who only retreated after being charged by riflemen with
fixed bayonets. The company closed the works at the end of the week, stating that on Friday and Saturday “a large proportion of the hands did not come and
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we reluctantly closed our Mills… We lament the necessity for suspending the payment of weekly wages to large number of usually contented and well
conducted individuals, on many of whom others depend for support. “

The mill remained shut until 2 September.

Wednesday 10 August

There was meeting of 5, 000 at 6am at Granby Row addressed by a number of Chartists, including Christopher Doyle, who advised the crowd to apply to the
workhouse for subsistence and not to go to work until the wages are raised. He advised people to go peacefully and not to break the law. The strikers
marched to Ancoats, turning out mills on the way, the numbers growing to 10,000. The police blocked the way to the Kennedy mills, and there was some
trouble with the cavalry being sent for.

Some of the crowd crossed Victoria Bridge into Salford, turning out mills along Greengate. The Manchester Guardian reported that

“ In passing along Broughton Road, one or two boys went into the shop of James Faulkner, provision dealer, and asked for bread. He gave them a 4lb loaf
which was instantly torn to pieces in the crowd. There seemed to be at first an inclination amongst the younger member of the crowd to enter the shop and
see if they could not get more bread, but the main body of the rioters forced them away saying that it would ruin their cause should they begin to plunder.
Having proceeded as far as Broughton Bridge they halted in front of Mr Williams’s silk mill, having heard that there were some hands at work, but on being
assured that such was not the case, they passed along Silk Street, Hope Fields, Adelphi Street, across Broken Bank, into Oldfield Road, from which they
announced of making their way to Granby Row, to a�end the meeting which was to take place there as stated in the morning”

By 9am all the mills in the areas of Ancoats, London Road and Oxford Road had turned out their hands. Deputations went to the managers of the mills and
warned them that if the mills did not stop, there might be disturbances. Mr Jones mill on Chester Street initially refused but gave way after a crowd gathered
outside.

At Messrs Stirling & Beckton on Lower Mosley Street (where they had been trouble the previous evening) the mill was visited several times crowds who
called on the hands to come out. When they refused the crowd began throwing stones at the mill and Mr Beckton’s house. The cavalry arrived and, drawing
their swords, they dispersed the crowds who ran in all directions.

There was another meeting at lunchtime at Granby Row Fields a�ended by thousands and chaired by Daniel Donovan. The speakers urged people not to
return to work until their demands had been met and also urged people not to go to the bread shops. The meeting was adjourned until the following
morning. The crowd then went in procession to Li�le Ireland.

Round about noon a crowd of several hundred young men and women, many armed with sticks, came down from the direction of Newtown Silk Mill to the
Union Bridge over the Irk at the bo�om of Gould Street and called down to men working in the river cleaning the filters to stop work. They then moved on to
a�ack the gas works but driven off by a small number of police They returned in greater numbers and began hurling stones at the offices and house, before
leaving the area. (The gas works was later guarded by police, soldiers, and sixty Chelsea pensioners who had been sworn in as special constables)

The crowd now set about a small house on Roger Street being used as a police station, eventually breaking in and ransacking the building, throwing the
furniture into the street and hurling the policeman’s clothes into the Irk. Sergeant Almon, the only man left in the building (the rest having fled) hid under
the cellar steps and was not found. The Manchester Guardian reported that after the crowd had moved, “their places were filled by a great number of lads,
women and even girls who appeared to take delight in taking the work of destruction even further. They tore the handles and locks from the doors, broke
the doors inside the house to pieces, pulled down mantelpieces, and even tore the grates out of the brick-work. The iron shelves of the oven were thrown out
of the window, and everything was done to destroy the property.” Eventually fifty police and several dragoons arrived and seized a girl aged 14, who had
thrown many things out of the window, and took her to the New Bailey prison. With the coast now clear Sergeant Almon emerged from his hiding place,
clutching a sword. Nothing remained of the house except the floor and walls.

At about 12.15 a crowd of several hundred went down Princess Street, some of whom entered a provisions shop belonging to Mr Howarth and demanded
bread. Perhaps not surprisingly he handed over several 4lb loaves. When the police arrived within a short space they arrested seven men who were still in
the shop and took them to the New Bailey prison.

Later that same afternoon a crowd of thirty or so knocked on all the doors of house of Cooper Street, demanding money or bread from the house-holders
who complied. The police led by Inspector Green stepped in and arrested the leaders.

Between 3pm and 4pm another group, who had already taken bread from shops on Deansgate, a�acked a number shops on Oldham Street, stealing bread
and other provisions and money. They then went off for a drink on the proceeds to the Cross Keys public house, Cross Street, Swan Street, where they were
found by the police who arrested five men. The Manchester Guardian reported that they had been assured that “these parties consisted for most part of
young thieves and not at all of workmen.”

At half past three a meeting of mechanics on a piece of waste ground near Oxford Road was a�acked by a party of dragoons with sabres and the Rifle
Brigade and dispersed, but not before they had agreed to meet the following day at the Carpenters Hall.

On Wednesday evening a public notice was issued summoning Chelsea pensioners to the Town Hall. The following morning some three hundred reported
for duty and were sworn in as special constables

That same evening a group of women gathered in Great Ancoats Street and marched through the streets , their numbers increasing as they went. Their object
was to bring out more mills. They were successful on Mill Street where the workers came out and they then moved onto Kennedy’s Mill, demanding that the
mill to be closed. When this was refused they a�acked the mills with stones, broke open the door and were about to invade the mill when the police arrived
and set about the crowd. The Northern Star reported that the police “charged the people, sparing neither age nor sex, but laying about them right and left
with their bludgeons and cutlasses; many were knocked down and beaten until they were unable to rise from the ground.” The women fought back with
volleys of stones and the police eventually ran off “amidst the curses and execrations of the immense assemblage”.

Major Warre , the Manchester military commander, wrote to the Home Secretary requesting more soldiers, explaining that “I have but a very inadequate
force in this town under the altered and excited state of things from the state of organisation among the working classes…..I did not expect that the general
turn-out of work would take place in the towns of Lancashire to the south of this place… and that they should venture to march in bodies into Manchester
notwithstanding the police and garrison.”
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Until they had more soldiers, the town authorities advised mill-owners not to a�empt to start up their mills as they could not provide enough forces to
protect the mills and workers.

[Continued in Part 2]

Article by Michael Herbert (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Peace and Antiwar activities in 1930s Manchester

In the decade before the outbreak of the Second World War there was extensive campaigning by a number of organisations in Manchester on the issues of peace and
opposition to war.

The experience of the slaughter of millions during First World War (“the war to end all wars”) had led many to believe that war was not a solution to
international conflict, indeed it might lead to the complete collapse of civilisation. The establishment of the League of Nations after the Paris Conference had
appeared to offer hope that new system of international accord might prevent future conflicts. Its aims, as stated in its Covenant, included preventing war
through collective security and se�ling international issues through discussion and arbitration. By 1935 it had 58 members, but not the United States, which
refused to join despite the best efforts of President Woodrow Wilson.

Despite some successes, the League was revealed as powerless and ineffectual when countries ignored it and embarked on wars of aggression. In 1931 Japan
invaded Manchuria (then part of China), in 1935 Italy a�acked Abyssinia (now known as Ethiopia), in 1936 Franco and other generals launched a coup
against Spain’s Republican government, aided by Italy and Germany, in 1937 Japan launched a full-scale war against China. In each of these cases the League
was unable to act effectively. Coupled with the accession to power of the Nazis in 1933 and their rapid re-armament of Germany, the worsening international
situation appeared to portend that another world conflict was inevitable, a prospect many people found almost unbearable when memories of the last war
were still so raw.

This public mood was crystallised by what became known as “the King and Country debate” at the Oxford Union on 9 February 1933. A motion stating
“That this House will in no circumstances fight for its King and Country” was proposed. It was moved by Kenelm Digby, who told the packed chamber that ,
“It is no mere coincidence that the only country fighting for the cause of peace, Soviet Russia, is the country that has rid itself of the war-mongering clique.
The justification urged for the last war was that it was a war to end war. If that were untrue it was a dastardly lie; if it were true, what justification is there for
opposition to this motion tonight?” “. The motion was passed by 275 votes to 15.

The debate and the result caused enormous public controversy and contributed to the emergence of a new peace movement. In 1934 the Peace Pledge Union
was founded by Canon Dick Shepherd and a�racted tens of thousands of members. The PPU joined with the Women’s Co-operative Guild to promote the
wearing of the White Poppy on Remembrance Sunday, which the Guild had started selling in 1933.

A survey conducted in 1934 by the Manchester and District Anti-War Council listed the following organisations in Manchester. Some had been started in
response to the Great War, others founded more recently.

Manchester & District Anti-War Council: 
This had been formed in 1933 and was a coalition of about fifty mainly working-class and left-wing organisations such as Co-operative Guilds, trade union
branches, Labour Parties, ILP, Communists and youth organisations. It carried on regular propaganda work, including public meetings, producing leaflets
and posters, contacting the press and holding monthly meetings. On occasions it worked with the Women’s International League and the Society of Friends.
The officers were listed as Louise Bell of Daisy Bank, Manchester 10 and Cicely M. Marsh of Granville Road, Fallowfield.

Anti-War Group, Manchester University: 
This University society was affiliated to the British Students’ Anti-War council. Student members, which were estimated at about one hundred, pledged
themselves not to take part in war and to work actively against wars. The Secretary was P. Chantler.

Fellowship of Reconciliation: 
This was an international Christian pacifist society founded in 1914. The Manchester branch was willing to collaborate with any organisation whose views
did not conflict with those of FOR. The Secretary was Frank Adey, of Lower Broughton Road.

Manchester & Salford Joint Disarmament Council: 
This had been formed in 1931 and was established for the purpose of co-ordinating the work of some thirty local organisations in preparation for the
Disarmament conference. This conference was organised by the League of Nations and took place in Geneva from 1932 to 1933. It broke down when Hitler,
on coming to power, withdrew Germany from the conference and also from the League of Nations. By 1934 this Council seems to have ceased to function.

League of Nations Union: 
This had been established as a national organisation in October 1918 by the merger of the League of Free Nations Association and the League of Nations
Society, with the aim of working for the support of the League of Nations amongst the people. Membership in Manchester and near-by districts was claimed
to be around 25,000, organised into 72 branches. The LNU issued literature and provided speakers for public meetings and schools. The Secretary was C E
Clift and the LNU had an office at 53 Barton Arcade.

Manchester Peace Players: 
This drama society was formed to produce Peace Plays only and to perform these plays to churches, Co-operative Societies and Peace organisations. The
players had about 25 acting members and 40 supporting members. The secretary was Helen Savage of York Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy.
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No More War Movement: 
The NWM was the British branch of the War Resisters International, founded in 1921. Members signed a declaration not to support any war, international or
civil, and to work for the establishment of all caused of war, and the establishment of a new social and international order, based on co-operation for the
common good. Membership was estimated at about 330. The Secretary was W Bingham, of Stretford Road.

Society of Friends: 
The Friends Peace Commi�ee actively sought to bring about a be�er understanding and co-operation between all peoples and collaborate where possible
with other bodies in education for world peace. It issued literature and held public meetings and had been prominent in the activities of the Manchester and
Salford Joint Disarmament council. The Secretary was Joseph Pennington, of Chestnut Avenue, Walkden.

Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom: 
On April 28, 1915, despite many obstacles, a group of a thousand women met in an International Congress in The Hague, Netherlands to protest against the
First world War. The organisers of the Congress were women who had been active in the International Suffrage Alliance, and who saw the connection
between their struggle for equal rights and the struggle for peace.
The Congress led to the formation of the Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom. The WIL branch in Manchester was active in organising
public meetings, providing speakers and protesting against military displays. It had 540 members and the Secretary was Audrey Bullough. They had an
office at 1 Princess Street

Peace and anti-war activities

1935

The Manchester Anti-War Council organised an exhibition which took place in the Friends Meeting House between 14-19 January 1935. It was opened by
George Sutherland, principal of Dalton Hall, with E C Whitaker in the chair.

The President of the Council was John Jagger, who was a trade unionist, President of the shop workers’ union the NUDAW, and was elected as MP for
Manchester Clayton at the general election in November 1935. The exhibition comprised eight sections which looked at the causes, conduct and aftermath of
the Great War and how preparations for another war were being made. The exhibition programme included an advert for anti-war literature at Books &
Books, 54 Victoria Street.

1937

In July 1937 there was a Manchester & Salford Peace Week organised by an umbrella council, whose Presidents were the Lord Mayors of Manchester and
Salford. The Peace Week appears to have been closely connected with the LNU as the Secretary of the council was C E Clift, who was also the Secretary of the
LNU. The events included a Peace Exhibition at Central Hall, Oldham Street; a Peace shop on Deansgate (corner of Blackfriars); a Peace Shop and Exhibition
on Wellington Street, Gorton; a performance of the anti-war play The Miracle of Verdun by Hans Schlumberg; and Peace Films at the Tatler Theatre, Oxford
Road . There were also processions and meetings in many parts of Manchester and Salford, including meetings at the Friends Meeting House where on
Monday 5 July Dr Herbert Gray spoke on “What Makes Nations Dangerous” while on 7 July Professor C E M Joad spoke on “The Coming of the World
State”. On Wednesday 7 July there was a Women’s Day whose main event was a procession of one hundred women’s organisations from All Saints to Pla�
Fields where the speakers included Ellen Wilkinson MP (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/02/19/ellen-wilkinson/).

The week concluded with a mass meeting in the Free Trade Hall , chaired by the Lord Mayor. The speakers were Norman Angell and Phillip Noel Baker MP.
Norman Angell was Labour MP for Bradford 1929-1931 and active an international issues, including opposition to fascism. He was the author of many
books. Philip Noel Baker (1899-1982) was from a Quaker family and during the First World War led the Friends Ambulance Unit which was staffed by
conscientious objectors. He was MP for Derby 1936-1970 and later served in the House of Lords.

During the week there was an office for selling tickets at 53 Barton Arcade.

1938

In January 1938 the Manchester & District Ant-War Council hosted the Cambridge Anti-War Exhibition at the Burlington Café, Oxford Road (11-14 January)
and then at the Friends Meeting house (15-19 January). The exhibition was opened by Maurice Dobb, a lecturer on economics at Trinity College Cambridge
University. He was a member of the CPGB.

The art and lighting direction was by E G Barlow, who lent six of his own drawings. The design and mounting was by Misha Black who was an architect and
designer, joint founder of the Artists’ International Association in 1933, and later professor of industrial design at the Royal College of Art from 1959-1975,
and by Barbara Nixon (about whom I have not been able to find more information).

The mystery of Guernica

Guernica is Pablo Picasso’s most famous painting, created in response to the bombing of the Basque town by German and Italian warplanes at the behest of
the Spanish Nationalist forces on 26 April 1937. The Spanish Republican government commissioned Picasso to create a large mural for the Spanish display at
the Paris International Exposition at the 1937 World’s Fair in Paris. 
On completion Guernica was taken on tour around the world in an a�empt to bring the situation in Spain to public a�ention. In January 1939 Guernica and
the studies were exhibited at the Whitechapel Gallery in the East End. Intriguingly there is a persistent rumour that in February 1939 Guernica was exhibited
in Manchester for two weeks in a vacant car showroom opposite the Cathedral, before it was returned to France and from there to the USA where it stayed
for 42 years, only being sent back to Spain after the death of Franco. Enquiries are ongoing to establish the truth of this.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Gus John and the Moss Side Defence Committee
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Gus John lived through the 1980s as a community activist and youth worker in Moss Side, having arrived in the UK from the West Indies in the 1960s. In the aftermath of
the 1981 Moss Side riots, he was a key figure in the Moss Side Defence Commi�ee, which assisted with legal support to the youths charged by the police, challenged police
violence and a�empted to convey to the press and public a different interpretation of the events which had taken place. The commi�ee would later undertake a detailed
critique of the Hytner Report, established by the government to investigate the disturbances and their causes. Here Gus recalls his experiences of the times, in an interview
carried out by Andrew Bowman just a week before the outbreak of rioting across England’s urban centres in summer 2011.

1981 was the year in which British people of African descent protested against racism and police oppression as never before in modern history. The Black
People’s Day of Action on 2 March 1981 brought around 25,000 people onto the streets of London to protest against the massacre of 13 young Africans in a
fire, suspected to have been caused by racists, at a birthday party in New Cross in South London. Protesters also a�empted to highlight the misconduct of the
Metropolitan Police force in their subsequent investigation, the bias of the press, the inadequate response of the government to the tragedy and the
generalised racial discrimination in British society. Added to the problem of racial discrimination, the Conservative government’s economic programme was
making conditions worse in many poorer communities in inner city areas. 
Between April and August that year there was violent urban unrest in St Paul’s in Bristol, Brixton in South London, Toxteth in Liverpool, Moss Side in
Manchester, Handsworth in Birmingham, and elsewhere in the country.

Gus, what were conditions like when you arrived in Moss Side?

I arrived in Moss Side on the 1st January 1971, having worked on youth and race in Handsworth in Birmingham for the Runnymede Trust. There was a
vibrancy about it, in that people had organised themselves around a campaign to do with housing. The local authority was doing compulsory purchases and
knocking down houses which were actually rather sturdy – some of them had fallen into disrepair but structurally they were pre�y fine. There were
campaigns to save these houses because people were not enamoured with what they had seen in Hulme – these deck access crescent buildings, which were
not just an eyesore, they became very dangerous after a while. 
But the two things that stuck out for me were, first, a lot of young people coming out of school and being unemployed for a long time. It was taking the
average school leaver about six months to find any employment, and some of them simply joined an earlier generation of fathers or siblings who had not
worked. The second thing that was obvious was the way in which the police operated within the community – they tended to see black people as exotic …
and generally formed the impression that the older people were safe and sound: they shared commonly held values, they were disciplinarians keeping the
children under control, and it was really the youth which were at odds with the establishment, and the police as the most visible arm of the establishment. 
It is true that at that time many parents didn’t want to see the police having cause to come near their home – it was seen as a massive stigma.  It took a long
time for parents to understand, based on their own experience, that your child didn’t have to do something wrong for the police to appear on your doorstep.
It wasn’t always that young person’s fault that the police got involved in their lives. 
In 1972 I had got some money from the British Council of Churches to set up a hostel for young black people, because they were sleeping on their friends’
floors or sleeping rough in Moss Side, the reason being that their parents had been decanted to places like Sale and Partington, as part of the whole so-called
‘regeneration’ business. And they continued to gravitate back to Moss Side, they would be here until after the last bus left, some of them would be in the
night time dives – shebeens as we used to call them – and there was generally a sense of drift and disaffection among them. That made them even more in
danger of ge�ing involved with the police.

How similar were things in Moss Side to other areas of the UK you had worked in?

The four issues I just mentioned were present in all inner city areas I had worked in. I had just come from Handsworth, and one of the reasons for the
Runnymede Trust commissioning the research I did there was that the Birmingham Evening Mail had run a series of stories called ‘The Angry Suburbs’, and
one of them I remember was called ‘Must Harlem come to Birmingham?’ There were issues highlighted in those reports of unrest between black and white
people which I have to say were not what I found in Birmingham. 
Yes, there were tensions, with some white people feeling that black people were coming in numbers, taking homes etc, but what happened in Birmingham as
in other parts of the country, was that the newcomers, black people from the Caribbean especially, were coming to find employment in areas where there
was already an established working class, a neglected working class. So the quality of accommodation that local whites had was pre�y poor anyway. As is
typical of these situations, and not just in this country, the incoming black people were blamed for the squalor that had existed for generations. 
So there were nuances, but generally you could identify issues which were common to most of those former industrial towns and cities. Many black children
were being sent to schools for the educationally subnormal, not because they were in any way deficient, but because the schooling system refused to believe
that those children were coming with a language of their own that was not Standard English. 
That early period of 1968-73 was also the time when psychologists were propounding theories of scientific racism – suggesting that the intelligence levels of
black people were lower than that of whites for genetic reasons. You had to ba�le against that gunge, especially as it was being taught in colleges that were
training teachers – it really was horrendous.

What kind of police harassment did youngsters face in Moss Side?

I remember the first situation in which I personally intervened after arriving here, the police had stopped a young boy of about 13 cycling along Moss Lane
West by the Hyde Brewery for riding his bicycle without lights. They were aggressive, and he was frightened. Rather than calming the situation, they started
telling him to “stop being cheeky”, and before long there was a confrontation. As you went up and asked what was going on, they would tell you to “mind
your own fucking business” or they would arrest you as well, for “obstructing the police in the course of their duty”. 
We became aware of how vicious the police were to young people, so that when an incident like this happened, we would begin to gather, because the
community wanted the police to know that we were watching what they were doing. The police became very on edge about that, very intolerant of the idea
that anyone would witness what they were doing and question their conduct. 
Here in Moss Side, as I had also witnessed in Oxford, Birmingham and London, it was not just happening to young people. Caribbean families, the men in
particular, were proud of their cars. To own one was prestigious, and these men worked hard and bought their cars, and they were regularly being stopped
by the police, for daring to own a vehicle like that: “Is it yours? Can you prove it is yours? What is your address? What is the proof of your address?”
Constant pe�y harassment! There was a level of crime in these urban centres anyway, pe�y criminals as well as organised criminals – who were white. That
criminality had not contaminated the black community in any measure when I came to Manchester. 
Yes, some people got involved in crimes, burglaries etc. I used to teach black history at Wakefield Prison, and I was astounded by the zeal and zest with
which prisoners there took to an understanding of black history and its relevance to them. They were interested in what was happening in the United States
at the time, as they were about the 1962 Commonwealth Immigration Act, the 1968 Race Relations Act. 
I told them about the work that I and others who were members of the Campaign Against Racial Discrimination did. How I would pair up with a white
person and we would go looking for a room to rent or something. The black person would go in first and typically would have the door slammed in their
face: “The room’s gone.” Your mate, the white person, would then go and was told, “It’s five shillings, when are you moving in?” 
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We did the same in relation to job applications. The black person would present a form with the best qualifications, the white person would present a form
with lower qualifications, and the white person would automatically be given the job. We did this research up and down the country, and we were able to
present the government with incontrovertible evidence of the extent of visceral racial discrimination, and that caused the Harold Wilson government to enact
the 1968 Race Relations Act and establish the Race Relations Board which was the precursor of the Industrial Tribunal. 
All those people in Wakefield Prison had what I called arrested growth: very bright people. Some could give you the most horrendous stories about their
schooling, and why they dropped out of school. In some cases they had had physical altercations with teachers, and were either expelled from school or
never went back. 
The fact is, there was not a high degree of engagement in delinquency or criminality among the African-Caribbean population … Now relative to our
numbers in the population overall, the highest proportion of people in the prisons and young offender institutions are black people. 
Ever since the beginning of the 1960s there has been systemic structural and structured exclusion of black people within the society, and that has got certain
consequences. It becomes easy to believe that that is because black people don’t have brains, which of course is complete nonsense. All of that is an important
back-story to what people in Manchester were experiencing and grappling with in the 1970s and 1980s.

How active were organised racist groups in Manchester during the 1980s? Groups like the National Front?

Very active. In the year of the disturbances in Moss Side there were running ba�les between us and the NF. They had the temerity to come and hand out
leaflets in Moss Side and Hulme, trying to inflame the passions of white people and encourage them to blame black people for whatever social deprivation
they were suffering. What was pleasing about that was that the white community determined that they wanted nothing to do with the NF, and joined
political activists such as myself, deciding that they as a white community would not allow the NF to get one inch of space within the white community, and
physically booted them out. 
So you had the harassment of the police, and then you had the planned collective a�acks by white racists – people would be physically a�acked, have
excrement and firebombs put through their doors, or there would be NF signs put up around the place. That didn’t come from nowhere – the neo-fascists
became emboldened by the lead politicians gave…

Such as Enoch Powell?

Yes, such as Enoch Powell, but he could be seen as the extreme end of the spectrum. His problem was that he was open and honest about those ma�ers. It
was the people who were passing laws in Parliament, one more draconian piece of immigration legislation than the one before, who were constantly
conflating immigration and race relations and holding up the spectre of an alien black force destabilising an assumed se�led and cohesive society. 
It was like a mantra: “You can’t have good race relations unless you control immigration”.  In other words, if you don’t control immigration, the white
population will get fed up that you’re expecting them to be too tolerant of these blacks. Or the black population would start creating mayhem. As a
consequence, every year at a certain point, even before the Office for National Statistics published their reports; you would find some newspaper, principally
the tabloids such as the Sun and Daily Mail, publishing figures about the number of live births to immigrants. It was all scaremongering, a moral panic about
black people, and an insistence on keeping Britain white. And people talked openly about the need to keep Britain white. 
You have to situate the 1981 uprisings in that broader context, and if you don’t, you fail to understand the structural relationship between the way black
people experience living in the society, and the way they choose to resist. 
And the resistance took many forms, it took political forms, it took cultural forms, through music, art, publishing or through soundsystems and travelling
discos – people find ways of surviving, and not allowing their essential humanity to be debased, and expressing and affirming their creativity. Cultures of
oppression inexorably spawn cultures of resistance. 
Given all this background, how surprised were you when the riots broke out? A lot of the press coverage at the time, and now in reflection, talks about the
riots being a ‘spontaneous’ event. 
It wasn’t a surprise to me nor many other people in Moss Side. It could have happened any time before that July. It could have happened in March that year,
when a cache of illegal weapons were found stashed in Moss Side police station. Those weapons were found to be knives, hatchets, coshes, clubs, and a
considerable quantity of cannabis was also found. 
We were alarmed because we knew the police planted cannabis on unsuspecting citizens, and would then throw the book at them for drug possession. They
also used to give cannabis to prostitutes to sell, and if they didn’t comply they would be dragged in for prostituting themselves. Typically, when people got
arrested and taken to Moss Side Police Station or Pla� Lane Police Station, they were likely to get a good hiding from the police, to reveal the names of others
or confess to some crime, or just for being ‘lippy’ and standing up for themselves, whether they did or did not commit a crime. 
So it was alarming that this cache was found in the police station. What were the police going to do with them? No sooner did the reports come out than
everything disappeared. That was on March 12-13 1981. Ten days earlier, six coach loads of people had left here for London, to go to the biggest march black
people here have ever organised, the New Cross Massacre Black People’s Day of Action, on 2 March 1981, following the murder of those 13 young people in
that Deptford fire. 
That massacre did not take place in Moss Side, but it could well have. That became a metaphor for the experiences that we were having at the hands of the
racists and fascists across the country, and the way the police dealt with those things. So the events in July in Moss Side could have happened at any point
that year.

Gus, what was the reaction among the press and political elites to the Moss Side riots? The MEN’s recent coverage refers to it as ‘an orgy of violence’ and a
‘spontaneous eruption of hatred’. Is there a sense in which there was, and still is, an a�empt to depoliticise what happened?

Yes. And it is for that reason that I do not refer to those disturbances as riots, because that is to devalue and detract from the righteous political component of
the whole thing. It was a violent eruption of protest, on the part of principally black people, but lots of white people as well, because they too had
experienced for generations lots of vicious, disrespectful oppressive forms of policing. 
The coverage in the media of Manchester, Toxteth, Brixton and St Paul’s, was just totally racist. The tabloids have a lot to answer for. They were echoing what
senior police officers were saying. They were always eager to claim that it was pure criminality – that it came from nowhere. As if these criminals suddenly
drank something and decided to go and create mayhem. 
I say about that, as I say about the gangs and knife crime now, I cannot believe, I refuse to believe that black people have some kind of congenital propensity
to evil. If you don’t believe that, you have to ask some searching questions about what predisposes people to do this, but that’s too sophisticated for these
hacks. They display their prejudices, and in a sense mirroring the bigotry of the people in leadership positions in the country generally. 
How did you a�empt to get your message out about what was happening when the mainstream press was like this? 
There is an invention called the Gestetner. Do you remember it? No? That places us in different age bands! The Gestetner was a domestic printing machine.
You typed onto a stencil, and a�ached it to the machine, turned a lever to make sure ink covered the drum, and then you start rolling off your hundreds of
sheets of paper. Political activists of my age were friends of the Gestetner. You always knew which people were very active, because they were always
covered in ink! 
So, we had meetings, for the Moss Side Defence Commi�ee, we produced masses of leaflets and handed them out door to door, outside cinemas, and indeed
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outside the magistrate’s court. Picketing and handing them out. And we physically hand-delivered our statements to the news media. Some of them ignored
it, some of them printed stuff. On a good day, the MEN wrote respectable articles, on other days, they had some very stupid headlines. There were some
good journalists at the MEN though – Paul Horrocks was a good staff reporter, more reflective than the others who just wanted to print rubbish and get a
story in the paper. 
So that’s what we did: loads of community meetings that were very well a�ended and we handed these leaflets around. And that was our political practice.
We organised and campaigned around education issues, we had anti-deportation campaigns. The man in this community, Anthony Brown, who now is one
of the organisers of the Manchester Carnival – he was facing deportation in the 1970s, and we launched a campaign and succeeded in having him stay here. 
What kinds of people were ge�ing involved in these protests? 
Lets differentiate a bit. The anti-fascist demos drew just about everybody: old and young, black and white, as well as people from the Asian sub continent.
There were large groups of women, large groups of young people, the core of whom were political activists who were running organisations or members of
organisations, who came together to work in solidarity with us to work towards particular ends. 
That was a regular pa�ern. When we established the Moss Side Defence Commi�ee in 1981, we decided there would be a subcommi�ee called the ‘Labour
Movement and Trade Union Commi�ee’. We tried to visit their meetings to get individual unions to pass resolutions and donate funds to the particular
campaign. 
For some causes, we had university students unions supporting – materially, and with cash. Some union offices allowed us to run off leaflets, some organised
coaches to demonstrations. It became a loose coalition of progressive forces, including the Haldane Society of Socialist Lawyers. Particularly in the aftermath
of the disturbances, when the police were just dragging people indiscriminately off the streets, we, the Moss Side Defence Commi�ee, met the Haldane
Society, and got pre�y horrific reports about the how the courts were ge�ing the probations service to write quick reports on individuals – used by the judge
before he passed sentence. This was being done in a sausage machine mode, and the people were not ge�ing the personal treatment they needed. It was all
aimed at demonstrating to the public that the situation was in hand, and in the firm grasp of the state. As a result of protests, they discontinued this practice. 
As far as the disturbances themselves were concerned, there was clearly not a conscious political decision made that this would be a form of resistance that
we were going to engage in on this particular night. In any event, people would not do that, because they would be too scared of a Guy Fawkes movement:
someone squealing to the police. So it was spontaneous, but a�racted people who felt that they had been hard done by for a long time, and that they would
take on the police.

On reflection, how successful was Moss Side Defence Commi�ee?

We were moderately successful. Many of the people who were arrested trusted us implicitly to go and assist them in pu�ing their case together, and in
ge�ing legal representation. We introduced a way of working with defendants where we ensured that the defendant remained in charge of the case. We took
statements from people, saying we don’t care what you have told the police, you can make a statement here not under duress but it has to be truthful, and
we will use that statement to organise your defence. 
It sent a powerful message to the magistrates, and that was that we as a community are watching the decisions you make. We want to see evidence that you
are taking as seriously the submissions of people from Moss Side as you are taking submissions from the police, and we will expose whatever endorsement
you as a court give of police malpractices. 
We organised ourselves and went to the court. Some of us went and sat in, some were outside giving out leaflets, and that worked pre�y well. The only other
thing I would say is this. We worked with individuals that had been arrested, and I believe the whole programme would have accelerated quicker if we had
worked with other organisations to build a wider body of mass support. There ought to have been many more people on demonstrations outside the court. 
It was a politically volatile period, but politically rich in a whole number of ways. I really had hoped that given the careful work we had put into challenging
the Hytner Enquiry, boyco�ing the enquiry and writing a critique of his findings, having all these meetings around the place, picketing the courts every time
somebody was on trial, I was rather hoping we might have built a mass movement around all of that, in pursuit of justice and against police brutality and
harassment. 
But I think people were happy to come together from their organisations as an alliance, which was effectively what the Moss Side Defence Commi�ee was,
rather than seeing themselves as integrally part of one collective group, seeking to build a movement of working class people around these issues. And I
suppose people got tired: it had been an exhausting few months. 
It has always been a regret to me that I personally and others didn’t return to our critique of the Hytner Enquiry and look at it more analytically, making the
links to all that stuff I have been sharing with you, to make a more complete story that others today could look at. Young people particularly, should not be
encouraged to see the so-called riots in isolation from everything else.

What changed after the disturbances?

Many, if not most young people developed – however temporarily – developed a greater sense of their own power. Many had the feeling that even if the
state didn’t sit up and take account of the message they were giving on the street through these disturbances, they had made their presence felt. Not least to
James Anderton and his Greater Manchester Police. 
The fact that William Whitelaw, Heseltine and Thatcher introduced a range of projects around the place trying to consolidate the black voluntary sector and
links with business, with the support of the banks, they gave start up grants for small entrepreneurs. 
And then there was a large amount of refurbishment … and the regeneration of the centre radiated outwards towards Hulme and Moss Side, but while there
has been a lot of physical regeneration, not as much has been spent on rehabilitating people. 
And the demography of the community has changed: large numbers of Somalis coming in, Lebanese as well, even before the Polish started to arrive. There
has been a process of constant adaptation to that. 
I get a sense though that there is much less community cohesion now than there used to be. I just don’t get a feeling that communities are working together,
with a sense of common purpose and a vision of the future. It is not that people are defeated as such – though Thatcherism had a toll on us all God knows –
it’s that the climate is not necessarily conducive to civil action or protest, or change coming about through people becoming adamant that the status quo
must change. 
Maybe people don’t have a sense of their own strength? 
Exactly. I tell that to young people all the time, I say, “You have got the capacity to be as organised as the teaching unions are, and within your schools you
have got to sit down talk about issues, and find ways to hold the school to account. You don’t have to do it in a belligerent or antagonistic way, but simply to
assert your right to comment on and influence the way the community of which you are a part functions.” 
Headteachers run a mile when they hear that kind of thing. But I do feel that if all those young black people who are knifing and shooting one another on the
streets had had their energies directed into serious political activism, where they consciously a�empting to get their voices heard and influence policies on
whatever issue it is, there would be such a sense of empowerment of the capacity to get things done and of achievements to be celebrated, people would
have neither the time or the stomach for the kind of violence within our communities.

What can reflections on the disturbances tell us in the present? For people who are looking at problems of racism and police violence
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Let me preface my answer by saying, I believe the greatest disservice the state does to its population is through the crappy schooling system we have. When
you consider that there is such an emphasis on high level exam results, as if that’s the only mark of schools’ effectiveness, the debate about schooling is
always about providing labour for the market, Britain’s economic competitiveness, and the extent to which schools and universities are churning people out. 
It has nothing to do with giving people the tools to take control of their own lives, equipping people to act collectively to bring about change, and it is
certainly nothing to do with understanding the evolution of British social history, such that we can as a society learn from our advances and defeats. That
kind of discourse is seen as a throwback to the days of ‘red-led’ protests of the past for lefties. The assumption is that it is not necessary to think in terms of
class or the individual up against the state, and that we should be counting our blessings. Meanwhile, stratification within society becomes more entrenched.
Those who are poor are not just disenfranchised by lacking wages through which they can live dignified lives; they are also denied the tools by which they
can organise in defence of their lives. 
People fall prey to an opaque sameness, an assumed consensus in terms of the values we commonly share. Which allows clowns like Cameron to talk about
the ‘Big Society’. 
It is very important that we understand what led to 1981, and what gives rise to the peaks and troughs as far as the emergence of neo-fascist organisations
are concerned. I would not be surprised if in the coming period as European economies begin falling in on themselves you have another upsurge of pan-
European fascism. 
We need to see ourselves as being in a continuity of struggle, and the struggle is never won until we are living in the kind of social democracies that do not
place on a pedestal the market, with all the neo-liberal values that come with it; the rampant individualism, the greed, the abandonment of hope, the
abandonment of idealism, the sense that the state has no role in regulating forces within society so those who want to prey on the weak in society have full
vent to do that. 
It has been taken to extreme lengths in terms of the way schooling is going now: the privatisation of everything that moves. Academies, trusts, and Michael
Gove’s assertion that you can open schools all over the place, with no concern about cohesion, no concern about social inclusion. 
And in due course all of that must implode upon itself, because it is not just in dictatorships that you find people being oppressed, it happens within so-
called democracies as well, and we ignore that at our peril. 
I’d like to think in reflecting on 30 years ago we can reflect on what happened since: why did the labour movement that had all these giants, why did it all
suddenly get eclipsed? What happened to trade union basic education projects and the workers education movement? What are young people in Moss Side
today grounding their sense of identity and purpose? What connection do they have with these lessons of the past? How are they being primed and
equipped to make their mark in this present age as each generation has a duty to do? 
If anyone tells me that those who are educated will find a way to do that because they have the social capital to do that, I would say that is complete
nonsense. Mark Twain said, “I never let my schooling interfere with my education”. The fact is, schooling is dumbing down people’s sense of history, if not
their aspirations as human beings working together to shape a future. I believe the country lost a trick when there was a concentration on building a
citizenship curriculum, without concentrating on the need to teach British social history: we need to understand the society, how we have come to be as we
are, that rich tradition of fighting for rights. Expanding rights in the society, and with that the responsibilities people have in the present, to build a be�er
future for those coming after them. 
I don’t get a sense right now, that there is that level of awareness or political literacy. 
I don’t know why people don’t ask the question more regularly, if the centralist tendency within the government is leading to the collapse of local
government in safeguarding the rights of citizens, then if what ma�ers to me is how my life in Manchester is regulated by those at the Town Hall, then why
should I be concerned about what happens in Whitehall? And yet people in Whitehall feel they have the right to cut off local government and leave people to
all kinds of forces without understanding that not everyone has the capacity to engage with the market in that way. 
I find it a not very hopeful scenario, and that is why I spend a lot of time trying to connect people with that long sweep of historical struggle, and giving
them some tools of analysis so they can be�er understand what is going on around them.

Article by Andrew Bowman (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

This article was originally published in The Mule (h�p://manchestermule.com/) online newspaper in August 2011, and is reproduced by permission of the author.

The Ahmed Iqbal Ullah Race Relations Centre

Set up in 1999, the Ahmed Iqbal Ullah Race Relations Centre (h�p://www.racearchive.org.uk/) was named after a Bangladeshi boy murdered in a racially motivated a�ack in
Burnage in 1986. It is a resource centre on everything from the criminal justice system in the United States to the history of the local Pakistani community of Manchester.

Louis Kushnick OBE is the driving force behind the centre and has been involved in race relation issues in Manchester since the late 1960s. It was his
personal collection of books, journals, articles and news cu�ings that formed the basis of the archive which is located in the University of Manchester campus
today. Arwa Aburawa spoke to him about the history of the centre, the projects it has worked on, the changes he has witnessed in the education system and
the impact of the recent government cuts on the centre’s future.

Louis Kushnick, who was born in Brooklyn and studied at Yale, came for a one-year scholarship at the University of Manchester in 1963 and decided to stay.
Now a retired professor, he has worked as a senior lecturer at the university for forty years, alongside other responsibilities such as chairing the Research
Institute for Race Relations and editing the quarterly journal ‘Race Relations Abstracts’. By 1998, he had acquired such a substantial amount of material on
race relations issues that it required a separate office to house it.

“It was ge�ing out of hand so the question was well what do we do with it?,” he recalls. “A group of us got together and decided that if we gave all this
material to the University of Manchester John Rylands library it would continue to used by academics but that would be it. So what we wanted to do is
create some sort of centre that anyone could access.” As there was no money available for a centre, the group approached Martin Harris, vice-chancellor of
the University of Manchester at the time, to ask for financial assistance. Harris agreed to support the project as it would be located within the university and
he hoped it would help encourage a greater diversity of people to a�end the university, which had a reputation as a place for white, upper-middle class
students.
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The group was given a space behind the Blackwell’s bookshop on Oxford Road which had been empty for some time; the rent was paid by the University.
Once the premises had been cleaned, the group bought some cheap shelving and started moving books into the archive, categorizing them with the support
of MMU postgraduate students.

The Centre Opens & The Macpherson Report

The formal opening of the centre was on February 9th 1999 and in the same week, the Macpherson Report, which identified institutional racism not only in
the Metropolitan police but also in the wider criminal justice system, was launched. “I remember that on Radio Manchester that morning, Selina (the oldest
daughter of the Ullah family) said that for what it was worth, at least her family got some sort of closure as the boy who killed Ahmed was convicted. She
thought the Steven Lawrence family would never get that and she was right.”

When the centre opened there were three people sharing a 0.5 post which was paid for by the University of Manchester. However, the money soon ran out
and so the group began looking for more support which they soon found in the Progress Trust
(h�p://www.manchester.gov.uk/info/200079/regeneration/496/past_regeneration_programmes_in_manchester/6), which works to ensure that BME
communities in Greater Manchester access urban regeneration funding. The funding allowed the centre to expand its activities beyond its focus on keeping
the centre open for visitors, to creating outreach programmes for teachers and working with schools.

Murder and Racism in the Playground

Working in the the education sector, racism in education and the power of anti-racism education are issues close to Kushnick’s heart. It was one of the
reasons why he decided to contact the family of Ahmed Iqbal Ullah to ask if they could name the centre in his memory. Ahmed Iqbal Ullah was a 13 year old
boy of Bangladeshi origin who went to Burnage High School, where a fair amount of racist bullying went on. In 1986, a fight in the playground broke out and
Ahmed came to the aid of some younger Asian boys when a 13-year old white pupil took out a knife, stabbed and killed him.

“The boy [who stabbed Ahmed] himself came from an extremely disturbed background and it was a tragedy all round,” states Kushnick. “but the incident
did raise the issue of racism in schools, how whiteness becomes an identity. So we wanted to send a signal and use the material in outreach programmes to
teachers in schools with limited resources, a narrow curriculum and encourage an environment where all children could flourish. We wanted to challenge
stereotypes that Asians should be doctors or that you don’t expect anything from working class children – we wanted to encourage more inclusive ways of
teaching and encourage teachers to expect all their pupils to succeed.”

Breaking Down The Stratified Education System

Armed with funding from the Progress Trust, the Millennium Awards and pro bono support of the University of Manchester (which allowed them to use the
premises rent-free and also did their payroll), the centre began to put together materials for teachers.

“At the time, Britain had a highly stratified education system. Working class students were 8 times less likely to pass the 11+ exams than middle class ones,”
says Kushnick. “Meanwhile teachers went to school everyday and very few of them woke up thinking ‘another day to mess over some working-class kids,
another day to lessen their self-esteem and another day to convince them to have no or very limited aspirations.’ But everyday they went to school thinking
that white working class parents didn’t care about education, that girls will go off and work in Woollies for a couple of years, get married and have kids.
Meanwhile the lads could get an apprenticeship, se�le down, marry the girl who used to work at Woollies and have kids…”

People from Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) communities were also approaching the centre and them asking it about their history in the country and in
Manchester. The team quickly realised that whilst they had lots of really great resources on race relations, there was very li�le primary information or
secondary sources when it came to the local level. “The people’s stories about how they came to this country, their experiences, how they created their own
religious and housing education, how they dealt with the education of young children – we had very li�le of that,” remarks Kushnick. The centre decided to
tackle both these issues through their outreach work at schools by asking pupils to collect information and stories about their communities. Not only would
this help fill a gap in the archive but it would also raise the confidence of BME pupils whilst educating others about the history of the wider BME
community.

Collecting Stories from Manchester’s BME Communities

BME pupils interviewed their grandparents and found that some had great aunties who worked in the Land Army in World War Two or family who served
in the British Army. The interviews – 144 of them – were transcribed, printed and kept in the archive alongside family photographs and heirlooms. Children
from Sikh, Bangladeshi, Pakistani, Chinese and Afro-Caribbean communities contributed interviews, and four girls from Levenshulme turned these
interviews into a book called ‘Strength of Spirit’ which is full of interviews and photos from the Bangladeshi community. The centre also spent a year
working with Refugee Action to put together an exhibition and teaching information pack on refugees in Manchester and the hardships they face on their
journey to the UK.

Over the years, more and more of the centre’s projects consisted of producing material which would contribute to the archive and also help build a record of
the local BME community which was later used for teaching materials, travelling exhibitions and the annual Black History Month. Working with primary
schools in Rusholme, Moss Side and Whalley Range, the centre helped to put a book together retelling the story of Olaudah Equiano
(h�p://www.equiano.org/), an eighteenth-century slave who was freed in London and became one of the leaders campaigning against the slave trade. A book
was also published on the life of the former slave Mary Prince (h�p://www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk/SprinceM.htm) (c.1788- death date unknown), who
presented her testimony about the horrible conditions endured by the enslaved in the Caribbean, and Noor Inayat Khan who was captured and imprisoned
by the Gestapo and was executed at Dachau in 1944. Khan was posthumously awarded the French Croix de Guerre in 1946 and the British George Cross in
1949.

Kushnick says that the centre’s future projects will continue to focus on anti-racism education and adding material to the archive. Some of the projects
currently underway include school schemes exploring international folk tales as well as a funded initiative looking into the Yemeni community in Salford
and documenting its experience. However, the cuts in government funding are worrying for the centre, which will be looking to find new forms of financial
support in March 2012. “In this crisis no one is sure how they are going to be affected,” says Kushnick. “Of course we hope everything will be okay and we
can keep the centre open but, in all honesty, we have no idea what will happen.”

The Race Relations Archive is located near Manchester Piccadilly station and includes over 8,000 resources available for use by students, practitioners and
the general public. For more information and visiting hours see the centre’s website (h�p://www.racearchive.org.uk/).
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Article by Arwa Aburawa (h�ps://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Unicorn Grocery – 15 years of Fresh Food, Fairtrade & Organic Farming

In 2011, Unicorn Grocery, based in Chorlton, is celebrating 15 years of trade in organic, fairtrade, low-carbon and ethical produce.

Set up in 1996 by a small group of people interested in sustainable food, Unicorn Grocery (h�p://www.unicorn-grocery.co.uk/) has flourished over the years
and now has a turnover of almost £4 million. Selling everything from local vegetables to Palestinian olive oil, the grocery has become a sustainable alternative
to supermarkets. “I think what we wanted to do was to run a shop that sold the kind of things we wanted to buy,” states Debbie Clarke, an environmental
campaigner who has worked at Unicorn for 10 years. “[A shop] that had an ethical outlook, that was sourcing things carefully in terms of provenance and
nutrition.”

Inspired by a co-operative wholefood shop called Daily Bread (h�p://www.dailybread.co.uk/cambridge) in Cambridge, which is run on an ethical and
Christian ethos, one of the founders of Unicorn Grocery, Adam York, decided to establish a similar grocery in Manchester. “Although he wasn’t a Christian,
he saw value in the way that they were running things and also that it was replicable,” explains Debbie. “He took it on with a secular perspective and looked
around for people who were interested in the project in Manchester. There were two people originally, which grew to six, and it took a couple of years
planning for it and finding premises, money as well a doing a bit of market research to see if there was an appetite for it.” Finally, in 1996, the Unicorn
Grocery Co-operative opened its doors to the public.

As a co-operative, most of the people that work at Unicorn own and run the business – everyone has a flat pay and makes an equal contribution in the
running of the business. “I suppose there are loads of reasons why you would want to run a business as a co-op, some are political reasons such as having
control in the hands of the workers to more practical reasons because it’s a really good business model,” states Debbie. “For example, the people that are
making the decisions are the people that have to put everything into practice- there isn’t that chain of command where you have a distant head office which
is barking orders at you when they have no idea how things work on the ground.”

This means that those stacking the shelves aren’t poorly paid workers but rather well-informed members of the co-op who know and understand the policies
and ethics of the grocery. Even so, Debbie explains that they do have casual staff to give them a buffer for the fluctuations in how busy they are during the
day, week and also the year. “We did try for a li�le being fully mutual, which means that everyone that worked there was a member, but it left us vulnerable
to fluctuations so we have between 5-10% of our hours from casual staff although it’s not something that we want the business to be based around.”

As with all co-operatives, a certain level of compromise and creative tension is also inevitable. Unicorn embraces lots of principles such as vegan and
vegetarian lifestyles, a focus on local food, fairtrade and organic growing but sometimes priorities need to be set and difficult decisions made. For example,
Unicorn has decided not to have any boyco�s in place and they don’t refuse to stock products from any country. Therefore they sell products from China,
they occasionally sell products from Israel and they sell some fairtrade products from Zimbabwe as well as products from Iran.

“The question is that if we start cu�ing out products from countries would we stop selling things from the US?,” asks Debbie. “We don’t think that whole-
scale boyco�s of countries are the way to deal with poor human rights records or political activity. What we would try and do is focus on the products from
those countries that we know are well sourced. For example, we work with an organisation called Kitchen Garden, which consists of small-scale organic
farmers from Zimbabwe which we try to promote as part of our recommended range.” Unicorn also sells Palestinian olive oil from Zaytoun
(h�p://www.zaytoun.org/), a UK-based not-for-profit company which imports certified Fairtrade olive oil from Palestinian farmers.

“I think the interesting thing is that although we all have different perspectives, we have these guiding principles which say what – fundamentally – the
ethics of the business trades on. Everyone respects those and although there are sometimes discussions about what to prioritize, generally we all come to a
compromise and use [the guiding principles] to make a decision without causing too much conflict.”

And it’s these guiding principles that have allowed Unicorn to grow over the years. Debbie states there is no way that the shop would have grown to the size
it has or accessed the number of customers that it does if they only sold local produce or only fairtrade. “We do compete with supermarkets on price and
that’s part of our business model, but to do that you have to work out where that balance is,” says Debbie. Whilst Unicorn Grocery doesn’t air freight any of
its stock, they do buy bananas, pineapples, tomatoes and oranges all year round because they accept that it’s what people want and there’s only so much you
can do before people just go to Tesco instead. “We do try to focus on local food and push it where possible and we try to educate our customers about
seasonality so we can sell seasonal veg from local growers,” adds Debbie.

In 2008, Unicorn bought 21 acres of land to improve their local supply of veg and cut their food miles. They have tenant growers who work the land with the
support from Moss Brook Growers (h�p://www.unicorn-grocery.co.uk/others/moss-brook.php) and funding from Making Local Food Work. “We did some
crop trials in the first year, last year we did more small-scale crops and this year is the first year that has made it into major production. They were funded for
the first couple of years but now they have to make it work financially- I’m sure they’ll manage it!”

Unicorn also works with the Kindling Trust (h�p://kindling.org.uk/) which is working to develop a group of veg buyers called Manchester’s Veg People as
well as the Glebelands Trust which is an urban market garden based in Sale. They also contribute to the annual Chorlton Food & Drink Festival
(h�p://greenchorlton.org.uk/food.php) which promotes the independent food and drink sector.

Indeed, there is a growing appreciation of local, fairtrade and organic food with lots of supermarkets now stocking such products. When I ask Debbie if this
means more competition for Unicorn or more customers, she replies that it’s a bit of both. “The supermarkets may sell organic and fairtrade but their
business models are inherently unsustainable. A lot of it is based on unfair trade and intensive and unsustainable agriculture so people are aware that we are
still a be�er option. The landscape has changed a lot but over that fifteen year period, the pa�ern [for Unicorn] has very much been growth. Our turnover
started off as something like a couple of thousands and now it’s approaching four million.”
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Looking ahead to the future, Unicorn is hoping to build a commercial kitchen to expand on the current small kitchen they have behind they deli where
salads are prepared and baked goods are made. “The great thing about that is that it also cuts food miles,” says Debbie. “Instead of bringing in products we
can make them ourselves and we can also use gluts to make value-added goods. So if we have too many courge�es in, we can make use of them to make a
couple of things.” The grocery is also planning to double-glaze all the windows and is working with the Carbon Co-op (h�p://www.carbon.coop/) to install
solar panels which will then sell electricity back to the grid. Clearly, the radical roots of Unicorn are still alive and will continue in the future. As Debbie
states, “I hope that we will continue to be challenged to become more sustainable and that we in turn can encourage our customers to become more radical.”

Article by Arwa Aburawa (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Abundance Manchester

Abundance Manchester was established in the summer of 2008 with the aim of collecting fruit from public trees and people’s gardens and redistributing it to people in need.
The volunteer-run organisation now collects fruit from around 60 gardens every harvest and drops off the produce on bike trailers to a homeless shelter, a centre for destitute
asylum seekers and the Salvation Army in south Manchester. Inspired by groups such as ‘Grow Sheffield’ which highlights the amount of food waste that occurs in an urban
environment, the volunteers at Abundance Manchester (h�p://abundancemanchester.wordpress.com/) also say their work illustrates the ways that environmental groups can
help with social issues such as homelessness.

“It’s such a simple idea, you take fruit from people who don’t want or need it and then you give it to people who do. Most people can’t believe it hasn’t been
done sooner – everyone benefits,” beams Nicola Sco�, a volunteer at Abundance Manchester. Passionate about growing food locally and organically, Nicola
says that what drew her to Abundance was a realisation of the amount of food waste that occurs in people’s gardens: “People seem to just inherit these fruit
trees or buy houses with existing trees and just don’t know what do with them…There are some people who really care about their trees but then you do get
people who still go out and buy apples from their local supermarket even though they have an amazing apple tree growing in their backyard!”

Tackling Food Waste In The City

Once the organisation was set up, the core members set about tackling this issue of waste by advertising their project and asking people who had a glut of
produce to contact them so that they could collect the extra fruit. Gradually, they built up a list of available fruit trees and so they started working on
developing links with local charities and organisations who could make use of their harvest. “We had one volunteer at the time who worked with an asylum
seeker project called The Boaz Trust (h�p://boaztrust.org.uk/) – they help destitute asylum seekers who have no recourse to any funds at all, either because
their asylum application has been rejected and they are going through the appeals process or they have just newly arrived in the UK. It was decided that they
would be the key recipient.”

Since then, Abundance Manchester has worked with projects such as the Cornerstone in Hulme which helps homeless people, the Safestop Hostel which
assists young homeless women as well as the Salvation Army. They have built up an e-list of 300 volunteers offering to pick fruit during the harvest season –
which runs from late July to the end of October – and also to make chutneys and cook fruit pies for those organisations without a kitchen. As they rely on
bike trailers to transport their goods, the projects focuses on small area in south Manchester which covers Didsbury, Chorlton, Withington, Whalley Range
and Ladybarn. Despite this limitation, they often struggle with the logistics of carrying the abundant fruit they pick, “Sometimes we have so much we have
to drop off the first lot at our base and come back for the rest- it’s amazing how much free food is available even in inner-city neighbourhoods,” says Nicola

‘It Doesn’t Look Like That At The Supermarket!’

It seems that hundreds of fruit trees across the city go unpicked because people think it’s not safe to eat fruit from the trees or they are not sure who the trees
belong to. “People are so disassociated from where our food comes from that when the fruit has got blemishes – which are completely natural – they think
well it mustn’t be safe to eat,” explains Nicola. “It’s a shame really, we’ve become so detached from our food, we expect it to be all shiny like it comes from
the supermarket.”

The reluctance of people to pick from public trees is also an issue which Nicola thinks could be easily resolved with a couple of signs encouraging people to
take the fruit at the time of harvest. “Last summer we found that there were loads of cherry trees in Moss Side, literally ten metres away from Princess
Parkway and so we started picking the cherries in late June. We got loads of people coming out of their houses saying ‘What are you doing? ‘These are public
trees, are you allowed to pick them?’ and we were like ‘Yeah, of course’ and eventually there were loads of people coming out to pick the trees.”

Growing With Asylum Seekers

As well as connecting people with the food available on their neighbourhoods, Abundance Manchester has also helped raise awareness of social issues such
as homelessness and immigration amongst people who wouldn’t normally engage with such ma�ers. “Working with Abundance meant that I got to find out
more about asylum seekers through our workshops and they taught me stuff like how in Zimbabwe they use the young leaves of courge�es as spinach
leaves,” says Nicola. “So you get all these cultural exchanges and I learnt about issues I normally wouldn’t be involved in.”

Nicola adds the fruit donors, who open their gardens to Abundance volunteers, also make links with socially marginalised people such as refugees and
homeless people. “When we go to the richer areas of Manchester where we collect fruit, it’s very unlikely that these people will be in contact with destitute
asylum seekers and I think sharing the food is a way for them to give and help other people.” Indeed, Nicola says that what Abundance Manchester wants to
see in the future are more people and organisations with fruit trees taking their own initiative to link up to local groups and charities who could put the food
to good use. “For example, the Hulme garden centre (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2011/06/08/hulme-community-garden-centre-a-green-
regeneration/) asked whether we would take their excess fruit but then we realised that there was a community café round the corner from them, so it made
a lot more sense for them to just get together and work out a way to share the produce,” explains Nicola.

Sharing Food and Becoming Sustainable
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In January 2009, Abundance Manchester acquired an allotment in West Didsbury which its now uses as a base to store fruit and as a drop-off point for those
wanting to donate a glut in fruit or vegetables from their own allotments. The allotment also means that they can now host workshops encouraging locals to
grow food in their own homes and gardens with limited resources, space and time. “I think with food price hikes as a result of climate change, we’re going to
need to know how to be more self-sufficient and growing your own is a simple way to live more sustainably,” says Nicola. “It may not be for everyone, I
understand that completely, but I think there are things that everyone can do like growing salad leaves and herbs in a container on their balcony.”

Article by Arwa Aburawa (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Hulme Community Garden Centre – A Green Regeneration

After decades of social and economic decline, Hulme was regenerated in the 1990s with the demolition of problematic flats such as the Crescents
(h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2011/05/06/hulme-mural-from-tranquil-pastures-to-a-high-rise-age/) and some improvements to social housing. However, the
regeneration failed to create green spaces which were open to all so in 1998, four local residents came up with the idea of establishing a community garden centre. Richard
Lockwood, Geraldine Wall, Andrew Stewart and Neil Francis got together to work on securing land for the garden and in April 2000 they opened Hulme Community
Garden Centre (h�p://www.hulmegardencentre.org.uk/index.php) on Old Birley Street just two miles from Manchester’s city centre. Whilst only one of the four founding
members – Richard Lockwood – is still part of the project today, the ethos of sustainability and a belief in the role that green spaces can play in the well-being of the
community still leads the organisation.

“What you have now is a very mature and established garden but originally it was a brownfield site – just a patch of wasteland,” explains Jamie Dickinson,
the manager of the centre, as we sit in the garden. “The land is still council-owned and we basically pay a peppercorn rent because, in fairness, the council
realise that we add value to the area and sees the benefit of what we do.” As well as selling cheap seeds and plants to green-fingered locals, the garden centre
is a maze of trees, willow arches, allotments and classrooms where free workshops are held for local residents, school children and a wide range of socially
excluded groups such as ex-drug users and those who have abused alcohol.

Jamie explains that the Centre has worked with over 200 organisations ranging from the usual green and environmentally focused groups to allotment
societies, mental health agencies, housing associations and refugee support network. “What we’ve found is that access to green space and horticulture covers
such a broad cross section of needs. On a basic level, there’s mental and physical well-being of just growing and planting… It can help people in so many
ways, whether it’s exercise, being with nature, healthy living or even how it connects to people’s faith,” says Jamie.

A not-for-profit organisation, the Hulme Community Garden Centre employs ten members of staff and welcomes over 5,000 visitors every year, all of whom
have access to free expert horticultural advice. “We get the yummy mummies of Chorlton, an 80-year old African Caribbean through to Iraqi refugees
walking through our doors. It’s such a broad group of people and that’s the strength of what we do,” adds Jamie. “It’s not a passive space – I mean, yes, you
can come here and just read a book or have a sandwich – but we actively work to help people and that’s what’s really important.”

As well its role in the wider community, the centre has become an education hub, promoting the importance of growing food and biodiversity and wildlife
habitats. Schools and college groups visit the centre regularly and although Jamie states that they don’t focus on any age group in their community outreach,
he admits that it’s important to get people into healthy living and sustainability sooner in their lives. “This centre was founded on principles of
sustainability,” says Jamie. “I read the various documents that were submi�ed to funders before this place opened and what you see all the way through it is
the principle of sustainability, maybe not in those terms but you see the three Rs again and again… Recycle, compost, growing organic- all these things are
now what we would class as sustainability and they were the ethos at the centre of this place which we still follow.” In fact, on my way in to find Jamie I
witness a local resident quiz the staff (who seemed very knowledgeable) on everything from the best organic feeds to the best season to grow your own
ginger.

When I ask Jamie if he thinks growing our own food in an urban landscape is important, he replies, “Well, I don’t mean to sound dramatic but it’s a ma�er of
life and death. Growing food and being green is a big part of what we’re about and people are going to have to learn how to do it because otherwise they
ain’t going to eat! In terms of sustainability, local food is going to be the only food and so we want to skill as many people to do that as we possible can. It’s
not that we bully or hector people about this – we don’t feel that’s our role or how we will educate and improve people’s lives – we’ve just have to show and
explain.”

Indeed, the garden centre was recently granted permission to take over a council-owned car park right next door, again on a peppercorn rate on a ten-year
lease, to expand the garden. On May 15th 2011, a community discussion and design day was held to gather ideas about what to do with the acre of land they
have acquired. “We invited all the community and I mean ALL the community – we leafleted every house and flat, we contacted every organisation we work
with, we told everyone – so that the local community could come in and say ‘well, this is what we want’,” says Jamie.

The main requests put forward by the locals includes things like renewable energy generation, wind turbines, community allotments, a performance space
and green workshop where they could make things out of wood without using any energy. Many gardeners also pointed out that they would like more
space for growing food. “We are a community organisation, and we need people to give us our mandate to go forward,” explains Jamie, “At the end of the
community design day we had a clear idea of what people want to see and the nice part was that it was what we thought should be there in the first place,
which means that we’re ge�ing something right!”

Looking into the future, the Hulme Community Garden Centre faces the same problem that many voluntary organisations are now struggling with: funding.
Or to be more precise, long-term funding which allows an organisation to plan ahead, develop and exist without the threat of financial ruin. “We’ve been
lucky because we did get a pot of funding for five years in 2007 which has been a springboard and helped us get from 3 staff to ten and do stuff like put up
the green roof, refit the classroom and the staffroom and plan to eco-retrofit the shop,” says Jamie. “We’ve also done what lots of other organisations do,
which is build our resilience by selling things…We sell plants and seeds and that, hopefully, means we’ll always have something to fall back on to help keep
this community garden open.”

Article by Arwa Aburawa (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)
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Leaf Street: Radical gardening in the city

The Leaf Street Community Garden in Hulme was set up in 2000 when local residents from the Bentley House (‘Redbricks’) estate decided to transform a grassed-over
pathway between two rows of three-storey flats into a communal garden. After a 72-hour permaculture course and community consultation, the layout of the community
garden was decided and locals got on with making the garden a reality. Although they have faced opposition from the council, which has threatened to turf over the garden on
a couple of occasions, as well as leadership issues, the garden remains an example of successful radical gardening in Manchester.

In 1999, residents in Hulme decided to transform a wide pathway on Leaf Street into a community garden which grows food and also provides an open
space for neighbours to meet and interact. Based on permaculture principles which take wildlife, food and people into consideration, the locals dug up the
pathway and started planting trees and herbs with very li�le funding. Mick Chesterman, a local volunteer at the garden, states that at the time the local
authorities weren’t very helpful and insisted that the project secure wri�en consent from 80% of the residents living in the vicinity.

Even so, locals led by Angus Soutar, ‘Jungle’ Jen, and Rob Squires got on with their plans and planted (what they insist is) the world’s largest herb spiral,
made using reclaimed railway sleepers, raised vegetable beds between wood-chipped pathways, fruit trees and shrubs as well as art sculptures. Unicorn
Grocery (h�p://www.unicorn-grocery.co.uk/) in Chorlton provided a small grant to help pay for the fruit trees but other than that, the garden came together
due to the efforts of the locals.

Over the years, however, the garden began to lose direction and in 2002, it was decided to raise funds to employ a project co-ordinator for the garden who
would take the lead and help organise volunteers more effectively. This lead to a shift in focus away from growing food to creating an environment where
locals can socialise and supporting biodiversity and wildlife. As Mick notes, “We wanted to take a low maintenance approach to gardening. We’re not afraid
of it being messy and creating a natural habitat where food is grown, birds and insects are supported and opening up a space for the community to enjoy.”

However, in 2008 the council reportedly showed concern over the appearance of the garden and so volunteers helped to get it back in order. Leaf Street
works with volunteers from the local Hulme Community Garden Centre (h�p://www.hulmegardencentre.org.uk/) and has also developed an uneasy
alliance with the housing association which controls the surrounding estate.

The issue of land and land ownership is a contentious issue at the heart of radical gardening and especially ‘guerrilla gardening’ where activists plant on
abandoned land without permission. However, Leaf Street Community Garden is an example of action taken for the community’s benefit that was later
positively acknowledged by the landlords themselves. “Leaf Street was built by people just taking it and doing it literally without the will of their landlord,”
says Mick. “And actually ten years down the road, it’s become an asset to the landlords and they’re now really happy it’s happened.

“So just because you’re experiencing resistance doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t just go out and do it. In the same way that direct action maybe against the
law but morally justified, it’s the same for radical gardening. I mean you may not have direct consent but you’re in the right and once you’ve done it you
can’t really argue against it.”

This radical background is reflected in the volunteers’ strong sense of ownership of the garden which has meant they have found it hard to work with
established organisations such as housing associations. “I mean we do get a lot out of it but at the same time the garden has a strong sense of identity and
we’re reluctant to give that up,” remarked Mick. Radical gardeners have also noted that housing associations, some of which own huge quantities of empty
land, could do more to support and encourage community gardens.

Community and radical gardens have recently witnessed a resurgence due to the role that they play in building resilient communities that are able to deal
with the impacts of climate change. Moving away from a dependence on supermarkets and food that is flown from all over the world by growing food
locally is an aspiration of many climate activists. And despite the move away from growing food, the Leaf Street Community garden still grows pears,
apples, plums, berries, squashes and pumpkins.

Taking a wider perspective, Mick states that working with the community garden is a ‘coping mechanism’ that allows him to deal with the enormity of
climate change. “It’s very easy to get quite apocalyptic about the changes that are going to happen so being able to grow my own food locally and work with
my neighbours is one way of dealing with climate change positively and constructively.”

Article by Arwa Aburawa (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Hulme Mural: From Tranquil Pastures To A High-Rise Age

The 84-foot long mural at Hulme Library is an impressive work of public art which chronicles the history of Hulme from Roman times up until the present. Capturing the
constant ba�le for decent homes, immigration following World War Two and the tumultuous periods of regeneration, the mural is a reminder of the transformation of Hulme
across the ages.

The Hulme mural was designed and made by the staff and students of the po�ery classes at Adult Education Services, which is currently located in the same
building as Hulme Library on Stretford Road.. They originally wanted to make a sculpture to display inside the building but they decided that a mural on
the outside wall would have a greater impact. The mural took two years (from 2000-2002) to complete and the history was carefully researched to make the
mural factually accurate.
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Brigi�e Soltau, a local po�ery instructor who was involved in the mural, explains why they chose to record the history of the city. “There was a lot of changes
happening in Hulme as we were planning the mural. New housing was being built opposite the education centre and we felt that we were in the middle of
an important time of change for the community. So recording a longer period of other significant changes for Hulme felt like an obvious subject ma�er for
us.” The mural consists of six panels and is accompanied by a poem commemorating the changes that Hulme has been through.

From Hulme all blessings flow, in this valley there is scope for motion… flowing forwards from tranquil pastures to angry winding rivers… 
Hulme received its name from the Norse (Scandinavian) word for a small island surrounded by water or marshland as it was encircled with water on three
sides during the time of the Norman invasion of 1066. In fact, Hulme was a separate community from Manchester in the 15th century and was a
predominately farming community until the 18th century. This is depicted in the first panel of the mural which shows Hulme as rural community with
co�ages surrounded by water, trees and nature.

When shadows danced like leaves across childhood…And angel raged across gli�ery moon… when silver cloud shadowed steel heartbeats… 
Industrialisation swept into Hulme in the 18th century when the Bridgewater Canal brought trade into the surrounding neighbourhoods of Castlefield. This
is illustrated in the second panel of the mural that shows the expansion of the village into a town with a library, factories, shops and inns. The canal
supported the rising textile industry, which boomed at the time, bringing people into the city to work. The number of people living in Hulme multiplied 50-
fold in the first half of the 19th century as they flocked to the mills and homes were built rapidly to help accommodate the rising population. However, many
of the homes were of extremely low standard and poor sanitation meant that diseases such as cholera were rampant.

The situation got so bad that Manchester Borough Council (now Manchester City Council) passed a law in 1844 banning the construction of any more houses
in Hulme. Even so, homes which were more accurately described as slums continued to exist and were inhabited up until the mid 20th century. Hulme’s link
to the Rolls-Royce company is also depicted in the mural with a model of the car in the second panel. In 1904, Henry Royce and Charles Stewart Rolls met in
the Midland Hotel in central Manchester and decided to start their own company making a unique version of a new invention – the motor car. They opened
the first Rolls-Royce factory in Hulme and many nearby streets now commemorate this bit of history, including Royce Road and Rolls Crescent.

Remembering wartime, endless years of hot fire… Safe houses ‘homes fit for heroes’… 
The third panel of the mural looks at the Second World War and calls for decent homes following an extended period of austerity as well as the rise in
immigration and the development of a multicultural Hulme. There was a concerted effort to clear slums in the post-war period and Hulme’s slums were
eventually demolished in the 1960s after local resistance delayed their clearance by a generation. Once again, however, a rush to build the homes meant that
they ended up with a unique variant of the high-rise tower blocks named the Crescents. Four sets of curved low-rise buildings, the Crescents were completed
in the 1971 and were architecturally based on terraced housing in Bath and Bloomsbury. More than 5,000 housing units had been built in less than eight years
and the redevelopment of Hulme was said to be on a scale surpassed only in Ro�erdam, Warsaw or Hiroshima.

From the sea, a rush wind blowing…Embers turn to carnival glow, universe spinning strong below our feet… 
The fourth panel of the mural is of the annual carnival that paraded through Hulme following the Second World War. Migrants from the West Indies and
Asia came to the UK and se�led in the large cities such as Manchester and in particular areas such as Rusholme, Moss Side, Cheetham Hill and Hulme.
“Immigration after the Second World War had a huge impact on the area and we wanted to show that in a positive sense…” remarks Soltau, who helped to
design and make the mural. “The carnival scene was important to us as it showed the resilient and positive aspects of Hulme and I think lots of people had
many fond memories of the carnival procession. Loads of local people were involved in the planning of it so we wanted to show that and the creative sense
of community during the 70s and 80s, before the redevelopment phase.”

In a high-rise age, in a delicate rage, we do not shrink before them… Demolition like thunder, all ears stiffen to the vast flooding scream… 
The fifth panel records the rising concerns around housing, demolition and the regeneration of Hulme in the 1990s. Housing is a recurring issue in the mural
and reflects the fact that Hulme became is widely known for its social and economic decline during the 1970s and 80s and (questionably) more successful
regeneration in the 1990s. As Soltau explains: “Hulme was re-developed three times in a short period of time, so that means that buildings were razed to the
ground three times which is a significant amount of upheaval for such a tiny place. To be wiped out and reinvented that many times over is quite unusual.”

Shortly after residents began moving into the Crescents in 1971, it became apparent that the buildings were poorly designed (cu�ing Hulme off from the rest
of the city), the workmanship of low quality and the houses required a level of maintenance that was not forthcoming. The oil crisis of the 1970s made the
homes almost impossible to heat for the low-income residents, families moved out of the Crescents by the 1980s and were replaced by students, artists and
travellers as well as drug addicts. The Crescents became notorious for being cold, damp and riddled with cockroaches and crime. In 1977, people living in
Hulme were seven times more likely to commit suicide compared to the national average and thirty-one times more likely to be a victim of crime. In 1986,
over 59% of adult males in Hulme were unemployed and youth unemployment was recorded at 68%.

The situation got so bad that reports state that “there must have been times when simply abandoning Hulme to the forces of nature would have seemed the
easier option.” (cited in Alison Rave�, Council Housing and Culture: The History of a Social Experiment, 2001, p230). The sense of community and
neighbourhood friendliness of the former slums of Hulme had been lost, to be replaced by a huge social and economic problem. Within a decade of their
construction, the Crescents were declared unfit for purpose and new plans were under way to try and resolve the issues that they had thrown up.

In the 1990s it was agreed that the best solution to Hulme’s problems was an extensive programme of physical, economic and social regeneration.
Manchester City Council secured £7m from central govermment to raze high-rise buildings and replace them with new Housing Association homes. The
Hulme City Challenge was also launched in April 1992 with £37.5 million of government money to bring together the various players in Hulme to help
regenerate the town. High-rise flats were replaced with be�er planned homes (both council and privately-owned) and Hulme’s reputation as a socially
deprived area declined. Local amenities such as the Zion Arts Centre and the Hulme Community Garden Centre give the area a friendly community
atmosphere and illustrate the important role that locals played in turning the city into a unique and desirable area to live in.

Reconstruct an order on the other side of chaos, there is scope for motion, flowing forwards once more… 
The sixth and final panel depicts modern day Hulme at the millennium. As Soltau explains, “there have been a lot of questions about the future of Hulme but
we didn’t want to end the mural on a negative and pessimistic note as there is a lot to be hopeful for in Hulme.”

Manchester City Council recently announced that Hulme Library was under consideration for closure due to the difficult financial circumstances and will be
replaced with either new or alternative provisions. Many have shown concern that if the library closes, the other remaining tenant in the building – the Adult
Education Services – will be put under great financial pressure. As Brigi�e Soltau explains: “the Adult Education Service have been struggling massively
themselves and they’ve been winding down with cuts to staff and courses already so if the library goes, it does make the others future more difficult… 
“If both the library and the Adult Education services leave, the issue is what does the council decide to do with the building. If they let it out to another
group than all well and good for building and the mural but if they decide not to, than that would be quite worrying because these days it seems that in
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Hulme one day a building is closed and then the next day its been demolished. That would be extremely worrying for us.” The £20,000 mural is made out of
2 tonnes of clay cannot be removed from the building without damaging it. 
Neil MacInnes, Head of Libraries insisted that no final decision has been made on the future of Hulme library and added that the concerns about the mural
are being taken into consideration. Comedian Johnny Vegas, who unveiled the mural back in 2002, has backed a public campaign to save the mural from
destruction and Soltau and the team behind the mural are a�empting to get the public art piece listed by English Heritage. “We built the mural with every
intention that it would be there as a lasting tribute to the community and what Hulme is about,” says Soltau. “We want it to always be there as a record of the
city’s history.”

Images of the mural by Arwa Aburawa can be seen in this gallery (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/pages/hulme-library-mural-photos-by-arwa-
aburawa/).

The consultation on the libraries in Manchester, including Hulme Library, is running until midnight on Sunday 5th June 2011. To take part log on to
www.manchester.gov.uk/libraryconsultation (h�p://www.manchester.gov.uk/libraryconsultation).

Sources: 
Ex-Hulme (h�p://www.exhulme.co.uk) 
Alison Rave�: Council Housing and Culture: The History of a Social Experiment, 2001, Routledge, London. 
Cletus Moobela: From Worst Slum to Best Example of Regeneration: Complexity in the Regeneration of Hulme – Manchester’, 2005, International Journal of
Emergence, Coherence and Organisations

Contraceptives, Clinics and Working Class Women: Salford & Manchester
Mothers’ Clinic

In 1926, the second birth control clinic outside of London opened its doors to women seeking free family planning advice. Located in the impoverished Greengate area of
Salford, the clinic provided birth control information to working class women who weren’t able to pay for private advice from a doctor. The controversial clinic faced
opposition from the Catholic Church and the medical profession but fought on and continued to offer its services to women until birth control advice was widely and freely
available in the 1970s.

Unlike the suffrage�es’ a�ention-grabbing campaigns to secure women’s rights to vote, the local-level and grinding work of women who worked to improve
women’s right to birth control in the 1920s and 30s has gone somewhat unnoticed. Whilst they never marched on parliament, they worked day-in, day-out,
through bli�, blackouts and at personal risk, to provide women with the knowledge to exercise control over their own bodies. For many of the women,
providing birth control was an important factor for the improvements in women’s health and also the emancipation of women who had previously relied on
men to limit the size of their family.

At the turn of the 19th/20th century, birth control was a very controversial issue to discuss in public although in private, many middle/upper-class women
had access to such family planning information through their doctors. As such, it was working class women who couldn’t afford to pay for a private doctor
who were denied birth control information and who were at the centre of the campaigns for free birth control advice. As Dr Clare Debenham, who has
wri�en a thesis entitled ‘Grassroots feminism: a study of the campaign of the Society for the Provision of Birth Control Clinics, 1924-1938’ which forms the
basis of this article, points out, many middle class women felt guilty about this inequality and went on to argue that all women should enjoy control over
their own bodies no ma�er their place in society.

Contraception as Emancipation

The birth controller saw contraception as a form of emancipation for women and the clinics therefore focused on empowering the women by giving them the
information, rather than men which was the normal practice at the time. “The clinics were really into female contraception and wanted to give the control to
the women rather than having to rely on the men,” explains Clare Debenham. The shocking rate of maternal death also focused women’s minds on the more
sinister aspects of withholding birth control information. Between 1911 and 1930, maternal death was second only to tuberculosis as a major cause of death
amongst married women, and based on the death rate it was argued giving birth was more dangerous than working in the mines.

In 1924, the Society for the Provision of Birth Control Clinics (SPBCC) was established to campaign for municipal birth control clinics that were free and
easily accessible to working class women. In the mean time, voluntary clinics were set up across the country to bridge the gap until their goals were realised.
Although the SPBCC and many birth controllers have been overshadowed in the history books by the flamboyant Marie Stopes of Married Love fame, the
society was able to set up clinics across the country and provide women with birth control advice.

The SPBCC was also more autonomous and a lot less autocratic and confrontational when compared with Marie Stopes’ clinics. “A lot of the women
involved in the birth control clinics, unlike say Marie Stopes, just worked hard with li�le drama. There was no dramatics,” says Debenham. “If someone had
got thrown into jail than maybe we’d know more about it but it was all very low key.”

Manchester & Salford Mothers’ Clinic Opens in 1926

In 1926, the Manchester & Salford Mother Clinic located in Greengate opened and was run by Mary Stocks, Charis Frankenburg and Flora Blumberg. Mary
Stocks was a Fabian who saw birth control as strongly linked to a women’s right to self-determination and she also campaigned for the removal of the
marriage bar for female teachers in Manchester. Charis Frankenburg, a former midwife, was a Jewish Conservative whose respectable family ran a factory in
the area. Flora Blumberg was also a Conservative, which was unusual as most of the support for birth control came from Labour supporters. Even so,
motherhood was an inevitable aspect of many women’s experiences at the time so it was an important issue which united many women across political and
class divisions.
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As Debenham points out, “It was quite odd that there was such Conservative support as most of the people at the clinics would have been Labour supporters
but there was a lot of diverse people involved in the birth control issue. I mean Mary Stocks was a Liberal, Charis Frankenburg was a Conservative and the
receptionist at the clinic was a Communist! Of course there were occasions when people disagreed but on the local level there really was a cross-section of
people involved.”

The clinic was ideally located above a pie-shop which provided an ideal cover for women who wanted to be discreet about their visit to the centre. The clinic
was part of the Society for the Promotion of Birth Control and was rather successful – Charis Frankenburg calculated that in their first eight years they had
seen over three thousand two hundred patients. In fact, gynaecologist Sir John Peel calculated that by the end of 1927 nine SPBCC birth control clinics had
collectively seen 23,000 patients.

Local feminist councillors such as Shena Simon (Liberal) and Cllr Annie Lee (Labour) supported the clinic and there was significant support from the
Women’s Co-op Guild, which was made up of a lot of working class women. For example, Mrs Hesco� who was the secretary of the Manchester branch of
the Women’s Co-op Guild was also a founding member of the clinic. In fact, the WCG overwhelmingly passed a resolution during the 1923 Annual Congress
supporting the dissemination of birth control information, making it the first women’s organisation and the first working class organisation to formally
support birth control.

“Cursed, Distrusted and Despised”

The clinic in Salford did, however, a�ract some opposition. As Clare Debenham has wri�en, according to Mary Stocks, the birth controllers were “cursed by
the Roman Catholic Church, distrusted by the Church of England and ignored by the medical profession.” In Salford, the clinic faced opposition from the
local Catholic church which saw the clinic as a direct challenge to its authority. Dr Henshaw who was enthroned as Bishop in 1925 was quick to denounce the
clinic and its methods in the Catholic press: “Horrible things, strange filthy things… The powers of evil have refined their methods and unsavoury subjects
are clothed with scientific names… one of these centres had been opened up not far from the Cathedral.” (Article reproduced in the Manchester Guardian
(22.3.1926) from the Catholic Federalist cited in Debenham, 2010, p125).

The following month Henshaw was quoted using equally colourful language about the clinic’s methods: ‘Birth control, an abomination in Catholic eyes is
infinitely worse than the unnatural vices of Sodom and Gomorrah. Filthy knowledge is not less filthy because it is imparted in a “clinic”, or “centre”
(Evening Chronicle (10.4.1926) cited in Debenham, 2010, p125).’

Furthermore, despite the initial support of the Women’s Guild after 1923, “the Guild leadership took no significant initiative on family endowment, birth
control, or any other issues of concern to working class women that did not have prior approval of the Labour Party.” (cited in Debenham, 2010, p170). Some
feminists were also opposed the birth control campaigns which they saw as a distraction to their cause and felt that talk about such ma�er involving sexual
relations was not respectable.

The backing from the Labour party which the movement had expected or thought it would get also didn’t materialise. “Because it was a controversial topic,
many regarded it as a vote loser and so didn’t they didn’t really give it any public support,” explains Debenham. “A lot of the Labour MPs relied on Catholic
voters and so they were worried that showing support for birth control would lose them the Catholic vote.”

Legislation and the Future of Birth Control

Legislation was passed in 1930 in the form of a memorandum 153/MCW which allowed birth control advice to be transmi�ed to women via municipal clinics
on the grounds of health. However, the birth controllers quickly realised that this memorandum was quite restrictive (and wasn’t mandatory) and so many
continued to keep open their practices to serve women who were not accounted for under the new legislation.

Very few local authorities were willing to take on board the new legislation and by 1931, only 36 authorities had taken advantage of the provisions of the
Memorandum. As Debenham states: “If the municipal clinics in 1930 were made compulsory than it would haven been job done for the birth controllers but
the fact was that there were only voluntary and a lot of councils didn’t do a single thing to improve birth control after the bill was passed.”

By 1939, only 84 local authorities had taken any action to establish municipal birth control clinics – in other words, two thirds of all local authorities had
taken no action at all. In contrast by 1939, the number of voluntary clinics had grown to 66 and so to some extent they were making up for the lack of
progress by the local authorities. For example, the success of the Salford clinic meant that in 1933 it had to move to larger premises in Manchester. “I initially
thought that after the legislation was passed that it would be the end of the birth control clinic but in fact many carried on and it wasn’t really until 1972 that
the work of the clinics was taken on by the department. So until that time it was up to the voluntary sector to provide the service to the women…” remarked
Debenham.

It took a long time for a�itudes towards contraception and birth control to move on from connotations of being associated with dirty magazines to something
which all couples had to deal with and it wasn’t until 1972 that birth control provision became part of the NHS. The early birth control clinics of 1920s and
1930 no doubt played an important role in making birth control more respectable and also bringing the debate into the public sphere. As Debenham declares,
“It was local action empowering local people – what the women working in those early birth control clinics did really does deserve a lot more recognition.”

Article by Arwa Aburawa (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Ellen Tooley and women’s rights in Eccles

On the November 1st 1933 Ellen Tooley made history by becoming the first woman councillor in Eccles. Although she wasn’t particularly fond of her new title as the first
woman councillor in Eccles, she lived with it all her life and it no doubt it helped inspire many other women to play an active role in local politics.
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Women in Eccles had been trying to get elected to the Eccles Town Hall without any success since 1919, yet in 1933 the town voted in two women
councillors. Ellen Tooley was first to be announced as the winning candidate for the seat of Winton; literally minutes later, Mary Higgins was elected as the
councillor for Barton. Veronica Trick, the granddaughter of Ellen Tooley, describes the night in an article titled The Power to get Things Changed! Ellen Tooley,
Eccles’ First Woman Councillor (h�p://www.workershistory.org/linked_docs/NWLHJ33_Trick.pdf):

“The teams counting their [Ellen Tooley and Mary Higgins] votes began to count as fast as they could, competing to be the first to count a woman councillor in. In spite
of having 500 more votes to count than the other team, Ellen’s team finished first so that she became the first councillor for Winton just two or three minutes before Mary
Higgins became the councillor for Barton. So it was purely because her team were faster one that my gran acquired her title.”

Veronica Trick, who published the journal on Ellen Tooley which forms the basis of this article, decided to find out more about her grandmother when she
stumbled across newspaper cu�ings and poll cards whilst sorting through her mother’s belongings. “When we were growing up my cousins and I were all
very proud of our famous grandmother, Ellen Tooley, who was the first woman councillor for Eccles, although we had only the vaguest ideas about what
that meant,” writes Trick. She decided to do some digging and what she discovered was that her grandmother had worked hard and overcome many
obstacles to become Eccles’ first woman councillor.

Born into Poverty

Ellen Tooley was born in Plymouth in 1875/6 to a mother who was a laundress and an Irish father who was a private in the army. Her father was an Irish
Republican sympathiser and his influence is credited with Ellen’s subsequent commitment to the Republican cause as well as her interest in politics. Despite
a steady income, the family which consisted of five children must have been quite poor and this gave Ellen her first experience of poverty. At the age of 15
she was working as general domestic servant in Exeter, although an incident in which a small pile of money was left out by her employers – a common
practice at the time to test the honesty of servants – angered her and she left in protest. At some point between 1891 and 1899, she ran away from home and
came to the north.

Her father made several a�empts to bring Ellen home but she resisted and finally se�led down and married a widower named William Tooley who was a
Protestant. As her father was a Catholic, this marriage was seen as the ultimate betrayal and he never spoke to Ellen again. Over the next ten years, Ellen had
six children and they lived in various addresses in Ancoats and Greengate. Although her husband William was a skilled worker, the family struggled to
make ends meet as William was fond of ‘The Demon Drink’ and would drink away his wages. Many of the houses they stayed in were appalling and the
final house they lived in before moving to Eccles was a back-to-back house in Salford with a one upstairs room, one ground floor room and cellar. Twenty-six
families had to share a row of six outdoor privy lavatories.

Influential Women in Eccles, Suffrage�es and Co-op Guilds

The move to Eccles seemed to have marked a new period of stability and success in Ellen’s life. Their home was much bigger with its own garden and private
lavatory and Ellen was inspired by other local women to get involved in local politics. Even so, Ellen never forgot her earlier experiences of poverty and she
worked tirelessly to improve housing conditions and welfare provisions during her political career.

Although Eccles was, and remains, a small town there were many influential women who managed to make their mark on local politics and served as role
models. Influential women from Eccles include Sofia Roe, who founded an orphanage on Green Lane in the 19th century and Kathleen Ly�leton, the wife of
the Vicar of Eccles, who founded the Eccles Branch of the Co-operative Women’s Guild in 1895. Two women’s suffrage organisations- the non-militant North
of England Society for Women’s Suffrage and the more militant Women’s Freedom League- also had local branches and their meetings were well a�ended
by women in Eccles.

Ellen Tooley, who was five feet tall with red hair and a temperament to match, joined the Women’s Co-operative Guild and Independent Labour Party in
1916. The Independent Labour Party was strongly pacifist at the time and this suited Tooley’s anti-war stance. By 1918, her brother had been killed in the war
and her husband and two sons were conscripted into the war effort. In fact Tooley’s first publically recorded speech was as one of the main speaker at an
anti-war demonstration.

In 1919, the first women ever to stand for election in Eccles were Mary O’Kane and Louisa Mathews, who were both members of the Co-operative Guild. As
Veronica Trick explains, the Co-operative Guild gave many working women an opportunity at education and also the confidence and skills they would need
to succeed in local politics. Although both women candidates had failed to get elected, this didn’t stop other women from trying to influence local politics
through other routes – namely local commi�ees. The number of women on these local commi�ees in Eccles went up from 9 in 1920 to 17 in 1925.

Local Commi�ees, Working Class Women and Birth Control

Although women were increasingly present in local politics, working class women were still struggling to make their mark in the same way that
upper/middle-class women had. Ellen Tooley noted in the Eccles Journal in 1925: “There are women in Eccles amongst the workers who are capable of
serving the community equally as well as those co-opted, with a knowledge of conditions gained by practical experience which is after all ‘the best teacher’”
(cited in Trick, The Power to get Things Changed, p23). There was one commi�ee, however, where the presence of a working class woman was mandatory
and this was to be the first commi�ee Ellen served on.

The 1918 Maternity and Child Welfare Act had set up the Maternity and Child Welfare Commi�ees, influenced by campaigns by the Women’s Guilds, and
Ellen was appointed in 1920 to serve on the Eccles commi�ee. As such, Ellen Tooley played an important role in the mother and child clinics which improved
contraceptive advice to women- particularly working class women who could not afford to pay a private doctor for contraceptive advice.

The orphanage originally built by Sofia Roe in 1880 was refurbished under the commi�ee and set up as a Mother & Baby Clinic with significant success. “Six
years later the Medical Office of Health was able to proudly report to the commi�ee that infant deaths in Eccles were only 47.2 infant deaths per 1,000 births.
The only urban district which had performed be�er was Nelson with 44.9, Manchester, in contrast, had 83.0 and Salford 103.2.” (cited in Trick, page 22)

TB, Death and Disease

The relative success of Ellen’s political career was, however, tainted by a string of personal tragedies during the same period. After Ellen’s husband returned
from the war he had become more abusive and violent towards her, particularly whilst drunk, and during one incident in 1921 Ellen’s two older sons
a�acked their father and forced him out of the family home. One son joined the army to escape prosecution whilst the other, Edward, moved away for a year.
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In 1922, Ellen’s daughter Eveline was diagnosed with TB and her other daughter Dora, who was Veronica Trick’s mother, developed a bone disease in one of
her knees and was confined to a special bed-chair. Eveline did recover for a while in 1923 but died a year later in 1924. In May 1926, Ellen’s son James died of
TB and in the same month her husband died of bronchitis and a cerebral oedema in Hope Hospital.

Election Success

In 1924, Ellen Tooley was nominated for the first time to run for election. However, it was widely acknowledged that she had been allocated a seat (Irwell)
that would be very difficult for a Labour candidate to win and indeed she failed to secure the seat. In 1927, she was a delegate to the Labour Party’s annual
conference in Blackpool and stood, again without success, for the Barton ward. In 1930 she stood as the Labour candidate for the Winton ward along with
Mary O’Kane who was nominated at the Co-op candidate for Patricroft – they both failed to secure their seats. For the next two years there were no women
candidates in Eccles. Finally in 1933, Ellen stood once more and managed to win her seat in Winton along with Mary Higgins who became councillor for
Barton.

The two women formed a formidable alliance and became members on commi�ees related to health, libraries and schools, as well as working to improve
child welfare and provide work for the local unemployed. Although Ellen tried to get re-elected in 1938, local elections were suspended due to the outbreak
of World War Two and by the time the war had ended, she was 71 and her health was beginning to deteriorate. Ellen died in April 1955 at the age of 79 and
was buried on the 2nd of May. The title as the first woman councillor of Eccles, which Ellen shrugged off as pure chance, was chiselled on her gravestone.

By Arwa Aburawa (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Sustainability and Spirituality: Levenshulme’s Eco-Mosque

In 2003 the Muslim Bohra community of Levenshulme started thinking about replacing their makeshift prayer hall – a former Maternity & Child Welfare Centre in an old
Methodist chapel – with a brand new mosque. However, fi�ed with solar panels, recycled wood, reclaimed stone, under-floor heating and other energy saving measures this
wasn’t your average mosque, but an eco-mosque.

Opened in 2008, the new building was the culmination of a lot of hard work, curiosity and a belief that it is possible to create a mosque which positively
impacts both the community and the environment. At the time, the mosque’s opening was reported in both the local press and amongst international Muslim
and environmental publications. Mustafa Abdulhussein, vice-president of the mosque, told the Manchester Evening News
(h�p://menmedia.co.uk/manchestereveningnews/news/s/1056767_ecomosque_ready_to_open) at the time of the mosque’s opening that “We had been using
the building as a makeshift mosque for many years, then about five years ago we started thinking about building a new structure. The eco-element arises out
of what a mosque is meant to be. It is meant to be friendly in every aspect, which includes being friendly to the environment. We should set an example and
having eco-friendly features makes those congregating there aware of the issues. It hasn’t really been any more costly than if we were to do it any other way
and there is a much greater gain to be had with a mosque which creates its own energy.”

He also added that “The building is two completely different architectural styles – one side is inspired by modern Mancunian architecture, with glass and
zinc, and the Mecca-facing side uses traditional materials like stone.”

In 2010, Abdulhussein told Manchester Radical History’s Arwa Aburawa that initially green concerns were not on the agenda when the mosque was being
built. “It started off with us saying that we should have some solar panels as green buildings are encouraged and we had to have some green aspects by law.
So I looked into it and got more interested with the green aspects and although I wouldn’t call the mosque completely eco- it’s really a step towards a fully
eco mosque.”

Learning To Care For The Environment

The new mosque was fi�ed with solar panels, under-floor heating which is efficient as most of the congregation sit on the floor, infra-red sensitive taps so
water isn’t wasted and energy-efficient lighting. The eco-mosque was also built using sustainable wood, reclaimed stone and an energy-efficient glass façade
with allows natural light in. Abdulhussein explained, “the glass retains the heat in the cold and in summer it creates an environment which requires less
heating. When I started I was not aware that such glass even existed!”

In fact, it has been a learning curve for all the community, which is discovering the ‘green’ aspects of Islam. “All the issues that are important today such as
the issue of global warming and polluting- all these aspects are very much within Islam’s concerns, in fact there are imperative, a requirement for us to think
about,” explains Abdulhussein. “A lot of these things don’t get taught about any more although I’ve noticed that in the last twenty years there has been a
change and Muslims (like any other ethnic or religious groups) are also learning to think about environmental issues.”

Abdulhussein also noticed that the younger members of the congregation had particularly embraced the green aspects of the mosque as it showed that their
faith recognised modern day issues. The concept of ‘Khalifa’ or stewardship is rooted in Islamic thought and states that mankind has a responsibility to
protect the whole of humanity and the planet. However, Abdulhussein admits that it it still up to the Muslim community to take environmental awareness
seriously. “To be frank Muslims have a lot to worry about, the political agenda is dominating the Muslim world and issues that ought to be at the forefront of
our thoughts are pushed to one side. It all depends on how seriously imams take the issue,” he says.

Building Bridges Between Communities

The eco-mosque in Levenshulme, which is known as ‘Al-Markaz Al-Najmi’ mosque, has also been praised for helping to build bridges between different
communities. “When a mosque is built in an area the standard reaction is ‘not another mosque’, there are concerns about parking and disruption,” says
Abdulhussein. “So when we decided to build the mosque we wanted it to be different because if the community can’t get behind it then what’s the point of
building a mosque? If we want to build a house of worship then it has to benefit the entire area- that was our aim from the beginning… For example, we try
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to make sure that the mosque parking never disturbs the neighbours- we police it ourselves. We make sure that the neighbours have our number in case
there is a problem of any kind and what we have found is that in return they look after our mosque. When we have trespassers in the mosque surrounds
who are not meant to be there we tend to get residents ringing us up to tell us- they look after us in many ways.”

In 2010, the Bohra community also donated over £50,000 to Levenshulme Inspire, a local community centre also based in a former church, which will include
a stylish café, social housing apartments and space for clubs and local groups to meet. Inspire was due to open in October 2010. Abdulhussein explains that
this is just part of the Muslim community’s contribution to the locality and its future development. In fact, he adds that all mosques should be integrated
with their communities and also positively contribute to their environment. “I really do feel that if there was some organisation in Manchester which could
influence the building and design of mosques then they really should encourage them to bring in some of the measures that we did- both in terms of eco-
friendliness and community-friendliness,” he emphasises.

Article by Arwa Aburawa (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Portraits of Chartist Political Prisoners in 1841

Chartist meetings were banned by proclamation of the government in 1839. Mass arrests followed with Chartists being imprisoned and transported. In a movement that
nurtured personality cults and where Chartist leaders vied for the hero-worship of their followers, rancour and rivalry was inevitable.

William Love�, a member of the ‘London Workingmen’s Association,’ published his People’s Charter in May 1838. Among its provisions, the Charter made a
number of political demands which become known as the ‘six points’: (i) universal manhood suffrage; (ii) payment of Members of Parliament; (iii) equal
electoral districts; (iv) abolition of property qualifications; (v) annual parliaments; (vi) the ballot. The people who subscribed to the aims of the People’s
Charter (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/12/04/ernest-jones-and-the-1846-chartist-gathering-on-blackstone-edge/) became known as the
Chartists.

As a movement, Chartism is best described as an umbrella group which comprised people from widely differing protest groups. Although some Chartists
advocated non-violent means to achieve their aims, such as petitioning (three national petitions, in 1839, 1842 and 1848, were rejected by Parliament which
refused to reform itself) and became known as ‘moral force’ Chartists, other Chartists favoured the use of firearms to achieve their aims and became known
as ‘physical force’ Chartists. However, most Chartists were inclined to support whatever method they thought was more likely to succeed at any moment in
time. Some believed that the very act of acquiring arms – which was legal at the time – would of itself intimidate the government and force it to submit to
Chartist demands. Though many never intended to use arms, there were instances when they were used. In August 1848 James Bright, a police constable,
was shot dead in the street by Chartists from Ashton-under-Lyne.(1)

Many of the working-class Chartists who were involved in the movement during the late 1830s and 1840s often lived in abject poverty. According to the
Chartist historian Mark Hovel, ‘intolerable conditions of existence’ were the driving force behind Chartism.(2) In addition to the many hardships they had to
endure, they also risked the blacklist and imprisonment for their involvement in the movement. Chartist meetings had been banned by proclamation of the
government in 1839 and many Chartists had been arrested. In May 1840, more than 200 Chartists were in prison, eighteen had been transported, eleven of
them for life. Six months later, the number of prisoners being held had risen to 480.(3)

In October 1840, Chester Castle held fifteen Chartist prisoners, ‘twelve of them for collecting arms’.(4) Many of these were from Ashton-under-Lyne and
Stockport. We know something about the prisoners and what their conditions were like. This is because in 1841 the Home Office appointed prison inspectors
to investigate the treatment of Chartist prisoners after receiving complaints from the public. The document ‘Confidential reports made by the Inspector of
Prisons upon the cases of political offenders in custody on 1st July 1841’, gives us a revealing insight into prison conditions, the backgrounds of the prisoners,
their grievances and the a�itudes of the authorities towards them.(5)

Although described as ‘political offenders’, while in gaol the prisoners were treated as criminals. A common complaint among the prisoners in Chester
Castle concerned the food. Many complained of ‘want of meat’ and their diet largely consisted of bread, gruel and potatoes. They complained of indigestion
but could purchase food for themselves if they had the money. Some were receiving money from the ‘victim fund’ (Chartist leader Feargus O’Connor had
founded a national defence fund for arrested Chartists in June 1839) or from subscriptions or from relatives. Many complained about being locked up too
early – 7.00 pm – and they also complained that they were only allowed to read The Times and no other newspaper. Prisoners were allowed visits from
relatives, sometimes unsupervised, and correspondence could be confiscated and inspected.

The Reverend Joseph Rayner Stephens, who was a Chartist prisoner, complained about the power of visiting magistrates who could reduce the men’s diet,
enforce prison dress and impose solitary confinement. They resented what few privileges the prisoners enjoyed and did their best to restrict them. The
prisoners were also allowed to purchase books and could exercise in a yard.

Timothy Higgins, aged 35, from Portland Street, Ashton-under-Lyne, was one of the Chartist prisoners held in Chester Castle. He was a co�on spinner and
was married with four children. He had been convicted of conspiracy at the Autumn Assizes at Chester in 1839 and had been imprisoned for 18 calendar
months.

According to a report in the Manchester Guardian on 3rd July 1839, the police had searched the home of Timothy Higgins and found two long narrow chests.
Inside the chests they found 17 muskets with bayonets, four doubled barrelled guns, a rifle, one large horse pistol, four common-sized pistols, and a quantity
of bullets and cases. When he’d been asked why he had the weapons, Higgins replied that he had them from the manufacturer, George Thompson, for the
purpose of sale. At the courthouse the following day, Higgins had been given bail and released after his solicitor Richard Corbe� submi�ed to the
Magistrates that there had been no grounds stated which would justify the constables entering the prisoner’s house and seizing the arms.

In prison, Higgins was interviewed by Inspector WJ Williams. He said that he’d received about £6 by way of subscription and that his wife had received £2
from the victim fund. He said he’d used the money to buy books and food. The report says that he could read and write well and had been writing poetry
while in prison and reading ‘Sco�’s novels and common historical works’ and improving his arithmetic. He complained of having no meat and of being
locked up at 7.00 pm. He also said that his wife was ‘about to be thrown upon the Parish’.
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Although the pretext given for these prison interviews was to make inquiries about the prisoners’ conditions, it is clear from the reports that the inspectors
were assessing each prisoner to make judgements about them and their political views in order to report back to the Home Office.

Inspector Williams writes: “Higgins avows himself a republican and is a member of the Workingmen’s Association. Is a man of considerable intelligence, not
devoid of feelings. He shed tears when I spoke to him of his family.” Williams quotes Higgins as saying:

“‘I was brought up a co�on spinner – it was my agreeable calling when I first followed it, but they have got into the habit of applying self-acting machinery and man is of
no use. I know some of the most intelligent in society who cannot get bread. They take a man now for his muscular appearance not for his talent – machines have become
so simple that a�ending them is commonplace labour.’ This man was appointed an agent of Thompson’s for the sale of arms; a very trifling encouragement would induce
him to emigrate to the U.S….”

George Thompson, a Birmingham gunsmith, had been supplying arms to Chartists in Ashton, Manchester and Stockport. He had also been convicted of
conspiracy and given 18 months imprisonment in Chester Castle. The report says: “reads and writes well… is of a petulant temper and of ordinary ability.”
He was allowed beer and wine by direction of the surgeon – he suffered from chronic rheumatism – and was allowed to exercise outside the yards. In his
observations Williams says:

“This individual was called upon by…M’Douall whom he supplied with arms and then established agencies for the sale of them… the agents all being notorious
Chartists. I do not believe it was anything more with him than a money making transaction but one of a mischievous character.”

The Reverend Joseph Rayner Stephens, who had been appointed to the Ashton-under-Lyne circuit in 1832, was aged 34 when he was convicted at the Assizes
in Chester in 1839. He was sentenced to 18 months imprisonment for the offence of “using seditious language at a public tumultuous assembly.” He was
allowed to maintain himself and could use a private room to study and to eat. He told Inspector Williams:

“I have been insulted by one set of Chartists here, who sided with M’Douall, although I have in frequent instances given them money and food.”

In his observations, Williams remarked that Stephens was:

“an object of suspicion to M’Douall and his followers who call him traitor and are indignant at his pocketing the whole of the money raised by subscription for his defence
by counsel, when he defended himself and employed none.”

Peter Murray M’Douall was aged 26 at the time of his imprisonment in Chester Castle. A physical force Chartist, he was a surgeon who had a practice in
Ramsbo�om, near Bury. In July 1839 he had been sentenced at the Assizes in Chester to 12 months imprisonment for sedition and a�ending an illegal
meeting in Hyde in April 1839. Though he had been released from prison in August 1840, there was a great deal of enmity between the Chartist prisoners
who were split into two factions – those who followed Stephens and those who followed M’Douall. A number of Chartists had asked that they be kept apart
from Stephens who they regarded as an apostate. There had been violence in the prison when one prisoner had sustained a broken jaw.

In a movement that nurtured personality cults and where speakers competed for the hero-worship of their audiences, it was inevitable that there would be
fragmentation and rivalries. The rupture between Ashton Chartists had occurred in June 1839, when M’Douall had publicly accused Stephens of commi�ing
an indecent assault on the unmarried sister of James Bronterre O’Brien, the Chartist leader.(6) Though this allegation was never proven it did damage
Stephens’ reputation.

Stephens’s hatred for M’Douall ‘had no bounds’.(7) While in prison, he had sought to expose M’Douall’s immorality by alleging that he had tried to seduce
the turnkey’s daughter: M’Douall later married her. At his trial, Stephens had repudiated Chartism declaring his detestation of the doctrine. Though
Stephens never was a Chartist and said so on numerous occasions, many Chartists believed him to be so and he was accused of apostasy. He had also
defended himself rather than employ counsel. Many Chartists who had contributed to his defence fund felt betrayed. There were also requests for the money
to be given back so it could be used for the defence of other Chartists awaiting trial.

One of the prisoners who asked to be kept separated from Stephens, was Isaac Johnson, a blacksmith from Stockport. He was aged 36 and was married with
two children. He told Inspector Williams that three of his children had died while he’d been in prison. He had been sentenced to 1 year’s imprisonment for
‘u�ering seditious words’. In his observations, Williams remarks that Johnson was a shrewd man but uneducated:

“Which he explains was owing to his being turned out of school after gaining six prizes in consequence of his Father obliging him to go to school in a white hat with a
crape and green riband at Peterloo time, for which he was expelled and never went anywhere afterwards. He is devoted to M’Douall with whom he appears ready to go to
all lengths.”

Another prisoner who was much a�ached to M’Douall was James Duke, aged 36, who was married with six children. A co�on spinner by profession, he was
the landlord of the Bush Inn, Stamford Street, Ashton-under-Lyne. The pub was a well known meeting place for Chartists and it was here that Stephens was
arrested by the Bow Street Runner, Henry Goddard. James Duke had been sentenced to 1 year’s imprisonment for ‘conspiracy to excite the people to arms’.
He was also an agent for the arms dealer George Thompson and both he and M’Douall had visited Birmingham to buy muskets and bayonets.(8)

Some of the Chartist prisoners did enjoy greater privileges in gaol due to their social class. Inspector Williams believed that Stephens was unpopular with
some of the Chartists prisoners because he had ‘greater privileges’. In the county gaol at York, Inspector Williams interviewed the Chartist leader Feargus
O’Connor, a barrister/journalist who had been given 18 months for libel. He says: “his behaviour was most courteous and gentlemanlike’ and then adds:

“Mr O’Connor is placed in a light room with boarded floor and a fire place near to the infirmary…the Magistrates have supplied an additional officer to wait upon him
and a�end almost exclusively to his wants. This man sleeps within call and takes Mr. O’Connor’s orders respecting his meals etc and the hours which he selects for
exercise in the yard. Mr. O’Connor maintains himself and there is no restriction upon his food or as to the introduction of wine, of which since his imprisonment he has
had from four to five dozen. His room is furnished at his own expense…there is no restriction upon his candles, fire, or the hour of going to bed.”

Although O’Connor complained about the presence of a third person when receiving visits and the restrictions on his le�ers, he told Williams that he was
generally satisfied with his treatment. He was eventually released after serving 10 months.

Despite the fact that the Chartist movement degenerated into sects and factions after 1839, it nevertheless overcame this and also survived a�empts by the
government to suppress it. By 1842, it had become more efficient as an organization and it increased its membership. However, as economic conditions
improved, leading to higher wages, working-class support for the movement began to decline. In the mid 1840s some Chartists following their leader
O’Connor when he set up the Chartist Land Scheme, where workingmen contributed small sums to purchase allotments of land. The scheme was an
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economic disaster. After 1848 support for the movement declined rapidly and many Chartists later became Liberals. The six points only began to be adopted
after the Chartist movement had ceased to exist and when the political elite were ready to adopt it. With the exception of annual Parliaments, every political
demand of the Charter was later to be granted.

The failure of the movement to achieve its immediate aims can be a�ributed to a number of reasons. Although a working-class movement, trade unions
generally remained aloof from Chartism and it tended to appeal to those workers who saw themselves as victims of industrialization rather than its
beneficiaries. The Chartists themselves were often at variance with one another and could seldom agree on social policy. The movement also lacked political
support in the Commons and failed to form alliances with the middle-classes. It also lacked an effective leadership which in the opinion of the Webbs,
‘brought it to nought’.(9)

Sources:
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2. Ibid – P137 
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4. Purge This Realm. A Life of Joseph Rayner Stephens. M.S. Edwards. P.91 
5. Confidential reports made by the Inspector of Prisons upon the cases of political offenders in custody on 1st July 1841. Tameside Studies Library. 
6. Purge This Realm. P.63/64 
7. Ibid – P.93 
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Article by Derek Pa�ison (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

The Clarion Movement

The Clarion newspaper was the most influential Socialist newspaper ever published in Britain, creating thousands of Socialists and inspiring a whole social movement. The
movement was divided by the First World War and never recovered.

The first issue of The Clarion was published on 12 December 1891. The offices were in City Buildings, Corporation Street, Manchester, although the paper
moved to Fleet Street in 1895. (The building still stands unoccupied and derelict opposite the Co-operative Bank). The Clarion was founded by Robert
Blatchford.

Blatchford was born in Maidstone in 1851. He came from a theatrical family, his father John being a comedian and his mother Georgina an actress. He had
li�le schooling and was largely self-educated, spending his time reading during regular bouts of childhood illness. The family eventually se�led in Halifax
where Robert was apprenticed as a brushmaker. He did not go into the trade, leaving the town in 1871 and joining the army where he rose to the rank of
Sergeant Major.

After leaving the army he got a job as a storeman with the Weaver Navigation Company in Northwich and began writing short stories in his spare time. This
led to him writing a column for a newspaper in Leeds and then into full-time journalism, first in London and then in Manchester where he worked for
Edward Hulton, writing for the Sunday Chronicle under the pen-name Nunquam (Nunquam Dormio – I do not sleep.) His salary was now an astonishing
£1,000 a year.

Increasingly he wrote about slum conditions in Manchester and was taken around some of the worst cellars in Hulme and Ancoats by a local Socialist, Joe
Waddington. Blatchford finally became a Socialist after reading What is Socialism, wri�en by Henry Hyndman and William Morris. Blatchford was not a
theoretician but came to Socialism because he saw it as a practical solution to the poverty and misery he had personally witnessed. He later wrote:

“I have never read a page of Marx. I got the idea of collective ownership from H.M. Hyndman; the rest of my Socialism I thought out myself. English Socialism is not
German: it is English. English Socialism is not Marxian; It is humanitarian. It does not depend upon any theory of “economic justice” but upon humanity and common
sense.”

Hulton would not let him write about Socialism in the Morning Chronicle so Blatchford walked out of his job and set up The Clarion, along with his brother
Montague, Alex Thompson, Edward Fay and Robert Suthers. It was a huge gamble but fortunately for them many of Blatchford’s readers followed him to the
new venture and The Clarion soon became a welcome weekly visitor to thousands of households and a�racted a fierce loyalty from its readers. The Clarion
was never a dry-as-dust theoretical journal, but a jovial mix of news, comment, short stories, songs and poetry.

Blatchford and The Clarion made Socialists. As George R Taylor put it in his book Leaders Of Socialism, Past and Present, published in 1910,

“…..Robert Blatchford…..can manufacture Socialist more quickly then anyone else. Tipton Limited sells more tea than any other firm, Lever sells more soap; one factory
makes more boots; another most chairs. Mr Blatchford and The Clarion make more Socialists than any rival establishment.”

Blatchford’s pamphlet Merrie England: a Series of Le�ers on the Labour Problem, based on articles originally published in The Clarion, appeared in 1893, priced at
a shilling. The first run of 25,000 sold out and it was then reprinted, the price lowered at penny and sold by the hundreds of thousands. It was addressed to
“John Smith of Oldham, a hard-headed workman fond of facts” and set out practical reasons why Socialism was necessary, ending by presenting readers
with a stark choice:
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“This question of Socialism is the most important and imperative question of the age. It will divide, is now dividing, society into two camps. In which camp will you elect
to stand? On the one side there are individualism and competition –leading to a “great trade” and great miseries. On the other side is justice, without which can come no
good, from which can come no evil. On the one hand are ranged all the sages, all the saints, all the martyrs, all the noble manhood and pure womanhood of the world; on
the other hand are the tyrant, the robber, the manslayer, the libertine, the usurer, the slave-driver, the drunkard, and the sweater. Choose your party, then, my friend, and
let us get to the fighting.”

The Clarion supported the three year strike in the slate mines at Bethesda in Wales by raising money for the strikers. Its readers now set up a social network of
societies, including the Clarion Cycling Club (which is still going), Vocal Unions, Clarion Fellowship, Clarion Handicraft Clubs, Clarion Scouts, Rambling
Clubs and Cinderella Clubs (which arranged events for children). In 1908 the Clarion Café was opened at 50a Market Street; this lasted until the 1930s.

The Clarion Cycling Club began one evening in February 1894 when Tom Groom and five others men held a meeting in the Labour Church in Birmingham
and decided to set up a Socialist Cycling Club. Their first tour was at the Easter weekend and was later wri�en up for The Clarion, in which Tom Groom
described how they left Wolverhampton on a damp morning and cycled around Worcestershire, enjoying the pleasure of the countryside – and its pubs!

“Suddenly the first man rang his bell, and discounted, the others following suit. The first man spake not, but pointed with trembling delight to where they sold the
Clarion…..We all marched in, in order, purchased our Clarions and then, as solemnly walked out, mounted our machines, and then proceeded on our way as men who
had had glimpses of higher things.”

Tom concluded his report, “We had spent as grand a holiday as possible. Ah-h! It was glorious! Say no man lives until he has been on tour with the Clarion
CC. Till then he but exists.”

His report inspired others to set up their own Clarion Cycling Clubs and in 1895 over one hundred cyclists met up at Easter in Ashbourne for the first annual
meet, a tradition that still continues. There were rides out, songs and drinking in the George & Dragon. As the cycling clubs grew Clarion clubhouses were
set up to allow the cyclists to get away for a cheap weekend in the country. The first was a caravan set up over the summer of 1895 at Tabley Brook, near
Knutsford, by two Manchester CCC members Charlie Reekie and J S Sutcliffe. A permanent Clubhouse in an old house was opened in June 1897 at Bucklow
Hill, leased from a farmer for 5 years. This was followed an old farmhouse in Handforth which ran from 1903 to 1936. Collin Coates later wrote:

“To be able to wheel out on a Saturday or Sunday after the week’s toil and moil in the dingy office, the stuffy warehouse, the reeking slum, the enervating mill, workshop
or mine – to one’s own house…..which was the rendezvous of kindred soul bubbling over with the spirit of the newly–found fellowship, was indeed taste of the joys to be
had in the ‘days-a-coming’.”

Other Clubhouses were set up in Wharfedale, Halewood, the Ribble Valley, the Midlands and Essex. One Clarion House survives near Nelson-on-Colne,
opened in 1912 by Nelson ILP. It welcomes visitors, walkers and cyclists still.

The Clarion had a women’s column almost from the start, wri�en firstly by Eleanor Keeling and then from October 1895 by Julia Dawson. In February 1896
Julia told her readers that she wanted to organise a Clarion Van tour over the summer. A horse-drawn van had already been offered and would be sent out
on the road with two or three women on board, stopping in towns and villages to hold meetings and distribute Socialist literature. She appealed for women
to come forward as speakers and for donations to fund the venture. These appeals were successful and in June the Van set off from Liverpool. The speakers
on the first tour included Caroline Martyn, Ada Nield and Sarah Reddish. The Van toured Cheshire and Staffordshire and then went north, finishing up on
Tyneside after fifteen weeks’ hard campaigning. On the way the women had addressed thousands of people. It was judged a great success and repeated in
following years. By 1907 the number of Vans had risen to six.

The Clarion movement was fractured in 1914 when Robert Blatchford supported the war. He had already incensed many of readers in 1899 when he
supported the Boer war. He had also supported calls for a stronger navy and army and had wri�en articles in the Daily Mail about the “German Menace.”
Now with war a reality he turned on his former comrades, some of whom were imprisoned for their conscientious objection to the slaughter.

Collin Coates later reflected that:

“We could not equate Socialism, as we had understood it, with the organised killing of others of our own class. This a�itude aroused Blatchford to a pitch of patriotic
fervour which caused him to abuse and vilify such of us as had failed to drop our Socialism for a narrow nationalism.”

The paper struggled on after the war but it was never the same. The Labour Party was now a growing force electorally, prepared to enter government on a
pragmatic basis, whilst on its left the newly formed Communist party was a�racting young idealists. The paper became monthly in 1927 and finally
disappeared in 1934, its heyday long past. Blatchford himself died in 1943 and now slept.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/).
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Denis Pye, “Charlie Reekie’s Dream, the story of the Manchester Clarion Clubhouses 1897-1951”, North West Labour History Journal
(h�p://www.workershistory.org/journal.html), No 17

Denis Pye, Socialism, Fellowship and Food, the Manchester Clarion Café 1908-1936, North West Labour History Journal
(h�p://www.workershistory.org/journal.html), No 21

Denis Pye, Fellowship is Life: the story of the Clarion Cycling Club (1995) (still available from the author, 34 Temple Road, Halliwell, Bolton BL1 3LT. £4.95
p&p. Cheques payable to Clarion Publishing)

Nikki Salmon, “Bold Memories of ’84. Bolton Clarion’s ride round the Lancashire Pits, December 8th 1984”, North West Labour History Journal
(h�p://www.workershistory.org/journal.html), No 11

Daniel Boyle and Daniel McCabe – Irish local politicians in Manchester

Irish nationalism in the nineteenth century had two wings, the Republican tradition represented by the Fenian movement which sought complete independence for Ireland
and a Republic, and the Home Rule movement which sought a limited autonomy for Ireland within the United Kingdom. With the defeat of the Fenians by the end of the
1860s, the Irish Nationalist Party came to the fore in the last quarter of the nineteenth century under the leadership of Charles Stewart Parnell. Manchester was a
particularly strong centre for the Irish Nationalist Party, but its Irish politicians were also important social reformers in the city itself.

Daniel Boyle and Daniel McCabe were Manchester’s most prominent Irish Nationalist politicians of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, both
si�ing on the City Council as Liberals and representing adjacent wards with large Irish populations.

Daniel McCabe was born in Stockport but spent nearly the whole of his life in Manchester, receiving his education at the Christian Brothers school in Livesey
Street and later studying at evening classes in the Mechanics Institution. According to his contemporaries McCabe spoke with an Irish accent, even in middle
age, reflecting the close-knit nature of the Irish community in this period. He was a staunch Roman Catholic throughout his life and from a young age was
involved with the work of the St Patrick’s parish, an area he lived in himself despite its poverty. He served as Vice President of the Society of St Vincent de
Paul, as Superintendent and Registrar at the St Patrick’s Sunday School – possibly the largest Catholic Sunday School in the country – and somehow found
time to serve on the commi�ees of a host of other Catholic organisations.

McCabe was also active politically in both the Irish National League, where he was president of the Michael Davi� branch, and in the Liberal party, where he
was vice-president of the North Manchester Liberal Association. This dual membership and activity reflected the prevailing political wisdom that only the
Liberal party would ever deliver Home Rule for the Irish people. McCabe’s political activity culminated in his election to the City Council in 1889 for the St
Michael’s ward, an area with a large Irish population and which part of the parish of St Patrick’s. He served on the Market, Cleansing and Watch commi�ees
and in 1892 became a Justice of the Peace, only the second Roman Catholic to be so appointed. He was regarded as a model of what a Catholic public man
should be – hard-working, respectable and devoted to both his religion and his public duties.

In November 1913 Daniel became Manchester’s first Catholic Lord Mayor. In his speech to the Council he drew a�ention to a number of urgent issues facing
the city, in particular the need for clean air and the growing housing shortage, which he believed the council must act to solve: “If private enterprise fails to meet
the growing demand for houses the Corporation must not stand idly by. The people must be housed and properly housed. Our future as a nation depends upon the health,
intelligence and skill of the workers and health cannot be had in full measure without proper house accommodation”. The new Lord Mayor being unmarried, his sister
Mrs O’Neill served as Lady Mayoress. The inauguration of the Lord Mayor was traditionally marked with a service at the Cathedral but Daniel was unable
to a�end, because in those days Catholics were still forbidden to enter Protestant churches. There were some a�empts to stir up controversy in the press over
this but public opinion was with Daniel in acting in accordance with his beliefs. A service of thanksgiving was held at Salford Cathedral to which his
colleagues on the council were invited.

Daniel Boyle was born in January 1859 near Lough Melvin in County Fermanagh, the son of a farmer. In 1877 he left his home to come to Manchester where
he found employment with the Midland Railway Company, which he stayed with until 1889. He became active in the Irish National League and was
Secretary of the branch in the East Manchester constituency. His talents were soon noticed and, after assisting in the organisation of the INL convention in
Manchester, he was asked by TP O’Connor to accept the position as representative of the Irish party in Lancashire and Cheshire. He was also very active in
the Irish National Foresters – a sick and burial friendly society – travelling in his spare time at weekends to establish branches in the North and Midlands and
acting as head of the society on several occasions as well as secretary of the Manchester district. Boyle also found time to act as the Manchester correspondent
of the Freemans’ Journal and as vice-president of the Catholic Registration Society.

In 1894 Boyle was elected to the City Council for New Cross ward – adjoining St Michael’s, in present-day Ancoats – which was the largest ward in the city
and contained many Irish voters. Soon after his election he lobbied and led delegations against a proposal to build huge lodging-houses and persuaded the
Council to build co�age dwellings instead. He was also involved in the re-organisation of the Manchester City Police which had become widely corrupt, a
work of some years. In May 1897 the local monthly magazine Manchester Faces and Places described him thus:

“It is as much by character as by speech that Mr Boyle has so soon secured the respect and ear of the assembly. Sound sense, good humour and the wit which is the dower
of the Irish race – these are the qualities which tell powerfully for the cause for the cause he may be advocating. On the platform Mr Boyle….. is an orator. His voice is
sonorous and musical….and when particularly he speaks on politics he gives the ring and earnestness and even of passion. Just the touch of the accent of his country aids
rather than mars the effect of his speech.”

Perhaps Boyle’s most lasting contribution to Manchester was taking on the complex task of organising the replacement of the Corporation’s horse-drawn
trams by a modern electric system, which was inaugurated in 1901. Speaking at the banquet to celebrate the opening, he said that the object was to provide a
good service with the best possible conditions, and, not least, to give the ratepayers a decent return on their capital. Soon the service was responsible for 140
miles of track with 450 tramcars travelling 30,000 miles a day and carrying 130 million passengers.” Mancunian wits dubbed it “Dan Boyle’s light railway”.
Boyle also had a strong interest in the welfare of the workers on the tram system and revolutionised the conditions of service, reducing the hours from 70 to
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Leonard & Gertrude Tilsley, 1921

54, increasing pay and giving a week’s paid holiday while still making enough money on the trams to contribute a large sum in relief of rates. There were
some accusations by political opponents that you had to be Irish to get a job on the trams, accusations angrily rejected at a public election meeting in
November 1906. That same year he was the only municipal candidate endorsed by the local Trades Union Council.

Both Boyle and McCabe were on the progressive wing of the Liberal party, supporting the municipalisation of essential services and decent working
conditions for council employees. Indeed on many issues they had more in common with the emerging Independent Labour Party than many members of
their own party. In a speech at Shamrock Hall, Ancoats in July 1895 McCabe told his audience that Nationalists wanted as speedily as possible to bring about
the freedom of Ireland and they believed that they could best do this by continuation of their alliance with the Liberals. He recognised, however, that were
many at the meeting who were favourable to the labour movement.

He above all others had not one word to say against the Labour party and he believed that, above all other men, the Irishmen of this country had nothing to
say against any party that went for the improvement of the condition of the labouring classes. The Irishmen in this country had to earn their bread from the
sweat of their brows, and whatever was good for the working people and for the be�ering of their condition would be to the advantage of the Irish masses in
England. But he for one believed that the Irish alliance with the Liberal party would more certainly bring about the improvement in the condition of labour
than by following the Labour party at the present moment.

On 9th September 1910 the Manchester & Salford District of the United Irish League of Great Britain organised a send off for Dan Boyle, which took place in
the Marble Hall, Albion Hotel, Manchester and was reported in the Manchester Guardian. Boyle was leaving for the United States on what was described in
the programme for the evening as a “mission to the Irish Race of America” in the company of fellow MPs John Redmond, TP O’Connor and Joe Devlin. Boyle
was to tour the northern states. The evening was chaired by Daniel McCabe and the programme consisted of familiar songs – “Ireland A Nation”, “Men of
the West”, “Paddies Evermore” and “the Boys of Wexford” interspersed by toasts, one of which was made by John Dulanty (later the Irish High
Commissioner in London), who described Boyle as “the spearhead of the shaft of the Irish forces in Irish forces in this vicinity”. Replying to the toast Dan
Boyle said that he looked upon his selection as one of the mission to the United States as a compliment to the Irishmen of Great Britain, who had shown
unswerving fidelity to the Irish cause through trying times:

“I believe that this is a period for the rank and file of the party to stand solidly and united behind their leaders, to do the thinking and working out of the plan of
campaign. I believe at the present time we have leaders – I do not say merely a leader – who deserve, command, aye and receive a full measure of the confidence of the Irish
people, whether in Ireland, in England or America. As a result of the statesmanship and diplomacy that these leaders have shown I believe our cause is nearer
accomplishment than it ever was, and as Mr. Redmond recently said at Kilkenny, even the stars in the courses are working for Home Rule.”

At 10pm the assembled guests were asked by the programme to proceed to Exchange Station “and there a hearty ‘send-off’ will be given to the Envoy on his
mission to our kinsmen overseas”. Dinner eaten and toasts drunk, this was duly done, although Boyle and his wife actually set off to Ireland to visit his
constituency in Mayo North before joining his companions for the voyage to the United States, where they a�ended the conference of the National
Convention of the United Irish League. The visit was denounced by Sinn Fein. Boyle had been elected as an MP earlier that year and remained one until the
Sinn Fein landslide of 1918 when he was defeated by the Sinn Fein candidate Dr Crawley who gained 7,429 votes to Boyle’s 1,761.He died in 1925.

Daniel McCabe was knighted in due course and appointed by the King as Deputy Lieutenant of Lancashire. It was in that official capacity that on 29th
December 1918 he welcomed Woodrow Wilson to Lancashire when the President of the United States arrived at London Road station at five in the evening
on the occasion of his visit to Manchester. McCabe died the following year and was buried in Moston cemetery where his tomb can be seen directly opposite
the main entrance. His photograph hangs in Commi�ee Room Four of the Town Hall and he is also remembered in the same building by a bronze relief in
the sculpture hall.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/).

Leonard Tilsley – Stalybridge’s noted socialist councillor and World War One
Mutineer and Gertie Tilsley – feminist and community activist

In this article, Leonard and Gertie Tilsley are recollected by their grand-daughter Lesley Wade, interviewed by Aidan Jolly
(h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/): 

“My name is Lesley Wade, I’m a Lecturer in the School of
Nursing at Manchester University. My grandparents were
Mr and Mrs Tilsley: they lived at 99 Ridge Hill Lane and had
lived there since approximately 1923. They lived with my
granddad’s father Ellis Tilsley and Ellis and Leonard were
notable Aldermen of Stalybridge and ultimately my
grandfather became Mayor of Stalybridge in 1956. I spent
many evenings and many holidays with these two charming
people and of course in doing so they did reflect about the
house they lived in, the nice new Hague estate and the
people they’d met and the sort of conditions of Ridge Hill and they looked at it with optimism.

He was a noted Socialist Councillor and that was part of his philosophy as a very young man. My grandmother was a Manx woman, she came from quite a
big farm had a very tragic life because her mother died when she was 13: she brought up 5 children. Leonard went to Coneyman’s Camp on the island, on
holiday, and they were introduced by her cousin as they walked along the prom in Douglas. He went to the First World War and they wrote beautiful le�ers
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to each other for at least 6 or 7 years, and the first thing he did when he came out away from Cyprus was to get a new pair of clothes, go with Ellis Tilsley’s
father and go and marry Gertie Kennaugh.

My grandparents were very much average working class people who were Socialists and they insisted about education, education, education: so that my
grandmother had insisted, unusually for that time, that her daughter would also get, if she wished, to go to the grammar school. If she was able, they would
make sure she went, so they sacrificed a great deal for both of them. There was nothing in the house of real value except books, I remember that even in 1962,
63, but everything was valued regarding education so of course my mother had done very well at what was called the Nursing School then, and she’d said
she was determined she wasn’t going to give up her profession. She became the Assistant Director of Nurse Education at Ashton-under-Lyne Hospital.

I remember I was even then able to distinguish that my parents’ house in Denton was quite a modern house with all relatively modern amenities but my
grandparents’ house had stayed as though the Second World War had just not even finished. There was li�le money in the house because my grandfather
was a commi�ed Socialist, he was a grocer and he had quite a few shops in Stalybridge. Castle Hall was one of his first shops and ultimately he had the
grocers shop in Hanover Street and then in Melbourne Street as well, so he was well known in Stalybridge and he was the manager of the Co-op in that part
of Stalybridge. Everybody in Stalybridge knew them that was quite amazing. Just one reflection is that if we had to go in to town, which we did every
Thursday and Friday, you had to dress up. I used to polish my granddad’s boots and I loved it because I loved them but Rosie and I (that’s my sister) used to
raise our eyebrows because they wouldn’t have got outside the door without people coming to talk to us and ask Leonard about problems, what could we
do, could we help them and it was like a procession into Stalybridge. He’d be very nice and directing people, and he’d retired by then, but we’d always end
up in the Stalybridge Reporter office. I don’t know why, we always did that and with one of the chief reporters and I think he’d sometimes ask Leonard what
he thought about different things. It was great for me because I’d be si�ing there as a young girl about 6 or 7 or 8 but it was quite a learning experience I
suppose.

Leonard was quite left wing and had said after the First World War he had contemplated going into the Communist Party and then he thought he’d go into
the Salvation Army, he was very annoyed and disturbed by things he’d seen. He wasn’t in France he was in Palestine and Basra but he was very annoyed at
the class differences. I’ve just read his war record and amusingly it says something like ‘memory very intelligent, writing very intelligent’ and at the bo�om it
says ‘very intelligent for a working class man’. It was signed by this Lieutenant; whoever was his Officer – he said he actually got on very well with his
Officer. The reason was because the troops that were sent to Palestine obviously thought, at the Armistice, that they were going to go home in 1918. As they
got on the boat, the boat went left not right. Leonard, who was probably a spokesperson politely asked his Officer excuse me sir why we’ve turned the wrong
way, he said ‘because you my boy are going to Cyprus’. He said ‘the new treaty has changed and we’re occupying Cyprus for 2 years’. They got to Cyprus
and there’s two things about Cyprus, Grandfather said it was absolutely beautiful and for a boy from Stalybridge in the north of England to be taken to a
Greek island like that, if you had some imagination, it was great. But after 2 years they got a bit annoyed and one day they rebelled and they threw their
arms down: I only realised that you could do this after I watched ‘The Monocled Mutineer’. They went out on parade and they just put their arms down and
said ‘we’re not continuing’. Leonard thought ‘God we’ve really done it now’, I think there were 3 men, Leonard was one of them, and the Officer in charge
took them into the office and he listened to them, and he said ‘why did you do that’. Leonard said ‘well we’ve been here 2 years we want to go home and we
want to marry our sweethearts’ and the Officer said ‘indeed and so do I so we’ll say nothing of this ma�er’. So he was lucky.

If you asked me was my grandmother Socialist, I’d say no she was Liberal, but I also suspect that my grandmother was very keenly an early feminist. She
was a Manx woman and as you know the Isle of Man had given the vote to females in 1867. She was an educated woman: my grandmother was the real
educator, tremendous reader, very quiet lady and she didn’t socialise outside the house except as the Mayoress. She really kept herself to herself, but she
used to make some key points to me. ‘Never forget, never forget Churchill wouldn’t give us the vote, he promised he’d give us the vote and he didn’t and it
was only until 1928 that people of England could vote’ she says and that was the most shocking thing when she came to Lancashire, was the fact that she felt
really annoyed that she couldn’t vote.

They were very much within a working class culture: the free libraries, Stalybridge Library, was the big boon to them – they used to use the library an awful
lot. They were stalwarts of the community: to some extent it was a hard act to follow, and I suppose as my mother said, particularly Gertie was quite
Victorian in a way but now reflecting on it I’d say Victorian in a good sense. Of course she was very strict but in the sense that there was an expectation of
what you did and you just did not misbehave in any way your voice was never raised, there was never any swearing ever in the house and it was a very
genteel atmosphere to be brought up in.

I felt I was growing up in a household where you could ask questions. Every evening in 99 in the parlour, Leonard would have these grey envelopes and
they were always from Stalybridge Town Hall and Chester, because he used to go to Chester a lot (that was the centre of administration for Stalybridge) and
he’d be working till 11 at night on the papers, never paid for anything but worked till eleven at night, until he was about 70.

My nan said that the new houses on Ridgehill were much be�er than the terraced houses lower down in Stalybridge and the Brushes estate. They were very
optimistic about what socialism could do, but I’m not too sure that at the end of his life granddad was actually as optimistic, because he once sat down with
me, bought me a book on the TUC, and said ‘we’ve gone all wrong Lesley, all gone wrong’.

I think both my grandparents and my parents maybe, but particularly my grandparents, they actually lived for the future and they were optimists. The old
days were not halcyon days, they were difficult days for people to operate as in a humane way. My granddad died in the early 70’s, Nan lived till she was 94,
very articulate still, and she said ‘my God’, when I was doing my A-Levels, she came and collected me, and we walked down into Stalybridge, she said ‘this
town has been ripped apart, it used to be so wonderful, the Library, the shops were nice, the streets were lovely’, she said ‘there’s nothing, nothing here’, and
that was again the late 70s, early 70s, and that was one thing, the actual decay, the loss of civic pride, very very important to them.”

Aidan Jolly adds:

This story inspired me to write this song, which focusses on Leonard’s WW1 experiences. It’s sung to an adapted version of a Cheshire tune called ‘The
Rambling Royal’. This tune also tells the story of a man who deserts (several times) rather than fight other people’s wars – notably, he refuses to go and fight
in Ireland. Its roots are in an 18th Century Ballad called ‘The Bold Belfast Shoemaker’. It’s unusual in that it takes the side of a deserter rather than a recruited
man, and also in that the soldier’s girlfriend encourages him to desert and shelters him, rather than encouraging him to join up. I’m grateful to my friend Roy
Clinging (www.royclinging.com (h�p://www.royclinging.com)) for the use of his research.

The allusion to Tipperary is there because the song ‘It’s A Long Way To Tipperary’, which became a soldiers’ song of WW1, was wri�en by Stalybridge
Music Hall Artist Jack Judge in 1912.

Leonard Tilsley 
My name is Leonard Tilsley 
I’ve a shop in Melbourne Street 
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My sweetheart’s Gertie Kennaugh 
Who in Douglas I did meet 
Now I’m called to do my duty 
Not for me the Wipers mud 
I’m to stand upon the Holy Land 
And baptise it with my blood

We fought the Turk in Basra 
Advanced the British Line
Left Mr Lawrence and the League 
To se�le Palestine 
I wrote a le�er to my sweetheart 
Said “We’re on a steamer back” 
But Aphrodite’s Isle was calling us 
The ship began to tack

Chorus: 
And it’s a way to Tipperary 
And it’s even further home 
And a man gets tired of pu�ing up 
When he’s weary to the bone 
So I asked too many questions 
And refused to let things stand 
And they marked my card as 
“Intelligent, for a working class man”

So I put it to my officer 
As on deck he took the air 
And he told me of a change of course 
In Government affairs 
“My boy, we’re bound for Cyprus 
Its beauties to behold 
It’s our duty to the Empire 
To do as we are told”

Well 1919 came and went 
While Russia it turned red 
And by Christmas 1920 
I was longing to be wed 
We came out one day on parade 
And said “we can’t go on” 
The Armistice is two years old 
We laid our rifles down

Repeat first Chorus

Well they could have called it mutiny 
And we’d have all been shot 
But the C.O. he was tired too 
And let the ma�er drop 
I came back home to Stalybridge 
Picked up where I’d left off 
Married my sweet Douglas lass 
In a suit of Sunday Cloth

Chorus: 
And it’s a way to Tipperary 
And I was seven years from home 
And the land that’s fit for heroes 
Is yet distant and unknown 
So we’ve kept on asking questions 
We’ve refused to let things stand 
I’ve kept the card they marked for me 
To remind me who I am

So come on all you working folk 
When slaughter is your school 
When next they ask for cannon food 
Don’t heed the butcher’s call 
You serve your fellow workers best 
With ploughshares not with swords 
We’ll bring down the ruling class 
Not with rifles but with words
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The arrests of Dick Stocker and Jack Forshaw during the 1926 General Strike

Michael Walker of Hayes People’s History (h�p://ourhistory-hayes.blogspot.com/) contributed the posts below as comments on the October 2009 article by
Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/), The General Strike in Manchester, May 1926
(h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/10/07/the-general-strike-in-manchester-may-1926/). The original comments are available to view there, but
they were substantial enough that we felt that they were worth reproducing in their own right. The two short articles give further detail about the events
surrounding the events of two Communist organisers arrested in Manchester during the General Strike for distributing material which the state claimed
would cause disaffection.

The arrest of Dick Stocker

William Richard “Dick” Stocker was born 1886 in Pemberton, Wigan. He started his working life as a drapers’ assistant and it is believed that both his mother
and father were drapers. He was a political co-worker with Jim Cannon, father of Les Cannon, later of the Electricians’ Union. Stocker joined the Socialist
Labour Party (SLP) in 1906 and for a period was its national organiser. Later he joined the British Socialist Party (BSP) and became its national Chair at its
1915 annual conference, although he made a point of working closely with the more well-known SLP leaders, Bell and MacManus.

In the 1920s, Stocker was Manchester Communist Party District Treasurer. Unusually for a Communist, he had managed to secure a post of warehouse
manager for Messrs Lester Ltd and owned a car and later even a farm outside Manchester. As Stocker was one of the few Communists in the North West to
own a car, he was dispatched to London during the General Strike of 1926 to pick up copies of the Communist Party’s emergency strike bulletin, “The
Workers Daily,” for distribution in the North West and Scotland.

When unloading copies of the paper at the Communist Party headquarters in Manchester on Tuesday 4th May 1926, Stoker was approached by the police
and who arrested him, and only the foresight of YCL members in smuggling away copies stopped the whole run been seized by police. Stoker was charged
by the police with “(h)aving a�empted to do an act calculated to cause dissatisfaction among his majesty’s forces or civilian population” and was sentenced
to two months in jail. It was later claimed that he was the first Communist Party member to be arrested during the General Strike.

The death of Jack Forshaw

[After being arrested on Friday 14  May] Jack Forshaw was defended in court by Mr Davy, who contended that the document [a Communist party leaflet
called ‘The Great Betrayal’] would not cause disaffection and that the Search Warrant, not having been issued by a Magistrate, was not a legal instrument. In
spite of his efforts, Mr PW Atkin, the Stipendiary Magistrate, found Forshaw guilty. He was remanded in custody until the following Monday. Of the others,
Hughie Graham was discharged, Dunn and Hicks were allowed Bail until the Monday and Dodd, Davies and Lieberman were remanded with Forshaw in
custody.

Over the weekend, Jack Forshaw became seriously ill. He was a diabetic, then a very serious condition indeed. It had only begun to be widely treatable by
insulin in Canada three years before and was highly expensive and still not widely available in Britain, which of course had an entirely private medical
system. It is extremely unlikely that Forshaw was able to afford the drug. Consequently, he must have relied entirely upon diet to control his hypoglycemic
levels and needed special food, a fact which was communicated to the authorities. Even so, he was put in a cold cell and refused the services of a doctor,
although he was obviously already in poor health. Harold Hicks was in the same cell as Forshaw and wrote a statement in which he described what actually
happened on Friday night, 14th May, in Salford Town Hall Cells:

“After we were examined in the Charge Room, we were removed to the cells, and John Forshaw told the Officer that he wanted to see a doctor as he was a diabetic case. No
doctor was sent, although he reminded the warden. At night, he asked the warden for the loan of blankets and the warden said he would see about them. About eleven
o’clock on Friday night, John Forshaw complained of the cold and again requested blankets. The warden made reply that he was not allowed to give blankets to us.

Later on we asked the warden to close two li�le windows set right at the top, but he said he was not allowed to do so, but he said he would put some more steam on.

I had to put my jacket on Forshaw to try and keep him warm, but he was shivering with cold all night. John Forshaw, whilst talking to me next morning told me that if he
took bad in a few days, that night was responsible for it as he could hardly rest because of the intense draft of cold air in the cell”.

When Forshaw returned to Court on Monday, he was fined exactly the £100 which had been found on him when he was arrested and he was also sentenced
to one month’s imprisonment. The other defendants were bound over on their own sureties. Workers’ International Relief then went into action and obtained
bail for Jack Forshaw and he was released pending an appeal against the sentence at the Quarter Sessions. However, he had contracted pneumonia whilst in
prison and within a few days he was dead. Even back then such an outcome was understood to be an almost certain conclusion of untreated diabetes
mellitus.

At the Quarter Sessions the Recorder, Mr AM Langdon, was accompanied by the Mayor, Alderman Delves. Mr PM Oliver contended that the death of the
appellant was no bar to the hearing. This view was contested by Mr EM Fleming who submi�ed that the appeal could not proceed. The Recorder agreed and
then struck out the appeal saying that he had no jurisdiction to proceed.

At his funeral at Manchester crematorium six members of the local Communist Party carried the coffin draped with a red flag through the cemetery,
followed by a large procession, while the organ played the Red Funeral march followed by the Red Flag. J (Charlie?) Ru�er spoke for Salford Communist
Party and Morris Ferguson for Manchester District Communist Party

As with many other events in working class history Jack Forshaw’s deeds and death at the hands of the establishment have largely gone unrecorded but,
even as a footnote to working class history, we should not forget the injustice done to him in those heady days of May 1926.
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The Luddites’ War on Industry: a story of machine smashing and spies

An article from Do or Die Issue 6 (h�p://www.eco-action.org/dod/no6/luddites.htm). In the paper edition, this article appears on page(s) 65-71.

‘Chant no more your old rhymes about bold Robin Hood, His feats I but li�le admire, I will sing the achievements of General Ludd, Now the Hero of No�inghamshire’

This article started off as a review but soon turned into some sort of synopsis arising from the reading of two books, both wri�en by radical ecologists.

‘Rebels Against the Future’ by KirkPatrick Sale, published in 1995. This is the most recent in depth book on the subject and it’s wri�en in an exciting, but well
sourced way. Like the best novels you can’t wait to turn the pages.

John Zerzan’s two essays, ‘Who Killed Ned Ludd?’ and ‘Industrialisation and Domestication’ are dryer but his analysis is sharp. They were first published in
book form in 1988.

In fifteen months at the beginning of the second decade of the last [nineteenth] century a movement of craft workers and their supporters declared war on
the then emerging industrial society.

The movement spread across the Northern counties of Yorkshire, Lancashire , Cheshire, Derbyshire and No�inghamshire. It smashed thousands of
machines, looted markets, burned down factories and spread hope of a way out of the bleak future being offered the majority of the British people. It was a
movement that, in the words of the late radical historian E.P. Thompson; ‘in sheer insurrectionary fury has rarely been more widespread in English
History,”.

It is important to understand the birth of Industrialism. If we are to successfully dismantle the present system, it is essential to know how – and why- it was
constructed.

The Birth of the New Society & the Destruction of the Old

The elites that built up Industry had been growing in power, and the ideas and technologies that allowed them to grow had been festering for centuries. Its
conception may have been long before, but its birth was a sudden calamity that accelerated change in society at an unprecedented rate. The Industrial
Revolution, from roughly 1780 to 1830, mutated everything. It altered the way the majority of people lived, first in Britain and now all over the world. Just as
societies are being shaped all over the globe into one monoculture; so the life systems of the planet are also changing unrecognisably. The results of the
society that was born in those 50 years will rebound through millions of years of evolutionary change. Norman Myers, a leading biodiversity scientist, has
said:

“The impending upheaval in evolution’s course could rank as one of the greatest biological revolutions of paleontological time. In scale and significance, it could match
the development of aerobic respiration, the emergence of flowering plants and the arrival of limbed animals. ” [1]

Change beyond imagination

But change has to burst forward somewhere, and it burst forward here in Britain.

Lancashire, say 1780:

“The workshop of the weaver was a rural co�age, from which when he tired of sedentary labour he could sally forth into his li�le garden, and with the spade or the hoe
tend its culinary productions. The co�on wool which was to form his weft was picked clean by the fingers of his younger children, and the yarn was carded and spun by
the older girls assisted by his wife, and the yarn was woven by himself assisted by his sons……”[2]

A family often had no single employer but hired its looms, supplied with the raw materials by businessmen who then marketed the finished products.
Workers had a large amount of control over their own labour. They produced only enough to keep themselves comfortable and if the fancy took them they
might not work for days. Even after the enclosures took away large amounts of common land they subsisted for a great percentage on what they grew in
their gardens. Basically they shaped their work around their lives, rather than their lives around their work. These were a strong people.

Lancashire, say 1814:

“There are hundreds of factories in Manchester which are five or six stories high. At one side of each factory there is a great chimney which belches forth black smoke and
indicates the presence of the powerful steam engines. The smoke from the chimneys forms a great cloud that can be seen for miles around the town. The houses have
become black on account of the smoke. The river upon which Manchester stands is so tainted with colouring ma�er that the water resembles the contents of a dye-
vat….To save wages mule Jennies have actually been built so that no less than 600 spindles can be operated by one adult and two children….In the large spinning mills
machines of different kinds stand in rows like regiments in an army.” [3]

Insurrections and riots were so common throughout the preceding centuries that the English poor have been characterised as one of the greatest mobs of all
time. The spectre of revolution in France and America left the English rich with the realisation that they were walking on a knife edge: or more accurately
that of a guillotine.

The Lancashire Mills and the Devastation of the Colonies

Even at this early stage in the Industrial Society, capitalists defended their interests internationally. The British mills started processing a crop which up until
then was a luxury imported from the Orient: Co�on. The creation of plantations meant the eviction of millions of small farmers all over the globe. A process
of enclosure already carried out in Britain.
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Just as the British factory owners had deliberately gone out to destroy the Lancashire outworkers, ‘In India, the British set about the deliberate destruction of
the indigenous industry…. The British owned East India Company was able to exert coercive control over India’s handloom weavers, who rapidly lost their
independence as producers and in many instances became waged workers employed on terms and conditions over which they had no control…..When the
East India Company’s monopoly was abolished in 1813, Indian weaving was too debilitated to resist the flooding of the market with inferior products from
the Lancashire mills…[This process was carried out all over the world and]…within the space of less than a hundred years, the Lancashire co�on industry
had consigned to extinction countless native textile [production systems] whose techniques and designs had evolved over centuries ….

In the early 20th Century, Gandhi organised a boyco� of British made cloth and championed the spinning wheel as a means of reviving the local economy. In
public meetings he “would ask the people to take off their foreign clothing and put it on a heap. When all the hats, coats, shirts, trousers, underwear, socks
and shoes had been heaped up high, Gandhi set a match to them”….The spinning wheel remains upon the Indian flag as a reminder of the traditional
industries and markets that were consumed by the co�on industry.’ -from ‘Whose Common Future?’, The Ecologist, p28. Available from Dead Trees
Distribution.

Enclosure had given the new ruling class greater control over the land but crafts people still constituted a major counter current to the prevailing order. They
had to be domesticated.

Factories were not built simply because of technological innovations, but more as a project of social control to limit the power of the ‘poor’.

To break their spirit

In 1770, a writer envisioned a new plan for making the poor productive: The House of Terror, in which the inhabitants would be obliged to work for 14 hours
a day and controlled by keeping them on a starvation diet. His idea was not that far ahead of its time; a generation later, the House of Terror was simply
called a factory. Andrew Ure, one of the greatest proponents of Industry, wrote in 1835: 
“If science was put to the service of capital, the recalcitrant worker’s docility would be assured”.

Factories meant regimented and unprecedented work hours, horrific pollution, dangerous working conditions, unsanitary living space with virulent
diseases, early death, a starvation diet and a total lack of freedom. Nobody entered the factory system willingly. Men, war widows, young women and very
often children, lived in a system one Yorkshire man described in 1830 as: “a state of slavery more horrid than … that hellish system – Colonial Slavery”.[4]
These workers, who one doctor surveying Manchester in 1831 described as “a degenerate race – human beings stunted, enfeebled, and depraved”[4] , were
the refugees of a destroyed society.

Just as small farmers had been pushed off their land by enclosure, so the crafts people were purposefully pushed from relative autonomy to a situation of
dependence. Whole regions, thousands of communities were broken up and reorganised to suit the wishes of the factory owners. Much of the populace were
thrown aside to starve, or forced to become wage slaves in factories literally modelled after prisons. Cities and misery multiplied.

Petitions were handed to parliament, meetings and rallies were held but nothing came of it. With nobody to turn to but themselves, the weavers took direct
action.

The Birth of Luddism

“The night of November 4th, a Monday, was cloudy but still not winter-cold. In the li�le village of Bulwell, some four miles north of No�ingham, a small
band gathered somewhere in the darkness and … blackened their faces or pulled up scarves across their faces, counted off in military style, hoisted their
various weapons- hammers, axes, pistols, “swords, firelocks, and other offensive weapons” (as one report had it)- and marched in more or less soldierly
fashion to their destination. Outside the house that was most likely the home of a master weaver named Hollingsworth they posted a guard to make sure no
neighbours interfered with their work, suddenly forced their way inside through shu�ers or doors, and destroyed half a dozen frames…. Reassembling at
some designated spot, the li�le band responded in turn to a list of numbers called out, and when each man had accounted for himself a pistol was fired and
they disbanded, heading home.

A week later, this time on a Sunday night, the workers a�acked again: same procedure, same target, only this time Hollingsworth was ready. In preparation
for a renewed a�ack, he had sent some of his frames to No�ingham for storage and had arranged for seven or eight of his workers and neighbours to stand
watch with muskets over the seven frames remaining.When the a�ackers approached the house they demanded that Hollingsworth let them in or surrender
his frames, and when he refused a shot rang out and a fusillade of eighteen or twenty shots was exchanged.

One young man, a weaver from the nearby village named John Westley was shot – while “tearing down the window shu�ers to obtain entrance by force” …
before he died he “had just time to exclaim ‘Proceed, my brave fellows, I die with a willing heart!’. His comrades bore the body to the edge of a nearby wood
and then returned “with a fury irresistible by the force opposed to them” and broke down the door while the family and the guards escaped by the back
door.

They then smashed the frames and apparently some of the furniture, and set fire to the house, which was a gu�ed ruin within an hour; the men dispersed
into the night, never identified, never caught.

That same night just a few miles away in Kimberly, another group of men raided a shop and destroyed ten or twelve frames…

On Tuesday a cart carrying eight or nine looms to safety from the Maltby and Brewwet firm in Su�on, fifteen miles north of No�ingham, was stopped … and
men with their faces blackened smashed its cargo with heavy hammers, bent the metal parts to uselessness, and made a bonfire of the wooden pieces in the
middle of the street.

That evening a thousand men descended on Su�on from nearby villages, assembling at a milestone on the main road to the north, and marched on the town
with their axes and pikes and hammers; about three hundred of them were said to be armed with muskets and pistols. The number of machines they broke is
given as somewhere between thirty-seven and seventy, said to be “the frames of the principal weavers” of the town, one of whom, named Be�s, whose shop
was completely destroyed, was reported to have died soon after, “deranged.”[5]

Luddism had begun.

An Outrageous Spirit of Tumult & Riot
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With weavers’ taverns acting as rallying points, news spread from village to village. Inspired by the success of the first actions, communities all over the
North started to act. At least a hundred frames were a�acked in the last week of November, another hundred and fifty or more in December.

“There is an outrageous spirit of tumult and riot,” the magistrates of No�ingham told the public in November 1811. “Houses are broken into by armed men,
many stocking frames are destroyed, the lives of opposers are threatened, arms are seized, haystacks are fired, and private property destroyed.”[6]

The spirit of rebellion rapidly spread across the Northern counties of Yorkshire, Lancashire, Cheshire, Derbyshire and No�inghamshire.

Posters were pinned up on the doors of offending workshops, warning them to concede to the demands of ‘Ned Ludd’s Army’ or suffer the consequences.
For many businessman the threat worked as well as the act.

Most luddite literature makes reference to ‘General Ludd’ but there was no such leader. Instead it was a reference to a (conceivably true) folktale of the time.
The story goes that a No�ingham lad at the end of the previous century had been enraged with his loom and had set his hammer to it.

Machine destruction had been a tactic of the weavers and their kind since at least midway through the previous century. What was different about the
Luddites was exactly the opposite of how many imagine them. Read many accounts, especially those wri�en by supporters of the trade unions, and the
Luddites come across as mindless and disorganised, who if born a few centuries later would probably be kicking in bus shelters. True, Luddism was not the
act of pre-organised political groups. However it was often much more powerful; a defensive reaction of communities under threat.

The blackfaced figures marching over fields towards the hated factory had probably known each other since they were kids. They had played at similar
‘games’ (maybe ‘hunting the French’) as gangs of children. They had been brought up with stories of struggle, in which the actors were as often as not their
parents, grandparents or ‘im down the pub’.

Though actions in nearby villages would often be done at the same time to stretch the soldiers, there is no evidence to suggest that there was any serious co-
ordination across the counties. But such co-ordination was probably unnecessary and dangerous.

Many Luddite a�acks included women (although unsurprisingly this was not the norm). On the 24th April 1812, a very successful a�ack was carried out on a
mill outside Bolton only an hour or so after the soldiers sent to protect it had left.

‘About fifty assembled near the mill…[descending on it]… they smashed through the gates and started to break windows in the mill, led by two young
women, Mary Molyneux, 19, and her sister Lydia, 15, who were seen, according to court papers, “with Muck Hooks and coal Picks in their hands breaking
the windows of the building”… shouting “Now Lads” to encourage the men on. With the windows broken, men took straw from the stables and set a series
of fires inside: “The whole of the Building,” wrote the Annual Register correspondent, “with its valuable machinery, cambrics, &c, were entirely destroyed.
“‘[8]

The spirit of revolt spread well beyond the confines of the textile workers. Riots broke out in many towns and food was redistributed. The whole of the
north-west was verging on insurrection.

Hangmen, Prison Ships, Spies and Ba�alions: The State fights back

‘Those villains, the weavers, are all grown refractory, 
Asking some succour for charity’s sake- 
So hang them in clusters round each Manufactory, 
That will at once put an end to mistake.

Men are more easily made than machinery- 
Stockings fetch be�er prices than lives- 
Gibbets in Sherwood will heighten the scenery, 
Showing how Commerce, how Liberty thrives!

Some folks for certain have thought it was shocking, 
When Famine appeals, and when Poverty groans, 
That life should be valued at less than a stocking, 
And breaking of frames lead to breaking of bones.

If it should prove so, I trust, by this token, 
(And who will refuse to partake in the hope?) 
That the frames of the fools may be first to be broken, 
Who, when asked for a remedy, send down a rope.’ [9]

– Byron

Ba�alions of soldiers were sent to the North. But with the eyes and ears of the community protecting them, the Luddites were often one step ahead. No
intelligence system in the world is be�er than the collective solidarity of a community. Byron joyfully summed it up:

“Such marchings and countermarchings! From No�ingham to Bulwell, from Bulwell to Banford, from Banford to Mansfield! And when at length detachments arrived at
their destination, in all “the pride, pomp, and circumstance of glorious war,” they came just in time to witness what had been done, and ascertain the escape of the
perpetrators, to collect …. the fragments of broken frames, and return to their quarters amidst the derision of old women and the hootings of children.'” [7]

The state dramatically raised the stakes. Frame breaking itself was punishable only(?) by 14 years transportation to Australia. On March 5th 1812, a bill was
passed to make the breaking of machines an offence punishable by death. (See ‘Love and Machinery’.)

With the normal means of suppression failing the state organised an army of occupation in the north-west. More and more soldiers were sent. By May 1812
there were 14,400, including thousands of cavalry men and full artillery units. Three months before, the Home Secretary had admi�ed that the force sent to
crush the Luddite rebellion in No�inghamshire was the largest ever used in the history of the country. But as of the 1st May, an army seven times as large
was operating in the ‘Luddite Triangle’. The scale of the presence was such that one out of every seventy people in the counties was a soldier. There were a
thousand soldiers stationed in Huddersfield, a town of only ten thousand.
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NOT a good day for Goodair

John Goodair had a factory in Stockport, Cheshire, the size of a city block with eight thousand spindles and two hundred looms. On April the 14th 1812 a
mob of two to three thousand (in a parish of only fifteen thousand) descended on his mill and mansion after smashing the windows of other industrialists’
houses. At noon, led by two men dressed as women who proclaimed they were ‘General Ludd’s wives’, the crowd stormed his mansion. The following is
part of a le�er wri�en by his wife.

“Everything, I have since learnt, was consumed by the fire, and nothing left but the shell. The mob next proceeded to the factory, where they broke the
windows, destroyed the looms, and cut all the work which was in progress; and having finished this mischief, they repeated the three cheers which they
gave on seeing the flames first from our dwelling. It is now nine o’clock at night, and I learn the mob are more outrageous than ever…” (?)

Love or Machinery

The Bill to make frame breaking a capital offence was unopposed in the House of Lords. Save the romantic poet Byron, whose close friend (also a great poet)
Percy Shelley set up a fund for Luddite orphans. Largely in reaction to Luddism his wife, Mary Shelley, wrote ‘Frankenstein’, still the most eloquent and
beautiful treatise against the machine. Interestingly her parents were William Godwin, one of the founders of anarchism, and Mary Wolfenscraft, the founder
of feminism.

In a further historical twist, Byron left his first wife and his daughter was brought up to hate the values he stood for, nature and love; growing up instead to
be obsessed with machinery and mathematics. Working with Babbage, inventor of the first computer, she founded programming. In honour, the US nuclear
missile control computer is named after her.

On top of the army were the voluntary militia, an early version of the Territorial Army. It had around twenty thousand in the affected area. On top of them
the magistrates had a small amount of constables. On top of these were the ‘special constables’.

“By May it was said, Bolton had 400 special constables making rounds every night, usually armed; Salford, a suburb of Manchester, had 1,500 (10% of the
male population); Manchester itself had 4,000; and No�ingham had around 1,000.” [10]

Armed municipal watch brigades roamed many towns; as did manufacturer-organised goon squads.

Professional spies were brought in, informers paid. Generous bribes for information (in what was for many a famine) were posted up. Communities, for the
most, stayed strong. Surprisingly few turned traitor. However, many in the movement were scared into the inactivity. Luddite a�acks on frames decreased.
But this wasn’t solely because of the state. Trye, the towns were awash with soldiers, but there weren’t that many frames left to smash. Luddism changed
form.

The Death of Luddism

To a�empt to repeat the actions of the previous months would have been mad. Those luddites still active (a considerable number) changed tactics.
Understanding that the rich had quite literally declared war, Ned Ludd’s Army began to arm itself. Luddite gangs roamed through the counties gathering,
by force, guns from any source they could.

” [John Lloyd a government agent], told the Home Office that ‘bodies of a hundred and upwards … have entered houses night after night and made seizures of arms’ …
Vice-Lieutenant Wood the same month reported that there had been ‘some hundreds of cases’ … leading him to fear it would all end ‘in open rebellion against the
government of the country …’ A Parliamentary Commi�ee reported in July ‘considerable’ theft of guns and ammunitions in most towns, and in Huddersfield of ‘all of
the arms’ … ‘every article of lead’, wrote a correspondent from the West Riding, ‘such as pumps, water spouts is constantly disappearing to be converted into bullets.’ ”
[11]

According to one Luddite le�er:

“He [General Ludd] wishes me to state that though his troops here are not at present making any movement that is not for want of force – as the organisation is quite
strong in Yorkshire – but that they are at present only devising the best means for the grand a�ack.” [12]

The turn to openly revolutionary strategy must have put many Luddites off, who instead set their hopes once again on reformism. If a regional insurrection
with li�le communication with the rest of Britain was unlikely to defeat the Manufactures, how much more likely was it that they would kneel before
petitions to Parliament?

Although unions were technically illegal under the Combination Acts, courts often held them to be legal. Many voices within the establishment saw the
unions as a way to pacify the workers. When you’re talking, you’re not fighting. The unions themselves (then as now) told the workers to stay away from
sabotage, and to negotiate with the factory owners rather than fight the system itself. In Zerzan’s words:

“Unionism played the critical role in [Luddism’s] … defeat, through the divisions, confusion, and deflection of energies the unions engineered.” [13]

Less than a decade later, in 1825, the unions were officially recognised by the repeal of the Combination Acts – a measure supported by the majority of the
British state.

The insurrection never came and Luddism slowly died, not with a grand finale but more with the actors leaving the stage one by one.The final event that can
be accurately named Luddite came in June 1817. A state infiltrator named ‘Oliver’ convinced two hundred people from Pentrich, Derbyshire, to march out
and join “a cloud of men” sweeping down from Scotland & Yorkshire on their way to London. Instead they were met by two mounted magistrates and a
company of soldiers. Forty six were arrested, three of which were executed, fourteen transported to Australia and nine imprisoned.

Luddism was the last fitful struggle before, like a broken in horse, the English poor lay down, resigned to wage slavery. The meagre struggles that followed
rarely aimed at reclaiming peoples’ lives from work; but merely ge�ing a be�er deal for the slaves.

The poor started to identify themselves more and more with the idea of work, abhorrent only 50 years before. Concepts like the ‘dignity of labour’ and
‘laziness is sin’ multiplied. As Leopold Roc put it, “There is always a tendency to rationalise insults when revenge does not take place.” The strange belief
spread that technologies created to bolster obedience and elite power were ‘neutral’ – and could exist in a free world – in fact were the key. The idea that we
should organise our lives around work was the very opposite of what the Luddites stood for.
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The workers’ internalisation of industrial logic would be more disastrous than any army the manufacturers could muster. Even when the ‘workers’
movement seized power, its aim became to run industrialism itself. Revolutions came and went but to paraphrase the Anti-Election Alliance, ‘Whoever you
deposed, the industrial system always got in.’ Party and trade union leaders easily made the transition to factory managers.

The internalisation of industrial logic by ‘liberation’ movements would lead to the ‘revolutionary collectivisation’ of the Soviet peasantry and its associated
gulags, and many of the worst moments of the 20th Century. Whole generations were held both in slavery to industry and in awe of it.

The Rebirth of Luddism?

But many of us have begun, in recent years, to see industry for what is. To reject industrial logic and embrace our desires. Both Sale and Zerzan end on a
positive note. Sale sees an upsurge in luddite like resistance in direct action/radical ecology, indigenous struggle and in many third world movements.
Zerzan says that those who now reject ‘the new society’ have also rejected the old ideologies of the left.

The ‘new society’ worships all that is new. Buy new Ariel automatic. Buy new activist – fully body pierced for a limited period only. We are told by the
media – the advance guard of the spectacle – to constantly change so that we can continue to be news. But nothing is truly new – with the exception of the
scale and complexity of the problem. Our struggles are recent ba�les in an old war.

The spectacle a�empts to destroy its real history and that of its opponents while creating a sanitised version of the past, which it can then sell back to
consumers as a commodity. When we learn about OUR history, our ancestors, it is both inspiring and instructive. By looking at past conflicts we can learn
more about our ‘new’ ones. By learning about the mistakes of the past we may avoid making them in the future.

As rebels, revolutionaries and romantics we are citizens of a future society we have yet to give birth to. Feeling out of place in this society, alienation is very
painful. Much like realising that we are descended from apes, in fact are apes, gives us a feeling of innate connection with the rest of life. Walking the streets
of Manchester or Leeds, knowing that you walk the same streets as machine-destroying, free-food distributing, prison-breaking crowds, gives one a feeling
of being rooted.

Machine haters walk again in the Luddite Triangle, in fact some of our movement’s most dramatic moments have been there. The successful campaign in the
early 90’s to stop peat extraction on Thorne Moors just outside Leeds, came to a close when saboteurs destroyed 100,000 worth of machinery. Two weeks
later the company (Fisons) sold up. The Lancashire M65 campaign (see DoD 5) was a turning point in tree-based campaigns, and before the A30 Fairmile
eviction was the longest eviction in British history.

Early this year the Director of Manchester Airport and newly elected Labour MP Graham ‘Two Sheds’ Stringer splu�ered that the anti-airport activists were
‘just Luddites’. The one thousand hectares of land that he wants to destroy lies in Cheshire – one of the bastions of the original ‘luddite mobs’. As small
groups, ‘with scarves to cover their faces’, ‘march out from strong communities’, to ‘pull down fences and destroy machinery’, Stringer would do well to
remember what happened the last time someone poured scorn on the Luddites who roamed Cheshire.

As we dance with the ghosts of our political ancestors our struggle for life and our struggle to live illuminates a future world.

“Down with all kings but King Ludd!” 
References and footnotes

* [1] Norman Myers, ‘A Winnowing For Tomorrow’s World’, the Guardian, London, 24.4.92. 
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This article first appeared in issue 6 (1997) of Do Or Die: Voices from the Ecological Resistance (h�p://www.eco-action.org/dod/index.html), a periodical associated with
movements such as Earth First! and anti-roads campaigns from 1992 to 2003. The editorial collective of Do Or Die puts no restriction on non-commercial use of material
from their publications.

Manchester Irish in Britain Representation Group, part 2

This is the second section of a two-part history of the Manchester branch of the Irish in Britain Representation Group. For the first part, see here
(h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/05/04/manchester-irish-in-britain-representation-group/).

The axing of the “Irish Line” radio programme
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“Irish Line” was a weekly programme started in 1983 and broadcast by BBC Radio Manchester in collaboration with IBRG. All the work done by IBRG
presenters was unpaid. It was a mix of music, sport and “What’s On” which also covered some political issues. “Irish Line” was abruptly axed by the BBC in
the summer of 1985 without consultation or discussion

Four of the presenters wrote to the Irish Post newspaper, outlining changes which had been imposed after the arrest of a number of IBRG members under
the Prevention of Terrorism Act early in 1985. Those detained included Dr Maire O’Shea, a consultant psychiatrist who was acqui�ed of all charges at her
trial in Manchester in 1986. The presenters said that a poster advertising “Irish Line as presented by BBC and IBRG” was scrapped before it was issued and
replaced by one deleting all reference to IBRG. It had been usual to introduce each programme as “being presented by the IBRG from the Irish community in
Greater Manchester” but the BBC cut out all mention of IBRG. They had recorded an interview with a member of Bolton IBRG who had been on the
International Women’s Day delegation to Armagh prison in March 1985, but this had been excised by the BBC from the broadcast programme. The le�er
ended by stating that “Irish Line” had been given a “summer break” by the BBC and that none of them had been contacted by the BBC as to the future, and
concluded with: “We do hope that Irish Line does not become yet another casualty of the British media’s reluctance to deal in any depth with any Irish
issue.” This was an accurate prophecy. The BBC brought the programme back in the autumn, renaming it “Come Into The Parlour” and with new presenters.
All political issues were dropped.

Relations with Manchester City Council

In October 1984 Manchester IBRG submi�ed a detailed report to Manchester City Council on the needs of the Irish, entitled “A New Deal for the Irish
Community in Manchester”. They wrote that hoped that it would be the start of a “cordial and productive dialogue between the Irish community in
Manchester and the City Council”. The report examined the causes and effects of anti-Irish racism, the lack of recognition of the Irish in the school system,
the lack of Irish culture in libraries and other cultural spaces, discrimination in housing and welfare, the lack of recognition given to the experiences of Irish
women and finally the effects of the Prevention of Terrorism Act. It made a series of recommendations aimed at raising the profile of the Irish and
recognising some of the welfare, social and legal problems affecting the community.

In September 1990 IBRG wrote to Terry Day, head of the Equal Opportunities Unit, expressing their dismay at the lack of action by the council on the 1984
report or indeed any other issue concerning the Irish in Manchester. In her response, Ms Day pointed out that the numbers of Irish people employed by the
City Council had risen from 3.1% to 3.8% and stated that “the fact that this increase has occurred proves, I think, that discrimination against Irish people had
been occurring in the past, and that the measures we have adopted to eliminate discrimination have been at least partially successful in stopping
discrimination against Irish people applying for Council jobs.”

Manchester Irish Week 1988

As part of its policy on Ireland, Manchester City Council had pledged itself to organise an Irish week in Manchester. Even from the start there were problems
of democracy, accountability, and inclusion in the planning process, which prompted IBRG and other groups to contact the City Council asking that all Irish
groups should be included. Eventually these issues resolved themselves (or so it was thought at the time) and meetings to plan a programme of events took
place regularly at the Irish Centre in Cheetham with two delegates from each Irish organisation in Manchester (including IBRG).

The commi�ee set up working parties to plan particular events such as history, games, community care and women’s events. The Irish Women’s Group
decided on a programme of events including discussion of the issue of strip-searching in Northern Ireland using a video, employment, a play and a women-
only social. When this programme was put before the main planning meeting it was treated with what the women involved considered was derision and
condescension and voted down, at which point the IBRG delegates withdrew in protest. IBRG protested in the strongest possible terms to the Chair of the
Race Sub Commi�ee, Councillor Graham Balance, whilst women members of IBRG and a number of other Irish women a�ended a meeting with him to
express their anger. The Council agreed that all events, no ma�er which Irish group had organised them, would be included in the official programme.

Tom McAndrew, a leading member of the Council of Irish Associations, then a�acked IBRG in the Manchester Evening News, accusing the organisation of
“tainting” the festival by including an event on the Birmingham 6. IBRG responded vigorously, arguing that in a week when the Birmigham Six case was
being highlighted in St Patrick parades throughout the world, “we see no reason why it should not be raised during the Manchester Festival week, nor do we
believe it would ‘taint’ the festival. The majority of Manchester Irish people support the campaign to have these innocent men released.”

IBRG worked in cooperation with the history group, the Irish Women’s group (Mna na hEireann) and other organisations to put together an imaginative
programme, pu�ing out their own independent leaflet for the Irish Week in March 1988.

On Saturday 12th March Mna na hEireann held a Irish Women’s Day at English Martyrs Parish Centre, Alexandra Road South in Whalley Range, which was
advertised as “A day for Irish women to get together and discuss the issues that affect their lives eg emigration, class and education”. There were workshops
on creative writing and discussion on issues of education and identity. The speakers were Moy McCrory, Oonagh ni Cleirig, Maude Casey and May Byrne.

On Tuesday 15th March the meeting on “The British Media and the Birmingham 6 Case” took place at the Green Room, organised by the North West
Campaign for Press and Broadcasting Freedom and co-ordinated by Granville Williams. The speakers were Charles Tremayne ( a researcher on the World in
Action Birmingham 6 programmes) and Bob Woofinden (author of Miscarriage of Justice). The speakers explored the role of the media in both convicting
innocent people and uncovering miscarriages of justice. There were also the events at the Green Room with Sean O’Neill & Company and The Jacket
Potatoes.

The notion of an Irish Week was revived by the City Council in 1996 (although the 1988 events were accidentally or deliberately forgo�en and the event was
billed incorrectly as the first such week in Manchester). As their contribution to the Irish Festival in March 1996, Manchester IBRG organised the Irish
Heartbeats conference. Thereafter IBRG decided to play no further part in the subsequent Irish Festivals, having concluded that the event was designed to
annexe the Irish into the burgeoning heritage, leisure and entertainment industry in Manchester.

Prevention of Terrorism Act

Among the cases taken up by IBRG was that of Kate Magee, a young Irish woman charged under the Prevention of Terrorism Act with withholding
information. In November 1993 IBRG leafleted a Christy Moore concert at the Manchester Opera House with a leaflet on Kate’s case and subsequently
provided support and publicity for her during the long legal process leading up to her trial. IBRG Members a�ended her trial every day and were relieved
when the jury found her Not Guilty.
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On 25th October 1990 the branch organised a Repeal the PTA Meeting at St Brendan’s Centre in Old Trafford, one of three meetings held in the North West to
support the campaign against the PTA. The speakers at the Manchester meeting were Father Bobby Gilmore from the Irish Chaplaincy in London and Kevin
Hayes from the West Midlands PTA Research Association.

Prisoners

In September 1987 the branch wrote to Tony Lloyd MP raising the issue of the repatriation of Irish prisoners to the north and south of Ireland. In his reply he
enclosed a response from the Earl of Caithness at the Home Office, adding that he had always supported the case of repatriation as a general principle “and
tried to pursue this ma�er without any great success when the Home Affairs Select Commi�ee looked at prisons in England and Wales.” He outlined some
of the current problems on the issue and promised to “continue to support a�empts to achieve a more acceptable solution in the circumstances both for the
prisoners themselves and for their families”.

In May 1994 IBRG organised a meeting for Hugh Callaghan, one of the Birmingham Six, to talk about his book Cruel Fate at Frontline Books. Sally Mulready,
who had been active in the London Campaign for the Six, accompanied Hugh and spoke about the effects of the imprisonment on the men’s wives and
families and how very bravely they had taken the first steps in campaigning to get them out.

The War in Ireland

The continuing war in Ireland throughout the 1980s and most of the 1990s formed the backdrop against which Manchester IBRG operated and was
something they consistently drew a�ention to in many of their activities. This distinguished them from other Irish community groups who were ready to
promote culture, history and Irish Studies but extremely wary of any activities relating to the conflict. IBRG’s view was that it was impossible to talk about
Irish history, Irish culture and Irish identity without at the same time talking about what was happening in the North of Ireland.

In October 1988 Tory Home Secretary Douglas Hurd introduced a broadcasting ban on Republican and Loyalist representatives being heard on TV and
radio. The justification was that this denied “apologists for terrorism” a platform to propagate their views. In reality it was another in a long line of
propaganda moves by British governments (Tory and Labour) to close down discussion on events in Northern Ireland and win acceptance for their analysis
ie that it was all the fault of “the terrorists”. The government did not ban Republicans completely from the airwaves, just their voices, resulting in the surreal
situation where their actual voices could not be broadcast but what they had said some hours earlier was voiced over instead by an actor. In time, and with
practice by the actors, it become almost impossible to distinguish the “false” from the “real”.

On 25th January 1989 Bernade�e Hyland from IBRG spoke at a meeting at which a video of a Channel 4 programme, Mother Ireland, was shown to a packed
audience of over 150 at the Manchester Mechanics Institute. The film interlaced music, images and historical film with interviews with a number of women
including Pat Murphy, Nell McCafferty, Bernade�e McAliskey and Republican Mairead Farrell, who was shot dead by the SAS shortly afterwards in
Gibraltar.

Mother Ireland was the first programme to fall foul of the Broadcasting Ban. In response the North West Campaign for Press and Broadcasting Freedom
organised a public meeting to allow an audience to make their own mind up. The meeting was chaired by the North West organiser of CPBF, Granville
Williams. In her speech Bernade�e outlined IBRG’s opposition to the ban: “It denies British people the right to the facts behind the conflict in the Six
Counties, it denies Irish people the right to learn their own history”. IBRG joined a picket outside the BBC on Oxford Road on the 5th anniversary of the ban.

Throughout the course of the war in Ireland IBRG always defended the right of Sinn Fein elected representatives to visit Britain and put their case. In the
autumn of 1986, during an official visit by two Sinn Fein local councilors to Manchester City Council, IBRG organized a meeting for Irish people to meet the
councillors and listen to what they had to say.

In January 1995 the annual Bloody Sunday March was held in Manchester, the first time that the march had been held in the city . Local IBRG members
joined the march, whilst IBRG National Chair Pat Reynolds addressed the rally in Albert Square alongside Martin McGuinness from Sinn Fein. The Daily
Express a�acked Manchester City Council for allowing the rally to take place in Albert Square. IBRG responded in the local Irish newspaper Irish Echo,
defending the right to march.

Conclusion

Looking back, Bernade�e Hyland, secretary of Manchester IBRG and also IBRG national chairperson for a number of years, reflected that “IBRG really was a
community organisation. At its heart were people who had a strong sense of their own identity, a love of their own history and its people and a strong will to
ensure that the inequality and marginalization of the community would not continue. For me personally, IBRG meant in the broadest terms a movement
reflective of a socialist ideology, encompassing a be�er world not just for Irish people on these two islands but a be�er world for all people.”

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Manchester Irish in Britain Representation Group

The Irish in Britain Representation group was an Irish community group which campaigned nationally across the UK and had an active branch in Manchester in the 1980s
and 1990s. The organisation campaigned on a wide range of issues including anti-Irish racism, education , culture, rights of women, history, language, civil rights,
miscarriages of justice and the war in the North of Ireland. Membership included both those born in Ireland and those born in Britain.

This is the first of two articles collecting memories of those involved in the Manchester branch of the IBRG.

Anti-Irish “Humour”
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The Manchester branch took up a number of examples of anti-Irish “humour”, believing that such “jokes” were racist and a�acked the self-confidence of the
community. In July 1985 the branch wrote a le�er of protest to Granada TV about the programme The Comedians, which routinely featured Irish “jokes”.
Writing in response to the complaint John Hamp, Head of Light Entertainment, said that no offence had been intended:

“The Comedians reflects the sort of humour to be heard currently in summer shows, theatres and clubs around the country. No joke is intended to be interpreted
seriously, and none are delivered in a malicious manner by the comedians. In fact, it’s usually the impossible or unlikely aspect of a joke which gives it humour, whatever
the subject. The series employs several Irish comedians as well as comics from other parts of Great Britain. and they tell gags about themselves, their environment and
each other – in a friendly and good humoured atmosphere. We feel The Comedians keeps within the accepted limits of humour and know it is enjoyed by a large audience,
but regret that you feel cause to complain, and have taken note of your comments”.

In August 1986 IBRG wrote a le�er of protest to the Equal Opportunities Commission over an EOC booklet entitled Do Girls Give Themselves a Fair Chance? It
included a cartoon in which a young woman bricklayer on a building site is shown as being smarter and more hardworking than two male operatives who
are, of course, Irish and are shown speaking in “Oirish”. In reply, the EOC’s Ann Godwin said that she very much regre�ed it had caused offence and that it
would be revised in a new edition.

Travellers

Just before Christmas 1987 eighty DHSS investigators, accompanied by police with dogs, swamped a travellers’ camp in Salford, demanding to see children’s
birth certificates. The “visit” occurred in the wake of a local press campaign which alleged that “tinkers” were flooding into the area and defrauding the
benefits system. When they read of the case in the press IBRG members visited the site and offered support and practical help to the travellers as well as
writing to DHSS and issuing a press release. IBRG said that it was:

“diabolical that people can be treated in this way. Whole families can be left without money at a time when most people are spending too much and eating too much. It is
indicative of the way that in which people who are Irish and travellers can be hounded without any criticism of the methods or motives of organisations such as DHSS”.

Conferences

The branch thought it important to bring together Irish people to consider and discuss the issues affecting their lives, believing that it broke down the
isolation many Irish people often felt when it comes to talking about issues of identity, injustice, racism and much else.

The branch’s first major conference took place on Saturday 14th November 1987 at Manchester Town Hall and was entitled “Hearts and Minds – The Irish in
Britain Today”. Over 140 delegates a�ended, both as individuals and also representing organisations such as local authorities and North West Arts. The
conference was formally opened by the Chair of Manchester City Council, Councillor Eileen Kelly. She was followed by Desmond Greaves, the noted
historian and leading member of the Connolly Association (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/09/26/the-connolly-association-in-manchester-
1938-1962/), who illuminated the role that emigration has played in the lives of the Irish. This theme came up constantly during the day in the seminars.

Mary Lennon, author of a book on Irish women in Britain, looked at the pa�ern of Irish women’s emigration to Britain, highlighting the fact that more
women than men have emigrated from Ireland and contradicting the stereotype of the Irish emigrant to Britain as being a male building worker. Moy
McCrory used her book of short stories The Water’s Edge to comment on the experience of growing up in an Irish working class background in Liverpool. In
her seminar on Irish Dimensions in British Education, Mary Hickman underlined the importance of having Irish studies on the curriculum of all British
schools and colleges. Micheal ORiabhaigh also focused on Liverpool and commented on some of the profound obstacles that it faced in realising and
expressing an Irish identity.

Pat Reynolds took up the theme of identity and anti-Irish racism. He traced the roots of this racism back to the connected history of Britain and Ireland and
in this colonial relationship found the basis of present day anti-Irish racism.

IBRG judged the conference to be a great success with many important discussions in the seminars – and outside in the corridors over cigare�es and tea. It
gave the Irish from all over the North West an opportunity to meet and discuss common issues. IBRG ensured that half the speakers were women and
provided a creche, which was well-used

IBRG’s next conference was held to coincide with twentieth anniversary of British troops going onto the streets of the six counties and was entitled “Justice
for Irish People; 20 Years On” and rook place on Saturday 10th June 1989 at Manchester Town Hall.

Another conference entitled “We Are A River Flowing…..”. took place on Saturday 3rd July 1993 at St Brendan’s Irish Centre. It encompassed a day of
discussion and debate on the history of the Irish community. The final speaker Mary Nellis (a Sinn Fein councillor from Derry) spoke on Women in the Six
Counties: the Struggle Goes On and On, throwing away her prepared speech after a few minutes and speaking off the cuff about her experiences in Derry in
a lengthy contribution that gripped and moved the audience.

The future development of the Irish community was the subject of the next conference which was called “Irish Heartbeats” and took place on 16th March
1996 at the Friends Meeting House.

Culture

IBRG members collaborated with Adrian Mealing at Green Room to put on The Hairy Marys on 13th November 1987. The Hairy Marys were a group of
talented Irish dancers from London who had tired of some of the traditions that had encrusted Irish traditional dance and used comedy and cabaret in their
performance. The programme described them thus: “The HMs are a madcap gang of Irish dancers. These four raucous women dance reels to ragtime and jigs to jazz.
For the past five years they have been entertaining audiences up and down the country with their irreverent mixture of traditional Irish dance, music and comedy. They are
Maire Clerkin, Hester Goodman, Carmel McAree and Susan Swanton”. On the evening they went down a storm.

IBRG worked with the Green Room again to present Sean O’Neill and Company in a performance entitled Kavanagh of Inniskeen as part of the Irish week
on Friday 18th March 1988. The following evening there was live music from The Jacket Potatoes, an Irish trio from London, who played both traditional
tunes and a number of political songs about the situation in the North of Ireland.

The next co-promotion with the Green Room was on 16th June 1988 when Trouble & Strife Theatre Company from London performed “Now And At The
Hour Of Our Death”, a play wri�en by Sonja Lyndon. The programme notes read as follows: “It is the year 2000 and life has changed dramatically for the people of
Northern Ireland. Four Irish women look back twenty years to a time when they each had a dream. Between them there is an unshakeable bond forged from the shared horror
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of the No Wash protest in Armagh prison in 1980. The vivid performances explore the complex relationship between women and violence and produce a magnificent piece of
theatre which will shock, amuse and move.” The play lived up to the pre-publicity, according to those who saw it. Incidentally, the young women performers in
the theatre company arrived a day early due to a mix-up and were all accommodated at an IBRG member’s house.

On 16th September 1988 IBRG put on Toss the Feathers at St Brendan’s Irish Centre This was at the height of the TTF mania and hundreds of people turned
up. Members recall that the beerstained proceeds from the evening were carried home stuffed into pockets and helped to fund branch activities for many
months afterwards.

The Hairy Marys returned to the Green Room on Sunday 19th March 1989 as part of a St Patrick’s Day Celebration, one of the “Family Fundays” being run
by the Green Room at this period, running a dance workshop for children who then performed later in the afternoon.

Manchester IBRG initiated the first Irish Film Festival in Manchester in collaboration with the Cornerhouse in 1988. In all there were six seasons at the
Cornerhouse between 1988 and 1993. The aim was to celebrate and showcase past and present Irish efforts in this art-form, but also to use it as a way of
exploring contemporary social and political issues through the use of associated day-schools and speakers.

IBRG also organised events during the Manchester Festival in 1991 and 1992 under the title Mise Eire. These included history walks, evenings with writers
Moy McCrory, Moya Roddy, Clairr O’Connor and Berlie Doherty, music from Banshee, Ra�le and Reel, Red Ciel and The Jacket Potatoes, dance by The
Hairy Marys, and storytelling.

History

The branch organised a number of events in April 1991 to celebrate the 75th anniversary of the 1916 Easter Rising, an anniversary which was virtually
ignored by the Irish government, part of the so-called “revisionist” a�ack on celebrations of past Irish struggle which were supposedly giving aid and
sustenance to the armed struggle in the north.

The first event was on Thursday 18th April, an evening entitled Poetry and Songs of the Rising held at St Brendan’s Irish centre. Actor Sean O’Neill, a good
friend of Manchester IBRG, read poems by WB Yeats, Patrick Pearse, Thomas McDonough and others, followed by music from local musicians.

On that Friday evening there was a chance to Rock To The Rising at Chorlton Irish Centre. Music was provided by Tradition, one of West Yorkshire’s most
popular Irish groups, who brought a coachload of young and enthusiastic supporters over with them and a good time was apparently had by all. Those who
had not indulged too heavily the night before joined a history walk at lunchtime around Manchester City Centre.

The final event was on Sunday 21st April at St Brendan’s Irish Centre at which there were videos, music, bookstall, an Irish history quiz and a talk from
Kevin Collins, author of The Cultural Conquest of Ireland. To accompany these events Ruth and Edmund Frow of the Working Class Movement Library in
Salford put on an Easter Rising exhibition at the library.

There were many celebrations and conferences in 1998 to commemorate the bicentenary of the 1798 Rising. Manchester IBRG organised its own conference
which put the Rising squarely in the context of community history and development. This took place on Saturday 20th June 1998 at the Friends Meeting
House

Gaelic Language

On Wednesday 5th June 1991 the branch organised a meeting at St Brendan’s Irish Centre to discuss the a�ack by the Northern Ireland office on Glor na
nGael. The meeting was part of a speaking tour of Manchester and London set up by IBRG to highlight the discrimination being exercised by the Northern
Ireland Office against the Irish language. Glor na nGael was started in 1982 in response to the growing demand for Irish language nursery schools in the
Belfast area to co-ordinate the schools and train their teachers. Patricia Campbell from Glor na nGael spoke at the Manchester meeting, which was followed
by a discussion with a number of Irish speakers.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

The first May Day Marches in Manchester

On 1 May 1892 Manchester workers marched for the first time in a mass labour demonstration for a shorter working week and an independent political voice. It was part of
a worldwide movement as unskilled workers organised in mass trades unions and Socialism developed a mass political following.

May Day was instituted as an international Labour Day from 1890 onwards. The impetus came in part from a long-running campaign to reduce the working
day to 8 hours. In September 1866 the International Workingmen’s Association (otherwise known as the First International) meeting in Geneva passed a
resolution adopting 8 hours as a goal. In October 1884 the Federation of Organized Trades & Labor Unions of the United States and Canada also passed a
resolution calling for an 8 hour day from 1 May 1886.

In May 1886 tens of thousands of workers responded across the United States. The most militant city was Chicago, where on 3 May the police shot dead six
strikers at the McCormick Harvesting Machine Company. In response strikers organised a massive rally the following day at Haymarket Square. The rally
was peaceful but as it ended somone threw a bomb into police ranks. This was followed by a savage ba�le in which a number of police died, as well as
members of the crowd. There was a political show trial of a number of anarchists, of whom four were convicted and hanged. They become known as the
Haymarket Martyrs.

On 14 July 1889 the Second International meeting in Paris called workers around the world to march on 1 May 1890 for an 8 hour day.

The Congress decided to organize a great international demonstration, so that:
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“in all countries and in all cities on one appointed day the toiling masses shall demand of the state authorities the legal reduction of the working day to eight hours, as
well as the carrying out of other decisions of the Paris Congress. Since a similar demonstration has already been decided upon for May 1, 1890, by the American
Federation of Labor at its Convention in St. Louis, December, 1888, this day is accepted for the international demonstration. The workers of the various countries must
organize this demonstration according to conditions prevailing in each country.”

This coincided with a new mood amongst unskilled workers, hitherto ignored or excluded by the trades union movement, which had largely organised
skilled male workers only. In July 1888, for instance, women workers at the Bryant & May match factory in East London went on strike and won with the
support of Socialists. The following year there was a massive dock strike in London involving thousands of dock labourers, which brought the miles of docks
to a halt. The result was victory for the workers leading to higher pay, be�er working conditions and a new union for unskilled workers, The Dock, Wharf,
Riverside & General Labourers Union. The strike was led by trade unionists and Socialists including Tom Mann, John Burns, Ben Tille� and Will Thorne.

For the first time Socialist ideas were ge�ing a mass audience. John Burns wrote of the importance of the dispute after it had been won:

“Still more important perhaps, is the fact that labour of the humbler kind has shown its capacity to organize itself; its solidarity; its ability. The labourer has learned that
combination can lead him to anything and everything. He has tasted success as the immediate fruit of combination, and he knows that the harvest he has just reaped is
not the utmost he can look to gain. Conquering himself, he has learned that he can conquer the world of capital whose generals have been the most ruthless of his
oppressors.”

On May Day 1890 there were strikes and marches in many part of the United States and Europe. Frederick Engels
(h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/03/15/frederick-engels-and-mary-and-lizzy-burns/) wrote:

“As I write these lines, the proletariat of Europe and America is holding a review of its forces; it is mobilized for the first time as One army, under One Bag, and fighting
One immediate aim: an eight-hour working day, established by legal enactment…. The spectacle we are now witnessing will make the capitalists and landowners of all
lands realize that today the proletarians of all lands are, in very truth, united. If only Marx were with me to see it with his own eyes!”

The London march to Hyde Park was huge, with perhaps 100,000 a�ending. Engels wrote an account in the newspaper Arbeiter Zeitung:

“There can be no doubt about that: on May 4, 1890, the English working class joined the great international army. And that is an epoch-making fact. The English
proletariat has its roots in the most advanced industrial development and, moreover, possesses the greatest freedom of political movement. Its long slumber — a result, on
the one hand, of the failure of the Chartist movement of 1836-50 and, on the other, of the colossal industrial upswing of 1848-80 — is finally broken. The grandchildren
of the old Chartists are stepping into the line of ba�le.”

The success in London was repeated in 1891 and Manchester followed with its own march in 1892.

On 16 April 1892 The Clarion (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/08/11/the-clarion-movement/) reported that a “a great labour demonstration”
was being planned for Manchester for 1 May. Trade union and labour societies were requested to communicate with Mr James Quinn at the County Forum,
50a Market Street. (The County Forum was a debating society). Organising meetings were to be held every Thursday.

On the day before the march Robert Blatchford wrote a millenarian editorial in The Clarion:

“The people will meet , that is the main thing. We shall see each other face to face, feel each other should to shoulder, hear each other voice to voice, trust each other soul to
soul and we shall go away open-eyed and conscious of a change. we shall have felt our strength, imagined our numbers, seen as a vision of the world the golden dawn
streak of the day of our deliverance, and our triumph. Manhood suffrage and payment of members! What are these? They are as candles to the sun in comparison with the
new LABOUR DAY. …Our labour day as bind us as corn in the sheaf. The sturdy miner, the skilful engineer, the broad-handed navvy, the white-fingered artist, the
lusty farmer, the fragile seamstress, the outcasts of the streets, the despised denizens of the slums, the sweater’s slave the hearty sailor. Strong and weak, feeble and brave,
old and young, simple and wise, the workers shall band themselves together in fraternity and freedom. They shall march on from this labour day growing ever wiser,
nobler and juster until there is honour for those who make more than those who mar, reward for those who labour be�er than for those who loaf, until snobbery and
prejudice, and theft and butchery are banished into the Hell they came from; until Labour shall hold that which it wins, and England shall be the freehold and the home
and inheritance of the English.”

The procession was to assemble in Stevenson Square at 2.30pm and march to Alexandra Park by way of Oldham Street, Piccadilly, Portland Street, Oxford
Street, Stretford Road, Great Jackson Street, Preston Street, Moss Lane and Alexandra Road. The order of procession was advertised as follows

The Manchester Fabian Societies 
Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants 
Tailors 
Bakers & Confectioners 
The Labour Church 
Shirt & Jacket Makers 
Salford Social Democrats 
North East Manchester Labour Electoral 
Spindle & Flyer Makers 
Horsehair & Fibre Workers 
Dressers, Dyers & Finishers 
Enginemen & Cranemen 
Navvies & Bricklayers 
North Manchester Labour Electoral

According to the report in the Manchester Guardian, a white ensign headed the procession with the slogan “Work for all, Overwork for None”. Other
banners stated “Unity is Strength” and “Equality by Right, Justice to All”. Members of the Labour Church carried a banner stating “God Is Our King” while
the Social Democratic Federation contingent carried red flags and a red cap on a pole (the symbol of the French Revolution).

Due to the numbers the procession moved off before the appointed time and was enlivened by at least a dozen bands. The Manchester Guardian noted that
watching crowds, especially women, cheered the mo�os in favour of the 8 hour day. In Hulme the march was greeted by large crowd and “something like
the fervour of enthusiasm”. The march reached the park at about 4pm with at least 60,000 people now present.
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At the park there were six platforms with a mix of trade union and Socialist speakers who advocated the following political programme; 
1. Formation of an Independent Labour Party
2. Payment of MPs 
3. Shorter Parliaments 
4. Adult suffrage 
5. Nationalisation of the land.

On one of the platforms Robert Blatchford moved the following resolution:

“That this meeting recognises that the establishment of a working day of not more than 8 hours is the most immediate step towards the ultimate emancipation of the
workers and urges upon the Government the necessity of fixing a working day by legislative enactment.”

One of the platforms was reserved for Jewish speakers who spoke in Yiddish, including Mr Wess from London. This platform was chaired by Mr R
Abrahams, who said that he hoped that next year Jews would be more numerous. There do not seem to have been any women speakers and women’s
suffrage was not included as an aim.

In 1893 Manchester Council tried to stop the march taking place, turning down an application from 35 trades unions to use Alexandra Park. According to a
report in The Clarion, the Corporation Parks Commi�ee had deemed it:

“inadvisable that Sunday demonstrations should be held in the public parks and considers that unless desired by a considerable section of the Manchester citizens they
should not be permi�ed. This meeting believes the present application is not of such a nature to warrant such permission and therefore declines to grant it.”

Leonard Hall, chair of the demonstration commi�ee, wrote to The Clarion to state that the march was a labour demonstration open to all and not an
Independent Labour Party or Socialist demonstration. After more public protests, permission to use the park was eventually granted.

Manchester was alive with Socialist organisations and activity. In the week before the 1893 march The Clarion carried notices for meetings of the
Independent Labour Party in various parts of Manchester and Salford as well as a “gigantic” excursion to Morecambe on Whit Friday, the Social Democratic
Federation, Hyde Labour Club, Ashton ILP, Oldham Independent Labour Club, North Manchester Fabians and Manchester Anarchist Group
(h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/01/19/anarchists-on-ardwick-green-1893/) who held public meetings every Sunday in Stevenson Square. Joe
Waddington (known as “Clarion” Joe) sold The Clarion, Labour Prophet, Labour Leader, Workman Times, Shafts, A Paper for Women and “Socialistic”
literature from his shop at 4a Crown street, Chester Road. The Manchester Labour Press was based at 59 Tib Street.

The march took place on 6 May leaving from Stevenson Square at 2.30pm. The Clarion reported that it had been a�ended by 20,000. In his editorial
Blatchford a�acked the “city fathers” who had tried to stop them using the park and the Chief Constable who had deployed very large numbers of police
who were threatening to the crowd, pushing people off pavements.

In 1894 the authorities refused to allow the use of Alexandra Park and instead the march went to Philips Park in Openshaw. The tradition of May Day
marches continued for a century until it ceased in the wake of trade union decline and defeat. In recent years the tradition of a May Day labour procession
has been revived although the numbers a�ending are at present but a fraction of those a�ending in the early years.

Article by Michael Herbert. (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Hannah Mitchell, Socialist and Suffragette

Hannah Mitchell was a self-educated Socialist and suffrage�e, originally from Derbyshire. In her later years she served on Manchester City Council. Her autobiography, The
Hard Way Up, is now seen as a classic account of life by a working class woman.

Hannah Mitchell was born Hannah Webster in 1871, one of six children raised on a remote farm in Alport Dale, Derbyshire. She had just two weeks of formal
schooling in her whole life. Her father taught to her to read and she became passionately fond of books, even doing her brothers’ chores in return for being
allowed to read the books they brought home from school. Her love of books lasted a lifetime. Hannah was often brutally treated by her mother and finally
left home aged just 14, unable to bear it any longer. Many years later she recalled this event in her autobiography The Hard Way Up:

“I tramped over the hill, hardly conscious of the distance, blinded by tears and full of grief at leaving my father and uncle, and the two younger children who were both
vey fond of me. I knew now that I must rely on myself. I knew also that I was ill-equipped for the ba�le of life, uneducated, untrained, what should I find myself capable of
doing among more fortunate youth? These were bi�er reflections and did not tend to soften my feelings towards my mother, although I felt a faint sense of relief in the
knowledge that I was free from her scolding tongue and violent temper. But somewhere on the moorland road I left my childhood behind.”

Hannah was taken in by her brother Will and his wife, finding employment as a maid in a schoolmaster’s house and later as a dressmaker’s assistant, first
locally and then in Bolton, where she made evening frocks. All the time she worked hard to improve her handwriting and her reading, making full use of the
local library.

Along with her co-workers she a�ended a public address by the novelist Menie Muriel Dowie as part of a campaign for shorter working hours for
shopworkers. It was common then for the women to work six days a week.

Hannah also began reading The Clarion (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/08/11/the-clarion-movement/), the Socialist newspaper launched by
Robert Blatchford in Manchester in December 1891, and a�ending Socialist meetings in Bolton where one night she heard a woman speaker.

She was Katherine St John Conway, a:
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“slight girlish figure in a black frock with a Medici collar, and her hair swept back from her forehead; she looked as if she belonged to some religious order. Though not
much older in years than myself, this girl was already a highly educated, well-trained personality. Perhaps at first I paid more a�ention to the speaker than her speech,
but heard enough to send me away with an inspiration which later sent me out to the street corners with the same message.”

Hannah’s Socialist convictions remained with her the rest of her life. She began courting a fellow Socialist, Gibbon Mitchell, a�ending meetings of the Labour
Church with him, and they married two years later. She wrote:

“Married life as lived by my brothers, sisters and friends, held no great a�raction for me, but I wanted a home of my own. Perhaps If I had really understood my own
nature, as I came to do later, I should not have married, for I soon realised that married life as men understand it, calls for a degree of self-abnegation which was
impossible for me. Probably I should have hesitated, even then, but for the newer ideas which were being propunded by the Socialists. Men and women were talking of
marriage as a comradeship, rather than a state where the women was subservent to, and dependent on, the man.”

The couple had just one child at Hannah’s insistence, after a difficult birth. “I soon came to realise that although birth control may not be a perfect solution to
social problems, it is the first and the simplest way at present for women to obtain some measure of freedom” she later wrote.

Hannah and her husband spent three years living in a village near Burton-on-Trent where they were active in the Independent Labour Party, a�ending
meetings and pu�ing up speakers, and also in the Clarion movement, helping out the Clarion newspaper’s delivery van when it toured their area.

In 1900 the couple moved to Ashton-under-Lyne where Hannah and Gibbon were active in the ILP and in the Labour Church where Hannah became the
lecture Secretary, organising the weekly lectures and pu�ing up the speakers:

“…the Labour Church a�racted a type of Socialist who was not satisfied with the stark materialism of the Marxist school, desiring wamth and colour in human lives; not
just bread, but bread and roses, too….We had enough imagination to visualize the greater possibility for beauty and culture in a more justly ordered state.”

Hannnah herself gave her first public speech when the Clarion Van came to Bolton and then began to speak at outdoor public meetings and at the Labour
Church. To her surprise she was soon in demand as a speaker.

In May 1904 she was elected as a Poor Law Guardian to the board in Ashton-under-Lyne. At the same time she became increasingly involved in the
campaign for votes for women that had been started by fellow ILP members Emmeline and Christabel Pankhurst in October 1903. Hannah visited their home
in Nelson Street and spoke at many meetings around Lancashire. In October 1905 she was amongst the crowd that greeted Christabel Pankhurst and Annie
Kenney (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/03/14/free-trade-hall-meeting-13-october-1905-the-beginning-of-the-militant-campaign-for-votes-for-
women/) on their release from Strangeways prison after their arrest during a meeting in the Free Trade Hall. Hannah now commi�ed herself body and soul
to the cause of women’s suffrage:

“It seems to me now, looking back, that all my previous life had been a preparation for this geat experience. While indirectly it caused me much sorrow, it brought me
many contacts which have immeasurably enriched my life. Through the suffrage movement I have come to know many notable women who honoured me by their
friendship and encouragment. Chief amongst these was that fine and gracious woman, Charlo�e Despard, who, I am proud to remember, to the end of her long life,
always called me her dear friend…”

During the campaign for the 1906 General Election she interrupted a January 9th meeting addressed by Winston Churchill in St John’s School, Deansgate
(Churchill was then a Liberal). She wrote of the incident:

“I rose and and displayed my li�le banner, calling out; “Will the Liberal government give the vote to women?” At once the meeting broke into uproar, shouting “throw
her out!” along with less decent suggestions. My banner was snatched from me, and clutching hands tried to pull me over the seat, but I was young then, and strong,
and pushing my assailants away. I mounted the seat, held up my second banner, and repeated the question. The chairman seemed unable to do anything, except to make
wild gestures of rage… so Mr Churchill himself took a hand. Appealing for order he said “Let the lady come to the platform and tell us what what she wants”. My
immediate a�ackers gave way at once, but I was subjected to so much rough handling on the way, that I must have looked a sorry sight when I reached the platform. The
chairman, who seemed entirely to have lost his self-control, seized me roughly by the arm and lierally shook me, until Mr Churchill interposed, saying he would deal with
me myself. With his usual forcefulness he induced the meeting to give order and invited to state my case. In spite of my agitation I did so, saying briefly that we wanted
the promise of a government measure granting the vote to women, “as it is” or “may be” granted to men.”

A recording of Hannah Mitchell an account of her interruption of Churchill’s meeting can be listened to on the Working Class Movement Library website,
here (h�p://www.wcml.org.uk/learning/history-soundbites-/).

Hannah Mitchell and Alice Milne also interrupted a meeting addressed by Lloyd George at Hale. They were kept in the hall until the meeting was over and
had to walk seven miles home as the last train had gone.

In the summer of 1906 Hannah was arrested and sent to prison after interrupting a Liberal Party rally at Belle Vue at which John Burns and Winston
Churchill were the speakers. However she was released early, much to her annoyance, after her husband paid her fine. The agitation continued and the
outdoor meetings became rougher and more dangererous as men tried to a�ack the women speakers.

In the autumn of 1906 Hannah paid her first visit to London, speaking in a number of parks and taking part in a raid on the lobby of the House of Commons.
She went up to Huddersfield to campaign during a by-election and thereafter went on to Oldham, around the North East and elsewhere. During the
campaign to elect the independent Socialist Victor Grayson as an MP for Colne Valley, Hannah collapsed with exhaustion and suffered a nervous
breakdown. It took her a long time to recover. She was deeply hurt by the fact that the Pankhursts did not show any interest in her illness, not even a le�er of
sympathy. By contrast Mrs Despard came to visit her, saw Hannah’s doctor and sent money to help with extra food.

There was a split in the WSPU in the autumn of 1907 after Emmeline and Christabel Pankhurst abolished its democratic structures. A group of about seventy
women, including Teresa Billington-Greig, Charlo�e Despard and Elizabeth How-Martyn, left the WSPU and established the Women’s Freedom League.
Hannah joined as soon as she was well enough and worked for a short time for the WFL in Scotland in Prime Minister Herbert Asquith’s constituency.

The Mitchells now moved from Ashton to Manchester and joined the local ILP branch. Hannah was soon in demand again as a speaker. In 1914 she a�ended
the Coming of Age conference in Bradford, marking 25 years of the ILP’s existence. Within months Europe was engulfed in a savage war with lasted four
years and killed millions.
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Despite the popular pro-war jingoism Hannah remained true to her Socialist beliefs and opposed the conflict. She became active in the No Conscription
Fellowship and Women’s International League. Her son decided that he could not fight, applied to the Conscientious Objectors Tribunal, and to Hannah’s
great relief, was granted exemption.

In 1924 Hannah was elected for Labour to Manchester City Council and remained a member until 1935. She was an active member and particularly enjoyed
being on the Libraries Commi�ee because of her love of reading. She was also on the Baths Commi�ee which established public wash houses in working
class areas “…a real public service greatly appreciated by women.” After leaving the Council she became a magistrate. She had been working on her
autobiography for many years but it was not accepted for publication during her lifetime. After Hannah’s death it was found amongst her papers and finally
published in 1968 under the title The Hard Way Up by Faber & Faber, with an introduction by her grandson Geoffrey Mitchell, who had edited the
manuscript. It is now considered a classic account of a working class woman’s personal and political emancipation.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

William Murphy in Manchester, August 1868

The Anti-Catholic lectures given by William Murphy in the late 1860s often stirred up communal tensions and even rioting in the Midlands and the north of England.
When he came to Manchester he was detained and prevented from speaking by the authorities.

In the last week of August 1868 William Murphy’s supporters placarded Manchester announcing that he would be giving a week of lectures in the Assembly
Rooms, Cooke Street, Hulme, starting on Monday 31st August The chosen rooms could hold an audience of 500 and were near – possible deliberately so – to
a Catholic chapel and two Catholic schools. Alarmed local magistrates hurriedly met and decided that the lectures should not be allowed to go ahead for fear
of disorder. The following afternoon, as Murphy arrived at Victoria Station from Bolton, he was met by the Chief Constable Captain Palin and taken in a cab
to the detective office, where it transpired that he carried a loaded revolver and a knuckle-duster. He was bailed to appear in court the next day.

Meanwhile, unaware that Murphy had been stopped, a large crowd gathered in Cooke Street and also in Rutland Street outside St Wilfrid’s. According to the
Manchester Guardian ,“it was plain from the composition of the crowd that all the elements of disorder were present.” Eventually the police cleared Cooke
Street and everything was quiet by 10pm.

In court William Murphy was charged with a�empting to create a breach of the peace. He defended himself, asserting that “in free England I have as much
right to speak as Mr Ernest Jones, or any other man”. A number of witnesses gave evidence of the potential for disorder if the lectures went ahead, including
Captain Palin, William Kelly, a mantle manufacturer who lived near the Assembly Rooms, and William Waller, the headteacher of a Church of England
school. One of Murphy’s fellow lecturers, a Mr Flannagan, gave evidence that he himself had addressed a crowd of 2,000 on Sunday afternoon in Chorlton
Road, and an even larger crowd in the evening, without any trouble. At the end of the hearing the magistrates ordered that Murphy should enter sureties of
several hundred pounds to keep the peace for three months and that he be kept in Belle Vue Gaol until the money was paid into the court. Thus Murphy was
sent to the very jail where the Fenians Deasy and Kelly (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/09/08/the-manchester-martyrs/) had briefly been
imprisoned the previous autumn.

No doubt the town authorities congratulated themselves on having dealt so easily with Murphy but he was not finished yet. From his prison cell he
announced that he intended to offer himself to the electors of Manchester in the forthcoming general election campaign and his supporters placarded his
election address around the town. Murphy promised that if elected he would “devote the whole of his energies to the support and extension of our national
religion” and declared that “my life has been endangered, and my liberty is now taken from me, because I will not yield to the brute force gathered together
by the devices of Maynooth priests trained with English money to sow sedition broadcast in the land”

Further placards announced that a meeting of “Protestants and Orangemen” would take place on Saturday 5th September at Chorlton Road. By four o’clock
over four thousand people had gathered to listen to the speeches. Several fights broke out in front of the platform and then a column of several dozen
Irishmen pushed to the front of the crowd and flung a shower of stones at the chair (a Mr Latham) and the speakers. After being taken by surprise Murphy’s
supporters rallied and drove the Irishmen up the road. The police arrived and made thirty arrests. Murphy himself arrived by cab at 5.30pm and made
speech in which he said that his mo�o was “William, Prince of Orange”. The first bill he would introduce would be that the working classes must have more
wages and after that his next bill would be that nunneries must be inspected. At the end of his speech Murphy was born away on the shoulders of his
supporters.

There was more trouble the following afternoon when a group of Irishmen gathered in Stevenson Square and then proceeded by separate routes to the
Chorlton Road pitch where they set about the Murphyites with cudgels. Once again the police were summoned and made further arrests. Thereafter nothing
more was heard of Murphy’s election ambitions. The events of the week prove, however, that Murphy was more than just an itinerant trouble-maker, that he
appealed to a section of the Protestant working-class in Manchester who were sufficiently well organised for his supporters to be able to placard the town
overnight and quickly raise sizeable sums for his sureties.

Murphy returned to Manchester on 15th February 1869 for a meeting of Orangemen at the Free Trade Hall. The advertised speakers included Mr Johnston,
MP for Belfast, and a number of other leading Orangemen but they did not appear. Murphy made an appearance on the platform wearing an Orange sash.
The meeting was chaired by Booth Mason from Ashton-under-Lyne, Deputy Grandmaster of the Orange Association in England. Ashton has been the scene
of a serious riot (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/04/12/the-anti-irish-riot-in-ashton-under-lyne-may-1868/)between Protestant/Orange and
Catholic communities in May 1868.

In the course of his speech William Murphy a�acked Gladstone for wishing to disestablish the Church of Ireland and break up the British Empire. At the end
of the meeting an Orange air was played and old women waved umbrellas and handkerchiefs decorated with pictures of King Billy.

The following month in Tynemouth several hundred Irish a�acked the hall where Murphy was due to speak, firing shots into the building before being
beaten back by the police.
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Murphy’s nemesis came in the spring of 1871 when he began a series of lectures in the Cumbria town of Whitehaven. On Sunday 20th April several hundred
Irish miners from the nearby town of Cleator Moor arrived by train, entered the hall, found Murphy on his own and viciously beat him until the police
arrived and rescued him. Some of his a�ackers were sent to jail for 12 months while Murphy eventually succumbed to his injuries in March 1872. There was
disorder – including bricks being thrown – even at his funeral in Birmingham.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Mary and Percy Higgins: Communists in Tameside

Mary and Percy Higgins, a couple from Tameside, were active politically on the left, first in the Labour Party and then in the Communist Party, from the early 1930s to the
end of their respective lives.

Mary was born Mary Boardman on 22 August 1914 in Failsworth, of working-class parents. Her mother ran a hardware and china shop. Politics ran in the
family: her parents were members of the Failsworth Secular Society and founders of the Independent Labour Party, whilst on her mother’s side her
grandparents had been Chartists. Mary herself joined the Labour Party at the age of 16 and was elected to the executive the next year. She also became active
in the Labour League of Youth (LLY, which in the 1930s had 30,000 members) and was elected as a delegate to the Manchester Federation.

She a�ended a national LLY conference in Leeds but came back disillusioned because, she felt, the young people a�ending were not allowed to discuss
ma�ers of real importance. As well as being active in Failsworth she also helped out at Mossley Labour Party (very likely because she had met Percy Higgins,
her future husband, who lived in Mossley). By the late 1930s she was becoming disillusioned with the Labour Party and began reading the Daily Worker.
Mary joined the Communist Party in Oldham in 1940, at first it seems as a paper member, because she carried on working in the Labour Party. After reading
Upton Sinclair’s novel Oil and hearing Harry Polli� (the national secretary of the Communist Party ) she made the final break with Labourism and become
an active member of the CP in Oldham. She later said that: “I found that I could not reconcile pacifism with a belief that, should the time come for the working class to
defend their rights, I would fight for those rights.”

Within months Mary had become the Party Secretary in Oldham. That same year she got married to Percy Higgins. At this time they were living on Dacres
Estate, Greenfield.

Percy was born in Mossley on 3 January 1910, one of a large family, and a�ended St George’s Elementary School. “I learned very early in life what it means to be
one of a big working class family in wartime and slump. There were nine of us in the family, but a sister died at the age of three and my father became estranged and
separated from the family as a result of the 1914 war.” From a young age Percy had shown an aptitude for painting and drawing but with his father gone and
family on the breadline Percy had to be sent to work in a mill at the age of 14 to earn money for the family, instead of going to art school, as both he and his
mother had dreamed of. “I shall never forget the heartbreak it occasioned my mother, never shall I ever forget the way she wept when I went off on my first day to work in
a co�on factory at the age of fourteen, instead of art school as she had always hoped for.”

Starting as a learner piecer at 10/- a week, Percy rose to become a big piecer by the age of 17, earning 25/- a week, enough for him to afford evening classes in
art in Ashton-under-Lyne where he won prizes and improved his technique. Percy was thrown out of work in 1928 but after a few months got another job
with a commercial firm in Rochdale.

Whilst unemployed, Percy heard a speaker on the Market Ground in Mossley proclaiming how Socialism could solve the problems of poverty and ignorance.
“I thought it over and read some books.” These included the Socialist classic The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists. As a result he almost immediately joined the
local Labour Party in which he became very active, assisting with the election of Herbert Gibson as the Labour & Co-operative candidate for Mossley at the
general election in 1929. “I decided to give all the time I could to working for Socialism.” He started a Labour League of Youth and helped set up the Manchester
Federation of Labour League of Youth (which is probably where he met Mary). In 1932 Percy organised a large demonstration by thousands of young people
in Mossley against the Means Test and also stood for Mossley Council, but was defeated by 65 votes.

Percy realised his life’s ambition when he set up business as a freelance commercial artist in 1934. Though now a small businessman he did not abandon his
Socialism and was Secretary of the Mossley Labour Party from 1933 to 1939 as well as Propaganda Secretary for the Lancashire District Clarion
(h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/08/11/the-clarion-movement/)Youth Commi�ee. In 1935 he assisted workers at Mossley Woolcombing to fight
and win a strike over pay and conditions. At the same time Percy was also elected Secretary of Mossley Smalltraders Association, organizing a shopping
week that same year to mark Mossley’s 50 years as a borough. He was also active in Aid Spain during the Spanish Civil War and in the Left Book Club. He
took the 12 month correspondence course for Labour Party election agents, but left the Labour Party and joined the Communist Party in 1940.

In 1941 he joined the RAF and during his time at Padgate camp led a successful deputation to protest at the inept training and the food. After a brief spell in
the Shetlands (where he established a Communist Party branch in Lerwick along with Peter Jamieson), he was eventually posted to Allahabad in India in
1943. He remained politically active, organising a Daily Worker reading classes and making contact with the Indian Communist Party. He met Indian
Nationalists, including the son of Gandhi. Percy also served in Burma. His activities led him being moved to Nagpur, though this did not dampen his fervour
for he made contact with local Communist Party and organized a Daily Worker reading group. He was posted again to Burma where he organized a Forces
parliament.

Percy was demobbed in 1946. According to biographical notes submi�ed for a CP National School in January 1946 the Higgins were living back in Greenfield
and Mary was working as a short-hand typist at R Radcliffe in Mossley. In 1947 they moved to Wales, where Percy worked as a full-time organiser and
election agent for Harry Polli� who stood as Communist Party candidate in the Rhondda East constituency several times, though was not elected. They lived
in Penygraig, near Tonypandy, at this time.

Percy a�ended a National CP School in May 1950. The assessment of him noted that that he was very co-operative and ready to tackle problems and
contributed well to group and class discussions, “though he has rather a tendency to leap into discussion without sufficiently thinking out his points.”

By the early 1950s Mary and Percy were back in Lancashire. Percy was now organising sales of the Daily Worker in Lancashire, quite successfully, according
to a report in the CP archives. Mary worked as a medical secretary at Manchester Royal Infirmary.
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They were very active members of CND formed in 1958, and took part in the Aldermaston marches and also marches to Holy Loch where nuclear
submarines were based. Mary was involved with the Women’s Peace Caravan which crossed Europe to Moscow. In their spare time (what there was of it)
they enjoyed walking in the Pennines and Lake District and also spent time at Dent in the Yorkshire Dales. Percy painted landscapes of their beloved lakes.

Percy died on 7 November 1977 and Mary died on 20 March 1995. The Working Class Movement Library has a tape of Mary taking about her life and
politics.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

The Anti-Irish Riot in Ashton-under-Lyne, May 1868

In the 1860s a number of anti-Irish riots occurred in the Midlands and the North of England, provoked by William Murphy who gave virulently anti-Catholic lectures. The
worst local riot took place in Ashton-under-Lyne in May 1868.

According to his own account William Murphy was born a Catholic in Limerick in 1834 but his family converted to Protestantism whilst he was still a child
and his father, after being sacked from his teaching post, assumed a new post as head of a Protestant school in Mayo. By the 1860s Murphy was touring
England lecturing for the Protestant Evangelical Mission & Electoral Union, using a platform style which combined violent rhetoric with lurid “revelations”
of the alleged sexual exploitation of female Catholics by their priests. He would begin by declaring “My name is Murphy and a red hot one it is. I am for war
with the knife, war with revolver if you like, war with the bayonet if you like” and then declare to his audience that “your wives and daughters are exposed
to debauchery in the confessional, and are betrayed and kidnapped into convent prisons, and there kept the dupes or slaves of priestly lust.”

A flier advertising one of Murphy’s meetings in Lancashire read: “Protestants! Come and Hear the Questions Put to the Married and the Unmarried in the
Confessional”. The main feature of Murphy’s show was a simulation of a confessional in which Murphy and an assistant played the roles of priest and
confessor. Those whose taste for sexual saliciousness had not been completely sated by the evening’s events could afterwards purchase pamphlets entitled
Maria Monk and The Confessional Unmasked, describing in graphic detail the variety of sexual practices that Catholic theologians had defined as mortal
sins.

Many Catholics were deeply offended by Murphy’s a�ack on their religion and his lecture tours frequently caused uproar. Some local authorities refused to
let him halls while others allowed him to speak, relying on the police to keep the peace. In February 1867 he caused considerable disorder in Wolverhampton
and magistrates were forced to summon troops and cavalry from neighbouring towns. In June, Murphy began a week of meetings in Birmingham, using a
specially built wooden “tabernacle” after the mayor had refused him use of the Town Hall. On the first afternoon Murphy offered to take on “any Popish
priest, from Bishop Ullathorne to the biggest ragamuffin in the lot; and if there was ever a rag and bone gatherer in the universe it was the Pope himself”. The
local Irish then began a�acking the hall and the police were summoned to clear the area. The following day a huge crowd gathered and there was more
rioting during which the mayor read the Riot Act and had to call out the troops. After the third lecture Murphy’s supporters a�acked the Irish area and
ransacked a local chapel. Troops eventually restored order and the rest of the week passed off largely without incident.

The following year Murphy headed north to the textile districts where his meetings were accompanied by riots and a�acks on the Irish at Ashton, Oldham,
Rochdale, Bury, Stalybridge and other towns. The worst riot was in Ashton in early May 1868 where the Orange Order had strong support (even today there
is a pub near the station called The Prince of Orange). Murphy himself was not present but on Saturday 9th May the Protestant Electoral Union sponsored a
tea-party for a thousand people in the Town Hall at which they gave away Orange emblems that were then worn around the town by Orangemen and
supporters of Murphy. Almost inevitably this was followed by skirmishes in the streets between Irish and English.

On Sunday afternoon the Irish assembled in Bentinck Street and Old Street wearing green ribbons and led by John Flynn. The Orange crowd held Henry
Square. During the fighting which soon broke out both sides threw stones, while the Irish freely used their revolvers, forcing the Orangemen to retreat. The
police intervened, persuading the Irish to pull back and arresting a man named McHugh for drunkenness. The Irish then made another charge, firing many
shots at the Orangemen in Old Street who retaliated by a�acking Irish houses in Peter Street and Cavendish Street, Flag Alley, breaking the windows with
stones and hatchets and, as in the riot in Stockport (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/04/08/stockport-riot-june-1852/), dragging the furniture
into the street where it was smashed or burned by the crowd which numbered several thousand by now. At least 100 people were left homeless. The Orange
crowd then moved on to a�ack St Ann’s Roman Catholic chapel. They were held off for a while by shots fired by its defenders but eventually broke in and
ransacked the place, smashing windows and pews and destroying the statues. They also damaged the house of the priest and local Catholic schools.

At about ten o’clock in the evening a large Orange crowd a�acked St Mary’s Roman Catholic chapel in Charlestown, which was defended by men from the
congregation armed with revolvers, including a number of Fenians it was later rumoured in the parish. One of the a�ackers, a man named William Ibbetson,
was wounded in the stomach. While this was happening the Irish a�acked houses in Blatford Street. Finally, around midnight, the magistrates read the Riot
Act and the violence finally died out. The police arrested John Flynn. There was one fatality, a woman named Mary Bradby who died in Lower Bentinck
Street. Initially it was reported that she had been trampled by the Orange crowd whilst watching what was going on but, after hearing evidence that she bore
no trace of any injuries and had a bad condition of the heart, the inquest held a few days later decided that she had died of fright.

Next morning trouble started again between the hours of nine and ten in the morning when the Orange crowd resumed its a�ack on St Mary’s and pillaged
some Irish houses in Hill Street. When special constables intervened the crowd set off for Stalybridge singing “Rule Britannia”. The police tried to bar the
way but the crowd found another path and went to the Irish area in Henry Street where they started smashing windows until the police caught up with them
and drove the rioters into the River Tame.

In the course of Monday a man called Houston (described in the press as “the anti-Popery lecturer”) delivered a lecture to sixty people or so in the Old Mill,
Charlestown, blaming the disturbances on Roman Catholics, but there was no trouble afterwards. Some of the “peaceably disposed” Irish spent Monday
night on Ashton Moss, fearing to return to their houses. The Mayor of Ashton opened a subscription list for the benefit of those who has lost their homes,
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while some English families offered to take in homeless Irish women and children. Seven Irishmen and fifteen Englishmen subsequently appeared before the
magistrates, charged with various offences in connection with the rioting. The Pall Mall Gaze�e’s comments on the events in Ashton could equally have
applied to Murphy’s whole career, pointing to a deep-rooted anti-Catholicism as an explanation:

Such an insignificant creature as Murphy could never have lighted such a fire as this if there had not been a vast mass of fuel ready to his hand. The ease with which he
stirred up the feelings of the people both at Birmingham and in the North shows how powerful and widely spread those feelings… The overwhelming majority of
Englishmen of all ranks of life do from their very hearts, and in a great variety of ways, u�erly detest superstition and priestcraft…

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Mary Stott, journalist and editor of the Guardian’s women’s page 1957-71

Mary Sto� was a journalist for a number of Manchester newspapers before becoming editor of The Guardian’s women’s page from 1957-197. After retiring she was active in
an organization called Women and the Media and wrote two volumes of autobiography as well as editing an anthology of writings from the Guardian women’s page.

Mary Sto� was born in Leicestershire in 1907. The smell of newsprint was in her nostrils from birth as both her parents and her uncle were journalists. She
later recalled in her autobiography Forge�ing’s No Excuse:

When as small child I told my dolls “I have some copy to write now , I was only imitating my journalist parents, not indicating my destined future. That future was to be
working in newspaper uninterruptedly for almost half a century, but it was also to be a human being with affections, passions and pursuits, and a child of my times. The
strands of my life cannot be separated out; it is their interlocking, heredity and environment, work and home, that makes a pa�ern. Being a journalists’ child made me a
journalist; having a working mother made me expect to go on working myself; being born female hindered me from becoming a the kind of newspaper journalist I would
have liked to be; being a wife and mother probably made me a more effective women’s page editor.

Her parents were active Liberals and one of her earliest memories was of riding around in car wearing a green ribbon during the 1911 general election.

Aged just 17 she started work on the Leicester Mail as a temporary copyholder in April 1925, though the union would not let her join because she was a
woman. She progressed to the reporters room and was then at the tender of 19 given the women’s page. She also learned the craft of sub-editing and layout.

In 1931 Mary was sacked from the paper as the economic slump deepened, but she got a new job just a few weeks later at the Bolton Evening News,
reporting on meetings and writing a weekly “women’s diary”. After two years she moved to the Co-operative News in Manchester where she edited the
Women’s Co-operative Guild pages as well as Women’s Outlook, the monthly children’s magazine Our Circle, the monthly Co-operative Youth and finally
Sunshine Stories for very small children:

…I loved and venerated the women of the co-operative movement, whose courage persistence and loyalty seemed to me often heroic, for though most of them were under-
educated and many were scarcely above the poverty line, they learned to speak in public, go on deputations, organize and preside at great conferences. To me the most
remarkable thing about the Women’s Co-operative Guild was the training it gave in the art of government, its completely democratic structure.

There was no money for contributions, so Mary and her colleague Nora Crossley wrote practically everything themselves, including some of the fiction. They
copied recipes from cook books and borrowed illustrations from other magazines. They also made-up the pages themselves, becoming experts in fi�ing in
text and pictures. Mary was the obvious candidate to get the editor’s job when it became vacant, but her gender counted against her even in the progressive
Co-operative movement.

In 1945 Mary went to work for the Manchester Evening News as a news sub-editor, She loved the job, writing later that: “I got to rather good at this swift
cu�ing and piecing, this remorseless ba�le with the clock”. However, she was sacked in 1950 to allow a man to take the job. She devoted herself to looking
after her daughter Catherine before going back to work for the Co-operative Press again as editor of Woman’s Outlook.

In 1957 the new editor of the Manchester Guardian, Alastair Hetherington, asked her to edit the newspaper’s women’s page, at the time called Mainly for
Women.

The page had started in 1922 when it was edited by Madeline Linford. As Linford later recalled in a piece wri�en for Mary in 1963, she had been the only
woman on the staff of the newspaper and had been instructed by the editor C P Sco� to start a women’s feature on six days a week. “…My briefing was lucid
and firm,” she recalled. “The page must be readable, varied and aimed always at the intelligent woman… I saw her as an aloof, rigid and highly critical
figure, a kind of Big Sister, vigilant for lapses of taste, dignity and literary English.” Madeline had recruited a talented set of contributors which included
Vera Bri�ain, Leonora Eyles, Winifred Holtby and Evelyn Sharp.

During her stewardship of the page Mary also relied on contributions from readers, receiving upwards of fifty unsolicited manuscripts each week: “I
reckoned myself a Guardian woman through and through so that my range of interests was likely to be shared by a fair proportion of women readers.”

The page led directly to creation of women’s organizations. In February 1960, for instance, Mary published a le�er from Maureen Nicol living in Eastham,
Cheshire, who wrote that “perhaps housebound housewives with liberal interests and desire to remain individuals could form a national register, so that
whenever a one moves one contacts like-minded friends.” She received 400 le�ers in one week in response and led to her set up the National Housewives
Register. Other organizations that the page acted as a midwife to included the Pre-school Playgroups Association, Invalids at Home and National Council for
the Single Woman and Her Dependents.

Fiona McCarthy arrived in Manchester in 1964 to work as Mary’s assistant. She later wrote:
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Mary set out to create a page which “depended mainly on warmth, sincerity and personal involvement”. With extraordinary speed, it established its identity, reflecting,
to an uncanny degree, the a�itudes and personality of Mary herself. I can think of no other editor who built up such direct rapport with her readers, or who saw such
possibilities in them as contributors. At a time when feminism in Britain was just dawning, Mary was acute in her judgment that what women cried out for was the
sharing of experience, the sense of real people writing on her page…… Mary established her own power base, an influential and idiosyncratic female sub-state. She knew
from her own experience the struggle women had in balancing love, family and their professional lives, and she ran her page with a dogged sense of purpose in opening
out the possibilities for women, forming supportive networks, creating solidarities.

In the late 1960s and early 70s the women’s page reflected the emerging women’s movement. Jill Tweedie, who started working for the paper in 1969, later
wrote that to be “young, female and a hacke�e when the Women’s Movement was ge�ing into high gear was very heaven, the icing on the Sixties cake,
which for all its excitements , hadn’t done much more for women than shove us into bed with a lot of stoned hippies playing ro�en guitar.”

In March 1971 Jill reported for The Guardian on the International Women’s Day march in London, which was a key event in the emergence of the new
movement:

“All demonstrations are fleshed-out polemics, happenings that have more to do with reinforcing solidarity within the ranks than luring spectators from pavement or box
– conversion will come later, as fall-out comes. And so it was with the Women’s Lib demo on Saturday. I went, unreasoningly fearful that me and my friend Ivy would be
alone stomping down Regent Street, running the sneering gauntlet of Saturday shoppers. But there they were at Hyde Park Corner, all the lovely sisters, giggling and
shivering, and bawdy and prim and I turned and turned again, gloating at the numbers before and behind, my motley, frost-defying sex.”

As well as her journalism Jill also wrote the fictional Le�ers from a Fainthearted Feminist which, with a nod to the nineteenth century epistolary novel, took the
form of a series of le�ers between Martha and her younger and more liberated sister, Mary. This was later adapted for TV by Jill and Christopher Bond and
broadcast by Channel 4 in 1984 with Lynn Redgrave as Martha and Sarah Neville as Mary. 
Jill worked for The Guardian until 1988. She died from motor neurone disease in 1993. She is commemorated in a group portrait at the National Portrait
Gallery with fellow Guardian Women’s Page contributors Mary Sto�, Polly Toynbee, Posy Simmonds and Liz Forgan.

Mary Sto� retired in 1971 and was given an honorary fellowship by Manchester Polytechnic, now Manchester Metropolitan University. She remained active
after retirement, helping to found Women in the Media, for instance. In February 1973 Mary led a march by the organisation to 10 Downing Street. They
were not received but the duty policeman, Sergeant Garnham of Cannon Row, said that two of them could deliver a wri�en message. The women had pens
but not a sheet of paper between them. The sergeant tore a page from his notebook and they left a note for Ted Heath.

Mary wrote two volumes of autobiography, Forge�ing’s No Excuse (1973) and Before I Go (1985). She also edited an anthology from the women’s page
covering the period 1922-35 and 1957-71 called Women Talking, which was published in 1987.

Mary Sto� died in 2002 aged 95. Lena Jager in her obituary of Mary in The Guardian
(h�p://www.guardian.co.uk/news/2002/sep/18/guardianobituaries.gender) in September 2002 wrote:

“Part of her strength – and perhaps why so many men read her page – was her belief that discrimination, in any form, was a total sin. She cared about poverty,
unemployment and disability, wherever lives were diminished. She tried hard to win equality for women, but not as an isolated problem. She could be combative in all her
campaigns, but never a bigot.”

In July 2007 the Guardian introduced the Mary Sto� prize (h�p://www.guardian.co.uk/lifeandstyle/series/mary-sto�-prize) to celebrate the 50th anniversary
of the women’s pages, and the centenary of Mary Sto�’s birth, the Guardian women’s page. Anyone aged 18 or above can enter – the only requirement is that
entrants have plenty of editorial ideas for Guardian women. The prize is a week spent editing the women’s pages in the Guardian’s London office
commissioning and editing features, choosing the pictures and writing the headlines.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Stockport riot, June 1852

There was a short-lived but violent anti-Irish riot in Stockport in June 1852. The causes appear to have been local resentment at Irish migration into the town, coupled with
public concern at the growth and public displays of Catholicism. Protestants organized into Associations spurred on by a number of Protestant priests and politicians. The
outburst was not repeated.

The revival of Catholicism and the re-establishment of the Catholic hierarchy in Britain by the Pope in September 1850 caused some Protestants to fear that
the old enemy was plo�ing to reclaim their country for Rome. These fears were stoked higher by a badly worded pastoral le�er issued by Cardinal Nicholas
Wiseman in which he told his fellow Englishman that “Your beloved country has received a place among the fair churches, which, normally constituted,
form the splendid aggregate of Catholic communion; Catholic England has been restored to its orbit in the ecclesiastical firmament, from which its light had
long vanished”.

There was a popular belief that the Pope was still making a claim to some authority in Britain (Queen Victoria is alleged to have asked “Am I Queen of
England or am I not?”), which led to a wave of anti-Catholic meetings and protests against “Papal aggression”, including one in Manchester in the Free
Trade Hall on 21st November 1850. Local anti-Catholic cleric Reverend Hugh Stowell delivered a lecture on papal aggression at the Free Trade Hall on 16th
January 1851. Stowell was the first priest at the new church of Christ Church, Acton Square, Salford, opened in 1831. From the beginning he preached a
fervent brand of fundamentalist Protestantism, denouncing Dissenters, Tractarians and “Popery” from the pulpit and from public platforms (there was li�le
distinction). In 1839 he also founded the Salford Operative Protestant Association, which distributed pamphlets by the thousand for many years.

Anti-Catholicism reached deep into the roots of English society in this period. For many it defined who they were as Englishmen and women and explained
and revealed English history as a journey from superstition and darkness into liberty and light. The popular writer Charles Kingsley, for instance, a�acked
Catholicism in many of his novels and writings. In an article published in 1848 entitled “Why Should We Fear the Romish Priests?” he wrote:
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The real history of England, from Ethelbert to the Reformation, is the history of a struggle, issuing in the complete victory of the laity, the anti-national and hierarchic
spirit being gradually absorbed by the national lay spirit, which asserts the rights of the citizen, the husband, the individual conscience. This ba�le has to be fought in
every Christian country, the married layman and the celibate priest may make truce for a time, but they are foes in grain.

Jumping onto the populist bandwagon the government passed the Ecclesiastical Titles Act in 1851, which banned Catholic bishops from holding the same
titles as Anglican bishops (which is why there is a Catholic Bishop of Salford and an Anglican Bishop of Manchester.) No prosecutions were ever brought
and the Act was repealed in 1871 when common sense on these issues returned. Suspicions about Catholic intentions were also kept simmering by a number
of high profile conversions to “Rome”, including those Anglicans associated with the Tractarian or Oxford movement. On 15th June 1852 (three weeks before
the general election) in an obvious play to simmering anti-Catholicism amongst the public, Lord Derby’s Tory government issued a proclamation which
forbade Catholics to walk in procession through the streets with the symbols of their religion.

However, the nineteenth annual procession by Stockport’s Roman Catholics went ahead on Sunday 27th June 1852, headed by local priests Reverend
Randolph Frith of St Philip and St James, Edgeley and Reverend Robert Foster of St Michael’s, who were followed by local schoolchildren and Irish labourers
walking six abreast. No banners or Catholic emblems were carried and even the priests wore ordinary dress, not canonical vestments. There was no trouble
on the procession itself, apart from a small number of Protestants who hissed and groaned, and no trouble in the Irish public houses in the evening.

The following afternoon, however, an effigy of a priest was paraded by members of the local Protestant Association and later on Monday evening fighting
between Irish and English began in the Bishop Blaize public house on Hillgate. The Irish ran into John Street and Edward Street – which were largely Irish
streets – and gathered reinforcements, whilst the English did likewise. There was a short street brawl which had died down by the time the police constables,
led by Mr Sadler, arrived and there were no further disturbances for the rest of the evening.

Large crowds gathered the following evening in Hillgate, armed with sticks and stones, and renewed the fighting. The Irish retreated to their home territory
of Rock Row pursued by the English, who broke the windows of the houses in the street with volleys of stones, kicked in the doors and dragged the furniture
into the street where they smashed it to pieces. Michael Moran, who had previously been knocked down and severely wounded in the head by the mob in
Lord Street, was taking shelter on a bed in an upper room when the mob rushed in, smashed the furniture and wrecked the room. Other houses received
similar treatment and the inhabitants – men, women and children- only narrowly escaped serious injury. Moran left the house, supposedly under police
protection, but as he came out a man hit him on the head with a large piece of wood saying “Come, let us look at his head and see if he is an Irishman”.
Moran died within a short time of his injuries. He was a single man and labourer, aged 23, who had been staying with his sister and brother-in law, James
Hannigan.

The Irish replied with an a�ack on the house of Alderman Graham, a well-known Protestant, which was situated on Lord Street, very near Rock Row. They
then turned their a�ention to the Protestant church of St. Peter’s and its schools. One eyewitness, a Mr Cheetham, later described the scene in the Illustrated
London News:

All this time there was a continued screaming and yelling screaming, and about seven o’clock the blood of the Irish being tolerably warmed, they had armed themselves
with the weapons they could lay hold upon readiest – pokers, soldering irons, sticks, pieces of chair, sickles, scythes, and other barbarous instruments, and were ready for
conflict with any power that might present themselves. The scythes and sickles seem to corroborate the account given by some of the men subsequently apprehended, that
they had only just come England, that being so, they were over here for the harvest, and these were their implements of labour.

The English then marched in force armed with pick-axes, hatchets, crow-bars and hammers to the Catholic church of St. Philip and James in Chapel Street,
Edgeley, which had been opened in 1803. They smashed the windows of the priest’s house and then broke into the church, breaking the altar rails and
smashing the altar and tabernacle. Women were described as being as “as eager and active in the work of destruction as males”. All church furniture, fi�ings,
candlesticks, pictures, even the organ was destroyed. The priest and his friends, who had been hiding from the fury of the mob in the bell-turret, were forced
to flee across the roof to a nearby house as a�empts were made to fire the church. The rioters wreaked similar destruction upon St. Michael’s Roman Catholic
Church Chapel in Park Street (which had only opened the year previously), leaving li�le more than four bare walls standing.

Police finally arrested some rioters in the chapel and in total arrested 113 people, of whom 111 were Irish. The Manchester Guardian described the scene in
the courthouse when the prisoners appeared on Wednesday morning:

Within a rail separating the lower end of the court from that where justice is administered were penned together some sixty or seventy youths and men, nearly all Irish,
most of whom had bandages and plasters on their heads, faces, hands, and arms and legs…..others were moaning and bleeding and the whole formed a scene not unlike
that of a hospital after a ba�le.

A number of other Englishmen were arrested and eventually ten English and ten Irish were sent for trial at Chester, where all the Irish – but only three of the
English – were found guilty and sentenced to varying terms of imprisonment with hard labour.

Local politics and the influence of the media appear to have played a significant part in stoking up anti-Catholicism and anti-Irish feeling in Stockport. A
Protestant Association had been formed in December 1850, part of a national organisation set up in 1835 to campaign for the repeal of Catholic Emancipation
and against Catholicism, which placed anti-Catholic placards around the town. Local Tory politicians such as Alderman Claye were members of the
Association as were a number of Anglican clergymen, including most prominently the Reverend Meridyth of St. Peter’s church. Meridyth was an Irish
Protestant who spoke at anti-Catholic meetings ( sometimes in the company of Stowell) which probably explains why his church was singled out by the Irish
during the riot.

The simmering pot of anti-Catholicism and anti-Irishness was stirred by the Stockport Advertiser, which was strongly pro-Tory and published five anti-
Catholic editorials in the summer, often linking the names of the Liberal candidates to support for “papal aggression”. There were explicit a�acks on the
Irish. “What is it that so often disturbs the peace of our borough, increases our rates and saps the very foundation of all our charitable institutions, but
popery embodied in Irish mobs, paupers and fever patients?”.

The issue of the riot was raised in the House of Commons:
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Mr Chisholm Anstey seeing the right hon. Gentleman the Secretary of State for the Home Department in his place, he wished to put a question to him with reference to
the unfortunate affray which had taken place at Stockport. He begged to ask, in the first place, whether the right hon. Gentleman had any further information as to the
causes that led to the riot than was mentioned in the morning papers; secondly, whether it was true that a religious procession of Roman Catholics was the original cause
of the riot; and, thirdly, whether it was the intention of Her Majesty’s Government from this time forth to take effectual measures to prevent religious processions of that
kind taking place in this country, where their recurrence was eminently calculated to excite breaches of the public peace?

Mr Walpole: Sir, with reference to the three questions put to me by the hon. and learned Gentleman, I have to state, in the first place, that I have received no further
information than that which the daily organs of communication have put the House in possession of with reference to the unfortunate disturbances which have taken
place in Stockport. In answer to the second question put by the hon. and learned Gentleman, perhaps I had be�er read to the House a passage from a le�er which I have
received from the Mayor of Stockport with reference to the origin of the disturbances: — As far as is at present ascertained, the disturbance appears to have arisen out of a
quarrel between the English and Irish, in which, I fear religious animosity has been brought into play; but the whole ma�er was so sudden and unexpected, and the
a�ention of myself and brother magistrates has been so entirely required by the necessary measures for preserving the public peace, that the facts have not yet been
accurately ascertained. In that state of things the House, I think, will agree with me in the propriety of forbearing from the expression of an opinion one way or the other
with reference to the origin of these disturbances. As to the third question put by the hon. and learned Gentleman, whether it is the intention of the Government to
prevent all religious processions which lead to these unhappy disturbances, I can only state that, both in England and in Ireland the Government have taken every
possible precaution to discourage processions of such a character, or which can in any way lead to disturbances arising out of religious differences existing between
different members of the community. We have done so in Ireland with reference to the processions which usually take place at this time of the year, by communications
between the Lord Lieutenant and the magistrates, expressive of the desire of the Government to repress and check to the utmost extent processions which may lead to
these disturbances. We have done so, also, in England; and all I can assure the House is this—that the present Government are anxious, above all things, that any of
those ostentatious parades which may lead to religious disputes shall be discouraged and discountenanced by the Government, and I hope the country will support us in
doing so.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Rioting between the Orange Order and the Irish in Manchester

In the early 19th century Manchester was a major stronghold of the Orange order. There were occasional riots between the Catholic Irish and the Orange order in the first
half of the century.

In the first decades of the nineteenth century Manchester was the principal centre for Orangeism in Great Britain. The colour Orange had been adopted by
Irish Protestant patriots in memory and honour of the Protestant William of Orange, who seized the throne from Catholic James II in 1688 and defeated him
in a series of ba�les in Ireland, most notably at the Boyne and Aughrim.

Inconveniently for subsequent Protestant Loyalist mythology William was actually backed by the Pope for complicated reasons of European diplomacy and
his final victory celebrated with a Te Deum in Rome. It is the myths of history, however, that often turn out to be more potent and long-lasting than the
prosaic facts and so it has proved with the Williamite victories which are still commemorated every 12th July in the North of Ireland by Protestants.

In the early 1790s there were clashes in Ulster between Catholics organised in groups known the Defenders and the Ribbonmen and Protestants organised in
groups such as the Peep O’Day Boys, who had taken to raiding Catholic homes and farms for arms. In 1793 James Wilson, a Presbyterian farmer in County
Tyrone, established the Orange Boys, whose members swore oaths to defend Protestantism and the constitution. On 21st September 1795 there was clash
between Catholics and Protestants near Loughgall in County Armagh, in which several dozen Catholic Defenders were killed in an a�ack on Dan Winter’s
Inn and which subsequently became known as the Ba�le of the Diamond. This led directly to the establishment of the Orange Order, which followed the
example of the Freemasons by admi�ing members after the taking of oaths and organising itself through lodges. The order received the tacit support of
Protestant magistrates and gentry and the first Orange parades were held on 12th July 1796. By the following year, faced with the threat from the United
Irishmen, the British government was happy and willing to use the Orange Order as a useful ally in its struggle to reimpose its authority across Ireland.

British regiments and militias from Lancashire were sent to in Ireland at this time and a number of soldiers took the oath whilst serving, bringing back
Orange warrants to England. In November 1799 Colonel Stanley’s regiment, the First Lancashire Militia, returned to Manchester with warrant number 320.
The Manchester & Salford Rifle Volunteers (raised and financed by Colonel Taylor of Moston and commanded by Colonel Sylvester) returned with warrant
number 1128. Discharged soldiers seem to have started civilian lodges which spread from Manchester to neighbouring towns such as Oldham, where
Orange lodges held a 12th July march as early as 1803.

The first Orange riot in Manchester occurred on 13th July 1807 when Orangemen, carrying banners and marching to Orange tunes, joined a number of
English friendly societies in a parade to the Collegiate Church. On leaving the church there was a confrontation with Catholics in Church Street and High
Street. The location is significant, being very close to the Catholic meeting place in Roman Entry. The Deputy Chief Constable Nadin had to call for troops to
restore order. The Manchester Gaze�e afterwards claimed that “No Popery” signs had been chalked on walls before the march and that local regiments had
been playing Orange tunes when recruiting in the town. It seems that tensions were high even before the Orange march took place.

Local Orangemen Ralph Nixon later claimed that Irish Catholics had a�acked the march. In a le�er to the British Volunteer newspaper on 25th July he stated
that “Orange principles are imperfectly known in England and those who a�acked them were misled by an erroneous opinion that our views are hostile and
directed against papists. Orangemen are zealously a�ached to the king and admire our matchless constitution”. Nixon’s le�er points to the motivation of the
English Orangemen as veering more towards maintenance of the political status quo in Britain than a direct association with the politics of Ireland, although
the two were connected. Like the Church and King Clubs of the 1790s the Orange Order was a useful organisation for local magistrates and gentry (often the
same people) to deploy against their enemies, the radicals and reformers.

Nixon wrote to Ireland for authority to found a Grand Lodge in Britain and approached Colonel Taylor and Colonel Fletcher of Bolton to act as Grand
Masters. Fletcher was particularly assiduous in opposing any hint of radicalism in his home town and had routinely employed spies to infiltrate radical
organisations. In May 1808 a meeting at the Star Hotel on Deansgate, where lodges had already been accustomed to meet, established the English Grand
Lodge with Taylor as Grand Master, Fletcher as Deputy Grand Master and Nixon as Grand Secretary. The original Irish warrants were now cancelled and
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henceforth the English lodges obtained their credentials from the new Grand Lodge. By 1811 there were some 68 lodges in the Manchester region – according
to The Orange Miscellany and Orange Man’s Guide published in 1815 – and 77 in Lancashire in 1830. Ralph Nixon made an abrupt and permanent exit from
the organisation in 1821 when he was sentenced to seven years transportation after being charged with burglary.

There was further trouble in Manchester in 1830. A group of Irishmen, apparently employed at Parker’s factory, a�acked a number of public houses where
the Orange lodges were meeting to celebrate the 12th July and had hung banners out of the windows. At the Boars Head on Withy Grove they stormed
upstairs, seized the flag, tore it to pieces and trampled it in the street. There were similar scenes at the Queen Anne on Long Millgate and at the Union Tavern
on Garra� Street. Town constables finally arrived and seized some of the stragglers as the Irishmen were returning home along Bank Top and lodged them in
the Market House. When the rest of the party realised what had happened they promptly returned and released the prisoners by smashing open the gates.
(These same Irish weavers were involved in a strike at Parker’s in March 1831 when they demanded an increase in the price they received for weaving
shirtings and calicos).

In 1834 Manchester Orange lodges celebrated in the usual manner with banquets on the 12th July . On the following day, which was a Sunday, several
hundred Orangemen assembled in St Ann’s Square and marched to St George’s Church, Hulme to a�end divine service. On the way back they were a�acked
in Cateaton Street by several hundred Catholics armed with sticks and stones. The fighting was finally stopped by the 5th Dragoons, summoned by the town
authorities. There was more trouble later that evening outside the Windmill public house on St George’s Road, which was a meeting place for an Orange
lodge. Police arrived and forestalled an a�ack on the pub. There was further disturbance the following day near the Briton’s Protection public house on
Oldham Road when the whole police force had to turn out to stop the sexton of St George’s Church on St George’s Road from being killed. Daniel Hearne
subsequently confiscated weapons and appeared in court to speak on behalf of the rioters.

In 1835 the Orangemen assembled in Jackson’s Row and paraded to St James Church. The procession itself passed off with only minor incidents and two
arrests, one of them an Orangemen named Solomon Johnson Mackintosh, who claimed in court that he always carried a loaded revolver for self-defence. The
Manchester lodge dined the following evening at the Hare and Hounds, Water Street without disturbance. There was trouble the next night, however, when
a crowd gathered in the brickfields on St George’s Road and smashed the windows of a house which had recently put up a figure of William of Orange above
the door.

That same year the Orange Order in England was investigated by a Commons Select Commi�ee after rumours that its Grand Master, the Duke of
Cumberland (a reactionary even by the standards of his own class), intended to use the order to stage a coup and replace the king on the throne. The report
condemned the order for provoking trouble between Protestants and Catholics and in response the Cumberland formally dissolved the organisation. It soon
reappeared, however, in two forms – the Orange Institution and the Orange Association – which eventually united in 1874. In the wake of the Irish Famine
and the huge Irish emigration into Lancashire the heartland of the movement moved to Liverpool, although there continued to be branches in Manchester
and nearby towns.

The last riot in Manchester in connection with an Orange procession occurred in 1888. On Sunday 8th July members of Orange lodges gathered at Portland
Street and proceeded across Great Ancoats Street and down the Irish area of Canal Street , heading for St Mark’s Church on Holland Street. The Orange
marchers claimed that in Canal Street they were subject to a premeditated a�ack by a hundred youths brandishing hatchets and knives during which two
men – Joseph Walmsley and Daniel Ritchie – received serious head wounds and 40 police officers who had been summoned by telephone took a half hour to
suppress. A le�er in the Manchester Guardian a few days later (whose author gave only the initials J.P.) disputed this version of events and claimed that it
had began after a boy had thrown a stone at the march and been followed by a prominent member of the Orange procession. “No-one will sympathise with
persons who insult any body of men passing peacefully along the street, but I maintain that …..the organisers of such processions, whether of Orangemen or
any other party, are often morally blameable in marching their forces through the midst of a population entirely antagonistic to them.”

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Northerners Doing It Down South! Manchester at J18

An article from Do or Die Issue 8 (h�p://www.eco-action.org/dod/no8/index.html). In the paper edition, this article appears on page(s) 13-17. As well as recording the
involving of Manchester activists in the J18 anti-capitalist activities in central London on June 18th 1999, the article reflects on failures in the organising process in
Manchester itself.

Manchester began organising for June 18th at the beginning of the year [1999], when several people from the EF! [Earth First!] network instigated a June 18th
organising group. The first few meetings were relatively well a�ended by a diverse bunch of people. Early on, the decision was taken not to do an action in
Manchester, but to network, publicise and organise transport for the London event.

However, from this point, the J18 group lost focus and all but collapsed. Meetings became increasingly tortuous, numbers a�ending steadily dwindled, and
in the end it was yet again a tiny handful of people from the EF! network who ended up doing most of the J18 work. The a�empt to broaden the J18 group
out beyond our usual networks failed in Manchester, and it may be interesting to look briefly at why this happened.

One of the reasons the meetings didn’t really work is that the group was operating in a vacuum. We had no idea what sort of event J18 was going to be until
only a few weeks before the day. Our only frame of reference was a street party, and we had had it drummed into us that this was not going to be a street
party. We had no idea what we were networking for. Even the morning actions were hazy, as we had some vague idea we might need to co-ordinate with
other groups around the country, and this didn’t seem to be happening. The group also suffered from lack of a clear remit. Were we planning for a
Manchester action on the morning or were we just a networking group? I recall it being totally unclear to all of us involved at first, as to which would be the
most effective thing to do in terms of bringing together different Manchester networks both for this action and for future events here.

The group spent ages arguing about different action possibilities, and also the different politics around the event. And this was the final downfall of our
group. The accepted wisdom on diversity is that it is a strength. Yet in a group trying to plan around an unknown action, with an unknown random
collection of people, with different politics and experience, diversity is a real bind.
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I felt particularly hampered by the fact that very few Manchester ‘activists’ (meaning those full/nearly full-time activists coming largely but loosely from the
EF! network) got involved with these meetings, or in fact J18 generally. The original J18 group consisted of a tiny handful of ‘us lot’, a few old time anarchos,
a few random nu�ers, a few students, and due to Manchester’s rich leftie history – a fair few revolutionary and reformist left groups/individuals. How do
you hope to achieve anything, when in response to “what we think the aims of J18 are”, someone says that “of course, the main aim is good media coverage!”
And when someone else says that we should steer clear of pu�ing the word ‘capitalism’ on a poster because lots of people who might want to come to a
street party think that capitalism is an okay thing? It became clear that the J18 group could not a�empt to organise a Manchester action, and that we’d have to
leave that to autonomous groups.

The J18 group would stick to organising transport to the afternoon event, producing publicity, organising trainings and briefings, and managing the money.
We could, of course, have gone out to talk to community groups, student groups, grassroots workers groups, workers in struggle, animal rights groups (who,
typically of that scene in Manchester, didn’t get involved at all with the exception of some individuals linked with EF!). But the J18 group became about 4
people, all ‘activists’ with tons of other stuff to do, and still without a clue as to what the rest of the activist population of Manchester thought about J18. This
same group were the only ones really pushing to get the Manchester EF! network to do anything for the morning of J18, so it was just not possible to do
everything. A group squa�ed the Hacienda (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/12/20/okasional-cafes/) as a networking weekend for J18 among
other reasons, but the mini-riot resulting from this just gave us more work in court support and very nearly got most of the EF! group nicked, too.

The briefings and public order training went well, and we produced a good li�le booklet from this, on tips on how to behave in a public order situation
(h�p://libcom.org/organise/guide-to-public-order-situations), to be given to everyone on our transport. The coach was more than filled, and if people had got
round to phoning to book the coach before 8pm on the 17th, we could have fetched many more people down from Manchester.

At the very last minute, four different groups emerging largely from the EF! network did do autonomous actions in the morning – involving blocking roads,
bridges and tube lines. Other people from Manchester took part in a Northern Anarchist Network action at the TUC (h�p://www.eco-
action.org/dod/no8/auto.html), a fair few went on a Campaign Against The Arms Trade (h�p://www.caat.org.uk) (CAAT) action, a group of students
a�empted to organise a morning action, some went on the Critical Mass (h�p://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critical_Mass), and others sca�ered among other
different actions.

Most of these actions worked well, but we nearly screwed up our afternoon role, due to being unaware that we even had a crucial role. Either the secrecy was
the problem or the last minute arrangements, because someone from Manchester went to London only the previous weekend in order to work this out, and
wasn’t told anything really. By the time we managed to find out we had a role (midnight of the 17th) it was way too late to involve anyone other than our
small affinity group for a job which required most of Manchester activists. Even at the point of being in the station, only one of us knew anything at all,
having been sworn to secrecy. This clearly has the potential for a large fuck-up. I think we need to trust each other a bit more.

And just a final li�le dig (because of course in general, I felt J18 was inspiring), we must try harder to avoid London centrism. None of the publicity had
space for local contacts, and one of the stickers actually didn’t even mention the action was in London, assuming everyone in the country would know which
city Liverpool Street station was in. We lacked information from the beginning, and not enough was done soon enough to involve the regions (surely the
colonies?) in J18. In Manchester, we shouldn’t have bothered with a J18 group in my view – we couldn’t effectively network and publicise it in advance
because we lacked information from London and enthusiasm from activists here, and all the real organising was done in the last two weeks as per usual.

Finally, the after-effects of J18 are still with us. Many of us here felt the day was inspirational, some of us were disappointed we didn’t achieve more, and
some were disappointed that J18 wasn’t a much broader alliance than the street party crowd. However, a significant number of people, including some
activists from Manchester, said they would never go on an action like J18 again, due to the ‘violence’. We discussed this in our ‘Riotous Assembly
(h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/11/23/riotous-assembly-1998-2001/)‘ activists’ network forum, and had an interesting and amicable discussion.

We may be following the State’s agenda to be discussing the violence – as it deflects from the real issue and the real perpetrators of violence in our society –
but in Manchester, if we don’t want to appear like some hardcore exclusive clique who don’t give a toss what some among us think of this, discussion is
essential. Moreover, it reminds us that diversity can be not a problem, but a bonus.

This article first appeared in issue 8 (1999) of Do Or Die: Voices from the Ecological Resistance (h�p://www.eco-action.org/dod/no8/index.html), a periodical associated with
movements such as Earth First! and anti-roads campaigns from 1992 to 2003. The editorial collective of Do Or Die puts no restriction on non-commercial use of material
from their publications.

Frederick Engels and Mary and Lizzy Burns

Sisters Mary and Lizzy Burns were two Manchester Irish women who became the lovers of socialist writer Frederick Engels and played a significant role in his life.

After a brief visit as teenager, Frederick Engels came to Manchester in December 1842, aged 22, to work in the family firm Ermen & Engels. Engels had been
born in Barmen (now Wuppertal (h�p://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wuppertal)) in Germany in November 1820 into a conservative wealthy family that had made
its money in co�on manufacturing. At the age of 18, he had become involved in radical politics, contributing two anonymous articles to a local newspaper
which exposed the conditions endured by workers in the mills and factories.

In 1841 Engels did military service in Berlin, though he spent much of his time a�ending philosophy lectures at the university and debating ideas with the
Young Hegelians in numerous drinking establishments.. He also began contributing articles to the radical newspaper Rheische Zeitung, published in Cologne.
His family were appalled at his political ideas and hoped that by sending him to work in the family firm in Manchester, he would be cured of them. On his
way to Manchester he called into Cologne to meet the new editor of the paper, Karl Marx, though at their first meeting the two men did not get on
particularly well.

Engels worked in the firm’s business office on Southgate (the factory was in Weaste, now demolished). At some point he met Mary Burns, probably early in
1843. They may have met at the Owenite Hall of Science (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/10/29/the-hall-of-science/) on Deansgate at which
Engels was a regular visitor, although some historians have suggested that Mary worked in the Ermen & Engels factory. According to research carried out by
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Roy Whitfield, Mary and her sister Lydia (known as Lizzy) were the daughters of Michael Burns and Mary Conroy and lived off Deansgate, then an area of
foetid courts and narrow alleys.

Marx’s daughter Eleanor described Mary in a le�er to Kaut Kautsky wri�en in 1898, as “a Manchester factory girl, quite uneducated, though she could read,
and write a li�le”. She also said Mary was “pre�y, wi�y and altogether charming” and that her parents were very fond of her and always spoke of her with
the greatest affection.

Whilst in Manchester Engels made a detailed study of social conditions in Manchester. It seems likely that the Burns sisters guided him around the city,
ensuring his safety in areas where a well-to–do foreigner was a rare sight and potential target. Engels left Manchester in August 1844, returned to Germany
and finished writing the book. It was published in Leipzig under the title The Condition of the Working Class in England (It was not published in translation in
Britain until 1892). The book was dedicated “to the working classes of Great Britain” and Engels wrote that:

“I wanted to see you in your own homes, to observe you in your everyday life, to chat with you on your conditions and grievances, to witness your struggles against the
social and political power of your oppressors. I have done so. I forsook the company and the dinner-parties, the port wine and the champagne of the middle-classes and
devoted to my leisure hours to meeting plain working men.”

Twenty years later Marx wrote to Engels about the book:

“I have read your book again and I have realised that I am not ge�ing any younger . What power, what incisiveness and what passion drive you to work in those days.
That was a time when you were never worried by academic scholarly reservations! Those were the days when you made the reader feel that your theories would become
hard facts if not tomorrow then at any rate on the day after. Yet that very illusion gave the whole work a human warmth and a touch of humour that makes our later
writings – where ‘black and white’ have become ‘grey and grey’ – seem positively distasteful.”

Engels and Marx became firm, indeed life-long, friends on their second meeting in Paris in the summer of 1844 where Marx has been living since the
previous autumn, having been forced to leave Germany. They met again in Brussels in the spring of 1845 – Marx now having been forced to leave France)
and then journeyed on to Manchester in July. Here they worked together studying texts in Chetham’s Library. The table at which they worked can still be
seen.

In 1870 Engels wrote to Marx “in the last few days I have often been si�ing at the four-sided desk where we sat twenty-four years ago. I like this place very much, because
of its coloured glass the weather is always fine there.”

On their return to Brussels in August 1845 Mary Burns accompanied Engels. Marx and Engel lived next to each other and spent their time in discussion with
other exiles and drinking. Mary seems to have returned to Manchester later that year.

Both Marx and Engels took part in the 1848 revolutions in Germany. After the defeat of the revolutions in the summer of 1849 both men had to leave
Germany again. In 1850 they came to Britain which would be their home for the rest of their lives. They struck a deal: Marx would research and write while
Engels would support him with the money he earned as a partner at Engels & Ermen.

Frederick Engels arrived back in Manchester in November 1850, living at 70 Great Ducie Street, and re-ignited his relationship with Mary. The firm’s office
was at 7 Southgate. In a le�er he complained to Marx about the gloomy view over a pub yard, probably that of the Star Hotel. Nearby was another public
house where James Belfield was the landlord. Engels sent money regularly to Marx and they corresponded almost every day. Many, but not all, of their
le�ers have survived.

Engels now embarked upon an elaborate double life which was unearthed after meticulous research by local historian Roy Whitfield in his book Frederick
Engels in Manchester (h�p://astore.amazon.co.uk/manchesterradicalhistory-21/detail/0906932211). For his public life as a respectable businessmen Engels
kept a set of rooms in which he entertained his business friends, joined the Albert Club (a club for German businessmen named in hour of Prince Albert; it
was situated on Oxford Road) and rode regularly with the Cheshire Hunt.

In the private part of his life Engels lived with Mary Burns who, together with her sister Lizzy, ran boarding houses, moving from time to time to different
parts of Manchester. Engels was often registered as a lodger at these houses but used different names, presumably for the purpose of concealing his identity
from the prurient. This did not always work. In April 1854 he wrote to Marx “the philistines have got to know that I am living with Mary”, forcing him to
take private lodgings once more.

In April 1862 he wrote to Marx, “I am living with Mary nearly all the time now so as to spend as li�le money as possible. I can’t dispense with my lodgings,
otherwise I should move in with her altogether.”

Both Engels’ private and public lodgings are all long since demolished. There is a plaque to him on Thorncliffe House, a University of Manchester student
residence, which is built on the site of 6 Thorncliffe Grove, Chorlton-on-Medlock, one of Engels’ “official” residences.

Engels and Mary Burns never married. She died suddenly on 7 January 1863 at 252 Hyde Road, Ardwick. Her burial place is lost. At some point Frederick
and Lizzy became lovers. Eleanor Marx was a frequent visitor to the household and friends with Lizzy. She later write to Karl Kautsky that Lizzy “was
illiterate and could not read or write but she was true, honest and in some ways as fine-souled a woman as you could meet.” According to Paul Lafargue,
Marx’s son-in-law, Lizzy was “in continual touch with the many Irishmen in Manchester and always well informed of their conspiracies.” He even suggested
that “more than one Fenian found hospitality in Engels’ house” and that they were involved in the dramatic rescue
(h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/09/08/the-manchester-martyrs/) of the Fenian leaders Kelly and Deasy in September 1867. There is no
evidence for this, although their house at 252 Hyde Road was close to the rescue site.

Engels, to his great relief, finally retired from business on 30 June 1869. Eleanor Marx, who was staying with them, later wrote:

“I shall never forget the triumph with which he exclaimed ‘for the last time!’ as he put on hi boots in the morning to go to his office. A few hours later we were standing
at the gate waiting for him. We saw him coming over the li�le field opposite the house where he lived. He was swinging his stick in the air and singing, his face beaming.
Then we set the table for a celebration and drank champagne and were happy.”

Frederick and Lizzy left Manchester for London in September 1870, taking a house at 122 Regents Park Road, Primrose Hill, just ten minutes walk from
Marx. The comfortable house was an epicentre for the burgeoning Socialist movement, with endless correspondence and visitors. Lizzy suffered much ill-
health in her later years and died on 11 September 1878, being buried in Kensal Green cemetery. She and Frederick had married just before her death. Marx
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died on 14 March 1883 and was buried in Highgate Cemetery. Finally Engels himself – by now the Grand Old Man of International Socialism – died on 5
August 1895. At his request his ashes were sca�ered at sea off Beachy Head.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Free Trade Hall Meeting 13 October 1905: the beginning of the militant
campaign for Votes for Women

The Women’s Social and Political Union was formed by women members of the Independent Labour Party on 10 October 1903 to campaign for women’s suffrage. Two years
later the organisation hit the headlines when two of its leading members, Annie Kenney and Christabel Pankhurst, were arrested after disrupting a meeting in the Free Trade
Hall. It was the beginning of the militant campaign for Votes for Women.

The Pankhurst name was already known in Manchester before the militant campaign for Votes for Women, started in October 1905, made Emmeline,
Christabel and Sylvia Pankhurst household names.

Richard Pankhurst (1834-1898) was a barrister in Manchester and active member of the Liberal Party, who worked tirelessly in support of many progressive
causes such as parliamentary reform, republicanism, Home Rule for Ireland, secular education and women’s suffrage. In 1879 he married Emmeline
Goulden, twenty years his junior, and they had five children. In 1883 he stood unsuccessfully for parliament in a by-election in Manchester. Recalling her
father, his daughter Sylvia wrote

“Without, he breasted the storm and stress of political turmoil: at home he poured forth for us a wealth of enthusiastic affection, in the precious hours torn for us from the
fabric of his vast activity, revealing to us in a fascinating and never-ending variety of the brilliant facets of his thought and knowledge. His struggle was the background
of our lives, and his influence, enduring long after his death was their strongest determining factor.”

Living for a time in London in Russell Square, their house was a meeting point for radicals of all persuasions: Socialist, Fabians, Freethinkers, Anarchists,
Communards. There were endless meetings and musical evenings. In 1889 the Pankhursts, along with other prominent campaigners, formed the Women’s
Franchise League which campaigned not just on suffrage but on the rights of women in areas such as custody of children and divorce. The secretary was
Ursula Bright.

Returning to Manchester, where they lived in Victoria Park, the family often a�ended the meetings of the Ancoats Brotherhood organised by Charles Rowley
on music, art and science. Dr Pankhurst himself gave a series of lectures on citizenship. Disillusioned with the Liberal party both Richard and Emmeline
joined the Independent Labour Party, formed in 1893. Its leading figures, such as Carolyn Martyn, Enid Stacey, Pete Curran, Tom Mann, Bruce Glasier,
Katherine St John Conway and Keir Hardie, were frequent visitors to the Victoria Park house when lecturing in Manchester.

In December 1894 Emmeline took her first step onto the political stage when she was elected to the Chorlton Board of Guardians for the Openshaw district.
During that winter there was high unemployment in Manchester. A Relief Commi�ee was established with Dr Pankhurst as Secretary and another local
socialist, Dr Martin, as Treasurer, whilst Emmeline went every day to collect food from the markets for the daily distribution of food from the offices on
Deansgate. They were soon feeding 2,000 people each day.

In 1895 Richard stood for the ILP in the Gorton constituency in the general election but he was unsuccessful, despite working very hard on the campaign.
The following year both Richard and Emmeline took part in a ba�le for the rights of Socialists to speak in the open air on Sundays at Boggart Hole Clough.
From 1892 the North Manchester Fabian Society, and on its formation the ILP, had been holding outdoor meetings without hindrance as the Clough was
private property. Things changed, however, after Manchester City Council purchased the estate. In May and June 1896 the Council issued summonses
against ILP speakers such as Leonard Hall, John Harker and Fred Brocklehurst, who were fined and imprisoned when they refused to pay. This a�racted a
good deal of public interest and on 14 June 10,000 people a�ended the outdoor meeting. On 20th June Emmeline spoke to a crowd of 20,000, whilst her
daughters Sylvia and Christabel collected donations. Mrs Pankhurst was also summonsed but her case was repeatedly adjourned and never came to court.
On 29 June a protest was held on New Cross against the Council’s actions. and on 3 July Keir Hardie spoke at a meeting in Stevenson Square, a�ended by
over a thousand people.

Keir Hardie was also summonsed and when he appeared before the bench on 14 July he announced that he intended to call 421 witnesses. The case was
adjourned by the magistrates after the twentieth had appeared! In August the Council passed a new by-law prohibiting meetings in parks but the Home
Secretary, no doubt mindful of the controversy created so far, refused to sanction it. Eventually a new by-law was passed, drafted by the Home Secretary,
which promised not to refuse any reasonable request for the use of parks. Outstanding summonses were dropped. The ILP had been victorious.

Dr Pankhurst died suddenly on 5 July 1898 from gastric ulcers. He left no will and many debts. Keir Hardie and Ramsay MacDonald acted as fundraisers to
raise money to build a hall in his memory which eventually opened in November 1900 as the Pankhurst Memorial Hall on St James Road, Hightown, Salford.
Keir Hardie gave the first memorial lecture there on 25 November 1900.

Devastated by their loss, the grieving family sold many of their goods and moved from Victoria Park to 62 Nelson Street, Chorlton-on-Medlock. With family
finances in a parlous state, Emmeline took a job as a Registrar of Births & Deaths, acting as such from 8 November 1898 to 25 February 1907. Her daughter
Christabel acted as her deputy from 4 November 1903 to 5 September 1906. The registrations took place at the family home, the public a�ending at
advertised hours.

The family kept up their political activity, opposing the Boer War and thereby a�racting much public hostility and some violence. In November 1900 Mrs
Pankhurst was elected as a Socialist candidate on the Manchester School Board.
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But by 1903 Emmeline and Christabell had become increasingly disillusioned by the lack of interest shown by the ILP whose leaders were, with the exception
of Keir Hardie, either lukewarm on the issue of votes for women or in the case of Philip Snowden actively hostile. Thus on 10th October 1903 Emmeline
called a meeting of like-minded ILP women at her house and they formed a new organisation – the Women’s Social & Political Union.

Initially the WSPU’s efforts were directed solely toward ge�ing motions passed at ILP branches urging the leadership to take action. Keir Hardie gave his
support, while Emmeline toured the branches and was elected onto the ILP Executive at its conference at Easter 1904. At the Easter conference in Manchester
in 1905 the Pankhursts held a reception for delegates in their home.

After much lobbying they managed to get a Private Members Bill before the Commons, sponsored by the Liberal MP John Bamford Slack. On 12 May 1905
women packed the lobby of the Commons in support of the bill but it was talked out, being at the bo�om of the order paper.

In the summer of 1905 Annie Kenney (1879-1953) a mill worker living in Lees, Oldham, who was a member of the local ILP and its choir, heard Emmeline
and Christabel speak on women’s suffrage and immediately offered her services. She was soon fully involved as a public speaker. At her urging the
Pankhursts set up stalls at wakes fairs in Stalybridge, Mossley and other Lancashire towns. Another recruit to the cause was Theresa Billington, a Socialist
who had been brought up Catholic but become an agnostic. She was a teacher in Manchester who was a founder of the Manchester Teachers Equal Pay
League. She became a paid organiser for the WSPU in June 1905.

With a general election in the offing (which many expected the Liberals to win), on 13 October 1905 Sir Edward Grey, a leading member of the Liberal Party
(he was to become Foreign Secretary) came to speak in Manchester at the Free Trade Hall. The WSPU wrote to him, asking him to receive a deputation, but
he did not reply. Christabel and Annie Kenny joined the audience, intending to heckle and with luck be arrested and imprisoned. This is Sylvia’s account
from her book, The Suffrage�e Movement.

“Sir Edward Grey was making his appeal for the return of a Liberal government when a li�le white “Votes for Women” banner shot up. “Labour Representation” was
the cry of the hour. Christabel thrust Annie Kenney forward, as one of the organized textile workers, and a member of a trade union commi�ee, to ask. “Will the Liberal
Government give women the vote?” Other questions were answered; that question was ignored. When it was persisted in, Annie Kenney was dragged down by the men
si�ing near her, and one of the stewards put a hat over her face. Christabel repeated the question. The hall was filled with conflicting cries; “Be quiet” “Let the lady
speak” In the midst of the hubbub the Chief Constable of Manchester, William Peacock, came to the women and told them that if they would put the question in writing,
he would take it himself to Sir Edward grey; but it went the round of chairman and speakers, and non of the vouchsafed a reply. When Sir Edward Grey rose to
acknowledge a vote of thanks, Annie stood on a chair to ask again, whilst Christabel strove to prevent her removal; but Liberal stewards and policemen in plain clothes
soon dragged them both from the hall. Determined to secure imprisonment, Christabel fought against ejection. When detectives thrust her into an ante-room she cried to
her captors: ”I shall assault you!”; she retorted, when they pinioned her; “I shall spit at you!”. Her threat was not carried out in a very realistic manner, but she made as
though to accomplish it, and she also managed to get a blow at the inspector as she and Annie Kenney were flung out of the building. Yet still she was not arrested.
Outside in South Street she declared that they must hold a meeting , and when they a�empted to address the crowd now flocking out of the hall, her desire was a�ained;
they were now arrested and taken to the town hall.”

The women appeared in court the following day. Annie Kenney, speaking in her own defence, said that a large crowd had assembled, and, she admi�ed,
blocked the street; but so long as they were to receive such treatment she, as representing thousands of factory women who had no votes, would be
compelled to make the same kind of protest. They were fined but refused to pay and hence Christabel was sentenced to seven days imprisonment and Annie
to three days. They were placed in the Third Division, wearing prison dress and eating prison food. According to Sylvia, Winston Churchill (then a
prospective Liberal candidate for a Manchester seat) went to Strangeways prison to pay the fines but the governor refused to accept the money. Keir Hardie
telegraphed his support. “The thing is a dastardly outrage, but do not worry, it will do immense good to the cause. Can I do anything?”

On their release a great crowd greeted them and Eva Gore-Booth (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/08/11/eva-gore-booth/) and Esther Roper
presented them with flowers. On 20th October both women addressed a crowded meeting in the very hall from which they had been ejected a week earlier.
Keir Hardie also spoke. It was the beginning of the militant campaign for Votes for Women which over the next nine years would involve thousands of
women and shake British society to the core.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Lydia Becker (1827-1890): the fight for votes for women

Lydia Becker was Secretary of the Manchester National Society for Womens’ Suffrage from 1867 until her death in 1890. She played a key role in the campaign for suffrage,
encouraging women to openly campaign and speak publicly. She laid the basis for the early twentieth century suffrage campaign.

Lydia’s grandfather, Ernest Becker, had come to Manchester from Germany in the late 1790s and made his money from manufacturing acid which was used
in the co�on industry. The family lived in Foxdenton Hall, Middleton for about 80 years. The hall survives and there is plaque there now in Lydia’s memory.

Lydia’s chief interest until her appointment had been science, particularly the study of plants, and she had wri�en a book, Botany for Novices, and even
corresponded with Charles Darwin. She was also interested in astronomy and wrote Stargazing for Novices, but this not accepted for publication. She was self-
taught, as scientific societies in Manchester in this period refused admi�ance to women, excluding them from the discussion and debate on papers that there
were the mainstay of these societies. Frustrated, Lydia founded the Manchester Ladies’ Literary Society, though this was short lived.

In October 1866 she a�ended the meeting of the National Association for the Promotion of Social Science which in that year was held in Manchester. This was
a progressive organization which not only admi�ed women as members but also allowed them to read papers and a�end dinners. Lydia heard Barbara
Bodichon, one of the founders of Girton College, read a paper on Reasons for the Enfranchisement of Women. A new Reform Bill was in the offing and four
months earlier John Stuart Mill, recently elected to parliament, had presented a petition to the Commons. He had asked the women organising the petition to
obtain at least 100 signatures. They had gathered 1499, including Florence Nightingale, Harriet Martineau, Josephine Butler and Mary Somerville. It was a
sign of a groundswell of opinion amongst women in favour of political rights.
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The paper was revelation to Lydia, who immediately offered her services to the London commi�ee, and having obtained petition forms, went about
gathering signatures in Manchester. She joined a recently formed Manchester Commi�ee, whose members included Louis Borchardt, Jacob Bright, Max
Kyllman, Samuel Steinhall, Elizabeth Wolstenholme and Elizabeth Gloyne. She also put pen to paper and in March 1867 an article by Lydia on Female
Suffrage was published in the Contemporary Review, which read:

“It surely will not be denied that woman have , and ought to have opinions of their own on subjects of public interest, and on the events which arise as the world wends
on its way. But if it be granted that women may, without offence, hold political opinions, on what ground can the right be with held of giving the same expression or
effect to their opinions as that enjoyed by their male neighbours.”

Two further petitions were presented to parliament in May 1867 and on 29 May John Stuart Mill made a long speech in favour of an amendment to the
Suffrage Bill which would extend the suffrage to women on the same terms as men. The Bill gave the vote to all male adult householders living in a borough
constituency and to male lodgers paying £10 for unfurnished rooms. This extended the vote to about another 1,500,000 men. The amendment was treated
with levity and defeated by 123 votes.

Lydia realised that the cause was not going to be won easily . In June therefore she drew up a draft constitution for a Society whose aims would “to obtain
for women the right of voting for Members of Parliament on the same conditions as it is, or may be granted to men.” In August the Manchester National
Society for Women’s Suffrage was formally established.

The campaign gained wide publicity over the Lily Maxwell case. Lily’s name had mistakenly appeared on the register of voters in Manchester. She was
supporter of the Liberal party, ran her own shop and needed li�le persuasion when Lydia visited her to talk about suffrage. The two women went to the
polling station, accompanied by male supporters, on 26th November 1867, when the election official allowed her to vote. It was resolved to campaign to
persuade other women to petition to add their names to the electoral roll.

To launch the campaign on this issue Lydia organized a public meeting in the assembly rooms of the Free Trade Hall on 14 April 1868, a meeting later
celebrated by campaigners as marking the beginning of the suffrage campaign. Very unusually for that time women were on the platform and spoke. The
meeting was chaired by the Mayor of Salford, HD Pochin, and three resolutions were proposed by women and seconded by men. The first motion was
moved by Lydia:

“…that the exclusion of women from the exercise of the franchise in the election of Members of Parliament being unjust in principle and inexpedient in practice, this
meeting is of the opinion that the right of voting should be granted to them on the same terms as it is or may be granted to men.”

The other motions were moved by Agnes Pochin and Anne Robertson. Agnes Pochin said that women found themselves “in a state of chronic effervescence,
soured by injustice, fre�ed by the possession of energies which they are required to repress.” It was generally acknowledged in the press that the meeting
had been a success and the women had spoken well.

Lydia worked tirelessly in the autumn on the electoral petitions, travelling to meet women and a�end hearings across Lancashire. On 30 October 1868 the
Manchester Society held its first annual meeting in the Town Hall, chaired by Phillipinne Kyllman, It was packed and even a�racted a reporter from The
Times.

The report in The Times said:

“…if one supposes it was ever the intention of legislature to give women a vote, and if they do get it, it will be by a sort of accident, in itself objectionable, though in its
practical consequences, perhaps harmless enough. On the other hand, if they are refused it, the nation will , no doubt, be formally and in the light of day commi�ing
itself, through its judicial tribunal, to the dangerous doctrine that representation need not go along with taxation.”

In November the claims of 5,346 women householders came before the High Court in the case of Chorlton v Lings. The women were represented by Sir John
Coleridge and Richard Pankhurst. They argued that women had an ancient constitutional right to vote and cited documents in support of this. This was
dismissed out of hand by the judges.

Undaunted, the Society immediately wrote to all 800 parliamentary candidates asking then to support a suffrage bill. When the results of the general election
were announced in early December, John Stuart Mill, their firmest supporter in the House of Commons, had been defeated, an undeniable setback for the
movement.

In the spring of 1869 Lydia undertook a series of lectures in the north of England. She gained more confidence in public speaking and in dealing with male
hecklers, who were invariably present. Never physically strong, she was often exhausted by these trips. Her closest friends were Jacob and Ursula Bright and
Richard Pankhurst.

Despite the dogged rejection by the House of Commons of women’s right to vote for MPs, in 1869 women were granted the right to vote in municipal
elections with surprisingly li�le controversy after an amendment was moved by Jacob Bright at Commi�ee stage. The Society sent circulars to women voters
explaining their right to vote and how to vote, as at this time it was still done in public and could be daunting.

The following year women also gained the right to vote for, and to stand for election to, the new School Boards, established by W E Forster to run elementary
education. Lydia stood successfully for the Manchester School Board as an independent member, receiving 15,000 votes, and she remained a member until
her death. Like her suffrage work, her education work gave her a high public profile as she gave speeches and a�ended the opening of new Board Schools.
Laying the foundation stone of a new school in Burgess Street, Harpurhey she said “it was a great mistake to suppose that domestic duties were limited to
girls and women, every boy in Manchester should be taught to darn his own socks and cook his own chops.” She regularly visited schools in Manchester to
see the progress being made.

In 1870 she and other women founded the monthly Women’s Suffrage Journal which chronicled the progress and frustrations of the national campaign for
women’s suffrage with reports on meetings and events organised by local societies and parliamentary debates as well other subjects of interest to progressive
women. It also covered events abroad. In her first editorial Lydia wrote that the object was “to extend to every isolated well-wisher the firm grasp of an
outstretched hand.” The journal cost 1d.

Lydia travelled the country speaking at public meetings. Despite great hopes, by the end of the 1870s the campaign had not succeeded in ge�ing a Bill passed
and the likelihood faded. A National Demonstration of Women was held in the Free Trade Hall in March 1880 during the general election campaign, with the
hall was packed with women.
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In the summer of 1880 the Society, to its surprise, achieved a notable and unexpected success after Lydia and other women went over to the Isle of Man and
campaigned in support of amendment which would grant women the right to vote for the House of Keys. The amendment was carried and when women
voted for the first time in March 1881 every woman who did so received a le�er of congratulation from Lydia. Surely the House of Commons would follow
suit now that a Liberal government had been elected?

In 1881 Lydia moved to London to work for the National Society. Great hopes were placed in a Bill that came before the Commons in 1884 but it was
overwhelmingly defeated after Gladstone made public his opposition. Most of the women were campaigners were supporters of the Liberal party and felt
bi�erly betrayed. But the campaign continued.

Lydia died suddenly in Swi�erland in July 1890 having gone for a rest as her health had worsened. The women’s suffrage journal ceased publication on her
death with the following notice:

“To all Readers. For twenty years and four months this Journal has received the impress of one hand and one mind, so that its long row of volumes forms one continuous
work, and now when that careful hand is laid low and the energies of that far-seeing mind are carried beyond our mortal ken, it would seem the most fi�ing course to
close these pages where Miss Becker left them., so that the journal shall be wholly hers…”

In 1903 Helen Blackburn donated a collection of books on women’s questions to Girton College (h�p://www.girton.cam.ac.uk/), Cambridge in memory of
Lydia Becker and Caroline Ashurst Biggs. The Memorial Library consists of books, pamphlets, periodicals and newspaper cu�ings which relate to the world-
wide position of women during the last century. It contains works in Dutch, French, German and Italian, in addition to works in English. The collection was
arranged by Blackburn in a mahogany bookcase of her own design and each book contains a bookplate to the memory of Becker and Biggs designed by Edith
Mendham and printed by the Women’s Printing Society. A condition of the bequest was that the books should always be kept together and this has been
honoured. Manchester Central Library (h�p://www.manchester.gov.uk/libraries/central/) also holds an extensive collection on Lydia and the suffrage
campaign, including correspondence and press cu�ings.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Women at the Peterloo Massacre

The Peterloo massacre took place on 16 August 1819. A crowd of tens of thousands of working men and women and some children, which had gathered on St Peter’s Field on
the edge of Manchester to demand political reform, was a�acked without warning by armed yeomanry and soldiers with drawn swords. The crowd was brutally dispersed in
a few minutes. Hundreds were injured and at least 18 people killed. It was one of the most traumatic political events in Manchester’s history, whose echoes can still be heard
today. The role of women both in the events leading up to the meeting and on the day itself has often been overlooked.

Local radicals had called the open-air meeting to demand political reform of parliament as a remedy for economic distress. As a result of the Industrial
Revolution, Manchester had grown from a small market town to a large industrial city, but it still had no member of parliament. No working man had the
vote. The people were excluded from formal political life.

The reform movement had been in existence in one form or another since the 1790s, inspired by the American and French Revolutions and the writings of
Thomas Paine. It had been driven underground by government repression during the wars against France but re-emerged after 1815. The movement
a�racted a new energetic audience amongst the working people of the expanding towns of the north created by the industrial revolution.

The movement included women who organised Female Reform societies in Manchester, Blackburn, Oldham and Royton.

In Blackburn, Alice Kitchen of the Blackburn Female Reform Society said that “our homes which once ample testimony of our industry and cleanliness…are
now alas! robbed of all their ornaments… behold our innocent children… how appalling are their cries for bread.”

On 10 July 1819 the radical newspaper the Manchester Observer printed an address from the Blackburn Society which called on every man in England to join
reform societies and fight for annual parliaments, universal suffrage and election by ballot “which alone can save us from lingering misery and premature
death.” They also referred to the importance that women a�ached to their position as mothers and educating their children in democratic ideas. “We have
already come forward with the avowed determination, of instilling into the minds of our offspring a deep-ro�ed abhorrance of tyranny.”

The women in the Stockport Society explained in their Articles of Association that it had been founded “for the purpose of co-operating with their male
associates:”

“We who form and constitute the Stockport Female Union Society, having reviewed for a considerable time past the apathy, and frequent insult of our oppressed
countrymen, by those sordid and all-devouring fiends, the Borough-mongering Aristocracy, and in order to accelerate the emancipation of this suffering nation, we, do
declare, that we will assist the Male Union formed in this town, with all the might and energy that we possess, and that we will adhere to the principles, etc., of the Male
Union…and assist our Male friends to obtain legally, the long-lost Rights and Liberties of our country.”

The Manchester Female Reform Society was also formed in July 1819 and issued an address entitled “Dear Sisters of the Earth”. It was an appeal directed at
other women “to the wives, mothers, sisters and daughters of the higher and middling classes of society”:

“It is with a spirit of peaceful consideration and due respect that we are induced to address you, upon the causes of that have compelled us to associate together in aid of
our suffering children, our dying parents, and the miserable partners of our woes. Bereft, not only of that support, the calls of nature require for existence; but the balm of
sweet repose hath long been a stranger to us. Our minds are filled with a horror and despair, fearful on each returning morn, the light of heaven should present to us the
corpse of some of our famished off spring , or nearest kindred, which the more kind hand of death had released from the oppressor…Every succeeding nights bring with it
new terror, so that we are sick of life and weary of a world, where poverty , wretchedness, tyranny and injustice, have so long been permi�ed to reign…”
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Like their sisters in other societies they blamed the aristocracy and land-owners for their plight . “The lazy boroughmongering eagles of destruction” who
have “nearly picked bare the bones of those who labour” will “chase you to misery and death until the middle and useful class of society is swept by their
relentless hands from the face of creation.”

The address also condemned the recent war against France and the carnage at Waterloo as having imposed upon them a burden of taxation, ended once-
flourishing trade and commerce, and left thousands of widows and orphans destitute and unprotected. The only beneficiaries had been landowning MPs
whose property had risen in value. They declared that could no longer “bear the ponderous weight of our chains any longer”, leaving them with no choice
“but to tear them asunder and dash them in the face of our remorseless oppressor.” The address was signed by Susannah Saxton as Secretary of the Society

The Society drew up a further address to Henry Hunt, one of the principle speakers at the Peterloo meeting, which they had intended to present to him at the
meeting on along with the Society’s banner, which showed a woman holding the scales of justice and treading the serpent of corruption underfoot. The
meeting was dispersed before this the presentation could take place and so the address was printed in the Manchester Observer.

In these addresses the women, whilst expressing solidarity with men and asserting their right to comment publicly on political questions, made no claim for
political rights for themselves, at least publicly. Their private thoughts are more difficult to discern as, unlike the men, none of the women later published
political memoirs.

The description of the bloody a�ack on the meeting by Samuel Bamford, a leading Radical, in his book Passages in the Life of a Radical (1844) is well-known
and almost invariably quoted in any account of Peterloo. Less well-known is the equally vivid account by his wife Jemima in the same book:

“I was determined to go to the meeting, and should have followed, even if my husband had refused his consent to my going with the procession. From what I, in common
with others, had heard the week previous, ‘that if the country people went with their caps of liberty, and their banners, and music, the soldiers would be brought to them,’
I was uneasy, and felt persuaded, in my own mind, that something would be the ma�er, and I had best go with my husband, and be near him; and if I only saw him I
should be more content than in staying at home. I accordingly, he having consented after much persuasion, gave my li�le girl something to please her, and promising
more on my return, I left her with a careful neighbour woman, and joined some other married females at the head of the procession. Every time I went aside to look at my
husband, and that was often, an ominous impression smote my heart. He looked very serious, I thought, and I felt a foreboding of something evil to befall us that day. 
I was dressed plainly as a countrywoman in my second best a�ire. My companions were also neatly dressed as the wives of working men; I had seen Mr Hunt before that
time; they had not, and some of them were quite eager to obtain good places, that they might see and hear one of whom so much had been reported. 
In going down Mosley Street, I lost sight of my husband. Mrs Yates, who had hold of my arm, would keep hurrying forward to get a good place, and when the crowd
opened for the Middleton procession, Mrs Yates and myself, and some others of the women, went close to the hustings, quite glad that we had obtained such a situation
for seeing an hearing all. My husband got on the stage, but when afterwards I saw him leap down, and lost sight of him, I began to be unhappy. The crowd seemed to
have increased very much, for we became insufferably pressed. We were surrounded by men who were strangers; we were almost suffocated, and to me the heat was quite
sickening; but Mrs. Yates, being taller than myself, supported it be�er. I felt I could not bear this long, and I became alarmed. I reflected that if there was any more
pressure, I must faint, and then what would become of me? I begged of the men to open a way and let me go out, but they would not move. Every moment I became
worse, and I told some other men, who stood in a row, that I was sick, and begged they would let me pass them, and they immediately made a way, and I went down a
long passage betwixt two ranks of these men, many of them saying, ‘make way, she’s sick, she’s sick, let her go out,’ and I passed quite out of the crowd and, turning to
my right, I got on some high ground, on which stood a row of houses – this was Windmill Street. 
I thought if I could get to stand at the door of one of those houses, I should have a good view of the meeting, and should perhaps see my husband again; and I kept going
further down the row, until I saw a door open, and I stepped within it, the people of the house making no objections. By this time Mr Hunt was on the hustings,
addressing the people. In a minute or two some soldiers came riding up. The good folks of the house, and some who seemed to be visitors, said, ‘the soldiers were only
come to keep order; they would not meddle with the people;’ but I was alarmed. The people shouted, and then the soldiers shouted, waving their swords. Then they rode
amongst the people, and there was a great outcry, and a moment after, a man passed without hat, and wiping the blood of his head with his hand, and it ran down his arm
in a great stream. 
The meeting was all in a tumult; there were dreadful cries; the soldiers kept riding amongst the people, and striking with their swords. I became faint, and turning from
the door, I went unobserved down some steps into a cellared passage; and hoping to escape from the horrid noise, and to be concealed, I crept into a vault, and sat down,
faint and terrified, on some fire wood. The cries of the multitude outside, still continued, and the people of the house, up stairs, kept bewailing most pitifully. They could
see all the dreadful work through the window, and their exclamations were so distressing, that I put my fingers in my ears to prevent my hearing more; and on removing
them, I understood that a young man had just been brought past, wounded. The front door of the passage before mentioned, soon after opened, and a number of men
entered, carrying the body of a decent, middle aged woman, who had been killed. I thought they were going to put her beside me, and was about to scream, but they took
her forward, and deposited her in some premises at the back of the house.”

According to recent research by historian Michael Bush for his book The Casualties of Peterloo, at least 18 people were killed , of whom four were women.
These were named as: 
Margaret Downes, Manchester – sabred 
Mary Heys, Chorlton Row – trampled by cavalry 
Sarah Jones, Manchester – truncheoned 
Martha Partington, Barton – crushed in a cellar

At least 654 people were recorded as being injured of whom 168 were women.

Some of the crowd fought back. Samuel Bamford recorded the following anonymous fighter:

“A heroine, a young married woman of our party, with her face all bloody, her hair streaming about her, her bonnet hanging by the string, and her apron weighed with
stones, kept her assailant at bay until she fell backwards and was near being taken; but she got way covered with severe bruises.”

The Manchester Female Reform Society continued in existence after Peterloo. Another address was made to William Cobbe� in November 1819. Cobbet had
returned from the USA with Thomas Paine’s bones, disinterred by William Benbow, but had been prevented from entering Manchester with them by the
authorities. A third address was made to WG Lewis from Coventry when he chaired a meeting in Manchester in April 1820 to raise funds for political
prisoners.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)
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Ellen Wilkinson – trade unionist, feminist, socialist

Ellen Wilkinson was born in Manchester in 1891 and was an active trade unionist, feminist and Socialist. She was a councillor in Manchester and later MP for
Middlesbrough and then Jarrow. She was Minister for Education in the 1945 Labour government but died suddenly in February 1947.

Ellen Wilkinson was born on 18 October 1891 at 41 Coral Street, Ardwick. Her father Richard was as a textile worker and later an insurance agent, while her
mother, also named Ellen, was a dress-maker. Her father was a lay Methodist preacher but Ellen did not grow up to share her parents’ religious beliefs.

As a child she was often ill with asthma and never grew above five foot tall. After an elementary education she won a scholarship in 1902 to a�end Ardwick
Higher Grade school (later renamed Ellen Wilkinson Highschool in her memory). In 1906 she won a bursary to study at Manchester Day Training college for
half a week, teaching at Oswald Road school for the rest of the week.

In her autobiography Myself When Young, published in 1936, she recalled:

“The boys were filling in time, bored stiff under they reached 14 years and could leave. I was an undersized girl. They all towered above me. My only hope was to interest
them sufficiently to keep them reasonably quiet. One day the Headmaster came in and demanded to know why the boys were not si�ing upright with their arms folded.
“They are si�ing that way because I am interesting them,” I replied. To which the Headmaster responded by caning almost everyone. We had a grand row, and I was sent
home to be reprimanded by an Inspector. But my temper had not calmed. The surging hate of all the silly punishment I had endured in my school days prevented any awe
of the Inspector. I whirled all this out at the unfortunate man, who listened quietly and advised: “Don’t do any more teaching when you have finished your two years
here. Take my advice. Go and be a missionary in China.”

Ellen did not take the advice, instead in 1910 she gained a scholarship to read history at the University of Manchester, a considerable achievement for a
working class young woman.

She was already involved in the Socialist movement, having joined the Independent Labour Party at the age of 16 after hearing a speech by Katherine Glasier,
one of the leading women socialists of the day:

“It was a memorable meeting. I got a seat in the front row of the gallery. It seemed noisy to me, whose sole experience of meetings was of religious services. Rows of men
filled the platform. But my eyes were riveted on a small slim woman, her hair simply coiled into her neck, Katherine Glasier. She was speaking on ‘Socialism as a
Religion’. To stand on a platform of the Free Trade Hall, to be able to sway a great crowd, to be able to make people work to make life be�er, to remove slums and under-
feeding and misery just because one came and spoke to them about it – that seemed the highest destiny any women could ever hope for.”

At college Wilkinson was Secretary of the Fabian Society, meeting Clifford Allen and GDH Cole, and later of the Socialist Federation, and was also active in
the Manchester Society for Women’s Suffrage. On leaving university she got a job as the Manchester organiser for the National Union of Women Suffrage
Societies, whose offices were on John Dalton Street. She spoke at many out-door meetings as well as running recruitment drives and raising funds.

Like many ILP members Ellen Wilkinson opposed the First World War and supported the No Conscription Fellowship, which opposed compulsory
conscription and supported pacifists and conscientious objectors who refused to serve in the armed forces. She also joined the Women’s International League
for Peacer & Freedom, which called for a negotiated end to the war.

In 1915 she was employed by the National Union of Distributive & Allied Workers to organise the Co-operative Employees, the first woman organiser to
work for the union.

By now Wilkinson was an Executive menber of the National Guilds League , established by GDH Cole in 1915, to promote Guild Socialism. In August 1920
she was sent as a delegate by the Manchester branch to a�end the unity convention in London which, at the urging of Lenin, brought together a number of
existing socialist organisations to form the Communist Party of Great Britain. Ellen joined the party later that year, and in 1921 she a�ended the founding
conference of the Red International of Labour Unions in Moscow.

In November 1923 Ellen Wilkinson was elected as a Councillor for the Gorton ward, standing for the Gorton Trades and Labour Council. and on 7 November
she spoke at CPGB rally to mark the sixth anniversary of the Russian Revolution. Also speaking on the platform was Shapurji Saklatvala, Communist MP for
Ba�ersea.

Ellen left the Communist Party in 1924 when the Labour Party proscribed dual membership. That same year she was elected as a Labour MP for
Middlesbrough East, one of the very few women in parliament. In her first speech in the Commons on 3 March 1925 she criticised the arrangements for
workers employed at the British Empire exhibition.

On 29 June 1926, whilst speaking during a debate on the Coal Mines Bill, she produced a rope used by miners in Somerset, who had to haul the coal tubs
themselves as the roads were too narrow for horses or ponies.

“I am sorry to intrude into the polite environs of this House a thing of this kind. This is what is worn by the men. This is the rope that goes round the man’s waist; this is
the chain that passes between his legs, and this is the crook that is hitched on to the tub. This was worn, not 60 years ago, as stated by certain coal-owners, but on 30th
April of this year by a miner.”

In July of that same year she also a�acked the Tory government’s Emergency Powers Act for imprisoning innocent people.

“One can get into the habit of giving the Government powers like this without realising what they are actually like, when they are put into operation not by the Home
Secretary, or the Under-Secretary, but by the local police, and, still worse, by the magistrates, who have shown themselves in many districts completely prejudiced and
acting with political bias, and the bias dictated by their own pecuniary interest. I have, through the Class War Prisoners’ Aid Association, come in contact with a number
of these cases, and it has astonished me the number of magistrates who are themselves coal-owners, or large employers of labour, who have not hesitated to take their
places on the Bench and to deliver judgement in cases when their own property was concerned, and certainly where their own interests were concerned.”
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After the defeat of the General Strike she went to the United States to raise money for miners’ families who remained on strike until the autumn and had
been left high and dry after the strike was called off by the TUC. In 1927 she wrote a book about the General Strike with Frank Horrabin. In 1929 she wrote a
novel called Clash, largely autobiographical.

During the second Labour administration 1929-1931 Wilkinson worked for Susan Lawrence MP, who was parliamentary secretary to the Minister of Health.
But she lost her seat in the catastrophic defeat of Labour in the 1931 general election following the formation of a National government. During her time out
of the Commons she worked for a trade union and wrote another novel, The Division Bell Mystery. She also campaigned against the rise of fascism, co-
authoring a book with Edward Conze entitled Why Fascism?

Ellen returned to the Commons in 1935 as MP for Jarrow, a town suffering massive unemployment because of the slump. In 1936 she took part in the Jarrow
Crusade in which several hundred male marchers walked from Jarrow to London to highlight the plight of the unemployed. On reaching London the Prime
Minister refused to receive their delegation.

Speaking in the House on 12 November 1936 about the march she said

“As I marched down that road with those men, all of whom I knew well, whom I had worked with in my own constituency, as I marched with them hour after hour, just
talking—I come from the working class myself, and my father was unemployed, but I have never known what it was to miss a meal that I wanted—it was just as we
walked and talked so intimately that I began to understand something of what it meant, day after day after day, to get up and not know what you were going to do, and
never have a copper in your pocket for anything. I mean that it was a revelation to me, and no amount of investigation, and going down for a week, and no amount of
talking with these men in the ordinary political sense would have taught me so much.”

In 1939 she wrote a book for the Left Book Club entitled Jarrow, the Town That Was Murdered.

During the war Ellen was acted as parliamentary secretary for Herbert Morrison, the Home Secretary. She was in charge of air raid shelters, often visiting
sites personally and urging women to get involved in civil defence.

When the Labour party won the 1945 general election with a huge majority the new Prime Minster Clement Atlee made her Minister of Education with the
task of implementing the 1944 Education Act. In 1946 she was successful in ge�ing the School Milk Act through the Commons which provided a free third of
a pint of milk every day to every child in the country.

Ellen Wilkinson died suddenly on 6th February 1947 during one of the worst winters of the century. The official cause was pneumonia, although there were
rumours that she had taken an overdose. She was buried in Penn, Buckinghamshire. There is a plaque marking the site of her birth place (now demolished)
in Baslam Close, Beswick.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/).

Protesting Manchester Airport’s second runway

An article from Do or Die Issue 6 (h�p://www.eco-action.org/dod/index.html). In the paper edition, this article appears on page(s) 82-86.

Life on the Ba�le Star: A Personal Account

This interview was gently extracted from a war-torn activist three days after the eviction of the last tree at Flywood camp at Manchester Airport. There were
still tunnel systems being occupied, and other tree houses have gone up since. This follows one person’s experience of one of the most successfully defended
tree houses from the beginning to the end of the Ba�le Star Galactica.

Good evening from Captain Ba�lestar, who is totally nameless and will put on a silly accent throughout this interview.

The Campaign Builds

Could you give us the background to the campaign?

The second runway had been on the cards for 25 years. After the public enquiry finished in 1994 Earth First! types joined up with activists from the Green
Party and Friends of the Earth, forming the RunWay Coalition. We had meetings but it didn’t start to escalate until ’96.

In May ’96 we all walked the route of the runway. 20 of us went up to where Flywood would be a year later, and took photos of what turned out to be my
tree. We went down through the willows and everything was so wild we had to slash a path through the undergrowth and into the meadow. We just thought
Wow, it was totally awesome. We realised the main way to get people involved was to get them to experience the place. More & more walks were done with
more and more people.

One night in late ’96 I got a phone call saying that the decision whether or not to build it would be announced the next day. We thought, shit we haven’t got
anything ready, no tree houses rigged up. Their security were already patrolling the sites looking for protesters. So a couple of us decided to go for it. We
ta�ed some tarps and some ply wood and joists and planned a night mission to move in. We had rekied the site in disguise as dog walkers with barber
jackets and found the most strategic point. That then became Flywood. At 7pm on Saturday the advance party of 5 climbers ran across the road carrying
polyprop and climbing gear and disappeared off into the woods. An hour later the tat van turned up and managed to crash through the gates, unload and
get 30 people on site, all without being spo�ed. We managed to set up a ground camp with a tree house 70 foot up all between 7 p.m. to 7 am.

The next morning, si�ing in the bow of my tree watching the birds play, I saw a police car pass without even noticing us. We had thought they were on the
ball – so we took the camp the night before runway walk. At midday 100 people turned up. The first thing the police knew about our camp was on the 3
o’clock news. Lots turned up and the camp came together really fast after that.
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The A30 camp was being evicted 2 days before we moved in so while they were going down we were going up. It was a really nice feeling. They could not
stop us. A few weeks later the A30 refugees turned up en masse. It all came together so beautifully. Within a week we had another camp set up – Zion Tree –
a 100 year old beech. We got many locals from North West moving there, many of them giving up their jobs.

Could you paint a picture of what type of ecology and landscape is being destroyed?

Most of the site was in the beautiful Bolin Valley. The woodland was called Hux Bank Wood which stretched from Zion Tree to Fly Wood down to River
Rats. The whole valley was a grade A site of biological importance, just one down from a S.S.S.I. There are hundreds and hundreds of mature trees. The river
meandering through the valley is to be encased in a massive concrete tube and, along with the rest of the valley, buried under rubble from a Derbyshire
quarry. The whole thing is 4 million cubic metres- as large as the cu�ing at Twyford. The runway is around 300 hundred metres wide. All the woodland in
that valley is to be completely annihilated, it is the removal of an entire landscape.

How many people from the surrounding communities were actively involved?

Virtually everybody there was from the North West, apart from the usual rent-a-mob, which was the beauty of it. We got a few from Wigan and surrounding
towns. It’s not so much that there were so many locals involved but that they were new to protesting. They were defending their own land.

There was an established campaign in Mobley next door, a li�le town that will be right at the end of the proposed runway. One vet said after the decision
was made he would start kni�ing a balaclava. During the eviction they organised that every Saturday they’d hold a vigil by the main gates. On the Saturday
that the Ba�lestar came down there were 400 of them. One of the women from Mobley came up in the first week saying she was just a housewife but what
could she do. After telling her there was no such thing she made a wish list which she took around the village. She collected tat every day in her vehicle and
the villagers made up sealed eviction stashes with games and drinks and things. It was really amazing – they were thoroughly behind us.

We heard that ‘defencing’ often ended up quite full on?

The security started pu�ing up fences between the camps with razor wire. You could lose your finger on it. We started resisting, they started arresting us.
Soon the security started conniving with the police to help beat us so we pixied at night generally just snipping it and taking it back to camp for building
material. Cliff Richard camp was mainly constructed out of the fence.

One night a large group went out to the fence and started to tear it down. Some people who were heading off down the valley looking for a lost child
bumped into the police who were arriving to deal with the fence trashers. One copper got out of the car, pulled out his truncheon and just started a�acking
people, with no warning, laying into people with his baton; the result being broken knuckles from trying to block the blows, broken ribs, missing teeth,
ba�ered heads. The people acted in self defence. The police Land Rover ended up ge�ing some of its lights and windows smashed in. As a result the police
withdrew, the security withdrew and the fences were left unguarded, 100 metres was removed that night, fla�ened and destroyed.

On another night police starting laying into people and arrests were made for ‘violent disorder’, ‘riot’ which carries a maximum sentence of 10 years, and
‘using a dangerous dog as a weapon’. One person who was rescued from the police had broken ribs. He was jumped on by cops waving their batons on the
way to hospital. Inside the hospital they surrounding him saying “do you want some”, then they quick-cuffed & dragged him off. Some are on remand now
but as usual the police’s statements are cocking up so they should be out soon.

Tell us about the tree house you lived in – Ba�leStar Galactica. What tactics did you use to actually keep your tree house pig-proof.

The logical process was: (A) get rid of the cherry picker. That was done with a system of tunnels strategically surrounding the trees making the ground
unstable for heavy machinery on one side, and with a steep bank on the other side that was too high for the Cherry Pickers. (B) make it climber-proof – this
was quite difficult, because the li�le bastards climb everywhere! However if you have a tree house wall which is six feet or more and the edge of it is covered
in barbed wire, and grease, and razor fence, and there’s someone there who’s not going to let you over it, it is virtually impossible to climb round it. So that
was the starting point: to make the scab-proof “ba�le” platform.

We lashed these big brackets onto the tree, built the frame, boarded it, and then we covered the top-side in razor fence, which meant that they couldn’t chain-
saw or saw through it. There was a coil of barbed wire on the underside of the platform, on the top, and right round the edge, so that you couldn’t get hold of
the thing. It was hideously difficult to get round it, even with no one on it, but of course with eight people running around on it, saying “No, you’re not
coming up”, and being very strong and resisting them, basically they were stuffed. Then just to make it a li�le bit more fun, we decided to actually stop them
being able to get up the trunk full-stop. So at a height of about twelve feet above the ground, we put coils of barbed wire, like you’d see on top of a prison.
Then we thought, tree-surgeons with their spiky boots will just spike up it, but the only thing that can stop spikes is metal. So we got some corrugated sheet,
and nailed that on the tree, then greased it just to make it even more unpleasant.

And then just to make it a li�le bit more unpleasant, I put another 10-15 feet of coiled barbed wire, this time vertically down the trunk, stapled on quite
firmly, before I realised that I may have just put a set of hand-holds up the tree. So we stopped there and put another seven feet collar at the top, then greased
that. The main thing with the collars is to make sure that they’re really thoroughly nailed on – you need to put a helluva lot of nails in, which people do not
like doing to trees, unfortunately. But we decided that we’d rather kill one tree and save a wood than not do it and just inevitably lose. A gas bo�le was hung
amongst the coils of barbed wire, untethered so it was just sat there- a deterrent.

I had a sun-lounger on the top, for si�ing in the sun and having breakfast on. And then came along two activists who pitched a ridge tent on top it. So there
was a two man tent on top of a sun lounger on top of a razor wire covered tree house 65 foot up. This was ridiculous! That is when it became a proper shanty
town.

How long were you up in the trees for?

Well I moved in and lived up there until I got taken out. The evictions started on the Tuesday and nine-days later they hit Flywood. Once we were under
proper eviction it was three and a half days until me and #### were down.

The Eviction

Can you describe how the eviction started?
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At 3.45am, an advance guard of Manchester cops bolt-cropper’d their way into Zion camp under the cover of aircraft noise – people heard them and went
over to investigate. They were met by a large number of balaclava’d, riot-helmeted, baton-wielding men-in-black, who charged down a path after them. They
beat the campaigners on the back of the head, and when they were either knocked to the ground or got on the ground, they sat on them and told them not to
say a word. People up in Zion Tree couldn’t see what was happening, but knew something was. They shouted “Are you alright?”, and no one could reply coz
they were gonna get their fucking heads kicked in.

Less than quarter of an hour later they hit Zion and Jimi Hendrix, which was where this journalist was – he was in a bender just before the main camp – they
smacked him across the face and it split quite nastily – there was a lot of blood. It was a big mistake to start whacking HTV journalists across the face,
because it just backs up the stories of violence against us.

Largely as a result they didn’t go into any of the camps in quite the same full-on manner. The original raiders, about ten people, went in there absolutely
psyched to a�ack people. If ten anti-roads activists went piling into somewhere wearing ballies, wielding sticks, they’d all be done for riot, ge�ing eight years
each. The whole thing is totally one-sided and ridiculous.

What was the media pen?

Well they fenced us off relatively early on. When they did the Zion, Jimmy and Garlic evictions, journalists were taken to a bit of field by the airport and from
there you could see very li�le. They were deliberately being kept away from good shots. This was part of the whole strategy of the eviction, which was to
control and limit the number of people that could see what was going on. It is ironic in a way coz in terms of the state it was one of the safest and most non-
violent evictions to date. So, as other people could tell you from Newbury, you’ve got a private eviction here, and they could quite easily have trashed us.

On the whole, there was no violent resistance. We didn’t need to, because the climbers moved so slowly. They weren’t interested in rushing. It took nine days
to get through four tree camps, none of which in their own right were particularly difficult. They just went really slowly, and generally pre�y carefully.
Which doesn’t justify it at all, but it neutralises your anger.

When they came to the Ba�lestar they didn’t even a�empt to climb up into it, but one of the first things they did was to ring bark it. They took out a section
of bark about three or four inches right round, this kills the tree. I think it was done as a bit of a sick joke, to wind us all up. They saw us as a challenge, and it
did shake us up. We lost our cool. Basically it was “bollocks” to fluffy – you start sawing into our tree, we’re gonna get a bit hardcore. In the end we all
calmed down, but something that we’ll all remember is the moment when the chain saw guy took a 24 inch chain saw to our tree and we didn’t actually
know what he’s was going to do with it. Imagine he said, “You’re not going to believe this!” and then started cu�ing into the tree, basically we thought that
he was going to cut a wedge out of it. Or cut it in some seriously destabilising way to scare us off. If it had been a bluff it wouldn’t have worked because we’d
all have stayed up no ma�er what.

Beyond Ba�lestar there were the twigs, and the branches at the very top. One of our crew, who’s a bit of a nu�er, came up with an idea. He tied a set of
hangman’s nooses to the very top of the branches, you could just about get to them but it was pre�y dangerous. People from below wouldn’t be able to get to
the nooses to cut them, and they wouldn’t be able to get a harness on the person in the noose and in theory they wouldn’t be able to pull you off because it
would hang you. And it did work, as I found out! I did it. They did a�empt to scare me, trying to get me to think they were gonna come and get me anyway.
The boss climber, Richard Turner, reassured me that the branch the noose was tied to would snap like a carrot before it hanged me. This wasn’t very
reassuring, coz if the branch snapped like a carrot I’d fall 50-60 feet to the ground and die. But in the end, either they decided to back down anyway, or they
were bluffing- it was just too much for them. Most of the time I was in the noose and they were below me, I was in front of the Press Association and the BBC,
saying, “Get the fucking camera to the other side of the bank, coz I’m about to die and I want it to be on telly!”

And how did they actually evict you in the end?

The Ba�lestar really worked- it delayed them and meant that they had to bring in a cherry picker rather than simply use climbers. They came up late on a
Sunday after we’d been si�ing down on the platform chilling out in the sun carving chess-pieces. I sussed what they were up to – that they were clearing
trees to bring a cherry-picker in, and I saw that they were building a bridge. But I couldn’t really believe they were going to come in that late on a Sunday.
Then we saw a bulldozer and Chief Climber Richard Turner said, “You’d be�er pack your bags. Are you coming down?”. It was late on a Sunday, all the
Sheriff’s men had gone. There was no press, no cameras, the police evidence gatherers had gone. There were nine of us up there. So everybody apart from
about two or three of us went down to the ba�le platform and sat with all the tat and got ready to resist. A cherry picker delivered bailiffs to the platform but
it still took the state the best part of an hour to dismantle the three platforms, and throw everything out, and thoroughly smash everything up. One person
went down with them which left eight of us up a bare tree, with no platforms. I had a hammock and a rucksack, but no one else had their stuff with them.
However we’d managed to salvage most of the bedding, biscuits, chocolate, alcohol and a spliff – all the essentials!

Then the climbers went home, and wished us an uncomfortable night, and ++++ absailed out of the tree and got arrested – she didn’t want to stay. We had a
bit of a meeting, and four of the remaining seven decided to try and build overnight an escape walkway system. It would have been quite amusing
defending the tree for six days, causing them real grief, and then in the night just disappearing. They’d come back the next day to find an empty tree. I wasn’t
into it at all, I was going to stay until the end, because that’s what I’d psyched myself up for over the last few months. But other people were really into the
idea. So four tried, but unfortunately they believed a bailiff who promised them safe passage off the site. They came down and got nicked.

So they went, and that left three of us up there. At this stage in the eviction the climbers could have started using the ba�le platform as a staging point. So me
and **** destroyed it. We slung a hammock up the top of a tree, put in loads of bedding and fell asleep. When the bailiffs came in the morning, they couldn’t
believe we were all cozy, with food and alcohol cradled in the branches. With the entire tree so difficult to climb they realised they’d have to go off and get a
cherry-picker. Every morning we took down the hammock – we wanted to hold out for at least seven days. **** came down without resisting; **** took the
remaining bedding and food across neighbouring walkways to a sycamore tree.

When the cherry-pickers came, I took my harness off and waved it at them from the branches. I had my rucksack full of food and my hammock and climbed
to the very top branch. I just kept climbing. The bailiff was saying, “The tree’s coming down today,” and I kept saying, “No, the tree’s not coming down
today!”. He was going psychotic. Fortunately the cherry-pickers couldn’t reach me, and they knew they couldn’t reason with me not wanting to risk the
thirty-foot drop with a noose round my neck. They decided to back off.

After a while they brought in a bulldozer to raise the level of the ground around the tree, after four hours the cherry-picker was back. With the extra couple
of feet, they could reach us. So after much deliberation, I shot across the walkway to the sycamore, where I hoped they couldn’t reach me. But they could. I
was totally fucked after all this. Traumatised. I don’t think I could go through that again. My energy was completely sapped, and therewas four in the
cherrypicker basket so resistance was pre�y mch futil. So I absailed it down.
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Tell us about the Ba�lestar crew?

The original plan was to have about five people up there, but people kept coming up, wanting to join the Ba�lestar. So we built the sister-ship, the Pentagon,
which was good coz it meant we had an extra tree defended, extra space and extra shit for the bailiffs to deal with. We had a really good crew: most of us
knew each other, so we tended to get on pre�y well. We had a similar approach in many ways, but diverse backgrounds. We had a teacher, some dole
activists, some professional climbers, long-standing campaigners that had been to Newbury and so on. Most people, like me, hadn’t been in a tree eviction
before. Basically it was one big happy family, with no stereotyped roles, sexism or whatever. We all grouped together for comfort, and gave each other
strength. We made most decisions as a group, and got people to decide for themselves what they wanted to do. Since our eviction we all gone separate ways.
We had all our different campaigns, so some went off to Lyminge, others to Sherwood Forest and so on.

To the Future

What message would you like to give to other campaigns?

Don’t put a noose round your neck unless you’re fucking insane! There’s a lot to be said for thinking, planning – rather than just throwing yourself into the
first idea that comes to your head. Tactical thinking. Get to know the people and the area you’re working with. Make sure your house is big, so you can have
plenty of food and supplies. Before you even start thinking about building, look at the terrain, the landscape, at other trees. If you’re the first there, it’s worth
spending a week looking into how to deal with different types of eviction. Like in a clump of trees, where you can defend each other. Ba�lestar was at the
hub of a group of four trees. Each of those had a Ba�lestar-type platform. So you can have a network of trees, all interconnected. The stronger the
community, the more difficult it becomes for them to get you.

Another important issue to deal with on campaigns is the macho, lairy, male, aggressive brew-crew culture. At first there was no problem. There were as
many women as men, and Flywood was the vegan camp, with a pre�y sorted community. But later on, the percentage of men got higher, and things got
rather alpha-male. Sorted people started leaving, and less experienced people started taking over. In the end there were only three people left at Flywood
ground camp, and it became really lairy, scaring away locals. This puts people off ge�ing involved. It has to be nipped in the bud.

Get On Down & Get Involved

This was one person’s story, but hundreds participated in the Manchester Airport evictions, up trees, down tunnels, and on the ground. More camps are
being set up and as we go to print there is still someone in the tunnel system. You can be involved in the next stage of the camapign. This was just the
beginning.

This article first appeared in issue 6 (1997) of Do Or Die: Voices from the Ecological Resistance (h�p://www.eco-action.org/dod/index.html), a periodical associated with
movements such as Earth First! and anti-roads campaigns from 1992 to 2003. The editorial collective of Do Or Die puts no restriction on non-commercial use of material
from their publications.

Anarchists on Ardwick Green, 1893

In the early 1890s, anarchist organisers in Manchester held regular public open-air meetings at a number of sites across the city. By the second half of 1893, particularly
after complaints by a local vicar, the police became involved.

The earliest mention of the open-air meetings held by the Manchester Anarchist Communist Group is a date of about 1886 given in the brief autobiography
of London anarchist George Cores (h�p://www.katesharpleylibrary.net/3bk3sx), although he may be se�ing the date a li�le early. His recollections were that:

“Two lads, Alfred Barton (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/01/05/alfred-barton-19th-century-anarchism-and-the-early-20th-century-labour-
party/), a clerk and Herbert Stockton (an odd job man and later an industrial insurance agent) commenced, with a group of other working boys and girls, to
hold meetings at Preston Park Gates on Sunday mornings, at Stevenson Square on Sunday afternoons, in St Augustine’s Parish on Sunday evenings and near
the market during the week. This was about 1886. Barton and Stockton were very sincere, brave lads and worked hard in the propaganda for many years. It
was the custom to look to London for public speakers and I spoke at several of their open-air meetings. I felt very bashful in the presence of so many
charming and enthusiastic girls.”

As an article in the anarchist newspaper Freedom, dated August 1890, described how:

“An extensive Anarchist propaganda is carried on here by the branch of the Socialist League [the precursor to the Anarchist Communist group]. Several new
stations have been opened lately, both in Manchester and the smaller towns round about. At one of these, in the City, where we hold very large meetings on
Sunday evenings, the police have tried to stop us. They arrested Comrade Barton, but contented themselves with sending him a summons; the case is now
pending. We mean to fight the authorities on this ground till their a�empt at muzzling Socialism fails, as it must do. Salvationists and others may speak
where Socialists cause an obstruction. It is our principles which are the obstruction in the eyes of the authorities. Our chief work lies in breaking new ground
and pushing the propaganda where it has been a thing unknown. This kind of work is, as may be expected, of a very up-hill nature. No new branches or
groups have yet been formed, though we have many in sympathy with our teachings. Being the only body of Anarchists in Lancashire, we are held at a stiff
distance by our friends the Social Democrats. They seem afraid to permit the thorough Socialism of our speakers to be heard on their platforms. They are too
busy endeavouring to get their fingers in the pie of government, municipal and otherwise, to care for Revolutionary Socialism. The idea of the General Strike
is now received with enthusiasm by the workers at all our meetings.”

The same group also organised a large meeting In Stevenson Square in the Northern Quarter in April 1892 to protest at the arrest of anarchists in Walsall.
Amongst the speakers were Alfred Barton, Herbert Stockton, David Nicoll and Sheffield anarchists John Bingham.
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By at least 1893 the group had started to hold meetings on Ardwick Green. It was hear that the Reverend Canon Nunn objected to his Sunday congregation
having to face young men making anarchist speeches from a soap-box and reported them to the police. This set in train a series of arrests, counter-
demonstrations and other provocations which saw a number of Manchester anarchists arrested, fined and even sent to jail in their stand for freedom of
speech, but was commented on in the local press thus:

“In Manchester there is a handful of persons who delight in regarding themselves as Anarchists. They are chiefly tailors, and some of them allow their hair to
grow long. There is nothing they dislike more than the laws and regulations provided for the peace and safety of the population. They cannot endure
restraint. It is all very well for common people to be compelled to conform to orders, but they prefer to please themselves”

A highly detailed, though necessarily one-sided, account of the months from September to December 1893 is given in a chapter entitled “Manchester
Anarchists at Work,” part of the autobiography of Manchester police detective Jerome Caminada, “25 Years of Detective Life.”

Caminada’s chronology goes as follows:

Late September 1893: residents in the area of Ardwick Green complain of obstruction on Sunday mornings, consisting of young men holding open-air
meetings. A delegation of residents visit the Chief Constable, who tells the anarchists that Ardwick Green is a “very improper” place to hold meetings but
that they are welcome to use Stevenson Square. They turn down the offer. When a man who disagrees with the anarchist speakers allegedly has to be
protected by police, the Chief Constable “decided to interfere.”

Sunday October 1st 1893: Caminada and a Sergeant, Mr Bu�on, go to Ardwick Green and find the Chief Constable there. At 11.30am a Belgian anarchist,
Pellier, stands on a chair and starts to “address a crowd of several hundred people, his remarks being of a revolutionary character.” After he has been
speaking for “some time” the Chief Constable tells Caminada he’s like to speak to Pellier, who complies immediately with the order to stop causing an
obstruction, saying that he had a wife and family, had no desire to get into trouble, and would ask the meeting to break up. Instead, Alfred Barton stands up
on the chair to speak and is pulled down, to be replaced by “a young mechanic named Patrick McCabe, who also fell into the hands of the police.” 
This fired up the crowd who, when McCabe was pulled down, made “a general rush in the direction of the eight or nine policemen present.” Barton
allegedly hit Caminada in the chest with the chair and knocked his hat off, and Caminada responded by laying about him with his umbrella.

Monday October 2nd: Patrick McCabe, mechanic, aged 20, William Haughton, pa�ern maker, aged 20, Ernest Stockton, engineer, aged 19, and Henry
Burrows, clerk, aged 19 all appear in court. McCabe claimed that their supporters were being kept from the court, but was calmed when his witnesses
identified themselves as present. Haughton complained that they had already been “tried and condemned” in the press, to be told by the magistrate that he
took no notice of the newspapers. “The evidence was continually interrupted by Burrows shouting “It’s a lie,” and by derisive laughter and hisses by the
friends of the Anarchists in the gallery, which led the Stipendiary to threaten to have that portion of the court in which they were seated cleared.” 
Caminada also complained that he and other witnesses were cross-examined “in a very loud and insolent manner” and that he himself was accused by
Haughton of having “a bad memory, like all policemen.” Burrows also questioned the Chief Constable, who put the police position but when he apparently
could not answer some questions Haughton shouted “Are we to be gagged? He is in the hole and wants to get out of it.” Despite the uproars caused, the
defendants were all found guilty and fined 21 shillings plus costs or a month’s imprisonment. 
On hearing the verdict one defendant apparently shoulded “Hurrah for Anarchy” and Alfred Barton added “to hell with law and order,” for which he was
arrested. He retracted the comment, but was bound over to keep the peace, with a recognisance of £5

The anarchists also responded to the incident by creating a comic song about Caminada and the ‘gamp’ (umbrella) which he had used to lash out with on
October 1st:

The Scamp who Broke his Gamp at Ardwick Green 
(To the tune of ‘Monte Carlo’)

The Anarchists held meetings that were orderly and good, 
And the workers they did go 
Just to hear the Anarchists show 
How the rich church-going thieves live upon their sweat and blood, 
And how the masters try and (sic) crush them low.

Chorus.

And as they walk about the street 
“With an independent air, 
The people all declare, 
They must have knowledge rare ; 
And they do say, 
We wish the day, 
When Anarchists shall have fair play, 
And hold their meetings free at Ardwick Green, 0.

But Nunn he was a bigot and didn’t like the truth, 
And he to the meetings went, 
On making mischief bent. 
He got policemen and detectives to a�ack them without ruth— 
I think it’s time that he to heaven was sent.

Chorus.

And as he walks about the church 
With an hypocritical air, 
The people all do swear, 
He is a humbug rare, 
For he does yell, 
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And the people tell, 
That all (who) think will go to hell, 
The parson who interfered at Ardwick Green, 0.

Caminada showed his valour by knocking people down, 
And using his gamp well, 
Good citizens to fell. 
He collared all the Anarchists, and marched them through the town, 
And put them in the Fairfield station cell.

Chorus.

And he walks along the street 
With an independent air, 
The people all declare, 
He is a scoundrel rare, 
His head is ” Wood,” 
And is no good, 
Except to provide the pig’s with food, 
The scamp who broke his gamp at Ardwiok Green, 0.

He brought them before the beak, and thought to give it them hot, 
But his li�le game was off, 
And he got it rather rough, 
The Anarchists did bravely, and of cheek give him a lot, 
And it won’t be very long before he’s had enough.

Chorus.

And as he walks along the court 
With a ” big bug ” sort of air, 
The people all declare, 
Oh ! what a fall was there. 
And they are sure, 
He will never more 
The Anarchists a�empt to floor, 
The D. who broke his gamp at Ardwick Green, 0.

He told a lot of thumpers, and spun some awful fibs, 
But they soon proved him to be 
A liar of high degree. 
And though Headlam, like an idiot, made them fork out their ” dibs,” 
They fairly got old Cam. up a tree.

Chorus.

And he walks about the street, 
With an independent air, 
The people all do swear, 
He is a detective rare, 
For he can lie, 
And none can vie— 
In the list of scamps, none stands so high 
As the D. who broke his gamp at Ardwick Green, 0.

But the time is coming quickly when Cam. will repent 
Of having tried his game 
The Anarchists to lame, 
Or he and his d——d crew will to that warm land be sent, 
And never trouble honest folks again. 
And he walks along the court, 
With a hanging vicious air, 
•The people will declare, 
Oh ! what an awful scare. 
And they will cry, 
Oh ! let him die, 
And deep down the gu�er lie 
The D. who broke his gamp at Ardwick Green, 0.

Sunday October 8th: encouraged by handbills printed to call a meeting on Ardwick Green “in spite of Caminada and his crew,” which had been fly-postered
throughout the city, another crowd of several hundred people gathered, many of them hoping to see a fight. At 11:30 Patrick John Kelly, aged 22, a
taxidermist, started speaking, but was quickly pulled down by the police, crying “Three cheers for Anarchy and revolution.” He was taken to Fairfield St
police station, with a large crowd watching but refusing his pleas to intervene. Like his comrades the previous week, Kelly was fined 21 shillings and costs
for obstructing a public highway.
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Sunday October 16th: another anarchist meeting was advertised though handbills, this time drawing 3-4,000 people keen to see the notorious clashes. This
necessitated “a large staff of police. The people were kept on the move, and as the Anarchists appeared they were ordered away,” according to Caminada.
Eventually James Coates, a lithographic printer, mounted the rostrum to protest against the suppression of free speech by Caminada and the Reverend
Canon Nunn. He and a number of other anarchists were again arrested and taken to Fairfield Street. Two men, Taylor and Payne, offered to post bail for the
anarchists, but were refused because they couldn’t give the names of the men they were offering to pay for. They were then arrested themselves for causing
an obstruction outside the police station.

Monday October 17th: Arthur Booth, joiner, aged 32; Max Falk, tailor, aged 28; Abraham Lewis, tailor, aged 21; James Coates, lithographic printer, aged 21;
Edmund George Taylor, tutor, aged 51 ; Thomas Spaine, shoemaker, aged 26; Walter Payne, clerk, aged 29 ; William Downey Alien, printer, aged 26 ; James
Beale, porter, aged 28; Charles Wa�s, newsagent, aged 23 ; and William Lancaster, labourer, aged 28 were all brought before the magistrate. Again, the
anarchists denied obstruction. Spaine, Beale, and Lancaster were each fined 21 shillings, the others were all fined 40 shillings plus costs.

Sunday 22nd October: the police managed to stop the anticipated demonstration by deploying throughout Ardwick before a crowd could gather, although
again ‘some thousands’ had turned up to watch, running around the area whenever an anarchist martyr was reported to have been seen. “These meetings
were a li�le harvest for the publicans of the neighbourhood, some of whom had to engage extra waiters for Sundays during the agitation,” Caminada
commented. The anarchists had not appeared because at a meeting the night before, they had promised that they would hold no more meetings until they
had put their position before the authorities.

Monday October 23rd: a Dr Sinclair raised the issue of the Ardwick Green meetings before the City Council. His proposed solution was that the press should
ask people to stay away to reduce the size of the crowds. He expressed the opinion that the police had been “high-handed and hasty” and that if the
meetings were publicly ridiculed they would diminish. Mr Alderman Lloyd stated that as well as obstructing the highway, the language used at the
meetings was foul. The meeting did not find in the anarchists’ favour.

Sunday 29th October: in response to a handbill reading “The Anarchists and Ardwick Green! Obstruction or Oppression? The City Council uphold Perjury
and Violence! Overtures of Peace rejected! Caminada authorised to break the heads of Manchester Citizens! This Tyranny shall not succeed! The Anarchists
will be at Ardwick Green on Sunday next, October 29, at 11:30. An Indignation Meeting will be held in Stevenson Square at 3. A�end in your thousands!”
another large crowd gathered on Ardwick Green. After some time, and as people were starting to disperse, Herbert Stockton, a bootmaker, aged 23, crossed
the park with 200 more people. He stood on the pedestal of a lamppost in the middle of the crossing of five roads, but was removed and arrested. According
to George Cores, he served a month in prison “in the fight for Free Speech. An ironic feature is that his father was a warder in Strangeways Gaol while he
was there.”

Sunday 5th November: summoned by handbills promising that “the sermon would be preached by an Anarchist, the lesson read by Chief Inspector
Caminada, and the psalms sung by his crew,” thousands again gathered at Ardwick Green. “The crowd reached from the lamp opposite Brunswick Street to
Rusholme Road in one direction, and extended up Brunswick Street, Hyde Road, Stockport Road, and Higher Ardwick, in other directions, the park and its
environs being crowded,” recalled Caminada. The first speaker, James Birch, aged 21, a mechanic, was interrupted by fireworks. He was arrested and despite
denouncing the suppression of the Labour movement, fined 40 shillings.

Sunday 12th November: again, thousands gathered at Ardwick Green. Herbert Stockton again tried to speak, but was picked up on the shoulders of a
member of the crowd and rescued by the police from being ducked in the horse-trough. In court, he denied police allegations that he and James Birch had
discussed the need to resort to bombings to get their message across, the that he had been joking when he suggested that the anarchists had “two or three
Rothschilds behind them. Stockton and Birch were both fined 30 shillings and were bound over to keep the peace for six months, on bonds of £25.James
Welling, a labourer, aged 24, was fined 40shillings and costs, or one month in gaol; George Storey, a tailor, aged 49, 21shillings and costs; Alfred Roberts,
dyer, aged 20, Robert Warburton, warehouseman, aged 19, Frederick Froggat, turner, aged 14, and James Taylor, warehouseman, aged 16, were all bound
over in one surety of £10 to keep the peace for six months.

Sunday 19th and Sunday 26th November: Henry Salop, aged 26, labourer was fined 40 shillings and costs, and James Coates was ordered to find two
sureties in £30 for six months, or in default one month’s imprisonment.

Wednesday 29th November: a meeting was called at the Co-operative Hall, Downing Street to protest at the “ violence and perjury of the police in
connection with the arrest” of Taylor and Payne. This was chaired by the elected Citizens’ Auditor, whose lengthy speech on the subject of councillors
spending public money on “wine, beer and trips to Thirlmere” was interrupted by a firecracker thrown into the room, causing much of the crowd to leave.
The few who were left ba�led through more shouting and crackers, passing a motion “asking for an inquiry into the ma�er, and a deputation was appointed
to present it.” The meeting also resulted in a question being asked in the House of Commons.

Sunday 3rd December: by this time the weather was cold and interest had declined, so only “a few hundreds” turned out the the meeting. Henry Burrows
started to speak “in a low, tremulous voice” but refused to stop at Caminada’s order and was arrested. In court he called Caminada “the biggest liar he had
ever known” and called out “Long live Anarchy.” He was bound over in two sureties of £30, or two months’ imprisonment. Both he and Coates elected to go
to prison, “probably from the difficulty of finding bail.” By this time the anarchists’ funds were running low and fines could no longer be paid, so those
arrested started to go to jail, although James Coates quickly wrote to his parents, begging them to get Alfred Barton to find the money to get him out.

Sunday 10th December: Patrick Kelly, arrested weeks earlier, instituted a new tactic, trying to speak from a box on the corner of Union Street, near the
Green. He was again arrested, and fined 40 shillings and costs or default of one month in prison. The following week William Haughton was arrested and
bound over to keep the peace for six months. On 24th December no anarchists tried to speak, something Caminada put down to none of them being
“inclined to eat their Christmas dinner in the police station.”

31st December 1893: Morris Mendelssohn, a mackintosh tailor, aged 24, became the last anarchist to be arrested on Ardwick Green. In court he was ordered
to find two sureties of £10 each to keep the peace for three months, or to go to prison for a month. The meetings moved to Stevenson Square, as the police
had tried to enforce months earlier, and socialists started to join the anarchists on the platform there and at New Cross. William Horrocks was arrested in
1894 when he, Alf Barton and Dvid Nicoll tried to speak in Albert Square, and the Manchester Guardian’s celebrated editor CP Sco� took up their cause in
the interests of free speech.

Anarchist activity carried on in Manchester, with an article by Alf Barton defining anarchism (h�p://www.katesharpleylibrary.net/3j9ktm) appearing in 1895
and, according to Jerome Caminada, a handbill in celebration of the Paris Commune circulating, reading as follows: “Commune of Paris !! The Manchester
Anarchists will celebrate the Revolt of the Paris Workers against Masters and Governments on Sunday, March 17th, 1895, in Stevenson Square, at 3pm; New
Cross (Oldham Road), at 8pm. Rebellion is Progress.” And Arthur Redford wrote in his History of Local Government in Manchester (Vol 1) that “Though
police successfully maintained public order it was at the cost of both unpopularity and ridicule.”

http://www.katesharpleylibrary.net/3j9ktm
http://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/
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Article by Sarah Irving (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Fascism and anti-fascism in 1930s Manchester

The following article on Fascist leader Oswald Mosley’s humiliation by anti-fascists at Belle Vue is reproduced by kind permission of Manchester University’s Centre for
Jewish Studies (h�p://www.mucjs.org), and is by Michael Wolf of the anti-fascist periodical Searchlight (h�p://www.searchlightmagazine.com/). The introduction to the
article is based on an article by Yaakov Wise (h�p://www.mucjs.org/fascism.htm), also on the CJS website.

One of Manchester’s most unpleasant claims to fame is its connections to Sir Oswald Mosley, the founder of the British Union of Fascists and supporter of
Hitler and Mussolini. Mosley Street in Manchester city centre is named after his family – although not after Oswald Mosley himself. Early meetings of BUF
were held in Hyndman Hall on Liverpool Street in Salford and rallies held at Queen’s Park in Harpurhey.

In 1933 a BUF meeting at the Free Trade Hall descended into rioting between fascists and anti-fascist communists and was broken up by police. The BUF also
had its northern headquarters – inaugurated in a ceremony performed by Mosley flanked by two columns of blackshirts – at 17 Northumberland Street,
Higher Broughton, Salford, in a house called Thornleigh.

Despite strong opposition from Manchester’s left-wing and Jewish communities, the BUF grew in 1933 and 1934, opening eighteen branches in Manchester
and surrounding areas, including in Stretford, Altrincham, Ashton-under-Lyne, Hulme, Rusholme, Withington, Blackley, Oldham, Bolton, Bury and
Rochdale. At one time the BUF even considered moving its HQ to Greater Manchester, after the Daily Mail and Lord Rothermere withdrew their support for
the organisation in 1934. Jock Houston, one of Mosley’s violent and racist officers in London, was slated for a move to Manchester but was instead sent to
Wales after objections from Greater Manchester Police.

Their presence was recalled by a Jewish member of the Young Communist League, Maurice Levine, who later fought in Spain and wrote in his
autobiography “From Cheetham to Cordova: A Manchester man of the Thirties:”

“A favourite café of theirs was Walter’s on Great Ducie Street near Victoria Station, and they would walk through Strangeways along Bury New Road to
Northumberland Street to provoke the Jewish population – they would often be scuffles with the inhabitants of Strangeways, who were very sensitive to the menace of
fascism in their midst.”

The Jewish Chronicle of 27th October 1939 reported the activities of fascists around Manchester, including chalking slogans such as ‘Christians awake! Don’t
be slaughtered for Jewish finance’ in Fallowfield. A BUF member was also fined 20 shillings by city magistrates for chalking fascist slogans on a wall at
Boggart Hole Clough in Blackley. “A representative of the Manchester Parks Department said that chalking had caused them a great deal of trouble, as they
had to be ‘ever-lastingly cleaning walls,” the paper recorded.

The BUF also prepared for the general election of 1940 – never held due to WW2 – by preparing a man called Dick Bellamy as a parliamentary candidate for
Blackley. The BUF had also been declared illegal in 1937, but one of the staff from Mosley’s Higher Broughton office still stood as a candidate in the
Middleton & Prestwich by-election (breaking the convention that in wartime a deceased’s party successor stands unopposed) in 1940, winning 418 votes
against the Conservatives’ 32,036. MI5 files on Mosley record him being tracked in Manchester, including during a secret meeting in 1940 in a curtained-off
booth in a restaurant called the Victoria Grill. But the day after the by-election Mosley and other BUF leaders were arrested in London and the party
collapsed.

‘Bye Bye Blackshirt: Oswald Mosley defeated at Belle Vue 
By Michael Wolf (h�p://www.mucjs.org/mwolf.htm)

After the notorious brutality of the fascist meeting earlier in 1934 Mosley thought he would have a repeat performance in Manchester. To combat this threat
an anti-fascist co-ordinating commi�ee was created to counter the fascist thugs. A dynamic campaign of leafleting, fly-posting and public meetings were
organised to mobilise the opposition. Deputations were organised representing the broadest possible democratic coalition to demand the banning of the
fascist meeting. In the face of all the protests the meeting was allowed, and to add insult to injury the Chief Constable banned all marches, a decision clearly
taken to make anti-fascist mobilisation more difficult.

However, the anti-fascists were determined that there would be no repeat of fascist violence and intimidation. Saturday 29th September the opposition
mobilised. Three marches from Openshaw, Miles Pla�ing, and Cheetham marched to meet the hundreds already waiting to meet them at Ardwick Green to
form a united demonstration of over 3,000 who would march along Hyde road to join the protest meeting outside Belle Vue. The contingent from Cheetham
comprised in the main young working class Jewish activists from the Challenge Club, the Youth Front Against War & Fascism and the Young Communist
League formed the backbone of the group that was to rout the fascists later in the day. When the marchers arrived at Belle Vue they were greeted by the
hundreds already assembled for the protest meeting. The marchers however had not come to listen to speeches. They had come to stop Mosley.

At the agreed time they left the meeting, crossed the road and in orderly fashion queued up to pay their entrance fee for Belle Vue. Once inside the
amusement park scouting parties tried to find the fascists. They had no success, as these examples of the “master race” were hiding in the halls hired for
them.

Mosley was to speak from The Gallery which was protected by the lake, his supporters were to assemble on the open air dance floor which was in front of
the lake. Even so the fascist leader did not feel safe and in addition to the gang of thugs he called his bodyguard, there were wooden barriers and the police.
In case this was not enough searchlights were available to be directed against the anti-fascists and fire engines with water cannon at the ready. The scene was
set.

500 blackshirts marched from a hall under The Gallery and formed up military style. Mosley, aping Mussolini stepped forward to the microphone to speak.
He was greeted by a wall of sound that completely drowned his speech. “Down with fascism”, “Down with the blackshirt thugs!”, “The rats the rats clear out
the rats!”, “One two three four five we want Mosley, dead or alive!”. Anti fascist songs, the Red Flag, and the Internationale. The sound never stopped for
over an hour. In spite of the powerful amplifiers turned up to maximum Mosley could not be heard.
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To quote The Manchester Guardian, “Si�ing in the midst of Sir Oswald’s personal bodyguard within three yards of where he was speaking one barely able to
catch two consecutive sentences.”

Mosley tried all the theatrical tricks he knew to try and make an impression but without any effective sound he appeared like a demented marione�e. Defeat
stared him in the face and he knew it, as did his audience which slunk away as soon as the police bodyguard was removed. The humiliation of the fascists
was complete. The only sound they could now here was the singing of ‘bye bye blackshirt’ to the tune ‘bye ’bye blackbird’, a popular song of the time.

With the fascists defeated and demoralised, the protesters raised their banners and posters high and proudly rejoined the meeting outside Belle Vue.

Mosley’s humiliation was complete, what was supposed to have been his most important meeting since Olympia was in fact the first of a series of defeats he
was to suffer in Manchester.

Alfred Barton: 19th century anarchism and the early 20th century Labour Party

In the 1890s, anarchism was seen by governments around the Western world as a threat as significant as Communism, and Manchester was one of the first cities in Britain
where local anarchists clashed with the authorities. One of the young men involved was Alfred Barton, who later went on to an active career in left-wing politics and political
writing.

Alfred Barton was born in the Bedfordshire town of Kempston in the late 1860s – 1869 according to the National Census but 30th July 1968 according to a
2009 article on his life. According to this article, “1893: The Manchester Anarchists and the Fight for Free Speech (h�p://libcom.org/history/manchester-
anarchists-fight-free-speech),” published on Libcom.org, he was the son of a foundry worker called Henry Barton and his wife Eliza Savill.

Young Alfred’s first job, at just 12 years old, was in a public library in Bedfordshire, and it’s perhaps through this that he started to educate himself,
especially in history, philosophy and languages. According to the author of the Libcom article, Barton moved to Manchester in 1890, where he was first
employed as a clerk and then at John Rylands Library. He also joined the Socialist League alongside another figure who would be significant in his life, such
as Herbert Stockton. Despite its name, the Socialist League had pronounced anarchist leanings, and Manchester Anarchists started to hold a large number of
meetings around the city – at Preston Park Gates on Sunday mornings, at Stevenson Square [in the Northern Quarter] on Sunday afternoons, in St
Augustine’s Parish [near present-day MMU] on Sunday evenings and near the market during the week.

The anarchist periodical Freedom, in an issue dated August 1890 (h�p://dwardmac.pi�er.edu/anarchist_Archives/journals/freedom/freedom4_45.html),
stated that, alongside activity in Leeds, Leicester and London:

“An extensive Anarchist propaganda is carried on [in Manchester] by the branch of the Socialist League. Several new stations have been opened lately, both in
Manchester and the smaller towns round about. At one of these, in the City, where we hold very large meetings on Sunday evenings, the police have tried to stop us. They
arrested Comrade Barton, but contented themselves with sending him a summons; the case is now pending. We mean to fight the authorities on this ground till their
a�empt at muzzling Socialism fails, as it must do. Salvationists and others may speak where Socialists cause an obstruction. It is our principles which are the obstruction
in the eyes of the authorities. Our chief work lies in breaking new ground and pushing the propaganda where it has been a thing unknown. This kind of work is, as may
be expected, of a very up-hill nature. No new branches or groups have yet been formed, though we have many in sympathy with our teachings. Being the only body of
Anarchists in Lancashire, we are held at a stiff distance by our friends the Social Democrats. They seem afraid to permit the thorough Socialism of our speakers to be
heard on their platforms. They are too busy endeavouring to get their fingers in the pie of government, municipal and otherwise, to care for Revolutionary Socialism. The
idea of the General Strike is now received with enthusiasm by the workers at all our meetings.”

George Cores, a London anarchist organiser, recalled in his memoirs (h�p://www.katesharpleylibrary.net/3bk3sx)that:

“There [in Manchester] two lads, Alfred Barton, a clerk and Herbert Stockton (an odd job man and later an industrial insurance agent) commenced, with a group of
other working boys and girls, to hold meetings at Preston Park Gates on Sunday mornings, at Stevenson Square on Sunday afternoons, in St Augustine’s Parish on
Sunday evenings and near the market during the week. This was about 1886. Barton and Stockton were very sincere, brave lads and worked hard in the propaganda for
many years. It is nothing against them that they supported the ILP in their older years. Bert Stockton went to prison for a month in the fight for Free Speech. An ironic
feature is that his father was a warder in Strangeways Gaol while he was there. It is to the credit of the famous editor of Manchester Guardian, CP Sco�, that he wrote a
leading article in sympathy with Stockton. Barton and Stockton were the fearless pioneers in Manchester. The SDF made their initial start in Salford. All the other
movements came later – Clarion (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/08/11/the-clarion-movement/), ILP etc.”

In April 1892 several thousand people a�ended a meeting in Stevenson Square, protesting the arrest of anarchist activists in Walsall. The speakers included
Alfred Barton, along with Herbert Stockton and John Bingham, an anarchist from Sheffield.

By 1892 the Socialist League had had been replaced by the Manchester Anarchist Communist Group. In 1893 the Group started holding public meetings –
mainly consisting of soapbox speeches – on Ardwick Green. Here, they clashed with local churchgoers, led by the Reverend Canon Nunn, described to
Herbert Stockton’s grandson over a hundred years later as “a bit of a trouble maker,” and Manchester police got involved.

The story of the conflict between Manchester Anarchists and the police is told in detail – albeit one-sidedly – by Detective Inspector Jerome Caminada. He
was one of the police called on the 4th October 1893 when Patrick McCabe, mechanic, 20, William Haughton, pa�ern maker, 20, Ernest Stockton, engineer, 19
(Herbert’s brother), and Henry Burrows, clerk, 19 were all arrested for refusing to leave Ardwick Green when ordered to do so. Caminada also became the
subject of a taunting comic song by the anarchists, stemming from his having hit several of them with his umbrella at this October encounter.

Caminada later recorded of this first meeting that after the first speaker was ordered to get down from the soapbox he “walked away. His place on the chair,
however, was immediately taken by a young fellow named Alfred Barton, who was at once pulled down… A young fellow named Barton seized the chair,
which had served as a rostrum, and aimed a blow at me with it, hi�ing me on the chest, whilst some one struck me on the back of my head, knocking off my
hat. To defend myself I grasped my umbrella and struck out right and left until I had cleared a space around me. ”
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In court the following Monday, Caminada recorded that: “All, however, was not yet over, for immediately on hearing the decision one of the prisoners raised
the cry ‘Hurrah for Anarchy,’ and this was taken up by Mr Alfred Barton, another of these renovators of the world, aged 25, and following the occupation of
a clerk, who, on leaving the court, shouted “To h—1 with law and order.” This hater of the law was immediately arrested, and hauled before its
representative. In answer to Mr Headlam, this terrible fellow, who proposed to turn the world upside down, admi�ed that he had made use of the
expression, but only did so because he was indignant at the way in which his comrades had been treated ‘for doing their duty;’ the presumption, of course,
being that their duty and obedience to the Anarchist group came before their duty as citizens, and ought therefore to be approved rather than punished. Mr
Headlam, however, refused to take this view of the case, and Mr Alfred Barton was bound over, in his own recognisance of £5, to keep the peace for six
months. Notwithstanding his hatred to all ‘law and order,’ he consented to be so bound, and the ‘tyrannical’ fines of his colleagues or ‘comrades,’ as they
love to call each other, were paid.”

October 4th signalled the beginning of several months of hostilities between anarchists and the police. As news of the events spread, the crowds at Ardwick
Green swelled to 3-4,000, according to Caminada’s figures, and the large numbers of police made themselves busy arresting increasing numbers of young
anarchist men, including Herbert Stockton on October 29th. Some of the men accepted fines while others, including Henry Burrows, aged 19, went to jail.
Caminada delighted in taunting the le�ers of those miserable anarchists who found the conditions in Strangeways prison too harsh. A le�er from Burrows
dated 27th December 1893 says: 
” My dearest Father, 
I am sorry to have to write this, but I am afraid my health is giving way. Will you go to comrade Barton and ask him to send sureties AS SOON AS HE
POSSIBLY CAN. I can’t stand much more of this. 
With love to all, 
Your affectionate son, 
H. BURROWS. 
Barton’s address is 13, Shaftesbury Street, C[horlton]-on-M[edlock].—H.B.”

On December 24th Morris Mendelssohn, aged 26, became the last man to be arrested on Ardwick Green. But this was only because the protests had moved to
Stevenson Square, where they were joined by Socialists like William Horrocks and H. Russell Smart. Horrocks was arrested in January 1894 when he tried to
speak in Albert Square alongside anarchists – including Alfred Barton. Despite the evil portraits painted of anarchists after events such as the Barcelona
bombings of 1892, the Manchester Anarchists were also supported by high-profile figures such as CP Sco�, editor of the Manchester Guardian newspaper.

Although Manchester police, including Jerome Caminada, had succeeded in suppressing widespread anarchist activity in the city, the situation was summed
up by Arthur Redford in his History of Local Government in Manchester in unfla�ering terms: “Though police successfully maintained public order it was at
the cost of both unpopularity and ridicule.”

Alfred Barton, meanwhile, carried on his anarchist activities. In 1895, giving his address as Co�enham Street in Chorlton-on-Medlock, he published
“Anarchism: an Introduction” in the Labour Annual (h�p://www.katesharpleylibrary.net/3j9ktm). The article outlined the basic beliefs of anarchism. Which
Barton summed up as “Anarchy means no government, no rule, no constituted authority, meaning by authority the power of some to impose their will and
interests on others irrespective of their wishes. Anarchism is thus an ideal of society where freedom prevails and people associate with each other on the
basis of individual independence, of mutual equality alone.” He accused the State of existing to ‘maintain wage-slavery’ and to “put down strikes and labour
revolts, to suppress socialistic and revolutionary agitation, and to carry on wars with weaker and more “barbarous” peoples, as in Burmah, Soudan,
Matabeleland, &c., to “open up trade,” that is new spheres of capitalist exploitation.” It rejected ‘the representative principle’ – liberal forms of democracy –
as having been shown in Republican France to be “almost as tyrannical and as blind to the interests of the people as autocratic [then still Tsarist] Russia. He
also pronounced himself “dubious of any form of State Socialism; to our minds that only means a change of masters and of the form of government, and
would be equally as oppressive and tyrannical as any which has hitherto existed.” In this last opinion he was to change in the coming years.

As well as his political activities, Barton found the time to marry Eleanor Stockton, Herbert’s sister, known as Nellie. George Cores wrote
(h�p://www.katesharpleylibrary.net/p8d07p)of Nellie and her female comrades that “It was the custom to look to London for public speakers and I spoke at several
of their open-air meetings. I felt very bashful in the presence of so many charming and enthusiastic girls. I was supposed to be very good. I only hope I was. One of Stockton’s
sisters, Mrs Eleanor Barton (she married Alf Barton), was a very prominent member of the Women’s Co-operative Guild. She always spoke of herself as an Anarchist-
Communist.”

Alfred and Nellie moved to Sheffield in 1897 where their politics shifted in a more moderate direction. Alfred Barton joined the Independent Labour Party
and the Shop Assistants Union. He was a Union delegate to the Trades Council and in 1907 was elected as a city councillor for Brightside. In April 1908
Barton was also a delegate to the Sixteenth Annual Conference of the Independent Labour Party, held in Huddersfield Town Hall – others delegates included
some of the most famous names of the early Labour Party, including Keir Hardie and Ramsay Macdonald. Barton himself tabled a question on the compact
between Independent Labour and Liberal-Labour members of the House of Commons, and lamented the impacts of such collaboration on his local political
situation in Sheffield, where Liberal-Labour candidates were seen as major competitors for votes. He also seconded an unpopular (and losing) amendment
on women’s suffrage which was condemned by Keir Hardie as likely to “affect the progress of the women’s cause.”

Barton lost his Brightside seat in 1910 and only a year later had become sufficiently disillusioned that he left Labour and joined the British Socialist Party,
winning Brightside in 1913 for the BSP without Trades Council support. He supported British involvement in World War One despite opposition to it from
many of the more radical movements of his past, and held Brightside until 1920. At some point it also seems that he found time to write “A World History for
the Workers; a Story of Man’s Doings from the Dawn of Time, from the Standpoint of the Disinherited (h�p://www.archive.org/details/cu31924013707298),”
published by The Labour Publishing Company in London in 1922. This book covers a broad sweep of world history, beginning with human evolution and
ending in a heartfelt hope that the rise of socialism in Russia heralds a new age of equality and justice. Compared with many writings of the period it is very
progressive – rejecting, for example, biologically determinist ideas that African, Asian and Australasian peoples are inherently less intelligent or ‘advanced’
those of Northern Europe.

After a brief flirtation with the Communist Party, Barton rejoined the Independent Labour Party but failed in two more a�empts to be re-elected. Instead, he
rejoined the Trades Council and became a Sheffield alderman in 1929. But Barton was only to hold this position for a short time, dying in December 1933.
Nellie emigrated to New Zealand, where she died in 1960.

Article by Sarah Irving (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)
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Stephen Kingston and the Salford Star

Uncovering the darker side of regeneration and social housing, the Salford Star (h�p://www.salfordstar.com/default.asp) has been rocking the boat in Salford since 2006. The
only independent, radical and community-orientated news source in Salford, it’s “produced by Salfordians for Salfordians with a�itude and love.” It won the 2008 Plain
English Campaign and was runner up for the Paul Foot Award for Campaigning Journalism in 2007. Taking its name from the popular radical newspaper the Northern
Star, Salford Star has not only been writing stories but jumping in with two feet to help residents fight their ba�les. Manchester Radical History spoke to founder and editor
Stephen Kingston.

Tell us a li�le about yourself and how the Salford Star started…

SK: Well, I’m not a trained journalist and I didn’t become a journalist till I was 28. For fifteen years I wrote for style and music magazines, in the Evening
News, but you don’t get into journalism to interview Coronation Street stars and celebrities. That’s not why I got into it anyway. In the end, although I was
ge�ing very well paid to write for the national papers, I couldn’t get the real stories across which is housing, regeneration – things that ma�ered to people.

So I took a back step and started teaching journalism in the community and I did that for a few years, then I got offered the chance to help on a magazine
called ‘Old Trafford News’ which is a community magazine which we revamped. So I did that and it was very successful. People saw the magazine that we
were doing in Old Trafford and the community invited us to do one in Salford. But I said to them ‘hold on second, Salford is a city whereas Old Trafford is
one square mile’. As Salford is a big city, we’ll need a big magazine to go with it! So Salford Star was born.

What was the initial reaction from locals. Was it positive or did they not really believe it was going to last?

SK: Well before we started, we went to a lot of public meetings and I went to one guy called Guy Griffiths who is notorious in Salford
(h�p://www.salfordstar.com/article.asp?id=237) because he’s the only person to have been forcibly evicted from his house. I went to him with the idea for the
magazine and I said ‘well, what do you think?’. He says ‘I don’t want anything to do with it. You budget journalists are all the same’ and this and that. But he
did say ‘I’ll give you one bit of advice, if it looks anything like the council magazine everyone will put it in the bin.’ So I took that advice and ran with it.

The response to the first issue was phenomenal, I’ve never seen anything like it. What we first did was to take a copy to the town hall to Council Leader John
Merry and within ten minutes he was on the phone screaming blue murder so we knew we’d got something right! The second call was from a women whose
mother had a house about to be knocked down and needed some help. I mean the calls, the email that we got, I’ve not seen anything like it. Reactions were
phenomenal and they are continuing to be. The only problem is that we only had the funds to print 15,000 copies but Salford has a population of around
300,000 people so there are people who have never heard of it. Out in Worsley, Walkden and Swinton they are not aware of it. What we do know is that each
copy is read by about 100 people as it gets passed round.

With Salford Star now only being online it’s more complicated. We do get a lot of readers but we know that two thirds of those living in Salford don’t have
the Internet so we’ve excluded a lot of people before we’ve even started. The advantage is that it is more accessible to those outside of Salford and we know
that we get readers from all over like London and even Devon. The stories are ge�ing out of Salford and that’s good – apart from when journalists nick my
stories and then call them exclusives which I don’t like!

What have been some of the biggest campaigns that Salford Star has been involved in?

SK: There’s a lot. One of the first that we did was to take a group of normal kids from Salford to the Lowry Centre in their street gear. They said ‘no, we’ll be
kicked out’ and we thought ‘get lost’. So we took them down there with hidden cameras (h�p://www.guardian.co.uk/slideshow/page/0,,1946775,00.html)
and lo and behold two minutes later they were kicked out. It was shocking but what happened after that was that the Lowry realised that they weren’t
reaching the local community and their policy changed, not a 100% percent but now they are aware. There were groups that wanted to use the space in the
Lowry but they were charging eight thousands pounds. But after that people were ge�ing in just by waving the Salford Star and saying ‘hey, come on’! They
were giving it to them for nothing so that was a real benefit that we got.

In Langworthy, just opposite the Urban Splash development, people were being offered £52,000 for the houses whereas the ones on the other side of the
street were going for £90,000. So we interviewed the leader of the council, John Merry, and we told him what was going on and he said that if it was true it
would be illegal. And lo and behold they all got £90,000 so that was another result. Another one was keeping the Salford Film Festival going and also ge�ing
the Tree of Knowledge in Salford listed (h�p://www.salfordstar.com/article.asp?id=250) when it was due to be demolished. We don’t just write the stories
like the Evening News or an Advertiser journalist, we jump in with two feet and give people in Salford the information to fight these ba�les.

Housing and regeneration have been huge problem areas in Salford, could you talk us through some of the major issues the Salford Star has been
looking at?

SK: If you open your eyes and you walk round so-called ‘Langworthy Village,’ there are shu�ers on the newsagents. Another newsagents up the road shut
down a few year ago- they couldn’t even sustain a corner shop. I mean when you consider that £88 million of private and public money (that was the last
time we looked, it’s probably more now) has gone into this immediate area..Where’s it gone? There’s nothing here. A report has just come out from the
Manchester Independent Economic Review and it say that nothing’s changed, so where has that money gone?

If you look at where the regeneration money is going, a hell of a lot of it – I’m not saying all of it by any stretch – is going into sweeteners for developers to
keep their profits high and salaries for the regenerators who don’t even live here. I interviewed the chief executive for the URC which is the regeneration
company responsible for Salford regeneration and I asked him how many in his office actually lived in Salford. There wasn’t one. They don’t have a stake in
the plan, but we do and so do our readers and writers.

You have been quite dubious about the council magazine ‘LIFE in Salford’. Why is that?

It’s called accountability! At the end of the day, if you go through the Evening News and any other newspaper – I used to do that when I taught community
journalism – and I can tell you that’s a press release, that’s another press release. It’s all press release journalism. The council or whoever will put out a press
release and then people just cut and paste it and stick their name at the top, whereas I question it. Which is what you’re supposed to do as a journalist.
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We’ve lost that community journalism. I mean there is virtually nothing in the country. There are things on-line and in print but a lot of things called
community magazines are just shams. They just push the council line, or the housing association line because it brings advertising. I could water that [Salford
Star] down tomorrow and say ‘isn’t it wonderful what Salix Homes are doing’, ‘isn’t Urban Splash great’ and they’d all advertise with us. They’ve millions of
pounds in budgets and I could be a millionaire by now!

Talking of money and advertising, how do you fund the Salford Star?

SK: What happens is that the real community places in Salford like the Langworthy Cornerstone, The Angel and small community organisations that have a
bit of money will advertise in it. Small businesses that can see the magazine flying out – I mean we get a thousand copies just on this road here in
Langworthy- they know that the community is looking at it and they want to be a part of it. So we do get a bit of advertising but those organisations don’t
have huge budgets and they can’t afford to take pages and pages out. But through those and donations we try to get half the printing costs covered and we
think that we should get public funding for the other half to keep us going.

What’s in store for Salford Star and the future?

SK: Well, we want to get a printed issue before the next election but whether we’ll be able to do that I don’t know. We’re hoping to do that through donations
but I guess we’ll see. My problem is that I don’t get paid to do any of this and it takes up so much time – my wife’s had enough! We keep pu�ing in
applications to all sorts of trust funds and grants but they get ripped up every time because people perceive us as being too controversial. Yet, I don’t see
what’s controversial about asking where our money is going and we’re always professional, non-political and balanced.

We have no agenda whatsoever. What we do is also different to normal journalism, where they’d go to an area, dip their toe in, get the best story and then get
out again. They’re not interested in the people. Well, we live in this community and we’re still talking to those people so it’s different. We’re not playing at
this, we’re for real because at the end of the day it’s our community.

Article by Arwa Aburawa (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Okasional Cafes

During the late 1990s and early 2000s, anarchists and environmental activists in Manchester organised a series of squa�ed cafe-social centres around the city, under the
name Okasional Cafe. This article is based on interviews with two people – both of whom wished to remain anonymous – who were involved in organising several of the cafes
and running events in them.

The first Okasional Cafe, in 1998, was supposed to be in a former kebab takeaway on Peter Street, near the junction with Deansgate, on the site now occupied
by Bar 38.

“There was a big row of Victorian shop buildings and a takeaway called, I think, the Topkapi Palace, which had already closed down in preparation for being
demolished as part of the redevelopment plans for the huge warehouses behind and Great Northern Square,” recalls one of the people involved in looking at
this initial site. “Four of us went in to recce it, which involved a small person having to go through a hole in the brickwork where there had been a heating
vent, and le�ing the others in. It was perfect – the big industrial-scale catering cookers were still there, which would have been great for events. But it stank
from the barrels of kebab fat too…”

In the event, the organising group decided that this site wasn’t suitable because the demolition date for the buildings was imminent and, although the
organisers were anticipating having to fight eviction orders, they didn’t want this to be the focus of their activity, or for scared developers to take aggressive
action to evict them. The second choice of venue was the former Temperance Movement building on Oxford Road in South Manchester, immediately
opposite the Manchester University Students’ Union, now Kro Bar.

At this point, the Riotous Assembly (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/11/23/riotous-assembly-1998-2001/) open radical activist meetings had not
yet started, so the recce teams for both sites had been recruited at the Earth First! meetings which at that time still took place in the Friends Meeting House in
Manchester city centre.

“I remember meeting the people who were going to turn it into the pub,” says one participant. “The head of what is now the Kro empire, I remember him
saying, well the weekend you moved in we were planning on moving in as well, but we thought well, we can take a bit more time. His brother, who was on
the dole, was helping him with the building work, and they had a month’s less rent to pay so they weren’t bothered.”

As one interviewee recalls, the cafes were meant to be “a point where social and political activity could go on reasonably freely and workshops and film
showings could happen, but also secondly that it was supposed to be an access point for new people who might not come to a meeting but would be
comfortable coming and having a cup of tea and a piece of cake and picking up some leaflets and then might come back again for something else a few days
later and actually speak to somebody about ge�ing involved.”

Another interviewee emphasised that “about people having an access point for ‘our’ ways of working – ie anarchist – and forms of actual direct action. I
remember it definitely as being for both those purposes, and also that there were actions actually happening at the same time, so people could go to the cafe,
hear about an action, go to a meeting about it and get comfortable with the idea and then actually go along on an action and get involved, as well as
providing a space for people who were already involved to meet together and have that contact. It’s also in my head as a post-Manchester Airport protest
camp thing – lots of people had moved to Manchester, had been active and the EF! Meetings were too big and unwieldy and some people had the idea that
everything in the meetings had to be agreed by everyone and others thought they were a forum, a place to go to where you could say, we’re doing this
anyone want to get involved?”

“For me,” he continued, “the reason Okasional Cafe came round was that it was a physical point of contact, because people had had the experience of living
on protest camps at the Airport together, and that was really important, and there was nowhere for people to meet and spend time together. I was
completely sold on the model of squa�ing a place, holding it for a month, saying ‘we’re going to be here for a month’, not trying to do it for longer or make it
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a permanent place, not trying to say we’ll keep it for longer but put that burst of energy into it for that month and then do other things the rest of the time,
rather than having a permanent centre…”

The first Okasional Cafes were not simply spaces where people could come and talk, but had well-organised schedules of events, including political
meetings, exhibitions, film showings and fundraising parties. A distinctive logo was designed, probably by a resident of the ‘Redbricks’ estate in Hulme, and
in the weeks preceding the squa�ing of a new cafe several waves of publicity would take place, starting with the logo being fly-posted around town,
followed by posters bearing the words ‘it’s coming’ and then after the building have been occupied posters and bookmark-format leaflets with the address
and workshop timetable would be distributed in cafes, pubs, bookstores and ‘alternative’ shops like those in Afflecks Palace.

“I’m not sure I can imagine such organised publicity happening now,” commented one participant. “people rely too much on the internet, they think that
when they’ve put something on Facebook they’ve publicised, whereas actually they’ve just told a load of people they’re already in touch with, and they think
they can advertise something the day before, instead of having to put in some work to really get word out.”

Okasional Cafes around Manchester

After the success of the initial Okasional Cafe on Oxford Road, a number of other squat cafes took place across South and Central Manchester over the next
four years. Sites for these included an old canal keeper’s co�age on Dale Street in the Northern Quarter, a second one at Kro, one on Birch Grove in Rusholme
and two at the Hacienda, one of which was a fundraiser for the massive J18 anti-capitalist protests which took place in London in June 1999.

There was also an abortive a�empt to hold an Okasional Cafe in St Peter’s House, opposite the Peace Gardens and Central Library. “It was in November one
year,” says a participant, “and people hadn’t really thought about the issues around that but it was just before the 11th and the police really cracked down on
it because they thought it was an anti-war protest in time for the Armistice Day commemorations, which it wasn’t. So they just smashed their way in through
the plate glass windows, using the fact that there was a back staircase which was shared with another building as a legal pretext for evicting the squat.

The Charles Street Okasional Cafe

Another site used was a former auction house on Charles Street, just off Oxford Road next to the BBC. One memorable event held there was a showing of the
film Injustice (h�p://www.injusticefilm.co.uk/page1.html), about the struggles for justice by families of people – mainly black men like Shiji Lapite and Roger
Sylvester, but also including Harry Stanley and women like Joy Gardner and Sarah Thomas – who had died in police custody.

The Police Federation had tried to take legal action to prevent the film, which called for the prosecution of several serving police officers, from being
screened. Venues were harassed and threatened with having their licenses revoked, and cinemas were told by police lawyers that they might face expensive
libel suits. So when the Cornerhouse Cinema (h�p://www.cornerhouse.org/) on Oxford Road was intimidated into cancelling a showing, people involved
with the Charles St cafe, just round the corner, stepped in to offer an alternative.

“But we managed to prime one of the directors, Tariq Mehmood, who lives in Rusholme, so that when they reached the end of their talk and had to tell the
audience that they couldn’t show the film there, they announced that the people who had just stood up could lead them to a venue where they could see it.”

The Cornerhouse cinema, according to one of the people involved in the Okasional Cafe screening, event loaned chairs to allow enough audience members to
go to the alternative screening, and some of the box office staff had made significant efforts to deliver the coded message to people buying tickets for the
event that although the event had been formally cancelled, something else might be afoot…

The Charles Street Okasional Cafe was also the scene for exhibitions giving ongoing information about the mass protests – and police brutality – which took
place at the G8 summit in Genoa in July 2001. But, despite some of the good events which went on at Charles St, it was also an example of some of the things
that could go wrong with such an enterprise.

“My take on what happened.” says one participant, who had been involved in many of the other cafes, “was that a lot of people were involved who
nowadays would be curating slightly alternative art galleries or working for the World Development Movement or the Big Issue, but then, because it was the
exciting ‘in’ thing they were there. But for the first part of the Charles St cafe, the people pu�ing most time in were people who had less long-term experience
or hadn’t made the same connections so the way it was organised was messier and events weren’t publicised. There were also problems because the site was
near an all-night Spar and a big homeless hostel, and some people turned up from a protest came and stayed and behaved like arseholes, so there were social
problems being dealt with by people with very li�le experience.”

The solution was to close the squat down for a week, regroup the organising commi�ee and remodel the space. The main room was painted white to give it a
completely different feel from the previous dark space, and the cafe was re-opened for several more weeks before it was finally evicted. “The eviction was,”
says one of the people involved, “one of those classic developer things where they come to court and say they want to use the building for such-and-such
and work will start straight away and the judge says ok, kick them out, and now eight years later it’s still empty, and there is still as Okasional Cafe sign over
the door…”

Decentralised organising

As one interviewee who was involved in organising several of the Okasional cafes recalls, the networks and personal connections which had grown up
during the protest camps at Manchester Airport were still in place during this era. “Although people were campaigning on different issues it tended to feel
more like they were part of the same thing than it seems to now,” he says. “Animal rights people or whoever might be doing their thing, but a lot of the
allocating work and responsibilities happened because various different people with different skills were involved. In terms of anarchist forms of organising
there were weekly meetings at the cafe which set up the events for the week after and sometimes there were more regular meetings if there were other issues
that came up.”

The tension between weekly and more regular meetings was, he says, “interesting, in that the people with most time and the people who were living there to
hold the squat sometimes acquired more power than others. So some people were arguing that it’s more democratic to have weekly meetings because more
people can actually come to them.”

Tactically, different methods were used to actually initiate the occupation of the squa�ed buildings. For the Hacienda events, many of the first groups of
people to enter the building were asked to meet at a fairly public site in Hulme and then led away in small groups, under cover of darkness and sometimes
through the gardens of squat sympathisers on a nearby estate. As a result, the police failed to notice that the crowd they were monitoring was actually slowly
dispersing.

http://www.injusticefilm.co.uk/page1.html
http://www.cornerhouse.org/
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At most of the other Okasional Cafes, a small group would crack the squat in advance in order to take legal control, and then other members of the
organising group would collect a larger selection of people who’d gathered at a publicly advertised meeting point and bring them to help with preparing the
venue – cleaning, decorating and if necessary connecting water and electricity. “It was a balance of recognising that you have to keep some things secret for
them to work, while making the process as open and participatory as possible,” commented one person who was involved in a number of the cafes. “And
because we had the networks from the Airport protests and other direct action and free party scenes we knew who to get in touch with if we needed the
water and gas and electrics to be turned back on. A lot of that was the result of lessons from 1990s direct action and Reclaim the Street.”

Decision-making processes about how the cafes would be run were also decentralised, bringing in a range of experiences, ages and backgrounds. “I
remember in the first OK Cafe there was a No Smoking room,” recalls one participant. “When that was first brought up some people were like, Noooo! But
for me that was an example of the difference between two simplified versions of anarchism – the more individualistic, which I think is called Sternerite, and
the more collectivist or community-based – ‘I can do what I like’ vs ‘I can do what I like but understand its impacts on other people.’ So there were lots of
debates, and in the end there were No Smoking times and room in Okasional Cafes.”

Over the course of the various cafes, many lessons were also learned about the kind of events, activities and messages participants wanted to use the sites for.
“The first one was around the time of an election, and it was also near a church,” recalled one person. “Someone put a big cross up outside with a politician
hanging from it and labelled it ‘use your cross wisely, crucify a politician.’ And there were things like free stalls and also what became People’s Kitchen, ie
experimenting with cheap meals and food by donation. That was quite hard, because especially being in a student area you felt you were pu�ing in lots of
effort to feed lazy students who’d got enough money anyway. So it shifted, became really nice set meals with candlelight or poetry performances but also
with a suggested donation. Soft drinks would be free or donations but alcohol was a set price because there was a sense that if people wanted to spend
money on alcohol it should be a fundraiser. There were also party night which were fundraisers too, and usually they were donations on the door and some
people would just ask casually and people would put a few coppers in, but some more savvy ones would say ‘three quid, three quid’ as people came in and a
well-run night at the Kro site could easily raise a thousand pounds. People lost that ability with some of the later cafes, especially the Kickstart ones that were
done by a different group of people later on, people involved in residential squa�ing in Whalley Range, because they just weren’t as organised and people
would nick the money and they didn’t really have a sense of how to replicate some of the really creative stuff we were doing at OK Cafes.”

To evict or not to evict?

In almost all cases the OK Cafe squats were time-limited, held for just a month and then handed back to their owners. They were also largely in commercial
or public buildings rather than residential ones. One exception was the sixth squat, on Birch Grove in Rusholme in 2000, which – with the approval of the
house’s owner – became a residential squat for at least six months after the Okasional Cafe there closed down.

Even though it had become a residential squat, the Birch Grove site did remain a hub for some direct action activity, serving as the meeting point for groups
of Manchester activists who went to the Close Campsfield noise demonstration and actions against the asylum seeker detention centre in Oxfordshire.

In some other cases the landlords of squa�ed properties were less co-operative, although the reputation of the protesters occupying the buildings sometimes
meant that evictions weren’t carried out. “With the first Okasional Cafe,” a participant remembers, “people remembered us from the Airport, where people
felt they had to power to say to a landlord, ‘yes you can take us to court and get an order and evict us, but we’re going to resist, you’ll need bailiffs. Ask the
Under-Sheriff of Lancashire, Andy Wilson, he’ll tell you that we’re going to be really expensive.’ It’s in your interest and our interest to negotiate – give us a
month. And landlords would go, OK. At the Kro Bar site, Andy Wilson came along and people pretended to have been in tunnels and had dirt on their faces
and head torches and he just backed off and from then on we had the reputation with other landlords that – take them to court, but negotiate with them.”

The one exception to this rule was the Hacienda squat. The police had succeeded in having the superclub closed down and, as one participant thinks, saw its
re-opening as a challenge. They evicted it quickly and at times brutally, and were therefore furious when it was then re-squa�ed a second time – giving rise
to graffiti in one of the rooms reading The People 1: Police 0 which was them amended to The People 2: Police 0. A number of people arrested in the first
eviction successfully sued Greater Manchester Police for wrongful arrest. “The second time,” recalls one interviewee, “only once we we had negotiated our
way outside did we see that there were lines of riot cops with ba�ering rams all lined up by the walls, where we couldn’t see them from the inside. There was
also a moment where, while they were using quite a lot of violence to clear the area, we saw one riot cop who was well known for being very big and violent
whack someone across the back with the truncheon, and the person he’d hit ge�ing out his badge and saying ‘I’m undercover!’ And that was great to
watch…”

Article by Sarah Irving (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Manchester and the Death of Terence MacSwiney

The hunger strike and death of the Lord Mayor of Cork,Terence MacSwiney, in 1920 had a profound affect on Irish people, not just in Ireland but in many cities in Britain,
including Manchester.

Terence MacSwiney was arrested on 12th August 1920 and sentenced at a British army court-martial to two years in prison. He joined the hunger strike in
progress at Cork Gaol, whereupon the government moved him to Brixton prison where he continued his fast. By the end of the second week he seemed to be
sinking rapidly and his death was expected at almost any hour.

When he was inaugurated as Lord Mayor of Cork after the murder of Tomas MacCurtain by British forces, MacSwiney had prophesied that “This contest on
our side is not one of rivalry or vengeance, but of endurance. It is not those who can inflict the most, but those who can suffer the most who will conquer…”
He later sent out a message from Brixton prison via Archbishop Mannix. “We must be prepared for casualties in the last ba�le for Irish independence. Let
every man offer his life.” In the end he gave up his own life after 74 days.
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A great deal of pressure had been put on Liberal Prime Minister Lloyd George and the cabinet to make concessions in order to get MacSwiney to call off his
fast. The British government very quickly decided, however, that this was a political ba�le it had to win and dug in its heels. The British ruling class
understood that Empire was as much a ma�er of psychology as it was of soldiers and guns. If MacSwiney were to call off his hunger strike it would be a
severe a blow to Irish morale. If he died it would be a lesson to the Irish of how ruthless the government was prepared to be, a view reinforced by Lloyd
George himself in a controversial speech at Caernavon in early October in which he spoke of the “very strong measures” that needed to be taken in order to
defeat “the real murder gang”. The Daily Herald condemned his speech as “coarse, cowardly and cruel”.

A number of organisations and leading citizens in Manchester tried to put pressure on the government to give way. On 26th August a joint meeting of the
Manchester & Salford Labour Party and Manchester & Salford Trades Council passed a resolution stating that they were appalled at the callous a�itude of
the government and requesting that “in the interests of humanity and peace” the Lord Mayor be released forthwith. A number of local women sent a
telegram also requesting MacSwiney’s release. Their number included Dr Cathleen Chisholm, Dr Florence Robinson, Annot Robinson and Mabel Hewi�.

On 27th August a meeting of Manchester citizens at Merchants Restaurant in Market Street sent a telegram to the King, asking him to exercise royal
prerogative. It was signed by, amongst others, Canon Peter Green, Joe Toole, Councillor William Mellor (secretary of Manchester & Salford Trades Council),
Alderman Jackson, Catherine Chisholm of the Women’s International League, Mrs Neal of the Women’s Freedom League, Annot Robinson, Councillor Hugh
Lee, Agatha Wa�s and George Clancy of the Irish Self Determination League. (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/09/22/the-irish-self-
determination-league-in-manchester/)

The government remained unmoved by these and many other protests from Britain and abroad. Instead they skilfully and subtly created the conditions to
put maximum pressure on MacSwiney to give up his protest. Thus his friends and relatives were able to visit at any time, nurses and doctors were in
a�endance and there was always food by the bedside. Journalists from around the world called into Art O’Brien’s office in London where MacSwiney’s sister
Mary spoke to them, giving them the latest information. Mary tried every avenue to put pressure on the government. In early September she went to
Brighton where the TUC was meeting, hoping to address the assembled delegates. The TUC President J H Thomas refused to let her speak to the Congress,
however, claiming that it would be too much of an emotional strain on her, and instead made a token gesture by sending another telegram to Lloyd George.

In New York a spectacular strike broke out on the docks at the end of August when a group of Irish women calling themselves American Women Pickets for
the Enforcement of America’s War Aims brought out the West Side waterfront for nearly a month. They were protesting both at the arrest of MacSwiney in
Ireland and the arrest at sea of Archbishop Daniel Mannix from Melbourne, a fierce critic of British government policy in Ireland, who had sailed for Ireland
from New York on the White Star liner Baltic. En route two British destroyers stopped the Baltic and arrested Mannix, landing him in Penzance, where he
was handed orders forbidding him from travelling to Ireland, Liverpool, Glasgow or Manchester. In New York the women pickets brought out British
stokers, Irish and black longshoremen in a strike which spread rapidly, disrupted some sailings and lasted until 21st September

On 17th October Michael Fi�gerald died on hunger strike in Cork gaol after 67 days, while MacSwiney himself died on the morning of 25th October. The
two friends with him in his last hour could never bring themselves to speak of it. The Manchester Guardian commented acidly that his death was “part of a
policy, the policy of ruthlessness. Ireland is to be terrorised, opposition is to be crushed.” The Manchester District commi�ee of the ISDL, representing 36
local branches, sent a telegram to MacSwiney’s widow saying that “The Irishmen and Irishwomen of Manchester send their heartfelt sympathy with you in
this your great hour of sorrow. However, you will be consoled in your grief, knowing that the Lord Mayor died that the Irish nation might live.”

Fellow Republican political prisoners carried MacSwiney’s body to the prison doors after which it was taken to the Catholic cathedral in Southwark where
several hundred a�ended the brief service, many of them working class Irish women from South London. His body lay in its coffin before the High Altar
with many coming to pay their respects. A few days later thousands a�ended Mass in the cathedral after which the coffin was driven slowly across London
to Euston station accompanied by a huge procession, with representatives present from across Ireland and every Irish community in Britain. The train that
carried his body also carried several hundred policemen.

On arriving in Holyhead those accompanying MacSwiney’s body were informed that the government had forbidden its passage to Dublin, where the whole
city was waiting, and had instead provided a steamer to take the coffin directly to Cork. There was a bi�er and emotional argument between Art O’Brien,
Mary MacSwiney and government officials but they had no choice but to agree. In Cork nobody would receive the body from the British vessel and
eventually it was landed by British soldiers. MacSwiney was finally laid to rest in his home town accompanied by a massive funeral procession. The next day
eighteen year old Kevin Barry was hanged in Dublin.

In Manchester on Sunday 31st October there was a huge procession in honour of MacSwiney, perhaps the largest march ever organised by the Irish in the
city. Thousands assembled in Stevenson Square and walked slowly four a breast to Moston cemetery by way of Oldham Street, Oldham Road, Livesey Street
and Rochdale Road with spectators lining the whole route. Sixty taxi-cabs and carriages led the procession followed by a hearse carrying a mock coffin
covered with the tricolour and flags.

Despite the cold weather there were many elderly people on the procession as well as many local Catholic priests. A squad of girls and women accompanied
the hearse, some in semi-uniform, while an industrial school band played Saul’s Dead March and Chopin’s Funeral March. There were also Irish pipers
playing in the march. As many as forty branches of the Irish Self Determination League were present, carrying tricolours, and many marchers wore
armbands in the same colour. So great were the numbers on the procession that the tail was still in Stevenson Square by the time that the front of the
procession had reached the cemetery and the last mile was unable get in to the graveyard at all. Those that managed recited prayers as wreaths were laid at
the Manchester Martyrs (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/09/08/the-manchester-martyrs/) memorial.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

The March 1920 Stockport By-Election

In March 1920 Irish Republicans used a by-election in Stockport to highlight the plight of Republican prisoners on hunger-strike in a British prison.
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In March 1920 William O’Brien, secretary of the Irish Labour Party and a leading member of the Irish trade union movement, was arrested and taken to
Wormwood Scrubs where seventy other Republican political prisoners were already being held. When they began a hunger-strike he joined in. O’Brien had
helped found the Irish Transport & General Workers union and had been close colleague of James Connolly
(h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/09/21/jim-larkin-james-connolly-and-the-1913-free-trade-hall-meeting/).

O’Brien’s arrest coincided with growing dissatisfaction amongst many in the Irish community in Britain at the a�itude of the British Labour Party to events
in Ireland and, in particular, its refusal to wholeheartedly support self-determination for the Irish people. At a meeting in the Free Trade Hall on 1st March
1920, for instance, Sean MacEntee (TD – a member of the Irish Parliament – for South Monaghan) and A Connor (TD for South Kildare) a�acked the Labour
party’s views on Ireland. MacEntee said that it was useless to talk to them of Dominion status. They were not a colony, but a nation with a record as proud
and cleaner than England’s and nothing less than complete independence would satisfy them.

Connor ridiculed the report of the Labour party delegation to Ireland, saying that it had concluded that the Irish were rather too naughty to be entrusted as
yet with the conduct of their own affairs. At the end of the speeches the packed audience passed a resolution stating that “this meeting of Irish citizens of
Manchester and district hereby pledges its allegiance to the Republic of Ireland established in Easter 1916 and confirmed by the vast majority of the people of
Ireland in the election of 1918.”

A parliamentary by-election was due in Stockport, following the death of Spencer Leigh Hughes and resignation of George Wardle, the two Members of
Parliament. Local Irish people sent a delegation to the Labour Party NEC protesting at its a�itude on self-determination and alleged inaction on the arrest of
William O’Brien. In particular they wanted to know whether the Labour party was prepared to grant immediate recognition of the right of the Irish people to
self-determination, even if a majority decided for an Irish Republic, whether they would release all Irish political prisoners if returned to power, and finally,
whether they would specify a time for the withdrawal of the army of occupation.

The Labour Party said that these were hypothetical questions and instead handed them a long statement justifying the party’s views and actions. This
evidently did not satisfy the delegation, for on 16th March a meeting of over a thousand Stockport Irish electors invited William O’Brien to contest the
Stockport seat “as a protest against the apostasy of the Labour party on the question of Irish self-determination and against the inactivity in the face of
military tyranny in Ireland”. The United Irish League urged support for the Labour party but by now their views carried very li�le weight in the Irish
community which had thrown its weight behind the Republican movement.

The defection of the Irish seems to have had an effect for in his manifesto Sir Leo Money, one of the two Labour candidates, wrote that he regarded with
shame the fact that “at the conclusion of a war waged for human liberty Ireland is governed by a military despotism”.

No doubt hoping that the Irish electorate would in time return to the fold, the Labour Party also allowed the Irish campaign to use its meeting rooms at
Central Hall for an opening election rally. J Clancy from the ISDL (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/09/22/the-irish-self-determination-league-
in-manchester/)presided, stating that they refused absolutely to take the gloved hand offered by the English Labour Party any more than the mailed fist of
the Coalition. The Labour Party had failed dismally on the question of self-determination for Ireland and their object in fighting the election was to make
Labour realise that its a�itude was not consistent with the democratic principles which they professed. Thus the decision of the Irish to support O’Brien was
nicely timed to expose the gap between Labour’s past rhetoric and Labour’s present position and push the party into outright support for complete self-
determination.

In his election address issued from jail William O’Brien (standing as Workers Republican) said that his aim “was to raise the clear issue of the right of the
Irish people to determine their own destiny. The issue is whether the people of Ireland are to have their own free choice, without the interference of any
power, people or parliament, in deciding the form of government under which they will live.” He went on to argue that the Labour Party had recanted from
the position it had adopted in April 1919 at an international conference in Amsterdam when it had supported the immediate application of the right of self-
determination to Ireland. Now it seemed to favour some form of Home Rule which would still leave foreign affairs and defence in the hands of the British
Empire. “Labour, like the British government, has one definition of freedom and self -determination when applied abroad and another interpretation of it at
home.”

During the campaign Hanna Sheehy-Skeffington, whose husband Francis Sheehy-Skeffington had been murdered by the British during the Easter Rising,
came to speak in support of O’Brien, as did Captain MacNaghten, an Ulster Protestant who had fought in the war but afterwards joined the Republican
movement. When the results were announced on 11th April O’Brien had received 2,336 votes, which the Manchester Guardian estimated was substantially the
whole Irish vote in the constituency. The two seats were won by the Coalition candidates.

O’Brien continued his hunger strike until the government did a deal to move him into a nursing home (where he was visited by the veteran Fenian Dr Mark
Ryan) and finally release him in early May. O’Brien was later elected to the Dail for many years and died in 1968.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Ernest Jones and the 1846 Chartist gathering on Blackstone Edge

Many places in Britain have been commemorated in verse – think of Tintern Abbey (Wordsworth), or Wenlock Edge (Housman), or Adlestrop railway station (Edward
Thomas), or Li�le Gidding (TS Eliot). Blackstone Edge can join this list, thanks to the nineteenth century political leader and poet Ernest Jones. His verse The Blackstone
Edge Gathering, wri�en more as a song than a poem and set to a popular tune of the day, was composed in 1846.

Jones begins by looking down from Blackstone Edge over the plain – or at least trying to. Instead of his eye being led to far horizons, however, what greets
him is industrial smoke and pollution, the product of the co�on mills which, as we have already seen, had been transforming the landscape and the economy
of this part of Lancashire. It was not a pre�y sight. In fact, Jones suggests, there is something about it which is against the natural order of things:
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O’er plains and cities far away

All lorn and lost the morning lay

When sank the sun at break of day

In smoke of mill and factory.

On Blackstone Edge itself, however, high above the Lancashire plains, it’s a different story:

But waved the wind on Blackstone Height

A standard of the broad sunlight

And sung that morn with trumpet might

A sounding song of liberty!

We know exactly which ‘morn’ Ernest Jones was referring to: it was Sunday, August 2nd in 1846. The poem itself, as its title suggests, commemorates an
event which took place here, up on the Pennine escarpment, during the heyday of the Chartist movement.

Walking past the Blackstone Edge rocks today it’s hard to imagine this as the se�ing for a mass political rally. Nevertheless, that Sunday in August saw about
thirty thousand people gathered here, at least according to a report a few days later in the Chartists’ own newspaper the Northern Star. There would have
been banners and pennants ready to be waved by the wind, there would have been speeches (and they would have been long), but there’d have been a party
atmosphere too, rather like on most demonstrations today. Chartism was strong on both sides of the Pennines, both in the larger mill towns such as Halifax,
Bradford, Rochdale and Oldham and in the smaller towns such as nearby Todmorden, and rallies on moorland tops were a feature of the movement, it
presumably being rather easier to discuss radical politics away from the immediate a�ention of the mill-owners and their supporters. Blackstone Edge was a
convenient place to bring together people from both the Lancashire and Yorkshire towns “all of whom” (this is the Northern Star, again) “must have
travelled three miles, and many of whom had travelled thirty to renew the covenant with their fellow men.”

It was the Chartists who helped define the shape of our modern democracy, arguing the case for a political system where voting is the responsibility and
right of all, not just of those with money and wealth. And, much to the concern of the British state who periodically set about arresting and imprisoning the
Chartist leaders, It was also the first time that a working class in Britain made its presence firmly felt on the national political landscape.

When Ernest Jones joined the crowds at Blackstone Edge, the Chartist movement had already been in full flow for eight or more years. Chartism took its
name from the People’s Charter which carried the demands of the movement and which was first published in May 1838. There were six demands: universal
male suffrage (or in other words, votes for all men 21 and over), a secret ballot, no property requirements to become an MP, payment of MPs, equal
constituencies and annual parliaments. 1838 was a year of activity and mass mobilisation throughout Britain. Newcastle, for example, had a mass
demonstration in June, Birmingham in August and Manchester in September. Each city and town made their choice of delegates to a�end the Chartist
National Convention, which met for the first time the following February. In June 1839, the first Chartist petition (three miles long, by the time it arrived in
London) was presented to Parliament, and of course firmly rejected (the voting was 235 against to 46 in favour).

Thereafter followed several years of ups and downs. 1839 saw an abortive rising in Newport, Monmouthshire, and early 1840 would see other a�empts at
armed uprising, in places such as Sheffield, Bradford and Dewsbury. In general, this was a time generally when the state regained the upper hand, and
several Chartists found themselves in prison for various alleged public order offences. The next high water mark for the movement was the year of 1842,
when a second petition was taken to Parliament and when, later in the Autumn, the mill towns of Lancashire and Yorkshire were convulsed by a wave of
industrial protests known to historians as the Plug Riots. (This had nothing to do with bathroom plumbing. An effective way, the protesters found, to stop
the mills from working was to remove the plugs from the boilers of the engines which drove the machinery). Thereafter once again the tide receded.
Chartists began to turn their a�ention from demanding parliamentary reform to creating their own land colonies, a back-to-the-land strategy more than a
century before the alternative movement of the 1970s and 1980s tried the same thing.

But Chartism was to have one final year of mass political activity, in 1848, a year which was also marked in mainland Europe by a wave of revolutions. By
1846, therefore, there was perhaps a sense that the movement was once again on the move. This certainly is how the Northern Star reported the Blackstone
Edge rally: “Sunday last may be considered as the resurrection day of Chartism,” the report began. Ernest Jones himself was clearly moved by the spirit of
the event. His verse (and it must be time by now to get back to that) continued:
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And grew the glorious music higher

When pouring, with his heart on fire

Old Yorkshire came with Lancashire

And all its noblest chivalry:

The men who give – not those who take!

The hands that bless – yet hearts that break –

Those toilers for their foeman’s sake

Our England’s true nobility.

So brave a host hath never met

For truth shall be their bayonet

Whose bloodless thrusts shall sca�er yet

The force of false finality.

This last comment was something of a barb at the man who had become Prime Minister earlier that 1846 summer, Lord John Russell. Russell had a few years
earlier pronounced himself completely satisfied with the way the British electoral system functioned, declaring (and I may be paraphrasing his exact words a
li�le) “Nobody else gets the vote, and that’s final”. Thereafter to his political enemies Russell came to be known as Finality Jack.

Jones and his fellow Chartists not surprisingly had a different idea from the Prime Minister. Jones continues The Blackstone Edge Gathering in optimistic
mood:

Though hunger stamped each forehead spare

And eyes were dim with factory glare

Loud swelled the nation’s ba�le prayer

Of – death to class monopoly!

Then every eye grew keen and bright

And every pulse was dancing light

For every heart had felt its might

The might of labour’s chivalry.

Jones concludes his poem by returning to Blackstone Edge itself, the ‘high hill’ from which the message of Chartism is to be carried out to the world:

And up to Heaven the descant ran

With no cold roof twixt God and man

To dash back from its frowning span

A church prayer’s listless blasphemy.

How distant cities quaked to hear

When rolled from that high hill the cheer

Of hope to slaves! to tyrants fear!

And God and man for liberty!

The Blackstone Edge Gathering was wri�en by Jones immediately after the rally, and published about three weeks later in the Northern Star. The event was
important for Jones, for as well as being its chronicler Jones was also one of the main speakers, the first time he had taken the platform publicly in support of
the Chartist cause. He had an unusual background: his father was an Army major, his mother came from a large landowning family in Kent, and his
godfather was the Duke of Cumberland, uncle to Queen Victoria. Jones was born and brought up in Germany and this upbringing gave him a natural ability
with other languages. His family returned to England in 1838 when he was nineteen, and thereafter he qualified and practised as a barrister. The initial years
of Chartist agitation passed him by. But something happened to change the course of his life, and by the start of 1846 he had thrown in his lot with the
Chartist cause. He went on to become one of the national leaders, suffering two years of harsh treatment in prison at the end of the 1840s on what were
effectively trumped-up charges. He met Karl Marx a number of times (Marx told Engels that he found Jones a li�le egotistical) and probably read Marx’s
writings in its original German. He tried to keep the Chartist flame alive in the 1850s and for a time produced his own newspaper The People’s Paper. He
also continued to write poems and songs.

Chartist orators must have had powerful lungs, particularly at large open-air events like that at Blackstone Edge. His skills as a barrister would have helped,
too, to hold the large crowd. The text of the speech he made at the Blackstone Edge rally has survived and it shows him in powerful form. Here’s a short
extract, just to give a flavour of his language:
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“What? Are pounds sterling or living souls to be represented in our House of Parliament? What? Are the interests of a man possessing a million pounds to be cared for a
million times more? This – this is what their argument involves. This, then is their philanthropy! Out upon them! They have but legislated for their money bags – we
will legislate for our fellow-men. The interests they tried to promote was the interest of their vested capital – the interests we will further shall be those of humanity all
over the world.”

At the time you might have accused Jones of being impossibly visionary in campaigning for votes for all and a democratic House of Commons. On the other
hand, we know now that it was Jones and the Chartists who had the ear of the future, rather than Finality Jack.

This article is an excerpt from The Backbone of England: Landscape and Life on the Pennine Watershed (h�p://www.andrewbibby.com/misc/backbone.html) by Andrew
Bibby (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Derek Antrobus and the Vegetarian Movement in Salford

Ask people what they know about vegetarianism and probably the first thing they’ll tell you is that it was invented by middle-class hippies in the 1960s. What many people
don’t realise is that the modern vegetarian movement in Britain all started in a tiny church in the working-class, gri�y, industrial town of Salford. Arwa Aburawa spoke to
Derek Antrobus- a vegetarian of 40 years and a Salford City Councillor – who also charted the history of the Salford church in his book ‘A Guiltless Feast’, to find out how
and why vegetarianism flourished in the working-class community of Salford.

What sparked your interest in the vegetarian movement?

As a teenager I loved the works of the playwright George Bernard Shaw, who is a great vegetarian, and I used a lot of his work as propaganda for
vegetarianism. In the late 1980s, there was a food programme on vegetarianism and how it had increased over time and it just mentioned that wasn’t it
amazing that all this had happened from a li�le church in Salford about which nothing is known. So, I am a vegetarian, it all started in Salford and nobody
knows about it, I thought to myself I just have to find out more!

What was the context which allowed this church/vegetarian movement to flourish in Salford?

Well, there were a number of factors. One is that it was a period of rapid urbanisation and so people could come together in the city. There is a theory within
historical geography that whereas people may be isolated and seen as rather quite odd in their own village community, in a city they can meet other people
like themselves. So, the city become this powerhouse of innovation where there are many opportunities and different ways to look at life.

A second factor was industrialisation, as during this period people were no longer working on the land and no longer slaughtering their animals. Animals
were being slaughtered elsewhere and then brought into the city and so it wasn’t a part of everyday life and the idea of having animals as meat became more
remote for people. At that time, of course, you got the Romantic movement with people longing for the countryside and so although people were
predominantly meat eaters, animals and nature became romanticised. So that may have been an obvious background to why people were choosing to be
vegetarians as there was belief that it was wrong to harm nature.

A third reason was the ideological and philosophical chaos that was Manchester. As Lancashire was so far from London, the dominant ways to think never
quite reached into society and so people were always experimenting with ways to practice their religion. The last reason is the coincidence of personalities
which were brought into this environment and promoted vegetarianism.

What was the role of these key personalities for the success of the movement?

There were an early group of vegetarians who were grouped around the evangelicals, which was a group of people who challenged the complacency- as they
saw it- of the Church of England. People like John Wesley are the best known. One of John Wesley’s friends was John Byrom, who lived in Kersal and was
vegetarian throughout his life and the Clowes family who were relatives of John Byrom also shared his ideas.

The Clowes were interested in nature and challenged the established church by saying that all nature was connected in some way. John Bryom, who had a
great love of nature, shared this with his close cousin who was the translator of the Swedish mystic, Emanuel Swedenborg. So already in Salford society these
ideas were floating around and it was because of John Clowes, who promoted the ideas of Swedenborg which focused on the wholeness of nature, that
William Cowherd came to Salford.

Cowherd was born in the Lake District, trained to be a priest and shared the belief in the oneness and the wholeness of nature and that god inhabited every
living thing. So, for him to kill a animal was to kill a part of god which was a sin.

Whereas people like Clowes were traditional Church of England and vegetarianism was at the margins of their beliefs, Cowherd made it central to his belief.
He broke away from the Church of England, joined the Swedenborgians, but broke away from them because they weren’t strong enough, as he thought, on
vegetarianism. Eventually he established his own denomination, the Bible Christians Church, by preaching a sermon in his church on King’s Street on
January 28th 1809. From that moment, he commanded his congregation not to eat meat and that was the first time that there was an institution in Britain
dedicated to vegetarianism.

Was Cowherd the first to bring the message of vegetarianism to the Working Classes?

Very much so. Cowherd tried to relate vegetarianism to some of the issues they were dealing with such as industrialisation and urbanisation. One way he
did this was through the politics of liberation because the logical conclusion of a belief that there is a bit of god in everyone is that everyone is equal and
everything is of equal value. And so, the Bible Christians argued for workers’ rights, they were some of the foremost opponents to slavery and they extended
this belief of liberation to the animal world.

The only thing I have not been able to find, although there must be something, is on women’s rights. I find that really surprising, especially considering the
politics of the group, because they were very much aligned with people like John Stuart Mill, who wrote tracts on feminist ideas. So that may be simply due
to the paucity of the material available rather than an omission from their ideology and I think it’s just an area which needs further research.
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Another way that Cowherd brought vegetarianism to the working classes was the ideology of self-improvement which was really powerful in 19th century
Britain. All sorts of arguments come out in vegetarian tracts which state that if you didn’t eat meat you would save money which you could then spend on
more self-improving, cultural activities. You’d be more mild-mannered and there was a real belief that eating meat made you violent – so you wouldn’t be
wasting your time in drunken, violent brawls but rather you would be able to spend more time in civilised pursuits. There was also a belief that meat
actually weakened you and that vegetarians were stronger and could work harder and earn more money.

What were reactions to vegetarianism in Salford?

By all accounts, Cowherd was an incredibly a�ractive, charismatic figure, which is reflected in the fact that his congregation adopted vegetarianism and tee-
totalism. Apparently one of the men who went to his congregation on that January morning in 1809 went back to his home and threw away the dinner his
wife had cooked because it had meat in it.

Apart from his congregation, there were some people who thought he was mad, he was mocked and there was a rival chapel who used to refer to his chapel
as the Beefeaters Chapel just to irritate him. But despite all that, when Cowherd died in 1816, not long after he established his church, there was a lot of
respect for him because of the wider work that he did.

Cowherd ran a school from the church, its dome doubled up as an observatory where he taught science, he opened up his library to the public and he ran a
soup kitchen. A big issue for people at that time was being buried as it was very costly to be buried in a churchyard and he offered free burials at his church
which would have really had a big impact on a working class family. Cowherd was even known locally as Dr Cowherd because he provided free medical
services. So he did manage to a�ract a significant working class congregation at the Church and it was a home for these primitive social services which
earned him respect in the wider community.

Once Cowherd passed away, Joseph Brotherton took over the church and made himself known in the district as someone who a�acked those charities which
were ‘feeding the trustees and ignoring the poor.’ He was also involved in local politics and was even elected the member of parliament for Salford in 1832
after the great reform act, when Salford got its first MP. William Harvey, Brotherton’s brother in-law, was the mayor of Salford and other members of the
congregation were councillors and so they were well respected in the community. They were also part of the great radical movement in Manchester
organised around nascent liberalism and free trade, at a time when liberalism as an ideology wasn’t well developed and so it was a mixture of working class
radicalism and liberal elitism.

Can you tell us a li�le about the transition away from the Bible Christians to the secular Vegetarian Society (h�p://www.vegsoc.org/) which is now based
in Altrincham?

Joseph Brotherton chaired a meeting on Bridge Street, where his statue now stands, to establish the Vegetarian Society in 1847. Ironically, another group
involved were the Alco� House Concordium named after William Alco�, who was an American philosopher and a follower of Robert Owen
(h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/09/18/robert-owen/) the Co-operator. It was quite different to the Bible Church but if you look into the history,
Alco� was converted to vegetarianism by a group of missionaries from the church in Salford who went out and established a church in Philadelphia. So
although one was a socialist, secular movement and the other a religious movement, in fact the two got their ideas from the same source!

So they joined forces to promote vegetarianism and the church provided the early support and William Harvey was even elected as the president of the
Society at one point so that link lasted for around 50 years. Its actually astounding how popular vegetarianism was in Manchester at the turn of the century.
Where Primark now stands on Piccadilly, there was a vegetarian restaurant owned by the Vegetarian Society which had two dining halls, meeting rooms, a
lecture theatre, billiards – everything you would get in a Victorian gentleman’s club- but right in the heart of Manchester and only serving vegetarian food.

Round the corner, there was another vegetarian café and also a group of vegetarian cafés run by Fredrick Smallman who had around 8 cafés do�ed across
Manchester at one point. Now to what point people were signed up vegetarians or they thought ‘well there’s a cheap meal’ is hard to tell but there was
clearly wide support. It certainly was not as odd as when it first started and it was not seen as unusual to be vegetarian.

By the early 1900s the Bible Christian Church lost a lot of its members and few of its congregation practised vegetarianism. Whether that was to do with
wealth, the falling cost of meat, the way the food economy worked, ideological changes in beliefs with liberalism and egalitarianism diverging, we can’t be
sure. But the church dissipated and even the vegetarian movement went through problems with tensions between the Manchester base and the London
Vegetarian Society. It seems to me that it was not until the second half of the 20th century that the society was revived with a whole new set of beliefs.

Article by Arwa Aburawa (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Ruth & Eddie Frow and the Working Class Movement Library

The Working Class Movement Library is a national collection of the history of labour movement in Britain, founded in the mid-1950s by Ruth and Edmund Frow, whose
personal and political partnership lasted for over 40 years and led to the creation of this unique and wonderful archive.

Eddie Frow was born in Lincolnshire in 1906, the son of tenant farmer. After leaving school he became a toolmaker in the engineering industry. In 1924 Eddie
joined the Communist Party of Great Britain and in subsequent years lost many jobs because of his political and trade union activity. During the Depression
he was active in the unemployed workers movement in Salford and served four months in Strangeways prison after being badly beaten up by police after
leading a march to Salford Town Hall in October 1931, an event that Walter Greenwood included in his novel Love On The Dole and which also featured in
the film version. He found work again on his release, became a leading member of the engineering union and was eventually elected as the full-time
Secretary for the Manchester District, a position he held for just under ten years, retiring in 1971.

Ruth Frow was born in 1922 and served in the RAF during the war, going into teaching afterwards. She joined the Communist Party of Great Britain in 1945,
whilst canvassing amongst Kent miners during the general election. In the 1950s and 1960s she was active in the peace movement, as well as the National
Union of Teachers. Ruth finished her teaching career in 1980 as deputy head of a large comprehensive school in Manchester.
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Ruth and Eddie first met at a Communist Party school in 1953 and soon merged their lives – and their respective book collections. They began collecting
material on the history of the trade union, radical and labour movement, travelling the country in their holidays

In 1976 they recounted their experiences in article for History Workshop journal:

Our first journeys were in a 1937 Morris van. We carried a small tent into which we crawled wherever we found a grass verge or field conveniently near a town where a
bookseller traded. We formed then the pa�ern which we have followed in the main for over twenty years. In the morning when we are fresh and full of energy we comb the
shelves of the unsuspecting bookseller. In the afternoon we laze in the summer sun reading and gloating over our morning purchases. In the evening we walk and
possibly move on to the next wide open bookshop. When our money is gone or the van is full, we return to Manchester. 
Later developments included a larger tent and a superior car, a Skoda which made down into beds, a larger van and our present combination of a caravan and car. The
large tent was fine, although not so easy to site, but in the course of time it became torn and less water-proof. Advancing years warned that the dampness associated with
tents was an invitation to rheumatism, so we bought the Skoda. This dealt with the damp situation, but there was never enough room for books. There was the additional
difficulty that we could not cook in the car and since it nearly always rains when one needs to cook, our mealtimes became too erratic to be consistent with health. The
Morris 1000 van was in many ways ideal. Certainly it had the same problems with cooking, but we became adjusted to cold food and the storage situation was solved by
placing our purchases underneath the foam beds on which we slept. As the holiday proceeded and we were fortunate in our book buying forays, we slept ever nearer and
nearer the roof of the van. Eventually we were only just able to crawl in the space between the beds and the roof, and books do tend to be unstable in a pile.

The result of these journeys was that their house in Old Trafford became a treasure trove, with bookshelves in every room as well as banners, emblems,
prints and much else all meticulously catalogued by Ruth and Eddie – although they could often locate a volume with bothering to look it up so well
acquainted were they . They also began writing books, pamphlets, and articles and were in great demand as lecturers, as well as being active in the Society
for the Study of Labour History. News of their library spread and many researchers made their way to Old Trafford, their studies fuelled by regular cups of
coffee and Ruth’s home-made buns.

By 1987 the house was full to overflowing. Fortunately at this point Salford City Council offered to provide a new home for the library, together with full-
time library staff, and later that year the entire collection moved to Jubilee House, (a former nurses’ home opened in 1901) which is situated on Salford
Crescent opposite Salford University. In the seventeen years since the collection has continued to grow and rarely a week goes by without some new material
being donated. Often a donor will arrive unannounced with a bag full of wonderful archive material that may have been in a family for several generations.

Eddie died in May 1997, just short of his 91st birthday, His obituary appeared in the Morning Star, The Guardian, The Times, The Independent
(h�p://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/obituary-edmund-frow-1262982.html) and even (this would have amused him) the Daily Telegraph. Hundreds
a�ended his funeral.

Veteran communist to her fingertips, Ruth carried on their work, visiting the library, neatly dressed and carrying her small case with everything she needed
to do for the day. Visitors to the library were often amazed (and on occasions awed) to be personally taken on a tour by Ruth, who would then make tea and
happily chat about history.

Ruth died suddenly (h�p://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2008/feb/01/labour.uk) in January 2008, just hours after a�ending a library commi�ee. There was no
funeral as Ruth had donated her body to science but hundreds a�ended a commemoration with songs and poetry in her hour in Peel Hall.

The library left by Ruth and Eddie is now recognized as one of the most important labour and working class history collections in the country. It begins in
the 1770s and goes up to the present day. It is open to all and welcomes visitors and researchers.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

The Working Class Movement Library is at Jubilee House, 51 Crescent 
Salford, M5 4WX 
www.wcml.org.uk (h�p://www.wcml.org.uk) 
email: enquiries [at] wcml.org.uk 
Tel: 0161 736 3601

Benny Rothman and the 1932 Kinder Scout mass trespass

Kinder Scout 75 years after

The young man, just turned twenty-one and up on charges of riotous assembly, assault and incitement at Derby Assizes, had prepared notes of what he was
going to say to the jury. He wanted to make a case, he said, for the right to go walking in the countryside.

“We ramblers after a hard week’s work, and life in smoky towns and cities, go out rambling on weekends for relaxation, for a breath of fresh air, and for a li�le sunshine. And
we find when we go out that the finest rambling country is closed to us,” he said. “Because certain individuals wish to shoot for about ten days per annum, we are forced to
walk on muddy crowded paths, and denied the pleasure of enjoying to the utmost the countryside. 

“Our request, or demand, for access to all peaks and uncultivated moorland is nothing unreasonable,” he went on.

The speaker was Benny Rothman and the trial, held in the summer of 1932, was the aftermath of what has now become an iconic event in the story of the
British outdoor movement. The ‘mass trespass’ of Kinder Scout, held on Sunday April 24th that year, saw some hundreds of walkers – perhaps three
hundred, perhaps four hundred – stage what amounted to a political demonstration on the flank of Kinder Scout, in the Derbyshire Peak District. They’d
been summonsed by hastily duplicated flyers distributed around the Manchester area. “If you’ve not been rambling before, start now, you don’t know what you’ve
missed. Come with us for the best day out that you have ever had,” said one, given out in Eccles.
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In the short-term, the trespass seemed to succeed only in a�racting the wrath of the British state. Benny Rothman’s uncompromising speech from the dock in
Derby failed to convince the jury, who – it turned out later – comprised almost a complete cross-section of the Derbyshire county establishment. He was
jailed for four months. Four other young people in the dock with him were also imprisoned, on terms from two to six months.

But the story of the Kinder trespass refused to disappear from sight. There were rallies on Kinder Scout to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary in 1982, the
sixtieth in 1992 and the seventieth in 2002, and it was the memory of the trespass which helped to inspire a new generation of walkers to campaign
successfully for the legislation which, finally in 2000, achieved Benny Rothman’s “not unreasonable” demand for open access to the hills and moors. And
though the right to roam is now won, there will be a rally in April this year as well, to make the 75th birthday celebration of the trespass.

The problem with an event which has been retold many times and has entered legend is that it’s difficult sometimes to get a real sense of what actually
happened then. It’s worth remembering that the trespassers were, like Benny himself, overwhelmingly young, and that (we know from later accounts) they
were determined that they were going to have a good time. The atmosphere, like so often on demonstrations, was good-humoured, and there was plenty of
singing as the walkers headed off from the village of Hayfield towards Kinder Scout. What did they sing? They probably sang the Red Flag (this is what one
unsympathetic press report claimed, anyway) but they gave Tipperary several renditions too, according to Benny Rothman. And there was another song
produced for the occasion, a parody of Harry Lauder’s famous The Road to the Isles:

For by Kinder, and by Bleaklow, and all through the Goyt we’ll go

We’ll ramble over mountain, moor and fen

And we’ll fight against the trespass laws for every rambler’s rights

And trespass over Kinder Scout again…

Benny Rothman was the main organiser. He’d grown up in the north Manchester inner-city area of Cheetham, like many in this part of the city the child of
Jewish immigrants. It was a difficult time to be young and working class: the country was going through the great depression and unemployment was high.
Walter Greenwood’s novel Love on the Dole, published in 1933, offers a lightly fictionalised account of Salford and Manchester at the time, describing
among other things the major unemployed demonstration held in 1931 which had ended with police violence against the marchers.

Benny Rothman was fortunate in that he had work, his first job being an errand boy in the motor trade. In his spare time, he was discovering the countryside,
like many others joining the Clarion Cycling Club (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/08/11/the-clarion-movement/). “I was a seasoned camper
and cyclist at the ripe old age of 16, or so I thought when I paid my first visit to the Lake District . I was a townie on a heavy ‘sit up and beg’ bike, home made
tent and Woolworths map,” he later recalled. He was also becoming politically active and when he was about sixteen began to be drawn in to the activities of
the Young Communist League. Politics and outdoor interests naturally came together. In his late teens, he helped establish a Lancashire branch of the British
Workers Sports Federation, a communist-inspired organisation which had already led one successful campaign, for sports facilities in working-class
To�enham.

It was what happened at the Federation’s 1932 Easter camp which provided the spark for the Kinder event a few weeks later. The camp was being held a few
miles west of Kinder Scout, and the programme included an organised ramble on to Bleaklow. Or at least that was the plan. Benny later recounted what
happened: “The small band was stopped at Yellow Slacks by a group of gamekeepers. They were abused, threatened and turned back. To add to the humiliation of the
Manchester ramblers, a number of those present were from the London BWSF on a visit to the Peak District, and they were astounded by the incident. There were not
enough ramblers to force their way through, so, crestfallen, they had to return to camp.”

Back at camp, retaliation was planned. What was needed, the young people decided, was a body of ramblers so numerous that the keepers would have to
give way. Someone came up with a name: the mass trespass.

Benny Rothman later wrote his own account of the Kinder trespass, published to coincide with the fiftieth anniversary in 1982. The original plan, to begin
with a rally in Hayfield, was altered at the last minute to outwit the police, and instead everyone gathered in an old quarry a short distance away in the
direction of the open moors. Benny Rothman clambered up to address the crowd: “There were hundreds of young men and women, lads and girls, in their
picturesque rambling gear: shorts of every length and colour, flannels and breeches, even overalls, vivid colours and drab khaki (khaki shorts and shirts were fashionable at
the time), multi-coloured sweaters and pullovers, army packs and rucksacks of every size and shape,” he recalled.

The idea hatched by Benny Rothman and one of his friends was to head northwards close to Kinder reservoir, taking the established right of way up William
Clough (then it was generally known as Williams Clough), before breaking off to scramble up the steep hillside towards the Kinder plateau. Another of the
trespassers later described what happened: “When we reached William Clough a whistle sounded and we all stopped, then turned right facing up Kinder, as a second
whistle sounded. It was then that I saw against the skyline a line of keepers, some of them wielding sticks. A third blast of the whistle and we started scrambling up the steep
incline. The keepers offered li�le or no resistance and we just walked past them…. Having got past the keepers we lined up and marched about 400 yards on to the moors
where we met a group of ramblers from Sheffield.”

The plateau of Kinder had been reached, albeit some distance north-west of Kinder Downfall. It was good enough. As Benny Rothman put it, “We were on the
holy of holies, the forbidden territory of Kinder.”

Later it transpired that one of the keepers had been slightly injured, and when the ramblers returned to Hayfield the police were ready to pounce. But
ironically the prosecutions and prison sentences, widely regarded at the time as vindictive, helped publicise the event and the cause of countryside access.
For the establishment, it was something of an own goal.

It’s necessary to add that the Kinder trespass was by no means the only a�empt to put access on the political agenda. Year after year, from the mid-1920s to
the outbreak of war, the ramblers’ federations held sizeable rallies in Winnats Pass near Castleton. A�empts to shepherd an Access to Mountains bill through
Westminster had been regularly made since 1884, and equally regularly had failed. The more respectable ramblers’ bodies were, in fact, deeply angry that
Rothman and his comrades had barged into the argument and, as they saw it, compromised their lobbying work. For his part, Rothman retaliated in kind,
criticising at the time their tactics as futile (later he accepted that he had been unwise to antagonise potential allies).

Access to Kinder Scout was finally achieved through voluntary agreements in 1952 and in 1958 (though other parts of the Peak District remained forbidden
land until 2004). The peat groughs at the back of the Kinder Downfall where once there were only gamekeepers are there to be walked and enjoyed by all.
Benny Rothman, who died in 2002, must be there in spirit.
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This article (h�p://www.andrewbibby.com/misc/kinder.html) by Andrew Bibby (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/), in a slightly different
form, was published in TGO magazine (h�p://www.tgomagazine.co.uk/), 2007

Riotous Assembly – 1998-2001?

In the late 1990s open meetings called Riotous Assembly took place in the Yard Theatre in Homes for Change (h�p://www.homesforchange.co.uk/), a housing co-operative in
Hulme, South Manchester. The meetings were intended to be spaces where people involved in radical, direct action, anarchist, ecological, autonomous and non-hierarchical
organising could meet, celebrate their activities, network future events and actions and educate themselves about a wide range of issues.

This article consists of the edited transcript of a discussion between two individuals, one of whom was involved from the first days of Riotous Assembly and a second who
became involved in helping to run the meetings in their later years. They’re not using their real names.

James: Riotous Assembly was born out of that time when the Manchester Earth First! (h�p://earthfirst.nologic.org/manchester/) (EF!) meetings were just too
big, they were ge�ing 20 or 30 people every fortnight. And some people just said, OK, there’s obviously a need for a networking forum but we don’t want
that function to be taken on by the EF! meetings because we want to be ge�ing on with organising ecological actions. So the decision was taken to set up an
activist networking forum, and it was the first of that generation of them in this country. The Rebel Alliance in Brighton got a lot of cred and recognition –
but we were first! And there had been similar things a decade or so earlier, there was something called Liberty Hall in Liverpool, but they’d fallen away for
an activist generation.

Jane: Who picked the name?

James: I remember exactly who came up with the name [names an individual active in anarchist and direct action politics at the time]. Part of it was about
the fact that Riotous Assembly was a criminal charge, which we thought was quite funny. But also that it was an assembly, riotous in the sense of both a riot
tactic but also in the sense of riotous laughter, so not just a really full-on thing. But also the assembly was a real a�empt to create something, the concept of
an assembly – something that wasn’t a group in itself, something no one person or group could take control of.

The slightly fa�er-than-bookmark fliers we created for it did say something about No Dogma, we were trying to think of ways that it wouldn’t just be a
target for the SWP [Socialist Workers’ Party] taking it over, and would be in form if not in name a truly anarchist way of organising. So if it’s an assembly,
not a group, the idea was that there’s no power, there’s nothing to take control of, because any group can come along and say we want to organise next
month’s meeting, but they’d only be doing the next month.

The format was quite regular in that there would be three parts. The later sections were a kind of review of what had been happening over the last month,
actions and campaigns that people had been involved in, partly to update people but also as a small pat on the back, and to use that energy to move onto the
final bit which was what was happening in the next month. That was mostly announcements, some of it was ‘this is happening but we need more people’ –
so making ourselves accessible. And the first third could be around an issue of that group’s choice, and we tried to encourage people to do it in creative
ways. So one time there was a li�le play and there might be a film but we’d make sure it wasn’t just a film where people became an audience but that there
was active discussion afterwards. I think someone did a banner-making workshop and other creative things, or it could just be a speaker and discussion. But
we were really hot on that section not squeezing the other two-thirds, because we really didn’t want it just becoming a talking shop.

Jane: What subjects do you remember being covered? I remember a genetics one, a Zapatista one, somebody wanting to talk about Palestine but it ge�ing
shouted down on the grounds that it was a nationalist struggle… but although I was involved in quite a lot of them from 1999 or 2000 – booking them and
pu�ing some of them on – I can’t remember many of the talks.

James: I think there was stuff about Strangeways and the prison riots there, there was stuff around racial discrimination, stuff on domestic violence, it
depended on the group who organised it – the idea was always to publicise it well in advance and use different issues to pull people in… but I can’t
remember all the other issues. Someone will have the fliers somewhere.

But I think I was saying before that the concept was really sound and could still work, although the practical issues meant it didn’t work at the time. I think it
was partly around the process of creation, in that it came out of an Earth First! meeting and the ideas came out of that, but before it was actually launched
there wasn’t another meeting to try and get more ownership from other groups that might want to get involved, and that was partly because we were naïve
about it, we’d got an idea that the concept was sound and that that was enough.

We didn’t want this to turn into an SWP front or get taken over or turn into a talk shop, we want it to be there to promote discussion and action and a sense
of movement-building, although that term wasn’t used, and connections between people because there were so many people doing stuff around Manchester
but not necessarily in touch with each other. So the concept was sound but I don’t think we brought those other groups in early enough, and if we had done
an early meeting to sort things out the danger might have been that it would have decided not to do something like that, so even if we’d done it be�er from a
group work and community development angle we might not have ended up with the same result.

Jane: Do you think the venue was a problem? Because those Earth First! meetings were in the town centre, they were very accessible to a wide range of
people, whereas being in Hulme cut it off from a lot of people. Obviously Hulme has been a hub for a lot of direct action and radical politics, but obviously
for anyone not on the Chorlton bus routes, ge�ing to Hulme means an extra bus journey on top of the one coming into the city centre, and Hulme itself,
certainly then, was quite dark and isolated and scary feeling if you didn’t know it.

James: Yes, I remember a couple of the older people from Greater Manchester who would have to get a train in and then a bus out and then a bit of a walk, so
they had to be very motivated, and students at that time certainly felt that it was kind of scary and off the student corridor and Oxford Road. But we still had
60 or 80 people turning up monthly, or maybe 30 or 40 later on…

Jane: Certainly my recollection is that by the time I was more involved, by 2000 or 2001, they were often down to a couple of dozen. But when do you think
they actually started?
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James: I’m not sure, but it was certainly the time that Earth First! meetings moved to the EF! Office in a flat on the Redbricks. Because we decided we’d got
these open, accessible Riotous Assembly meetings and we’d got the squat cafes still, and what we needed was for EF! meetings to be about planning action,
not fortnightly meetings where every time you’ve got new people coming along who feel a bit excluded because you’re using shorthand terms or hand
signals. So they weren’t meant to be totally private, but a bit more private, so if someone specifically wanted to come to an EF! meeting they’d be collected
from a pub or a bus stop and brought in, so people were more aware when there was a new person and could make that effort and explain things more
clearly…

Jane: So what’s your take on why Riotous Assembly folded?

James: Well, maybe there are more reasons but my top one would be the old ‘beardies,’ by which I mean the old-style anarchists who weren’t all men and
didn’t all have beards but largely were and did. They were people who’d spent decades in tiny meetings with each other, shouting across each other, not able
to listen to each other, and never ge�ing beyond li�le circles of Anarchist Federation, Solidarity Federation and li�le temporary groupings. They knew each
other but still couldn’t communicate and were still trying to convince each other of things that they obviously weren’t going to shift each others’ opinions on.
And suddenly, they had 60 people to play with and be their audience.

A lot of it was that they didn’t have the social skills to understand their impact. One of them accused EF! of running those Riotous Assemblies, and it often
was people who’d done EF! who were pu�ing most time into organising and facilitating them, but actually people from EF! were really aware that they
weren’t an EF! forum, it shouldn’t be controlled or dominated by EF!, that EF! discussions didn’t discuss Riotous Assembly because we felt that was
undemocratic. But for some of those older people it wasn’t just that they objected to Earth First!, it was that it was a new way of doing things that was
actually more anarchist – not that I want to get into a ‘I’m more anarchist than you’ fight – but in terms of collective autonomy and groups being able to
create and organise what they wanted, and take direct action together, rather than just talk about it. And using consensus decision making as well, and for
some of them it was all a bit new and they had trouble adapting. They would try and block things and accuse people of doing things that they weren’t doing,
so each time that happened it would drive some people away.

Equally, I have met people who said afterwards that it was really good that they’d heard these discussions and that there may only have been 6 people
talking but they were ideas they’d not heard before and were interested in, so they didn’t mind that they didn’t get to talk. But I tend more to wanting people
to participate…

Jane: My memory of some of the ‘beards’ is that not only did they not have some of the social skills, but also what a lot of them wanted to talk about was
theory. They weren’t people who were actively doing direct action and largely what they wanted to hold forth on were points of theory, and I remember
having the sense that there were 5 people there who had 3 anarchist reading groups between them because they just kept splintering off from each other over
points of disagreement… and I think those people were a big problem and drained a lot of energy. But the counter-argument might be that if those meetings
had been be�er facilitated and less hung up on feeling that you have to accommodate everybody, however dysfunctional, then you might have just told some
of those people to shut up occasionally and they wouldn’t have been able to drain energy the way they ended up doing.

James: Absolutely, but I think that was partly about ownership, and those people who had the facilitation skills tended to be Earth Firsters who didn’t want
to assert control over an assembly that no-one was meant to be asserting control over. So they were caught between a rock and a hard place, that we don’t
want to rule these people out and tell them they were impacting on other people and that they should go and talk about it in room with themselves, or with
the other 5 people you’ve been talking about it with for 15 years. But we didn’t want to exert that control, and it’s really hard because if one person, and it
was just one person, is accusing something like EF! of exerting control, you do everything you can not to make that a reality, although you’re sure it’s not
reality, you over-compensate. So you put yourself in a powerless position instead of saying, look, this is the original idea, it was working fine, now it’s not
working fine because of some people’s lack of social skills and us not facilitating actively and strongly enough… well, it just imploded.

And it was difficult, because in amongst some of those beardies there were people who were really destructive, like the one who kept accusing EF! of
running things, and others like X who was really cool and because of his links with other organisations like Solidarity Federation would turn up every so
often with a hundred quid to give to ecological direct action. So there was that personal contact that was brought about through it. And we used to learn
about lots of other stuff from some of the older activist generations who used to come to Riotous Assembly but wouldn’t have come to an Earth First!
meeting and who had been involved in things like trade union struggles. And it was around the time of the Loombreaker [a local direct action/anarchist
newspaper], so there meetings were a really good way of collecting information and finding out about other stuff that was going on…

So I can’t remember how Riotous Assembly actually ended, whether it just petered out or whether someone actually took a decision to end it, but for lots of
reasons there just weren’t enough groups stepping up to facilitate the next one…

Jane: My memory of the last ones was that it was a very small group of us that dragged it along towards the end, feeling that we had to go out there and find
a speaker and that one of us would have to facilitate it, rather than what it was supposed to be, with groups and campaigns taking one on and sorting out the
content and facilitator and publicity and us just having to book the venue…

James: And then it had become something extra that Earth Firsters had had to do with a different hat on, but which then stopped them doing the
campaigning that they actually wanted to be doing…

Article by Sarah Irving (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

The arrest of William O’Brien MP in Hulme Town hall, January 1889

William O’Brien, a leading Irish nationalist MP, escaped from a court in Ireland in January 1889 and was re-arrested in Hulme Town Hall after a dramatic public meeting.
After being held for a night in Manchester Town Hall, he was sent back to Ireland.
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O’Brien was born in 1852 in Mallow, County Cork and took up the trade of journalism as young man. Like many of his contemporaries he was a�racted to
the revolutionary Fenian movement and, after its defeat by the British government, became involved in the campaign for land reform and Home Rule. In
1881 Charles Stuart Parnell appointed him as editor of the United Irishmen. Within months O’Brien was imprisoned, along with Parnell and other Irish
Nationalist leaders, in Kilmainham jail until a deal was done with the British government the following year. In 1883 O’Brien was elected as an MP to
Westminster and was frequently arrested for his activities over land rights.

The story of this dramatic episode in Manchester begins in Ireland where O’Brien had been summoned to appear at Carrick-on-Suir courthouse on 24th
January 1889. When he and his entourage arrived they found the town occupied by the Royal Irish Constabulary, who had fixed their bayonets and were
preventing the townspeople from ge�ing anywhere near the courthouse. O’Brien argued vociferously with the police, while his fellow MP and counsel Tim
Healy was nearly stabbed by a police bayonet. When they eventually got to the courthouse the two men found that it too was full of police. After some fierce
arguments with the magistrates O’Brien announced his intention to leave. A policeman tried to stop him but was set upon by O’Brien’s supporters and,
much to his surprise, the MP found himself outside. The enraged police now set upon the crowd with batons and bayonets, beating them mercilessly whilst
O’Brien fled amidst the disorder, disappearing into the darkness.

According to the Manchester Guardian he was taken to the bakery of a Miss O’Neill, who dressed him as a farmer and then escorted him through the streets.
O’Brien apparently pretended to be drunk when challenged by the police and made good his escape, a local priest driving him to Wexford (in his account in
the pages of United Irishman, O’Brien, perhaps mindful of the strong temperance movement in Ireland later denied that he had been disguised as a farmer or
pretended to be drunk).

A�ention now switched to Manchester, where O’Brien had an engagement to address a Liberal Party meeting, the annual address of local MP Jacob Bright (a
Pro-Home Rule Liberal). The speech was to take place at Hulme Town Hall on Stretford Road – a site now occupied by the Zion Arts Centre
(h�p://www.zionarts.com/about/our-history/) and the Zion Health & Resource Centre. O’Brien had particularly wanted to go to Manchester, he had said,
because he wanted to address Mr Balfour’s constituents (Balfour was the Chief Secretary for Ireland and an MP for East Manchester). There was great
expectation amongst the public because O’Brien was famous for not missing engagements, although few believed that he would be able to evade the
authorities when the meeting was so publicly advertised in advance.

On the evening of Monday 29th January the hall was packed to the rafters, while a very large crowd had gathered outside as had hundreds of police –
personally commanded by the Chief Constable of Manchester Malcolm Wood – who guarded all entrances to the building. Inside the platform was packed
with local Liberal politicians, including a number of MPs and their wives. Dr Woodcock took the chair and began some introductory remarks amidst high
tension. A few minutes into his speech O’Brien himself appeared and mounted the platform, the signal for the hall to erupt into what the Manchester
Guardian reporter described as “a hurricane of rapturous cheers such as a Manchester audience has hardly ever accorded to even the most famous and best
beloved of Englishmen.” It was subsequently revealed that the organisers of the meeting had used a decoy dressed as O’Brien. He had drawn up in a cab at
the front of the hall and a�racted the a�ention of the crowd and the police, thereby enabling the real O’Brien to slip into the meeting by the rear entrance.

When the crowd had finally quietened Jacob Bright made a short speech before handing over to William O’Brien, who began by stating that “…as soon as
this meeting is over I am at the disposal of Mr Balfour’s policemen but meanwhile I stand here in spite of him”. He then went on to speak for an hour, despite
his obvious tiredness, noting that if he were a Russian or French refugee England would fight to the last man before she would surrender him but as an
Irishman he could be dragged away and sent back. He a�acked the conduct of the Irish police and the British government. The man from the Manchester
Guardian concluded his report of the meeting by lamenting “that England as now governed can do nothing with such a man as Mr O’Brien but make a felon
of him, and all honour to Mr O’Brien that has not made of him an enemy.”

Jerome Caminada, Chief Detective Inspector of the Manchester police, gave the police view of the evening’s events in his engaging memoirs Twenty Five
Years of Detective Life, published some years later in Manchester. Interestingly he gets some of the facts wrong, alleging, for instance, that O’Brien had
escaped from custody in late December, when in fact it had been but a few days earlier, and that the meeting was an “indignation” meeting when it was in
fact a Liberal party constituency meeting. Caminada would not, of course, be the first policeman (or indeed the last) to misremember some key facts when it
came to the arrest of an Irishman. Here is his account:

“I beckoned from the platform to the Chief Constable, who at once joined me, accompanied by a number of detectives. He was immediately struck on the chest and knocked
backwards off the platform, carrying in his fall four of the detective officers who were following him up. I immediately struck the man who had commi�ed the assault a
violent blow on the side of the head, which sent him after the officers. The platform stands about four feet above the level of the floor, and it was not a gentle fall.
Fortunately the a�ack upon the Chief Constable was not seen by the main body of the police; but it was difficult to restrain those who did witness it. A li�le space was
cleared, and the Chief Constable again ascended the platform”.

After further rough and tumble (including an assault on some of the meeting organisers) the police secured the hall and O’Brien surrendered into their
custody without further resistance when he was presented with the warrant. The police were wary of pu�ing their prisoner into a cab which might easily be
overturned in the course of a rescue a�empt and decided instead to surround him with a square of police and walk him to Manchester Town Hall, where the
Lord Mayor William Ba�y had agreed that he might stay in a guest room in the mayoral apartments, rather than being kept overnight in a cell.

O’Brien was cheered every inch of the way to town by large crowds who lined the route. In Lower Mosley Street a small drum and fife band struck up. The
police procession and their solitary captive finally arrived in Albert Square a few minutes before eleven, where a tremendous crowd had gathered after
turning out from the local theatres and places of amusement. Finally O’Brien was able to get some rest after an exhausting evening.

The following day the police arranged for the express train from Manchester to Holyhead to stop at Ordsall Lane Station where O’Brien was put on board,
accompanied by Manchester detectives – including Caminada – and members of the RIC. Despite the secrecy word had got out and O’Brien was greeted by
crowds at both Chester and Holyhead where the party took the steamer Ulster to Ireland. In Dublin thousands turned out to welcome the errant MP and he
was joined by his counsel Tim Healy, before being taken by train back to the court-house from which he had originally escaped. O’Brien was then
imprisoned for several months. Back in Manchester a packed “indignation” meeting was held in the Free Trade Hall on 4th February at which the speakers
included Jacob Bright, CE Schwann MP and Robert Leake MP. The meeting received many le�ers of support, including one from CP Sco�, editor of the
Manchester Guardian, noting “the provocations and humiliations to which the Irish people are now exposed, I believe that it is by the sympathy of the great
masses of Englishmen that they can best be supported and restrained.”

O’Brien’s ordeal did not end when he was sent to Clonmel jail, for the authorities demanded that he put on prison clothing. When he refused he was forcibly
stripped, twice put in a prison uniform and shaved. When the prison warders finally let go of him, he immediately took off all the prison clothing except a
shirt. News of his treatment quickly spread with the Manchester Guardian commenting “To carry out this rule against a prisoner of Mr O’Briens’s type and
character is either a piece of administrative stupidity of the first water or a down right malignity”. The Freeman’s Journal accused Balfour of adopting “the
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tactics of the thug” and “the strategy of the garro�er”. There were protest demonstrations in Ireland and Britain. O’Brien got his clothes back and was
allowed proper food and books, although in parliament Balfour maintained those convicted under the Crimes Act were not political prisoners, and even if
they were, did not deserve special treatment. In practice the government compromised to defuse the issue and in the future Irish political prisoners were
allowed their own clothes and other facilities with O’Brien even being able to write several novels whilst in prison.

O’Brien continued his agitation on the issue of land rights until it was finally se�led in the early 1900s with Bills which granted land and housing to Irish
tenants. He died suddenly in 1928.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Manchester’s First Feminists – Frances Morrison

Britain’s first feminists emerged out of the Owenite Co-operative movement. They demanded equal rights and argued for a new relationship between men and women. For
the first time women gave public lectures on Socialism and feminism.

The members of the radical Co-operative Movement of the 1830s, inspired by the ideas and writings of Robert Owen
(h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/09/18/robert-owen/), wanted to create a world based on mutual co-operation and not capitalist competition.
They challenged not just the social and economic structure of society but also the conventional morality of the age on issues such as marriage and
relationships between men and women. For the first time women not only discussed ideas of social change but also appeared as speakers and proselytisers
for a new society.

Women had been active in radical politics in the first decades of the nineteenth century. Women set up Female Reform Societies in the prelude to Peterloo,
holding meetings and published addresses. Susanne Saxton was secretary of the Manchester Female Reform Society, for instance. Many women were present
at the Peterloo massacre, and a number even fought the soldiers. However, their political efforts were still focused on supporting their husbands and
brothers, and they did not demand political and social rights for themselves. By long standing tradition women did not speak at political meetings, which
were often held outdoors or in rowdy public houses. Indeed it was seen as a radical departure when at a meeting at Lydgate, Saddleworth one of the
speakers, Samuel Bamford, successfully moved that women be allowed to vote on the resolutions.

In this period women had even less rights than most men. They could not vote and were often denied an education. On marriage their separate legal
existence was ended, their money passed to their husband. To all intents and purposes they became the property of their husbands. They could be legally
beaten. Women who did not marry and had no inherited wealth often lived a precarious existence. Those with some education usually became governesses
or teachers

In 1792, inspired by the political earthquake of the French Revolution and Thomas Paine’s Rights of Man, Mary Wollstonecraft wrote the Vindication of the
Rights of Women. She was viciously a�acked but the ideas in her book now entered the radical underworld and political discourse, including that of the
Owenite co-operators.

Many of the Owenites called themselves Socialists, using the word for the first time. The women lecturers of the movement included Anna Wheeler, Emma
Martin, Eliza Macauley, Margaret Chappelsmith and Frances Morrison.

Frances was born in Surrey, the illegitimate daughter of a farm labourer and was brought up by her grand-mother. Aged just 16 she ran off with James
Morrison , a house-painter who was tramping the country looking for work. They lived together until she became pregnant, whereupon they got married.
They had many children and lived in Birmingham where Frances ran a newspaper shop and began reading Robert Owen’s work. She later write to him
“Long ‘ere I began to think, my reason warred with the absurd forms of society, but from an ill-cultivated and wrong direction given to my mind, I could
never get a solid idea until the perusal of your Essays’

In 1833 James, who was active reformer and trade unionist, became editor of The Pioneer. France wrote for the paper under the pseudonym “A
Bondswoman”, addressing issues such as equal pay and the marriage system.

In February 1834 the following le�er appeared in The Pioneer, signed “A Bondswoman”.

“It is time the working females began to demand their long-suppressed rights. Let us in the first place, endeavour to throw off the trammels that have so long enshackled
our minds, and get knowledge, when all are making their way to the temple of truth and justice. Let not woman –patient, suffering, long neglected woman – stay behind
on the road to improvement. Not but I know the time will come, ere long, when men will see the necessity of educating their wives., in all ma�ers that concern
themselves, equally as all men see the necessity of their knowing who our government act as regards them. May be the time is not be tine is not distant when the
superiority of educated women will be acknowledges over those who are kept in blind and stupid ignorance. …Sisters, let us submit to it no longer; let us once get to the
knowledge of our wrongs, and our cause is won; once entered on the path to improvement, the flowers that are strewn on the road will invite us to travel on.”

After her husband’s death in 1835 Frances became a paid Owenite lecturer, speaking across the north. She moved to Salford in the late 1830s where there was
a vigorous Owenite movement , based at the Salford Institute, and later the Hall of Science (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/10/29/the-hall-of-
science/).

In July 1839 she spoke at a meeting in New George Street, Shudehill and the following report appeared in the New Moral World.
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“…the place was crowded to suffocation. She commenced her lecture with astonishing firmness and composure., and seemed throughout to evince a spirit of devotedness
to the cause she advocated which rose superior to the strange position which she , for ths first time, occupied. The subject of her lecture was confine principally to the
feeling and principal should guide or actuate these who call-themselves Socialist. Her manner was peculiarly energetic, her arguments well-arranged , and her remarks
judiciously adapted to the occasion, and characterised by remarkable simplicity and delicacy. She was listened to with respectful a�ention and seemed to give general
satisfaction. She is first female in Manchester who had had the nerve to come forward in practical advocacy of our views, and it is hoped that her example will operate as
stimulus to others to lend their exertions in promoting the great cause of socialism, whose interests are so completely identified with their own. An animated discussion
followed, which was opened by Mr Johnson, lately a Baptist minister, who was replied to Mr Southall; we then had a female opponent who occupied the next ten minutes,
and was then answered, apparently to the satisfaction of all, by Mr Shepherd.”

In a published lecture Frances wrote about a new form of marriage. “But in community, money will not be known, neither will the want of it be dreaded, for
all that can minister to the comforts of life will be had in abundance. There will be no marrying for convenience merely (a very cold word), but real affection
inspired by real and known worth on both sides.”

With the help of Robert Owen, Frances became a teacher in Hulme and seems to have given up lecturing for the Co-operative Movement. She enjoyed a long
life and died in 1898.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Paul Rose and the Campaign for Democracy in Ulster

Paul Rose, MP for Manchester Blackley, helped to set up the Campaign for Democracy in Ulster in 1965. The campaign a�empted to raise the question of discrimination and
civil rights abuses in northern Ireland, largely unsuccessfully.

Paul Rose was born in 1935 in Manchester and educated at Bury Grammar School and the University of Manchester. He was chair of the Manchester
Federation of Young Socialists. He trained as a lawyer and in 1958 was called to the bar. Rose had no personal Irish connections, but apparently became
interested in 1962 after addressing a meeting in Manchester on civil liberties and being been told about the situation in Northern Ireland. In the general
election of October 1964 he was elected to the House of Commons for Blackley, Manchester. The Labour Party defeated the Tory party after 13 years with a
majority of just 4 seats.

The Campaign for Democracy in Ulster was established in early 1965 at a meeting in a public house in Streatham by a group of Irish trade unionists and
Labour Party members. The Vice-President was Paddy Byrne, who had been active thirty years before in Ireland in the Republican Congress. The first
secretary of the organisation was Bill O’Shaughnessy. When O’Shaughnessy moved to Manchester in the late 1960s Byrne took over the post. The CDU’s
aims were to achieve a reform of election laws in Northern Ireland; to secure a Royal Commission into running of the Stormont government and investigate
allegations of discrimination; and to have the Race Relations Bill amended to include religion and then extended to Northern Ireland.

The CDU was publicly launched in June 1965 at a meeting in the House of Commons at which Patricia McCluskey was one of the guest speakers. They
a�racted interest from a number of MPs. Paul Rose agreed to become President of the CDU. As an organisation the CDU was in practice confined to London
with only Manchester forming a branch for a while. In the Commons it a�racted support from 60 to 80 MPs, principally Labour with a few Liberals

It soon became obvious that the Wilson government intended to follow exactly the line taken by its predecessors for nearly fifty years and claim that it was
unable to interfere in the internal affairs of Northern Ireland. CDU members made a number of a�empts to raise issues in the Commons but were rebuffed
each time. Eventually Harold Wilson himself stated in May 1966 that he was “not aware of any issue on which an inquiry is needed”. A�empts to amend the
Race Relations bill to include religious discrimination failed, as did an a�empt to have the remit of the Ombudsman extended to Northern Ireland. Some new
impetus was given to the CDU in parliament by the election of Gerry Fi� as Republican Labour for West Belfast in March 1966 , who then worked closely
with the campaign in their efforts to get Wilson to act on Northern Ireland.

Events in the summer of 1966 momentarily thrust the six counties into the headlines and provoked some British newspapers into taking a hard look at what
was happening there. On 7th May an elderly Protestant woman, Mrs Gould, was killed in a petrol bomb a�ack on a Catholic pub next door to her home.
Three weeks later a Catholic man named John Scullion was shot in Clonard Street off the Falls Road and later died of his wounds (the intended victim had
been well known Republican Leo Martin). On 26th June Loyalist gunmen shot three Catholic barman from the International Hotel as they left a public house
in Malvern Street, killing a young man named Peter Ward. The three killings had been carried out by a group formed by Gusty Spence (a former soldier and
shipyard worker) which had taken the historic name of the Ulster Volunteer Force. Nearly thirty years later on 13th October 1994 Spence announced the
Loyalist ceasefire in response to the IRA ceasefire announced several months earlier.

On 3rd July, to coincide with a royal visit to Northern Ireland, the Sunday Times published a hard-hi�ing article compiled by its Insight team of investigative
journalists, entitled John Bull’s Political Slum. “When the flags and bunting are hauled down after the Royal visit,” it began, “Mr Wilson’s government will still
be confronted with a sharp alternative; whether to use reserve powers to bring elementary social justice to Ulster or simply allow Britain’s most isolated
province to work out its own bizarre destiny. During the 45 years since partition the la�er has often been negligently adopted with what looks like disastrous
results.” The article went on to document political gerrymandering and high levels of Catholic unemployment and emigration and noted that the new Ulster
town of Craigavon was going to be built in a Protestant area between Portadown and Lurgan, while the new University was going to the Protestant town of
Coleraine and not Derry, the second city and natural choice.

In October Spence and another two other man were sentenced to life imprisonment for the murders. Press interest in Northern Ireland, momentarily
aroused, swiftly waned.

As papers released from Stormont under the thirty years rule now reveal that behind the scenes Wilson and Home Secretary Roy Jenkins were pu�ing some
pressure on Terence O’Neill to introduce one person one vote and to abolish the business vote. At a meeting at Downing Street in January 1967 with O’Neill,
Craig and Faulkner, Wilson referred to the increasing unwillingness of Labour backbenchers to accept the convention that ma�ers transferred to Stormont
could not be raised or discussed in the House of Commons, while Roy Jenkins emphasised that gerrymandering in places like Derry and the local
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government vote would soon come under fire from Labour MPs. They also referred to the deputations on Northern Ireland that Jenkins had received. It
seems that as a result of the CDU campaign the Labour government was becoming exercised about ma�ers in the Six Counties but was not prepared to
publicly pressurise the Unionists to reform.

By June 1968 the central commi�ee of the CDU were forced to conclude that the campaign had run out of steam. Only four members of the central commi�ee
a�ended meetings regularly and only three constituency Labour parties remained affiliated. They had not succeeded in ge�ing a resolution on Northern
Ireland to the party conference whilst a public meeting in Kilburn in April had only a�racted 20 people, despite a large amount of flyposting. Paddy Byrne
presented a bleak assessment of how things stood. “In short no mass movement has developed and there is no indication that one will”, for in his view the
British left were “far too concerned to save socialism from extinction than to bother about Ulster, about which the mass of British people know li�le, care less.

Paul Rose, who acted as Parliamentary Private Secretary to Castle between 1966 and 1968, later claimed that after his visit to the six counties in 1967, she
asked why a young man like him was concerned about Northern Ireland, “’What about Vietnam? What about Rhodesia?’ I just looked at her with
incomprehension and said ‘You’ll see when they start shooting one another’. She was totally oblivious to this. I think their priorities were focused on other
things to the extent that they were totally blinded as to what was going on in their own backyard”. Perhaps it was not so surprising that two years later, on
14th August 1969, Barbara Castle wrote in her diary that she “was astonished to learn from the news that British troops have moved into Derry”.

Speaking in a debate on Northern Ireland in the House of commons on 22 April 1969 (just before Bernade�e Devlin made her maiden speech) Paul Rose said:

“The events in Northern Ireland this weekend are a classic illustration of unheeded warnings from my hon. Friends on this side of the House. An almost uncontrollable
situation has developed because too li�le has been done too late. 
“In the debate on Northern Ireland on 22nd February, 1965, before this situation had developed, I then advocated the se�ing up of a Royal Commission to investigate the
grievances in Northern Ireland. 
“Alas, the time for Royal Commissions is past. And the fault lies largely with hon. Gentlemen opposite from Northern Ireland, who on that occasion flatly refused to
acknowledge that there was any cause for concern or anxiety at all about civil rights and discrimination in Northern Ireland. They were rightly concerned with the potato
subsidy. The hon. and gallant Member for Down, South (Captain Orr) informed the House that 36% of the nation’s pigs come from Northern Ireland. But not a word
about discrimination or civil rights. We also faced the convention of non-interference, a convention which in that debate prompted my hon. Friend the Member for
Thurrock (Mr Delargy) to ask you, Mr. Speaker, what, apart from Short Brothers and Harland and Wolff, we could mention in a debate on Northern Ireland. 
That convention is dead. It was killed when my hon. Friend the Member for Belfast, West (Mr Fi�) was seen by millions of television viewers, his head streaming with
blood after a vicious batoning while surrounded by a group of members of the Royal Ulster Constabulary.”

In 1970 Rose wrote a book called The Manchester Martyrs (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/09/08/the-manchester-martyrs/): a Fenian Tragedy, which
was published by Lawrence & Wishart. He acknowledged the help given to him by Tom Redmond and Jimmy McGill (both members of the Connolly
Association (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/09/26/the-connolly-association-in-manchester-1938-1962/) in Manchester). It was well wri�en and
readable account of the episode aimed at a general audience. Interestingly there was no mention of his involvement in Irish affairs in the introduction.

Rose left the Commons in 1979 and returned to the law, eventually becoming a Coroner and Deputy Circuit Judge.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

The Hall of Science

Opened in 1840 by the Owenite Co-operative Movement, the Hall of Science was a centre for working class education and social activity for a decade.

Salford was an important centre for those inspired by the writings and ideas of Robert Owen (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/09/18/robert-
owen/) to set up Co-operative enterprises.

In 1831 a small group of Co-operators opened up a school for children and adults, making the furniture themselves. They taught the three R’s as well as
music, drawing, singing and dancing. Within six months they had 170 pupils, ranging in age from 12 to 40, most of whom were local factory workers keen to
improve their education. For many, schooling had been denied them as they had no money to pay. The teachers at the Co-operative School were unpaid and
there was no charge for tuition.

At the 3rd Co-operative Congress, held in 1832, the Manchester Society presented a report urging all societies to establish libraries and reading rooms to
spread Co-operative ideas. At this time few working people could afford to buy books or even newspapers.

Having outgrown their original premises in 1835, the Salford Co-operators built and opened the Co-operative Social Institute on Great George Street. The
costs were met by a local glazier, Joseph Smith. Robert Cooper, one of the teachers at the Salford Co-operative School, described the hall as follows.

“The windows were of stained class, the floors carpeted and the platform neat and elegant, ornamented with mo�oes in gilt mouldings. Altogether it bore an aspect of
comfort and respectability , such as I never saw before or since in connection with an almost purely working class movement.”

George Holyoake, who later became the most well-known historian of the Co-operative Movement, visited the Institute and recorded it as “a pleasant
structure, costing £850 and capable of holding six hundred persons.”

In February 1837 Robert Owen (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/09/18/robert-owen/) addressed large audiences at the Salford Institute. These
meetings became so crowded that they were moved to Bywater’s Rooms on Peter Street, which held 3,000 people. Members were enrolled and they went on
to set up local groups and spread the Co-operative Movement’s ideals and principles. The third Congress of an Owenite organisation, The Association of
Classes of All Nations, was held in the Institute during Whit week, 1837, where they were addressed by Owen himself.
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By 1839 the Owenites had outgrown the Salford Institute and they moved to a new home. In January 1840 the Hall of Science was opened by Robert Owen on
Byrom Street in Campfield, just off Deansgate in the centre of Manchester. The building had cost £7,000 and was the largest lecture hall in Manchester,
holding over 3,000. The hall bore the mo�o “Sacred to the Investigation of Truth.” There were evening and Sunday lectures and also concerts, parties and
excursions. The Sunday school had 250 pupils by 1842. The hall also a�racted opposition. In April 1840, for instance, an a�empt was made to burn it down.
The perpetrators were never caught.

In the summer of 1842 a great strike swept across the Lancashire co�on towns. On 16 August a delegate conference took place in the Hall, chaired by
Alexander Hutchinson. The Chartist newspaper The Northern Star commented that the meeting had been marked by great earnestness and good order. Many
of those a�ending were later arrested after the strike ended.

Frederick Engels arrived in Manchester in December 1842 to work in the family firm Ermen & Engels and soon found his way to the Hall of Science, which
was just a few minutes walk from the firm’s offices on Southgate.

He wrote (somewhat condescendingly):

“At first on cannot get over one’s surprise at hearing in the Hall of Science the most ordinary workers speaking with a clear understanding on political, religious and
social affairs..…I saw the Socialist hall, which holds about 3,000, crowded every Sunday.”

Engels engaged in political dialogue and debate with the hall’s main lecturer, John Wa�s, and also wrote for the Owenite journal The New Moral World.

He described a meeting in the Hall thus: Wa�s “without removing his hat …comes onto the platform on which there is table and chairs. After raising his hat by way of
greeting those present , he takes off his overcoat and then sits down and delivers his lecture, which usually gives much occasion for laughter, for in these speeches the English
intellect expresses itself.”

The Hall only survived until 1850 when, after splits and divisions within the Owenite movement, it was sold and the Manchester Free Library was
established in the building. In 1877 the Hall was demolished after its structure had become weakened by the weight of books and the library moved to the
former Manchester Town Hall on King Street and in 1934 to its present home in Central Library.

The Irish in Manchester and the Civil Rights Movement in the North of
Ireland, 1963-1974

The emergence of the Civil Rights movement in the North of Ireland led to solidarity organisations being established in Britain, seeking through meetings, marches and
strikes to highlight what was happening. The government used the prevention of Terrorism Act, passed in November 1974, to clamp down hard on campaigners.

The Emergence of the Civil Rights Movement in the North of Ireland

In May 1963 local Catholics in Dungannon established the Homeless Citizens’ League to campaign for be�er housing conditions. One of its leading members
was Patricia McCluskey, wife of local doctor Conn McCluskey. In August 1963 thirty families squa�ed in condemned buildings and eventually embarrassed
the Stormont government, after Doctor McCluskey had personally lobbied it, into announcing that some 64 new houses would be built in the town.

News of this victory quickly spread beyond Dungannon and the McCluskeys received le�ers from families across Northern Ireland, asking for advice on
how to win similar concessions for their own towns from Stormont. This convinced them of the need for a more permanent pressure group and led them to
establish the Campaign for Social Justice on 17th January 1964 “for the purpose of bringing the light of publicity to bear on the discrimination which exists in
our community”. The CSJ sent out regular newsle�ers and produced five pamphlets which detailed the injustices happening in Northern Ireland.

The Northern Ireland Civil Rights Association (NICRA) was formally established at a meeting of 100 delegates in the International Hotel, Belfast on 29th
January 1967. On 5th October 1968 a Civil Rights march in Derry was brutally a�acked by the RUC and sparked a wave of anger, leading to the formation by
students of a radical group, People’s Democracy.

Bernade�e Devlin rapidly emerged as one of its leading figures and in April 1969 was elected to the House of Commons on a Civil Rights ticket. She made
her first appearance in the Commons two days later, rushing over to take part in a debate on Northern Ireland and looking like “anybody’s classless
undergraduate daughter” as the Daily Mirror put it. She a�acked Unionism and the Wilson government for forge�ing what Socialism was and rejected
a�empts to label the Civil Rights movement as a narrow Catholic uprising, saying “We are not sectarian. We fight for the rights of both Catholics and
Protestants”. She spoke at countless meetings in Britain and the Irish Civil Rights Solidarity Campaign was set up, including for a while a group in
Manchester based in Gee Cross, Hyde. This organised a meeting under the title The Real Struggle in Northern Ireland at Chorlton Town Hall on 9th
November 1969 at which Michael Farrell from People’s Democracy was the principal speaker

Solidarity in Britain with the Civil Rights Movement 

Events in Northern Ireland were now being keenly followed by many in the Irish community in Britain. The day after the a�ack on the Civil Rights march in
Derry The Observer carried a full and graphic report of the RUC’s violence, wri�en by Mary Holland under the headline “Ulster Police Club Marchers”. She
also wrote a long feature, carefully researched, entitled “John Bull’s White Ghe�os”, which exposed the political gerrymandering in Derry. Her articles were
very influential.

According to the Irish Democrat the Manchester branch of the Connolly Association (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/09/26/the-connolly-
association-in-manchester-1938-1962/) was now meeting every 3rd Wednesday at The Crown & Anchor public house in Hilton Street and becoming active
again under the direction of Joe McCrudden, a Belfast man. There was a Civil Rights meeting in Manchester at Chorlton Town Hall on 9th March 1969, at
which the speakers were Desmond Greaves and Be�y Sinclair, a trade unionist and Communist from Belfast.
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College students in Manchester also set up a Civil Rights Commi�ee. The most active members of this seem to have been those a�ending the Catholic De La
Salle teacher training college, who held a mass meeting on 16th January 1969 and leafleted city centre pubs and clubs on events in Ireland, as a prelude to an
all night vigil in support of the demand for Civil Rights in Albert Square. The weather was not on their side – there was fog and rain and only 30 students
stayed the course. They were pictured next day in the Manchester Evening News, walking around the Albert Memorial and carrying banners which
demanded (unironically) “One Man One Vote”. The chair of the Commi�ee was 20 year-old Conal Harvey from Belfast who told the press, “We want to
draw the unfair situation in Northern Ireland to the a�ention of the people in Manchester. We are planning more protests.”

The British Army goes in

In August 1969 there was a three day ba�le in Derry between the people of the Bogside and the RUC. Rioting then broke out in Belfast in which whole streets
were burn out and people were killed. Finally James Callaghan, the Home Secretary, sent in the army.

Frank Gogarty, a leading member of NICRA in London, was reported in the press as saying that the Association proposed to call all Irish people in Britain
out on a one-day strike as an expression of horror and indignation at the police brutality in Derry. The Guardian reported that on 14th August there had been
sympathy strikes in Birmingham, Coventry and London with more than 500 people staying away from work and further strike action planned in the
Midlands to bring out all Irish labour. This was followed on 20th August by a further strike by Irish workers in Birmingham whose co-ordinator Tom
McDowell claimed that some 7,000 people in the area had answered the call with support from corporation bus workers, factories and building sites.

St Brendan’s Centre in Manchester was named in the press as a recruitment centre for volunteers wishing to go over to the north. Local organiser John
Madden said that he hoped to get the first volunteers across to Ireland almost immediately and was planning to organise a demonstration in Albert Square
and a walkout by Irish workers. The following day St Brendan’s publicly denied that it was being used as centre for volunteers as this would be against its
constitution.

On 25th August 1969 there was a march in Manchester. Supporters of the Civil Rights movement gathered in Pla� Fields and marched to Ardwick Green . A
photograph of this march in The Guardian showed one marcher holding a placard which stated “Get The Troops Out.”

In October Manchester City Council (then Tory controlled) refused to allow the local branch of the Campaign for Social Justice to hire council-owned halls to
hold public meetings on the situation in the North of Ireland and a planned meeting had to be called off. On 6th November the CSJ organised a torchlit
procession in the city centre in protest. John Madden, who was originally from Dungannon and had lived in Manchester for 15 years, claimed that 99% of the
Irish population were sympathetic to their cause. He told the Irish Democrat it was “the sort of thing I used to experience when I was a councillor in the
worst place in Northern Ireland for discrimination. I did not expect to find it in Manchester.” There was a protest march to the Town Hall against the ban
after the annual Manchester Martyrs procession.

The Manchester CSJ stepped up its activities by taking part in the national petition for a Bill of Rights and holding a meeting in Houldsworth Hall on 22nd
March 1970 at which the speakers were Ivan Cooper MP, Be�y Sinclair, Mark Carlisle MP and Stan Orme MP. On 4th April they held a folk concert in the
Lesser Free Trade Hall featuring the Grehan Sisters.

In July 1970 the British army imposed a curfew and ransacked the Falls Road in Belfast, looking for weapons. Four people were killed. In February 1971 the
IRA shot dead a British soldier. Daily gun ba�les were soon taking place as well as a bombing campaign. At 4.30am on 9th August 1971 the Stormont
government re-introduced internment, leading to more gun ba�les and extensive rioting. Nationalist areas virtually seceded from the Northern Ireland state.

Bloody Sunday, January 1972

A NICRA march was held in Derry on Sunday 30th January 1972. British troops from the paratroop regiment prevented it ge�ing out of the Bogside and the
usual small riot developed involving local youth. Most of the marchers were listening to the speakers, who included Bernade�e Devlin and veteran Labour
MP Fenner Brockway, when the paratroopers charged into the Bogside shooting thirteen men dead. Another man died later of his wounds.

A hurricane of anger swept Ireland, North and South. There were strikes and marches as tens of thousands of Irish workers protested in Dundalk, Cork,
Galway, Limerick and Dublin. Airport workers at Dublin and Shannon refused to handle British aircraft, grounding planes in Manchester and other British
airports. Jack Lynch declared 2nd February, the day of the funerals, as a national day of mourning. The British Embassy in Dublin was burned down when a
crowd estimated at 30,000 gathered outside it and threw petrol bombs. In the North rioting went for days in almost every Nationalist area. Bernade�e Devlin
told the Daily Mirror, “It was mass murder by the army . This was our Sharpeville and we shall never forget it. The troops shot up a peaceful meeting”. By
contrast Brian Faulkner blamed the organisers of the march and the IRA for the killings.

In Britain Bloody Sunday provoked the most intense response by the Irish during whole the thirty years of the Troubles. In Manchester over 100 students
from De La Salle College, Middleton held an emergency protest meeting at midnight followed by a mass meeting in the afternoon which voted to boyco�
lectures and hold three days of mourning. A number of the students then went to the statue of Queen Victoria in Piccadilly and, amidst a snowstorm, began
a vigil and fast, se�ing up a makeshift black flag and a wooden cross bearing the words “Will they rest in peace – how many more?” Some bus-drivers and
office and shop workers jeered and shouted abuse as they passed (postal workers at the South Manchester sorting office threatened to boyco� all mail to
Ireland except Forces Mail on the grounds that the soldiers were not ge�ing a fair deal). Members of the James Steele branch of Provisional Sinn Fein in
Manchester mounted a protest at the army recruiting office on Fountain Street with placards that read “Derry Bloody Sunday, 13 massacred by British
army”. Their spokesperson Seamas O’Morain gave his name in Irish and told reporters that they were protesting peacefully against the British army’s
campaign of murder in Ireland.

On Thursday the De La Salle students led a march of 2,000 from the Cathedral through Manchester city centre, passing the Army Recruitment Office which
was heavily guarded by police, and finishing with a rally at the Mancunian Way. There was a further march in Manchester on Saturday organised by the
Manchester Connolly Association a�ended by 1,500, which was addressed by Lennie Draper, Desmond Greaves and Ann Doherty from the Manchester Civil
Rights Association. A meeting a�ended by 1,500 students at Manchester University banned all military recruiting on campus and denied union facilities to
the British army Officer Training Corps. An a�empt to close the University Student Union failed when Tory students obtained a court injunction preventing
this.

The Irish Democrat produced a special four page supplement on Bloody Sunday to go with their usual February issue. Desmond Greaves called for the
resignation of Maudling, suspension of the Commander in Chief of British forces in Northern Ireland, immediate withdrawal of all paratroops from
Northern Ireland, withdrawal of all troops from streets where they had become a provocation, an immediate end of internment and negotiations to lead to a
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united Irish Republic. The Manchester Connolly Association sent a telegram to Edward Heath (signed by John Tocher, divisional organiser of the
engineering union and others), condemning the massacre of civil rights demonstrators and calling for troops to be confined to barracks and for a Bill of
Rights to be brought forward.

Irish Civil Rights Association

In the general election held in October 1974 six candidates stood in the British general election under the banner of the Irish Civil Rights Association, the first
time that candidates had stood on a specifically Irish platform since the Anti-Partition League in 1951. Margaret O’Brien, secretary of ICRA in Britain, said
that they called for higher pensions and lower mortgages. “We should achieve this by a commitment to a United Ireland instead of propping up a ro�en li�le
statelet that costs £700 million in year and makes her name the derision of the world”.

The ICRA candidates stood in constituencies with sizeable Irish populations. Neil Boyle stood in Moss Side, Manchester, gaining just 238 votes. According to
his election leaflet he was aged 37, born in Donegal, married with four children, worked for British Rail and had been active in the Civil Rights movement
since 1969. ICRA candidates called for the release of all internees and a general amnesty for all political prisoners; a commitment from Britain to the idea of a
united Ireland and a phased withdrawal of all British troops from Ireland. ICRA a�acked the Labour government for increasing the number of internees in
Long Kesh and Armagh, for renewing the Emergency Provisions Act and for the death of Michael Gaughan on hunger strike. It was clear from the results
that, whatever strong feelings that Irish people might have had about events in Ireland, most Irish people at this period continued to give their vote to the
Labour Party.

The Prevention of Terrorism Act

On 21st November bombs exploded in two pubs in the centre of Birmingham, killing 21 people and wounding 162. There was widespread public outrage
and fury, some of which was directed at Irish people in Britain (although a number of the victims had been Irish).

Within two days the government rushed through the Prevention of Terrorism Act, which became law on 29th November. Such was the public mood that not
a single MP dared vote against. Desmond Greaves commented in later years that “the disastrous bomb outrage did the Irish movement in Britain more harm
than a regiment of cavalry. The witch hunt that followed, which included anti-Irish marches, threw the Irish movement back decades.”

There were frequent police raids, arrests and exclusions from Britain. Many Irish solidarity organisations stopped meeting and it was not until the hunger
strike campaign of 1981 and the emergence of new organisations such as the Irish in Britain representation Group that Irish people began to speak out again
about what was happening in the North of Ireland.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Irish Republican Operations in Manchester 1920-1922

During the Irish War of Independence, Irish Republicans mounted a number of armed operations in British cities, including Manchester, which were intended to cause
economic damage and put pressure on the British government to cede independence to Ireland

The Campaign in Manchester 1920-22

In the autumn of 1920 the IRA launched a series of a�acks on British cities, including Manchester, London, Liverpool and Glasgow, which were carried out
by local Republican units. Peter Hart has estimated the strength of the IRA in Britain as about 1,000 volunteers, of which several hundred took part directly
in operations. Almost all IRA volunteers were permanent residents, whether born in Britain or Ireland.

On 24th November 1920 the government announced in the House of Commons that they had captured secret Sinn Fein documents, amongst which were
detailed plans to destroy the Stuart Street power station in Bradford, Manchester that proved electricity to many parts of the city including mines and
factories. The government alleged that the plans contained maps of the station and details of the shifts worked there and that three raiding parties were to
have been used in the a�ack, comprising 65 men in total. In a newspaper interview Mr SL Pearce, Manchester Corporation’s chief electrical engineer, stated
that the information on the workings of the station appeared to have been gathered in October when four men and two women had visited it on a Sunday
morning by prior arrangement.

On 2nd January 1921 Police Constable Henry Bowden was patrolling some warehouses on Ordsall Lane when he came across ten men in the vicinity of a
large grain warehouse, owned by the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway Company. They supplied him with their names and addresses but he still insisted that
they accompany him to the police station. When they reached Oldfield Road one of the men suddenly produced a revolver and fired at the policeman.
Fortunately for him the bullet passed through his wrist and entered his shoulder. The men ran off.

A fire was later discovered at Baxendale in Miller Street, Shudehill. Police later arrested four men were in connection with the shooting: Patrick Flynn (22),
Jeremiah Roddy (20), Daniel O’Connell (25) and Charles Forsythe (32). Forsythe was the landlord of a boarding house at 3 Poole Street , Salford, where the
other men were lodgers. They and another man Patrick Waldron were later charged under the Defence of the Realm Act. On 22nd February Flynn was
sentenced to ten years penal servitude for a�empted murder.

On 13th February the IRA carried out a series of co-ordinated incendiary a�acks on factories and warehouses in Manchester, Rochdale, Oldham and
Stockport. In Manchester the targets included the wholesale druggists Po�er & Clarke, Luna Street, Openshaw; the resin distillers Smith and Forrest, Holt
Town; the Union Acid Company, Mitchell Street, Newton Heath and the Premier Waterproof & Rubber Company, Dan�ic Street. During the a�ack on Smith
& Forrest the watchman John Duffy was held up by three men armed with revolvers whilst they made preparations to fire the premises. When he made a
sudden movement one of them fired at him but missed. One of the other men commented “That was a lucky escape, mate”. Finally Duffy made a run for it
and again his luck held for the bullets the men fired after him missed their target.
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Six days later the IRA mounted further incendiary a�acks against ten farms in the Manchester area. The first outbreak took place shortly before 8pm and the
rest followed shortly afterwards. The fires were set by soaking straw and hay with paraffin and se�ing it alight. The targets were Dairy House Farm,
Dunham Massey; Dawson’s Farm, Dunham Massey; Baguley Hall Farm, Baguley; Barlow Hall Farm, Chorlton-cum-Hardy; Hardy Farm, Chorlton-cum-
Hardy; Park Road Farm, Stretford; Lostock Farm, Urmston; Grange Farm, Bramhall; Cu�er’s Hill Farm, Outwood, Radcliffe; and Hale Mill Farm, Culcheth
near Leigh.

There was an eleventh target, namely Ivy Bank Farm, Sale. When the owner Mr. Jackson came out to investigate a disturbance shots were fired at him by a
man in the yard. Fortunately for the farmer they went wide. Police later found a Webley revolver and can of paraffin in Dane Road. The cost of damage for
the night’s work was estimated at £30,000. The geographical spread and the number of targets in the campaign of arson points to the existence of a well-
organised and well-armed network of IRA members in the Manchester area. There was more a�acks on 21st February at Poach Bank Farm, Bury and on 22nd
February at Mill Hill Farm, Woodley, where a dutch barn was destroyed by fire

On 22nd March a PC Carr disturbed three men in a doorway whilst patrolling outside Manchester United’s football ground. He challenged them and in
reply they fired at him but did not hit him. The officer was armed but had no time to fire back. A wallet was later found with a certificate from the
Manchester Royal Infirmary in the name of Patrick Fennell and a picture of Terence MacSwiney. Fennell, who lived at 21 Bedford Street, Chorlton-on-
Medlock, was arrested the following day and appeared in court in early April, charged with the a�empted murder of the police officer. His landlady was
later fined for failing to register her lodger under the Aliens Restriction Act.

On 18th July Fennell was tried before Justice Rigby Swift. At first he was found guilty of being at the football ground but acqui�ed by the jury of the actual
shooting. Then the judge made an extraordinary intervention. “That is not a verdict”, he told the jury,” If the jury find that Fennell was present with other
people taking part in something where shooting might take place he is guilty.” The admonished jury then duly returned a verdict of guilty on the second
charge. Sentencing Fennell to seven years penal servitude the judge said that in doing so he was assuming that Fennell’s was not the hand that fired the shot.

The most spectacular series of IRA operations in Manchester took place on 2nd April. The day began with a co-ordinated a�acks by the IRA in the heart of
the city and ended with the shooting dead of a young Irishman by the police in controversial circumstances. The morning’s a�acks all took place between
6.00am and 7.00am. It seems likely that the IRA deliberately chose to strike early on a Saturday morning, knowing that there would be fewer passers-by or
policemen and that the chosen targets would have only cleaners in them. At Bridgewater House on Whitworth Street four men armed with revolvers held up
the cleaner and nightwatchman. Somehow the cleaner managed to slip out of the building and summoned assistance from a police constable named Boucher.
When he challenged the men one of them fired at him, wounding the officer. The men then ran off and the policeman tried to give chase before collapsing in
the street and being taken to the Infirmary by tram. Police later recovered a revolver and a can of petrol. At 38 George Street the raiding party held up the
cleaner at gunpoint and started a fire while at 33 Portland Street three men held up the cleaner and set fire to the building, using some of the co�on goods
lying about. The cleaner, who was trapped inside, raised the alarm and firemen arrived, who quickly put out the blaze.

Two men held up the cleaners at gunpoint in the Lyons State Cafe, Piccadilly, whilst a third member of the party tried to start a fire with paraffin. “We are
doing now what you are doing in Ireland” said one of men and as they left they fired a shot above the heads of the staff. There were also a�acks on three city
centre hotels. At Victoria Hotel on Deansgate two men had spent the night there as visitors. After they left staff discovered a fire in their room which had
been started using paraffin. There was a similar a�empt at the Albion Hotel on Piccadilly, where a man giving his name as H Wilson from Bristol had spent a
night. In the morning a chambermaid discovered him spreading petrol on a second floor staircase and se�ing fire to it. He managed to escape in the
confusion, leaving a bag behind. At Blackfriars Hotel two men who had spent the night there under the names of Kay and Ma�hews left early in the
morning, saying that they would be back for breakfast. Later staff found that their room was on fire. One witness described the a�ackers as “well-dressed
young men, between 20 and 30 years of age, of gentlemanly appearance”. A number spoke with Irish accents.

Later that same evening a large number of armed police raised the Irish Club on Erskine Street, Hulme. As they entered the club there was shooting between
police and two Irishmen. Constable Bailey and Detective Bolas later claimed that as they entered the building Sean Morgan had confronted them with a
revolver in each hand and that therefore Bolas had shot him dead and also wounded Sean Wickham, after the la�er had allegedly wounded Bailey. The
police arrested a large number of men at the Irish Club and also picked up others over the weekend, including Paddy O’Donoghue
(h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/08/24/paddy-o%E2%80%99donoghue/). The death of Sean Morgan was registered on 14th April after an
inquest, the cause of death being officially given as “Bullet wound to the head. Due to being shot by a police officer whilst the said John Morgan (sic) was
resisting the said police officer in the legal exercise of his duty. Justifiable homicide”. A memorial to Sean Morgan was unveiled in Moston cemetery on the
ninth anniversary of his death in 1930. 
.
Despite the arrests of a number of senior figures, including Paddy O’Donoghue, the IRA campaign in Manchester continued. There were three a�acks on
19th June on railway signalboxes in Manchester, similar to a�acks that had been occurring in London. A signal box near Woodlands road station and a box
near Fallowfield station were set alight. The a�ack on a signalbox near Marple station was more serious. Just after midnight Signalman Edward Axon was
working alone when shots were fired at the box which wounded him in the groin and shoulder. Fortunately he was able to summon help and was taken to
hospital.

A Treaty between the Republican Government and Britain was signed on 6 December 1921 and IRA operations halted. After a lengthy and sometimes bi�er
debate Dail Eireann approved the Treaty on 7th January 1922 with 64 votes in favour and 57 against. Sinn Fein had already effectively split into two camps
with De Valera opposing the Treaty and Collins and Griffith supporting it. Most of the leadership of the IRA supported the Treaty, but many rank and file
members and field commanders opposed, viewing it as a betrayal of everything they had fought for. De Valera resigned as President of Dail Eireann and was
replaced by Arthur Griffith. Civil war broke out in June and lasted 12 months, leading to the defeat of the anti-Treaty forces.

The Civil War had some effect in Britain. On 4th June 1922 there were raids on a number of collieries in the St Helens area – including Bold, Su�on Manor,
Clockface, Collins Green and Billinge – during which young men dressed in dark suits, armed with revolvers and seemingly well acquainted with the layout
of the collieries stole explosives and detonators. There were similar raids in other parts of the country. In October there was an explosion in the Central
Detective Office in a Stockport police station when a detonator that was being examined after a raid went off accidentally, slightly injuring a number of
civilians and police, including the Chief Constable. John Mulryan of Wilton Street, Reddish was subsequently charged with being in possession of a quantity
of arms and ammunition.

By the end of 1922 Irish Republican operations in Britain had come to an end.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)
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Challenge Anarchy

Challenge Anarchy was a day of protests in Manchester city centre on Mayday 2000. Organised by activists from environmentalist, anarchist and other direct action-
orientated communities, it was intended to be both fun and political, and to address some of the problems for protesters that had arisen in the policing of large Reclaim the
Streets and Mayday demonstrations in London.

[This post is also Manchester Radical History’s slightly belated contribution to Blog Action Day 2009 (h�p://www.blogactionday.org/), blogging on climate
change and the environment.]

Mike (not his real name) is a Manchester-based activist in his late 30s, who has been involved in Earth First!, anarchism and other direct action-orientated
campaigning since the early 1990s.

“I think there was definitely an awareness that this was a workers’ day but that it also had deeper roots than that. There was anarchist stuff that linked in
with it, although I can’t remember what it is at the minute, I can’t remember if it was an anarchist a�empt to do something on that day in the nineteenth
century and got thwarted and they probably got killed, or what, but then going further back from that there were pagan ideas about Mayday and Beltane
and those having been appropriated by the labour movement, and blending those things. When Earth First was stronger people could see more of the
connections, what was stereotyped as the Red, Black and Green (red for labour, black for anarchism and green for the environment) and seeing them as
melding together. 
“So Challenge Anarchy took place after people had started organising for Mayday in London and there had been big Mayday Reclaim the Streets events
there that made it into something different, and there was an awareness in Manchester that we wanted to do something like that, I think it was the year after
the Guerrilla Gardening in Parliament Square. 
“There was already organising around Mayday in London from an anarchist kind of perspective and there was an awareness that we wanted to do
something in Manchester but we really didn’t want to get surrounded by cops and ke�led the way they were. Mike Todd, who later came to Manchester
Police, had pioneered the Zero Tolerance approach to Mayday ‘rioters’ in London and cordoning people as a tactic, that became known as ke�ling. So we
thought: we want to do something on this day, we want it to be interesting, and we’re not going to let ourselves get ke�led. 
“Somewhere in all of that the idea of the Challenge Anarchy came through and there were lots of different parts to it – there was a seaside in the city, so on
Market St some sand was put down and there was a coconut shy where you could throw balls at coconuts with politicians’ head on them, and there was an
eco-crystal ball reader who would talk about eco-doom at people in her tent, and sticks of rock done which were red, black and green with the words
‘resistance is sweet’ down the middle and a li�le label with some kids making faces, sticking their tongues out, and information on how to get in touch with
Manchester Earth First! 
“There was ‘money’ as well. Some fake £20 notes were printed up and they had different slogans on as well to make people think. It’s quite tricky to get stuff
like that printed because it’s so illegal, printers won’t touch it, but someone managed to do it and people in advance were scrumpling them up and just
dropping them in places around town. But on the day someone had a suitcase full of it and as he crossed the road he let the suitcase fall open and had people
rushing into the road and stop traffic like that… so there was things like that as well as the ‘direct action’ stuff… and also some people had read in the
Guardian that there was going to be Guerrilla Gardening, which we hadn’t planned on at all, but they brought trees to the meeting point in Piccadilly
Gardens. So people felt empowered enough to bring along things like that, and it wasn’t people who were already involved so that was really nice. 
“A lot of effort had been put into meeting at Piccadilly Gardens but also into not ge�ing kept there, so the idea was that there would be different ‘Challenge
Anarchies,’ named after the Challenge Anneka TV programme with Anneka Rice, so there were different Anarchy Rices, which was the name of a facilitator
for an affinity group. Some groups we already knew in advance and they could just be sorted out with a bag of goodies. With others we had to go round
Piccadilly Gardens looking at li�le groups of people who were clearly here for the event and approach them and see if you could get a group of friends or
even strangers into a group with a facilitator if they needed help, and gave them a bag of ‘goodies’ and those were things like ‘should you accept this
mission’ type things for a whole range of tactics and issues. There were stickers and chalk but also superglue and spray paint, and leaflets on lots of issues, so
you could go round with leaflets and stickers. It was brilliant because the police didn’t notice that the number of people in Piccadilly Gardens wasn’t ge�ing
any bigger, and it was only at a certain point that they realised and I remember the panicked reaction of them suddenly realising, and at the same time
hearing of all these li�le actions going off all over town. 
“There were different targets. Some temping agencies because there was a lot of stuff around casualisation and the death of Simon Jones [a young activist in
Brighton who, having been forced into temp work by his dole officers, was killed on an unsafe work site in 1998]. There was stuff around banks – one of the
fly-posting targets was the bank headquarters on King Street – and there were stickers to go on cashpoints. And there was information on media control and
media corporations, and McDonald’s, both environment and animal rights things and some other animal rights targets, and probably others. 
“And it was brilliant, because you’d see groups of people ge�ing led out of the Arndale Centre by security after having done something and another group
going in past them to go to the same place, or the police standing guard outside a McDonald’s because they’d just chucked people out but were still le�ing
customers in so people would go in as punters and start doing stuff behind the police’s back… another interesting thing was that it was partly based on a
Doin’ It Up North that happened in Sheffield, where it had been a similar idea where you got bags of stuff where you could choose to ‘accept the mission’ or
not. 
“A lot of similar strategies of organising and advertising had been used with the Okasional Cafes – people came up with a logo which had been used by EF!,
the spanner with leaves growing out of one side, but it actually came from before that, from Paris ’68, and came up with some more situationist-inspired
words but not ge�ing into the whole thing that London Reclaim the Streets did where they had whole fold-out fliers where if you figured out how to unfold
them that was the easy bit and then trying to get your head round the words was even harder. We tried to find words that sounded good and had some kind
of resonance or radicalism in them. So like Okasional Cafe it started with that thing of ge�ing just the logo out there on posters or stickers, then adding the
words, then pu�ing a date on and then more detail, but very much with the idea of using the logo so people might be, aah, I’ve seen this somewhere before…
and feel that there was a buzz going on. Part of it was because the internet wasn’t really around, and I think that actually meant that the organising was
be�er, it had to be be�er than now, because if you wanted to get people you had to step outside your ghe�o, you couldn’t just put it on the internet and think
people will come, which I don’t think actually works but seems to be what people do now. And you can’t just ‘put some leaflets in the Basement [social
centre]’ which is what happened in later years. You actually had to go to every single venue you could think of, even if they weren’t political, ge�ing
publicity out and fly-posting and really making the stuff we do more accessible than people seem to now, which is really crazy. Because people talk now
about ge�ing stuff in the mass media and ge�ing out there now when actually all they’re doing is sending it to their mates on Facebook. 
“But we hadn’t realised that there were going to be so many people, so not only were all these small group actions going off but there was also a group of
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about 200 people who we didn’t have facilitators for, and also even though if experience tells you that being in small affinity groups is safer and more
effective, people tend to go to the large group and want to do that. There were a few people who had more experience who were like, ‘OK, I’ll stay with the
big group – I don’t think it’s a good idea but I’ll stay with them,’ so they were really spirited and were doing things like pulling huge bins out of alleyways to
make barricades against the police, but not solid barricades so you can pass through those lines. A lot of the lessons that had been learnt from big public
order events – the Guide to Public Order Situations was published from Manchester at about that time – and they moved before they could be controlled,
and at one point they occupied the Mancunian Way, which was something that people wanting to organise RTS in Manchester had wanted to do for years
but never managed to. There was an RTS that accidentally occupied Princess Parkway at another time…. 
“But that’s another story.”

Article by Sarah Irving (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Simon Jones Memorial Campaign 
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Earth First! UK
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Brian Doherty of Keele University on direct action in Manchester, including Doin’ It Up North 
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Guide to Public Order Situations 
h�p://www.wombles.org.uk/article200610188.php (h�p://www.wombles.org.uk/article200610188.php)

The General Strike in Manchester, May 1926

The General Strike was the most significant British labour dispute of the twentieth century. It was a massive solidarity action called by the Trades Union Congress in
support of the miners, who were striking against cuts in pay and longer hours. It began on 3 May 1926 and was called off on 12 May by the TUC with no guarantees from
the Tory government of fair treatment for the miners and no guarantees against victimisation of returning strikers. The miners’ strike lasted until the end of 1926 and ended
in bi�er defeat.

Background

The mining companies had been placed under government control during the First World War. The Miners’ Federation of Great Britain pressed for complete
nationalisation and called a national strike in February 1919. It was delayed after the Coalition government led by Lloyd George promised a Royal
Commission to look at the future of the industry. 
In June 1919 the majority of Sankey Commission members recommended that the mines should be nationalised but, having bought a breathing space, the
government now reneged on its agreement and handed the mines back to the owners on 31 March 1921. The miners were locked out the following day by the
coal owners after refusing to accept worse employment conditions. The railway and transport union promised to take action in their support on 15 April but
called it off at the last minute. This betrayal became known “Black Friday”. After three months on strike the miners were forced back on the employers’
terms.

In 1924 A J Cook was elected secretary of the MFGB. A charismatic speaker, he toured the coalfields, addressing large meetings of miners and their families
and revitalised the union after the defeat of 1921.

Faced with a declining economic outlook in June 1925 the employers’ organisation – the Mining Association – gave notice of its intention to reduce wages
and increase hours on 31 July.

On 10 July the General Council of the TUC met the Executive of the MFGB and offered its support. On 25 July the Council proposed an embargo on the
movement of coal should the miners be locked out. Meetings between the government, the miners, the owners and the TUC failed to reach an agreement. On
30 July a Special Conference of Trade Union Executives agreed to support the transport ban and also empowered the General Council to offer financial
support.

At 4pm on 31 July the Prime Minister Stanley Baldwin announced to the House of Commons that the government would subsidise the miners until 1 May
1926 and also set up another Royal Commission under Lord Samuel to report on the future of the industry. Once again the government was buying time

It is clear that the government expected a strike to take place eventually and used the breathing space to devise and implement ways of maintaining supplies
and transport in the event of industrial action, se�ing up 150 haulage commi�ees to co-ordinate privately owned fleets of lorries and placing local authorities
on alert to maintain essential services. In addition to the government’s own extensive preparations other bodies, such as the Organisation for the
Maintenance of Supplies, led by Lord Harding and Admiral Jellicoe, enrolled volunteers. They claimed to be “non-political” and acting for “the good of the
community”. By May 1926 they had registered 100,000 volunteers.

By contrast the TUC made no plans for a general strike, seemingly believing that a se�lement would be reached, only establishing a Ways & Means
Commi�ee on 27 April 1926, just days before the strike happened.

The Samuel Commission published its report in March 1926. It recognised that the industry needed to be reorganised, but rejected the suggestion of
nationalisation. The report also recommended that the Government subsidy should be withdrawn and miners’ wages should be reduced.

On 30 April the coal owners locked out the miners.
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On Saturday 1 May the TUC held a special conference of union executives which pledged support to the miners . That same day May Day marches were held
throughout Britain amidst growing excitement and a conviction that a strike was now inevitable.

“Surely the most momentous May-Day in our history…I heard tonight that the Hyde Park demonstration was the largest and best even our oldest folk could
remember…..Reports show that everywhere yesterday’s demonstrations were the biggest ever known. The workers seem ready”. Fenner Brockway, “Diary of the General
Strike”, Socialist Review, June 1926.

The Strike in Manchester

Saturday 1 May

It rained, of course. Undeterred thousands paraded on the annual May Day march from Ardwick Green to Belle Vue under “dripping banners “ and “rain
sodden umbrellas” as the Manchester Guardian reported.

“Men and women in gleaming mackintoshes and wearing the red and yellow favours of the Labour party; delegates from trade unions following in dignity
behind their banners; Communists with broad ribbons across their shoulders – a splash of colour in the drab train”….The banners of the trade unions were
varied by those of other groups, ranging from a sober ‘Stand by the Miners’ to the appeal of the Communists – ‘Don’t Shoot the Workers’.”

After the procession a meeting chaired by the MP JE Su�on (a former miner and MP for Clayton) took place in the Great Hall at Belle Vue. In the midst of the
speeches another MP, Joe Compton, announced that “the trade unions of the country have decided to call a general strike”. After a moments hush the
audience broke into cheers.

“The Communists waved their red streamers and hats were thrown into the air. Thereafter every reference from the platform to ‘the coming fight’ and every appeal to
‘stand by the miners’ was received with cheers and applause. The solidarity of the meeting was incontestable” 
(Manchester Guardian)

The meeting finished by unanimously agreeing a resolution in support of the miners which ended “He who is not for the miners is against the working
class.”

Monday 3 May

As the midnight deadline approached the railway workers, tramwaymen, carters, dockers, power enginemen and foremen, printers, iron and steel workers,
vehicle builders and builders all announced their intention to strike work. The Electrical Trades Union, which had its headquarters in Manchester, issued an
instruction to its branches to take joint action “along with any other section of men who have ceased work on transport, printing, engineering and steel
production”.

Mr Ma�inson, general manager of the Manchester trams, announced that strenuous efforts would be made to maintain “ as good a service as possible” and
that plans were being made to use taxi-cabs and charabancs on routes from Albert Square.

Councillor Mellor, Secretary of the Manchester & Salford Trades & Labour Council, gave assurances that every effort would be made to co-operate with local
authorities in ensuring the safety of food supplies and other essential services. The trade unions set up a central commi�ee to run the strike covering the
whole of the North West. The Secretary was JA Webb from the Transport & General Workers Union, whose members would be crucial to the success of the
strike.

The police were making their preparations too, of course. According to testimony given to WH Crook, author of The General Strike, published in 1931,
preparations for the strike had included the need to keep transport moving from the very first day of the strike. The police had drawn up route maps of the
roads that would be used and these had been circulated to police constables in March. Mobile squads of police were to be held ready for instant deployment
in threatened areas. It was announced publicly that the Chief Constable Sir Robert Peacock would review the force of special constables set up in Manchester
during the war with the purpose of discovering the present strength of this force. Volunteers for this force were also being enrolled at the training school at
London Road fire station. Manchester City Council announced that it was se�ing up a Manchester Area Emergency Commi�ee and enrolling volunteers at
public buildings.

The Manchester Evening News told its readers to “Keep Cool and Carry On.”

“The security of the Constitution having been threatened the duty of every right-minded citizen lies plain before him. The Englishmen who never will be slaves to kings
or conquerors will never be slaves to a class. The people who have invented the right to rule themselves will not submit to the rule of any minority of workers who may
seek to usurp the powers of government. The government must govern.”

Three trains left Manchester for London at midnight from London Road, Central and Victoria railways stations, though with few passengers on board since
there was no certainty that they would reach the capital as they had to change drivers en route. Shortly after midnight pickets took up their positions outside
the stations. Railway company officials were uncertain what level of service would be provided. All would depend on whether railway workers would be
loyal to their union and obey the strike call.

More than 5,000 Manchester tramwaymen held a mass meeting at midnight in the Co-operative Hall, Downing Street at which there was solid vote in favour
of striking. The power for the trams was cut off at 2am.

Tuesday 4 May

Not a single tram ran. There were no local trains and only one train to London from London Road at 9.30am via Sheffield and No�ingham and one each way
between Central Station and Derby.

With no public transport there was enormous traffic on the road into Manchester city centre from the suburbs, as the middle classes turned to their cars. Taxis
charged 6d a ride. The docks were at a standstill, though food and other essentials were being moved.

By the early afternoon it was claimed some 12,000 volunteers had been enrolled at the Free Trade Hall for various services, including one aviator.

Stella Davies, then a member of Gorton Labour party, vividly recalled the first day of the strike in her book North Country Bred, published in 1963.
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“The mill chimneys ceased to smoke and the wheels ceased to turn, Over Gorton, Openshaw, Clayton, Newton Heath and Collyhurst the air grew clearer: the hills which
ring the east of Manchester could be seen with an unusual sharpness across the intervening river valleys. The pavement and even the roads were crowded with
pedestrians and the drivers of private cars offered lifts with surprising generosity.”

A Manchester news-sheet reported that “city girls” were wearing red ribbons at tram and bus stops, indicating that they would like a lift.

At the Socialist Hall on Margaret Street, Openshaw, the District Commi�ee of the Communist Party was meeting in permanent session, whilst speakers
addressed the crowds outside. Dick Stoker, a party member with a car, had just arrived back from London with copies of the CP emergency bulletin The
Workers Daily when the police arrived and arrested him. He was later sentenced to two months in prison for “having commi�ed an act likely to cause
disaffection”. Quick-thinking members of the Young Communist League hid some of the bulletins under a pile of coke and later distributed them locally.

Wednesday 5 May

Public transport was largely at a standstill. A half-hourly service was achieved on the line to Radcliffe, one of the volunteers being a vicar.

Stella Davies visited her local station with other members of the Labour Party Women’s Section, taking tea and sandwiches.

“The pickets were steady men responsible who, as the occasional train drew into the station, regarded with interest and much amusement the efforts of the amateurs to
bring the engine to stop at the right place and not over-shoot the platform. ‘Now you know’, they said to one discomforted youth, who had taken the train right through
the station, ‘any fool can start a train. When you’ve learned to stop it where you want, you can join the union.’”

The strike reached the nation’s breakfast table after the decision of the TUC to call out the printers and shut down national and local newspapers.

The Manchester Guardian commented

“The decision of the Trades Union Congress to call out the printers and to silence the press seems to us a singularly misguided policy, and we cannot believe that it will
be maintained. To put the press out of action gives a most dangerous power to the Government, which by its control of broadcasting will enjoy a complete monopoly in its
distribution of news and views. Is this desired by the Trades Union Congress and the miners?”

The work force of the Manchester Guardian actually appealed to the TUC for an exemption from the strike but this was turned down.

The Government now produced its own newspaper the British Gaze�e, whilst the TUC used the presses of the Daily Herald to produce the British Worker
which first appeared on 3 May.

Most newspapers a�empted to producer some form of publication. The Manchester Guardian appeared a two sides of typescript on 3 May and on following
days as a single printed news-sheet. The Manchester Evening Chronicle managed a daily typewri�en sheet and also displayed news in the huge windows of
its Withy Grove offices.

The public was also able to get news from the intriguingly named “Mutagraph” which the Manchester Evening Chronicle described as the latest and most
fascinating of publicity devices… used at once to give vital news to large Manchester crowds thirsty for first-hand news of the nation’s new ordeal”. Fenner
Brockway watched the device in action during his time in Manchester, “In Piccadilly a large crowd – mostly strikers – watched a Daily Dispatch news
bulletin thrown up on a huge sky sign. Again a capitalist monopoly of news”.

It was reported that there were many empty seats for a show at the Manchester Hippodrome.

Thursday 6 May

A four page news-sheet entitled the Manchester Emergency Echo was published by EH Lumby at Central Press in Chorlton on Medlock, much of the content
being lifted from the anti-strike Daily Mail which was now being published abroad and flown into Britain. The content included the following advice

“Don’t pay a�ention to wild stories of disorders, rioting, outrages and the like. Evil tongues are deliberately inventing these to scare you. …. Don’t criticise the
Government . They are doing their best to deal with a different situation and will do be�er with your support and help…Don’t go denouncing the strikers in violent
terms. Many of them are patriotic Britons led into a desperately foolish course by reckless leaders…Above all, don’t get scared.”

Friday 7 May

Ellen Wilkinson and JJ Horrabin, who were reporting back to the TUC on the position in parts of the country, declared that in Manchester “the position is
absolutely solid”. They urged, however, that a strike newspaper be produced in Manchester.

Saturday 8 May

Fenner Brockway arrived in Manchester to edit a Manchester edition of the British Worker.

JA Webb reported in optimistic terms to the TUC. “The response to the TUC has been splendid…The feeling among members of the various sections is
splendid and no instance of friction with police authorities has been reported.”

Sunday 9 May

The Lord Mayor of Manchester announced that food supplies were being maintained satisfactorily. A man was arrested by the police for allegedly
a�empting to interfere with a lorry-load of flour from Sutcliffe’s Mill, Hulme. He was later jailed.

There was a large rally in support of the strike in Pla� Fields. Stella Davies described it as a “large orderly crowd and the presence of many women and
children with sandwiches and bo�les of milk made it seem almost like a picnic….the speakers exhorted the strikes to keep quiet, stay at home and offer no
provocation”.

A report on the meeting sent to the TUC estimated that there were at least 20,00 people present. Two brass bands made up of striking tramway workers led
the procession into the park. The speakers, who included Mary Quaile (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/08/17/mary-quaile-trade-unionist-and-
fighter-for-working-women/) and Rhys Davies, addressed the crowd from three platforms. There were also meetings in Gorton and Blackley.

http://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/08/17/mary-quaile-trade-unionist-and-fighter-for-working-women/
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Interestingly the Manchester Guardian reported that the size of the meeting as “several hundred” strikers.

Monday 10 May

The North West Strike Commi�ee informed the TUC that they had received authoritative information that 2000 beds, blankets and pillows had been sent into
the Salford Docks in readiness for strike-breaking volunteers.

The Electricians Union threatened to stop electric power if a�empts were made to run trams in Manchester.

The first edition of the Manchester edition of the British Worker appeared in a run of 50,000. It was printed by the Co-operative Publishing Company after
the Co-operative Printing Society has refused to print it.

The front page declared

“The General Council does not challenge the Constitution. It is not seeking to substitute unconstitutional government. Nor is it desirous of undermining our
Parliamentary institutions. The sole aim of the Council is to secure for the miners a decent standard of life. The Council is engaged in an industrial dispute. There is no
constitutional crisis.”

The paper reported that there was wonderful solidarity everywhere and that the workers’ response had exceed all expectations.

“They have manifested their determination and unity to the whole world. They have resolved that the a�empt of the mineowners to starve three million
men, women and children into submission shall not succeed. All essential industries and all the transport services have been brought to standstill. The
Trades Union Congress General Council is not making war on the people. It is anxious that ordinary member of the public shall not be penalised for the
unpatriotic conduct of the mineowners and the Government.”

Tuesday 11 May

The print-run of the Manchester British Worker rose to 100,000.

Workers at the only flour-mill still working in Manchester now joined the strike. Three men were prosecuted in the Manchester Police Court for allegedly
inciting a crowd to set fire to a railway company motor-lorry in Piccadilly, which had been taking foodstuff from London Road station to Victoria. The lorry
had been partly destroyed. Peter Tilley, John Marshall and John Marsland were sentenced to three months imprisonment with hard labour.

The Manchester Guardian in an editorial entitled “Is it an Industrial Strike?” called upon Manchester’s striking tramwaymen to return to work.

This call appears to have been part of a co-ordinated a�empt to get the trams running for the Tramways Commi�ee now threatened to sack strikers if they
did not return to work by noon the following day. Ge�ing the trams back on the streets would be a psychological blow against the morale and unity of the
strike.

The TUC called out all members of the shipbuilding and engineering unions. The police escorted 500 volunteers to Salford Docks to unload foodstuffs.

Wednesday 12 May

Only 29 tramwaymen obeyed the call to return to work. The other 5,000 mustered at their depots at noon and marched into the city centre. The procession
from Hyde Road depot was a half-mile long, led by the tramway band and miners carrying lamps.

Even as the procession set off the General Strike was coming to an end. The government had refused to negotiate with the TUC. Instead there had been
meetings between the TUC and Sir Herbert Samuel. On the basis of a meaningless memorandum the TUC went to Downing Street and called off the strike,
even though the memorandum had been rejected by the miners leaders. It was no less than a complete surrender. They had failed even to ask for guarantees
of no victimisation of strikers when they returned to work.

Stella Davies later wrote about how the news was heard in Manchester.

“In the course of the afternoon while I was on my round of the picket stations, the news came through. The end of the strike had been announced as an ‘unconditional
surrender’. The pickets could not at first believe it. They would wait until they heard from their headquarters before they left their post and I left them, still picketing, to
rush home and sit before the wireless. No comfortable words came from the BBC The official governmental line was that the Samuel Memorandum was not binding upon
them, being merely a recommendation, its terms were not, in the event, put into operation.”

Fenner Brockway wrote in his diary of the strike

“Everyone was confident that the Government had climbed down….Then the fuller reports became to come by wire….When they showed that the terms were only an
arrangement with Sir Herbert Samuel and that the miners lock-out was to continue one simply could not believe one’s eyes”

Thursday 13 May

The Manchester Guardian accurately summed up the situation.

“The effects on British labour will be profound. The history of 1921 has repeated itself. The support of other unions has been withdrawn, The Government has commi�ed
itself to li�le or nothing. The mineowners are commi�ed to nothing.”

The strike continued in many areas as employer a�empted to victimise returning strikers. In Manchester 25,000 railway workers stayed out and marched in
protest and the dock workers stayed out in their support

Friday 14 May

It was a “day of humiliation”, according to Fenner Brockway, “The TUC has ordered them back, their own Executives have ordered them back. There is no
hope of concerted resistance, so they are going back, disappointed, disillusioned, yet still heeling the exaltation of the remarkable solidarity of these days.”
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JA Webb reported to the TUC that many employers were trying to impose worsened terms and conditions on returning workers. “ Many men have been
informed that their engagements will only be temporary and that the regularity of employment that they have enjoyed in the past has now been withdrawn”.

John Forshaw, a Communist, was arrested by the police for having copies of “The Great Betrayal”, a leaflet put out by the Communist party a�acking the
TUC’s decision. He was sentenced to one month imprisonment. He was kept in a cold cell and, though diabetic, refused a doctor. He contracted pneumonia
whilst in prison and died a few days after being released.

Aftermath

The miners carried on fighting but were forced back by poverty and starvation by the end of November. Some miners were out of work for many years. The
miners’ union did not stage another national strike until 1972, nearly 50 years later.

Sources and Further Reading

The General Strike archive at the Working Class Movement Library (h�p://www.wcml.org.uk)includes books, pamphlets, newspapers, the British Worker,
strike papers, photographs and other items.

Fenner Brockway, “A Diary of the Great Strike”, Socialist Review, June 1926

Wilfrid Morris Crook, The General Strike (1931)

Stella Davies, North Country Bred (1963)

Edmund and Ruth Frow, Nine Days in May, New Manchester Review,, 12, 23/4/1976

Edmund and Ruth Frow, The Communist Party in Manchester (nd)

R H Haigh et al, The Guardian Book of the General strike (1988)

Merseyside (h�p://www.catalystmedia.org.uk/issues/nerve9/general_strike.php)and the General Strike

TUC archive (h�p://www.unionhistory.info/generalstrike/index.php) on the General Strike

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

The Siege of Manchester, 1642

The English Civil War (actually three separate rounds of conflict) lasted from 1641 to 1651. The basis of the conflict was a struggle for power and authority between the King
Charles I and Parliament but added to the mix were religious conflicts and wars in Scotland and Ireland. There was also a radical democratic upsurge amongst the
Parliamentary soldiers and public led by the Levellers, who demanded greater rights for the common people. They were eventually crushed by Cromwell and his commanders
who feared that the rights of property owners would be swept away. England became a Republic in 1649 after the execution of Charles I. The monarchy was restored in 1660
when Charles II returned from exile.

The Civil War began in the summer of 1642. On 22 August Charles I raised his standard in No�ingham. Parliament controlled London, East Anglia, most of
the Midlands and all of Southern England (except West Cornwall). Lancashire was divided. The most prominent local aristocrat, Lord Strange (James Stanley
, heir to the Earl of Derby), was a Royalist. Both sides frantically sought to lay their hands on arms and gunpowder. The Royalists seized the magazines at
Lancaster, Preston and Liverpool, but Manchester declared for Parliament and refused to hand over its ten barrels to the Royalist forces.

On 15 July a party of Royalists led by Lord Strange came to Manchester and a fight broke out during which Richard Perceval, a linen weaver from
Levenshulme, was killed, allegedly by Thomas Tyldesley from Astley. This has been claimed as the first death in a conflict which eventually claimed tens of
thousands of lives.

By September Lord Strange had gathered several thousand troops in Warrington, while Manchester had a militia raised from the townspeople under the
command of Colonel John Rosworm, a German soldier living in Manchester who had served in the Low Countries and Ireland and been taken on for six
months to organise the town’s defences, at a cost of £30. As it turned out he was kept on for six years at £60 a year

Strange moved out of Warrington on 24 September and laid siege to the town. The alarm was sounded by ringing the church bells. The Royalist headquarters
were in Alport Lodge on Deansgate near what is now St John Street. The town refused to surrender and on 26 September the Royalists a�acked down
Deansgate, firing their cannon. They were driven off after some fierce fighting. They then a�acked across Salford bridge but were held back as the defenders
were on higher ground in the churchyard.

There was more fighting the following day but the again the a�ackers were repulsed. A truce was called and further talks took place but again the town,
though running short of ammunition, refused Strange’s demands, though there were some divisions in the town.

On 29 September there was another round of fighting in which 200 Parliamentarians sallied out to a�ack a house on Deansgate which had been occupied by
the Royalists . There was an hour of fighting in which the Royalists were defeated. A sniper on top of the church shot dead the Royalist Captain Standish who
was standing in the door of a house on the Salford side of the river.

There was more fighting the next day. On 1 October there was an exchange of prisoners and Lord Strange and his troops abandoned the siege. In the course
of the week’s skirmishes the Royalists appeared to have lost about 200 men and the defenders about 20. The victory at Manchester greatly boosted the moral
of Parliament’s supporters in Lancashire. There was no further fighting in Manchester for the rest of the Civil War. Rosworm later complained to Parliament
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that he had not been paid enough.

Lord Strange, now the Earl of Derby, was executed in Bolton on 15 October 1651 for his part in the Bolton Massacre of 28 May 1644 in which 1500
Parliamentary troops and townspeople were slaughtered by Royalists commanded by Price Rupert.

In 1874 a bust of Oliver Cromwell by Ma�hew Noble was presented to Manchester City Council by Thomas Bayley Po�er MP, and placed in the Town Hall.
The following year a statue of Cromwell, also by Ma�hew Noble, was put up near the Cathedral. It was moved to Wythenshawe Park in 1968 when the road
layout was changed, where it remains.

In October 1965 BBC TV broadcast a play called “The Siege of Manchester” in its Theatre 625 series, wri�en by Keith Dewhurst and directed by Herbert
Wise. Alan Dobie played Captain Rosworm, James Villiers played Lord Strange.

The other significant Civil War event locally was the siege of Wythenshawe Hall by several dozen Parliamentary soldiers between 21 November 1643 and 25
February 1644. The hall was owned by the Ta�on family who sided with the King. During the siege the fiancée of a servant, Mary Webb, was killed. Legend
has it that in revenge she took a musket and shot dead a Colonel Adams who was si�ing on a wall. The hall was finally taken by storm after two cannon were
brought from Manchester. It was returned to the family two years later after they paid a substantial fine. Every June there is a re-enactment of the siege.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

More information on the Siege of Wythenshawe Hall:

Wythenshawe history trail (h�p://www.wythit-heritagetrail.btik.com/p_Wythenshawe_Hall_&_Cromwells_Statue.ikml) information

Print-ready guide (h�p://www.wythit.com/Sites/wythit/Objects/PDF/HeritageWalkFinalcolour.pdf) to historical walks round Wythenshawe

Manchester City Council (h�p://www.manchester.gov.uk/news/article/4852/take_a_cavalier_a�itude_at_wythenshawe_park) information on the annual re-
enactment of the Siege

Bill Watson and Eccles Communist Party

Bill Watson joined the Communist Party in 1965, after a chance encounter with a Communist at a construction site in Wolverhampton. He had been working as a bricklayer
for six years and after witnessing the exploitation on building sites and how his parents had suffered at work, Bill immediately joined the party. He went on to become a
leading member of the Eccles branch, campaigning against Thatcher’s policy to end school milk, to save the last local cinema as well as various issues such as Northern
Ireland, Unemployment and Anti-apartheid.

Bill Watson was born in Irlam in 1944 to a working-class family. His father worked as a bricklayer and his mother worked on a farm as well as in munitions
factories during the Second World War. Despite the lack of active political involvement in his family, his personal experiences of work and seeing his family
struggle did influence Bill’s political awakening. “My father slogged his guts out for 50 years to enrich other people and all he got out of it is bronchitis. My
mother worked on a farm; the farmer drives a big car, my mother’s got rheumatoid arthritis.” Bill also remembers that since his teens, he’d always thought
that socialism and communism was a great idea but believed that human selfishness would prevent its realisation. This all changed after a meeting with the
Communist party when when he was 21.

“It was as if the curtains were opened and this thing about nature was a load of baloney really. Human beings are capable of being everything from terribly
evil to wonderfully good, depending on the environment that they live in and how they react to it.” The meeting profoundly affected Bill, who states that he
learnt to look at society in a new way and acknowledge that change was possible. “We as humans have changed so much already, we weren’t set in stone.”
He moved back to Irlam and got involved with the Eccles Communist party the same year. Bill was also greatly influenced by two books he read at the time:
Robert Tressell’s ‘Ragged Trousered Philanthropists’ and Engels’ ‘Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State’.

School milk and the last cinema

The Communist Party in Eccles was not a particularly large branch – it only had around 80 members – yet they were very active and campaigned on various
local issues. One of the memorable campaigns was against Margaret Thatcher’s policy to end school milk during her time as Education Secretary in 1971.
“There was a major campaign over that in Eccles. We had hundreds of school parents outside school gates with placards.” Whilst they failed to change the
policy, Bill states it was an example of the party leading a campaign without actually doing in its own name, as they wanted as many different people to get
involved and to just win on the issue.

Another campaign led by the party was against the proposal to shut down a local cinema in 1974. “Eccles used to have three big cinemas and this was
eventually reduced to one, which was the Broadway cinema, and the proposal was to turn this into a bingo hall. We thought it was a terrible idea.” Locals
were also worried that the loss of the cinema would be detrimental to the youth, who already had very limited facilities. The campaign gathered significant
support with local people, who expressed their concerns to the council and Labrokes’ company which was suggesting the bingo hall. The campaign was
successful in the earlier stages but it went to tribunal and they lost the cinema in the end. Even so, the 1980s saw the rise of unemployment as a major issue in
Eccles and the party would play an important role in tackling it.

Working together to tackle Unemployment

Local workers staged strikes against redundancies in local factories such as Gardener, which made diesel engines, and the Eccles communists worked hard
doing things like food collections to support them. They also set up an important organisation known as ‘Eccles Community Campaign Against
Unemployment’ (ECCAU), working alongside local clergymen, labour supporters and Salford’s trade council. “We would always try to work on as broad a
basis as possible because that’s the way that we saw politics as developing- people working together instead of in isolation with groups fighting each other.”
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ECCAU campaigned against unemployment and sought practical ways to resolve it by se�ing up the Salford Unemployment Centre. “We approached the
council and for asked for the centre, and after a lot of campaigning and hard work (which included the Labour councillors too), we got the building and
some funding.” The management team reflected the role the communists had played and it was composed entirely of ECCAU members apart from a few
council personnel. “I think that they were just there to keep an eye on us and make sure that we didn’t do anything stupid, which we wouldn’t anyway!” Bill
speculated. There was also a people’s march for jobs which ran the whole length of the country and came through Eccles and Salford and was supported by
the Eccles Communists.

Support also came from unexpected places such as Salford’s Conservative Mayor, Tom Francis. “It was the same on issues like race- there were people in the
Tory party that were good on race and there were people in the Labour party that were awful on race. There were even people in the Communist Party that
were awful on race.” Watson was influenced at a young age by his father’s hod-carrier (a worker who carries bricks to the bricklayer) Billy Taylor, who was
Afro-Caribbean, and he went on to campaign against Apartheid and cycled from Manchester to London to raise money for the ANC after Mandela was
released in 1990.

Northern Ireland and meeting Special Branch

Bill Watson and with his wife, Sheila, were also heavily involved in the Northern Ireland issue and Sheila even visited Long Kesh internment camp for
Republican prisoners on behalf of the Eccles Communists. The following was published in their branch newsle�er ‘Red Rag’ on April 1974, describing her
time there:

“There was barbed wire and fences and soldiers and guns everywhere. We went into another hut where we were searched. They took my driving license. Then through
another door and we waited until our names were called. I visited the husband of the girl I was staying with. He had served three years of a 12 years sentence. The morale
was great- they weren’t miserable or anything. He kept talking about when he was out and ge�ing things done but I just couldn’t believe the type of place he was in.
Long huts. You know, just like concentration camps in films. Grey and miserable.”

A meeting was also organised by the National Council of Civil Liberties (now Liberty) on Northern Ireland at which Edwina Stewart, of Northern Ireland’s
Civil Rights Association, was invited to speak. Bill, along with Bert Co�am, went to pick her up from Manchester airport to find that she had been escorted
by Special Branch, straight off her plane. “Burt and I started asking questions and we both got arrested. I managed to make a phone call that Edwina had
been lifted from the plane, I think it was to David Lancaster, one of the councillors here, and then they asked for our names.” Bill initially refused to give his
name, but was then threatened with a week’s jail and so he cooperated to avoid imprisonment. Edwina was also later released, although the meeting she
a�ended was viciously a�acked by the Ulster Defence Force (an extreme, right-wing protestant group with links with the BNP).

“I saw them pick up chairs and just ba�er old people to the floor with them,” says Bill. “They had been posted round the audience and there must have been
a signal, as at some point they all stood up and started ba�ering people. It was all over in a minute and then off they went.” The UDF had sent in coaches
from Liverpool and on their way back, they were stopped by the police but no-one was arrested. Students from UMIST, who had hosted the meeting, took
out a private prosecution against some of the a�ackers, which were successful and resulted in prison sentences.

The beginning of the end

Following the collapse of communism in Russia in the early nineties, the Communist party in Britain disintegrated into smaller parties such as the
‘Democratic Left’ and the Communist Party of Britain (as opposed to the Communist Party of Great Britain). Today, both carry very li�le influence in
mainstream politics and many other members joined the Labour party. Eccles Communist party met a similar fate because, as Bill points out, the political
culture where people sign up to a party just doesn’t exist anymore. Although many of the campaigns that Bill worked on were unsuccessfully and the party
collapsed, he says he has absolutely no regrets. “I absolutely loved it. I learnt a lot during my time with the party and I really hope that it benefited people in
some way.”

Article by Arwa Aburawa (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Hugh Delargy

Hugh Delargy was born in 1908 and, after going to an elementary school, won a scholarship to study in Paris and Rome. During the Depression he worked as a labourer and
insurance agent. He was elected as a Labour Councillor in Manchester in 1937 and remained on the Council until 1946. He was an active supporter of the Connolly Club
(later the Connolly association) in its early years, speaking in May 1939 at the James Connolly commemoration organised by the Club in London and writing in the August
issue of Irish Freedom on National Unity. He was also active in Manchester in both the Irish Prisoners National Aid Society for whom he raised £50 and the Anti-Partition
League in Manchester who published his pamphlet, The Last Quarrel.  
During the Second World War he served in the Royal Artillery, reaching the rank of Captain.

The Friends of Ireland

Hugh Delargy was elected as a Labour MP for Miles Pla�ing in July 1945, inheriting the seat from JR Clynes For the first time the Labour party had an
outright majority in the House of Commons and there were hopes that the new government would act on the Irish question. In December 1945 Delargy
established the Friends of Ireland, a group of about 50 Labour MPs, and became its first secretary. Henry McGhee, son of the dock workers leader, took over
as secretary in April 1946

The new group said that its primary contacts would be with the Irish TUC and Irish Labour parties, both north and south. In January 1946 Delargy spoke at a
rally in Belfast while other MPs from the Friends of Ireland group visited the north and south of Ireland. On his return Delargy was welcomed by a social at
Chorlton-on-Medlock Town Hall , organised by Eddie Lenehan and others, at which the entertainment was provided by Tommy Collins and his Ceilidhe
band, MacSwiney pipers, Billy Kelly’s troupe of dancers, Kathleen O’Reilly and Margaret Cox.
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Following their visit the Friends of Ireland called for an end to partition and said that the Six County government of Basil Brook was completely out of step
with the Labour government in Britain and that the unity of North and South could only be achieved by Labour governments in both parts of Ireland. In
March Delargy spoke in Dublin at the Mansion House and a�acked partition. The group also lobbied the Home Secretary Chuter Ede over the 60 or so Irish
prisoners still in jail but he initially refused to reconsider their sentences . Eventually the Home Office made some concessions and the last two prisoners
were released from Parkhurst in December 1948.

In 1948 the Irish Free State (established by the treaty of 1921) repealed the 1937 External Relations Act, taking Ireland out of the Commonwealth and
declaring it to be a Republic on Easter Monday 1949 (though of course a 26-county Republic). The Labour government responded by passing the
Government of Ireland Act , which declared that no change in the status of Northern Ireland could be made without the consent of the government of
Northern Ireland. It also decreed that Irish citizens living in Britain would not be treated as foreigners.

In April 1949 the King George VI sent the following message to the President Of Ireland, Sean O’Kelly.

“I send you my sincere good wishes on this day, being well aware of the neighbourly links which hold the people of the Republic of Ireland in close association with my
subjects of the United Kingdom. I hold in most grateful memory the services and sacrifices of the men and women of your country who rendered gallant assistance to our
cause in the recent war and who made a notable contribution to our victories. I pray that every blessing may be with you today and in the future.” (Signed) GEORGE R.

The Friends naturally opposed the Act but a�empts to raise it at the Labour party conference in 1949 were blocked. Labour’s majority was reduced to a
handful in the 1950 general election and the Friends group seems to have dissolved with li�le to show for five years of activity. Partition was still firmly in
place, indeed it had strengthened by the Labour government.

The Anti-Partition League

Delargy was initially close to, if not a member of, the Connolly Association but after several years in parliament he moved his support to the Anti-Partition
League. This was established by two Irish nationalist MPs in Northern Ireland – Eddie McAteer and Malachy O’Conlon – in November 1945 to bring together
Irish nationalists to campaign for a United Ireland. As well as in Ireland, branches were also established in Britain.

The League held a big rally in Manchester in February 1947, a dance in September and a campaign in the autumn during which the nationalist MP Eddie
McAteer spoke in Manchester. The Manchester area commi�ee included J E Lyons (chair), Alderman B MacManus (vice-chair) and Mrs S Ogden (treasurer).
There was also a branch of the League in Rusholme, where the commi�ee included T Wa�ers, J Garvin, E Lenehan and T Wicksteed. The Central Executive of
the League met in Manchester on 11th October. Other branches were formed in Moss Side where the chairman was George Spain, and St Patrick’s, where the
dean of St Patrick’s church was elected chair and Hugh Delargy addressed the new branch.

Delargy was elected National Chair at the APL conference in Manchester in June 1948. The conference dinner was provided by the Irish Press, the newspaper
founded by Eamon De Valera. That same year De Valera embarked on a campaign of speeches on the partition issue in Britain. In October 1947 he was the
guest of Celtic at the annual clash with Rangers and spoke in St Andrew’s Hall.

In November he came to Manchester to a�end the annual Manchester Martyrs commemoration, during which he unveiled a tablet in Moston cemetery to the
memory of Seamus Barre�, a veteran Manchester Fenian of the1930s, and then went on to addressed a rally at Belle Vue a�ended by six thousand people
who, according to the press, gave him a rapturous welcome. He told his audience that “if you want to be on good terms with your neighbour don’t start by
encamping in his garden.” Hugh Delargy also spoke and provoked a great cheer when he described Ireland as “a nation which has suffered more in the
cause of justice and freedom than any other nation and heaven.”

In 1949 the Manchester branch of the League called on the Irish to withdraw support from municipal candidates in protest at the Government of Ireland Act
introduced by the Labour party. Hugh Delargy resigned from the League at the end of the year when the organisation decided to oppose Labour
parliamentary candidates. The League stood four candidates in the 1950 general election in Bootle, Coatbridge, Greenock and Gorbals, (a�racting between
2% and 5% of the vote) and a single candidate in the 1951 general election in Bootle, who a�racted 1,370 votes, some 2.7% of the vote. The results spelt out
that whatever their private political views, the question of partition alone was never going to be of sufficient urgency to a�ract a mass vote by Irish people in
Britain. By the end of the 1950s the League was in terminal decline and in 1962 changed its name to the United Ireland Association. Its organiser Tadgh
Feehan took a job in the Irish Embassy.

Hugh Delargy’s seat of Miles Pla�ing was abolished under boundary changes in 1950. He was then elected for Thurrock which he represented until his death
in 1976. There is a tablet in his memory in St Mary Roman Catholic cemetery in Kensal Green, London.

O n 5 December 1974 he made the following speech in the House of Commons, a few days after the Birmingham bombings

You will be relieved to hear, Mr Deputy Speaker, that I do not propose to speak for more than a few minutes. The Secretary of State will be equally relieved to hear that I have
no solution whatever to offer of the Ulster problem. In fact, I had no intention of speaking in the debate or even of listening to it until about lunchtime today. I consider that
at this moment speeches made about Northern Ireland—my speeches, certainly —are a complete waste of time. Then why, if I think so, am I speaking now? 
I am speaking now because this morning, through the post, I received a pamphlet which no other hon. Member has received. It is a pamphlet about Ulster’s problems called,
“The Ulster Quarrel”, price one old penny—from which it may be deduced that it is not a modern pamphlet. In fact, it was wri�en 36 years ago very hurriedly, to coincide
with a meeting called in the Manchester Free Trade Hall at which the principal speaker was a young man called Erskine Childers, who died recently as President of the
Republic of Ireland. 
On reading the pamphlet, I was surprised to see how much of it was up to date. It touched on social problems, which I regret to say have not been mentioned today, which
have been the cause of all the horrors and unrest of the last five years. The pamphlet was wri�en with English people in mind. The author was of the opinion that there was
some conspiracy of silence about what was going on in the North of Ireland. 
When I heard the mistaken speech today of my hon. Friend the Member for West Lothian (Mr Dalyell), in which he said that a TV and news black-out would assist in solving
the Irish problem, I could only reflect that 50 years of silence has helped to create it. We were never allowed to debate Northern Ireland in this House. When we asked
questions about injustice, evictions, discrimination and the rest, we were always told that they had nothing to do with us, that they were internal ma�ers which came under
the jurisdiction of Stormont. 
…… We were told that it was the affair of Stormont and not of this House, in spite of the fact that the Government of Ireland Act said quite specifically that ultimately the
responsibility for Northern Ireland rested here. Therefore, the two main parties in this House have a great deal to answer for. They have great guilt on their shoulders for
what is happening. 
I said that the pamphlet was, in a sense, up to date. We read again from the pamphlet about entry without warrant, detention for any unlimited period, and internment
without trial. It was all going on then under the Special Powers Act with the help of the B Specials and the armed police. There was not much difference from what is taking
place now. 
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I can give some of the reasons for the unrest in Northern Ireland. I have quotations here. I said that this was an old pamphlet from men who are now long dead. However, I
shall give only three short quotations from three Prime Ministers of Northern Ireland. I start with Lord Craigavon and with his famous slogan Ours is a Protestant
Parliament for a Protestant people. I cannot remember one Unionist saying anything to the contrary. Then his successor, Mr Andrews—I believe he was his immediate
successor—said when he was Minister of Labour that he had heard a rumour that of the 31 porters at Stormont—porters; God help us—28 were Catholics. He also said: I
have investigated this ma�er and have found that there are 30 Protestants and only one Catholic, and he is there only temporarily. We all remember the third Prime Minister
I shall quote, Sir Basil Brooke, later Lord Brookeborough. He said: Many in this audience employ Catholics, but I would not have one about my place. A year later, when he
had had opportunity to reflect upon it and when he had read what the newspaper editorials had said about that statement, he said: When I made that declaration I did so after
careful consideration. What I said was justified. I recommend people not to employ Roman Catholics. I do not wish to resurrect old bones. The whole point of my speech is
that what we are debating now we should have been debating years and years ago, because the same conditions applied then as apply now. 
I should like to tell hon. Members, in another way, how these same conditions apply. The pamphlet from which I have quoted was wri�en 36 years ago and was a great
success. There were only 5,000 copies of the first printing because it had to be printed in a hurry for the meeting about which I spoke. The first printing sold out in two days.
But there was never a second printing, because several hours after the meeting in the Manchester Free Trade Hall, in the early hours of the morning a mysterious explosion
occurred, which killed a man on his way to work at the market. After a li�le while it was established that this explosion had been caused by a bomb set by an organisation of
which most people in England then had never heard—the IRA. 
Other explosions occurred, and other people were killed by bombs set by the IRA. The IRA did not simply kill all those innocent people. The IRA killed hope and the good will
of men who were trying to seek a peaceful solution to the problems. The IRA killed the efforts that men of good will were making to enlist the sympathy of the people of
England, from whom the truth was being withheld by Parliament and the Press. 
The immense harm which the IRA did then it has multiplied since. No one condemns the IRA more strongly than I do. I have been talking about a pamphlet. I may as well
tell the House now, of course, that I wrote it. I was a brash young man in those days. I imagined that I could change people’s opinions. I know be�er now. No one takes the
slightest notice of anything I say. I have no need to be reminded of that. When one has been a Member of the House for 30 years, always in the obscurity of the back benches,
one has no need to be reminded that one is of no significance. Nevertheless, it is still one’s duty to say what one thinks, and I am saying that now. 
I have no solutions to offer. I felt that Sunningdale was a solution. I am still grateful to any pay homage to the right hon. Member for Penrith and The Border (Mr Whitelaw)
and all those associated with him who negotiated that agreement. 
…..The Sunningdale Agreement was accepted by the Labour Party when it came to power, and we all rejoiced. Although I have always been in favour of a united Ireland, I
think that there is something in what was said by the hon. and learned Member for Blackpool, North (Mr Mis-Campbell). If by dropping this talk of an Irish dimension we
can get peace in Northern Ireland, I might even go that far. Anything for peace, to save lives. 
But Sunningdale was scrapped, largely because of a strike which, as my hon. Friend the Member for Belfast, West (Mr Fi�) said in the best speech of the debate so far, had
nothing whatever to do with industrial conditions but was a political strike. The Government did not know how to handle that strike. They should have known how to handle
it, and they could have handled it. 
….I am sorry that I have spoken for longer than I had intended. I am not very optimistic about the Convention—not after Sunningdale—and I have never been optimistic
about Northern Ireland. When my hon. Friend the Member for West Lothian (Mr Dalyell) said that he originally thought that British troops were going to Northern Ireland
as part of a fire brigade operation lasting three or four months I could not help recalling that I told the then Home Secretary, my right hon. Friend the Member for Cardiff,
South-East (Mr Callaghan) that the troops would probably be there for several years. I also said then that there should be a separate Minister for Northern Ireland and I was
sneered at. Now we have four. 
Suppose there is a strike after the Convention. What will the Government do then? Will they be blackmailed once again? We have a right to be told. We have a right—and
this has been asked from both sides of the House—to know what is the minimum the Government expect to achieve before the Convention meets. The right hon. Member for
Chesham and Amersham (Mr Gilmour) mentioned the possibility of violent organisations which are not proscribed being called in for consultation. The hon. Member for
Mid-Ulster (Mr Dunlop) tackled me over the action of the right hon. Member for Penrith and The Border (Mr Whitelaw) in consulting the IRA. Are the Government
planning to consult these non-proscribed organisations? I am frightened about this, because the last words which were spoken in our 17-hour debate which ended last Friday
morning concerned the refusal of the Home Secretary to proscribe in his terrorist Bill the UDA, the UFF and the Red Hand Commandos. Those organisations should have
been included and I was in favour of pressing the point in a Division. If there had been one I would have voted for the third time that night against my Government, and I
would have done it with a glad heart, because I knew that I was right. 
I have always considered my speeches on this subject to be a waste of time. I have no solution to offer, but I should like an answer to my questions. I apologise to the House for
having wasted its time.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

The Connolly Association in Manchester 1938-1962

The Connolly Association – originally the Connolly Club – was founded in 1938 from the ashes of two earlier Irish republican organisations. For nearly thirty years it
campaigned from a left-wing perspective for Irish civil rights.

The Connolly Association was originally called the Connolly Club. The organisation emerged from a merger of the London branch of Republican Congress (a
political organisation established in April 1934 by left-wing Republicans such as Frank Ryan and Peadar O’Donnell, which called for the creation of a
Workers’ Republic) and the Irish section of the League Against Imperialism, an international socialist organisation which had been established in 1927 and
disbanded in 1937.

By 1936 the Republican Congress was defunct but activity continued in London leading to the formation of the Connolly Club on 4th September 1938 at a
meeting in the AEU Hall, Doughty Street. The first organiser, until his return to Ireland, was Michael McInerney. Other active members in the early years
were Jim Prendergast and Patrick Musgrove.

In January 1939 the Club published the first issue of its monthly newspaper Irish Freedom (later renamed the Irish Democrat) which cost twopence. The
editorial noted that it was the latest in a long line of papers with the same name and asserted that the demand for Irish freedom “will never be crushed, will
never be eliminated except by satisfaction.”

An article in the paper countered the myth that the Irish were “job stealers”, arguing that the question of Irish people living in England could be used by:
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“Fascist minded people in the same way as the Jewish people have been used by Hitler. In order to take the minds of the British people away from the real cause of the
misery existing in England, campaigns are being organised in such places as the Midlands, Coventry, Birmingham etc where unemployment is high, against the Irish.”

The writer finished by urging the Irish to join trade unions or the National Unemployed Workers Movement. The Connolly Club used Irish Freedom to
establish its organisation, gradually building up its sales in major Irish centres around Britain

At the onset of the war in September Irish Freedom proclaimed that the Connolly Club stood for “Freedom Unity and Democracy” but that they had no faith
in Chamberlain. “We therefore state that the best manner in which we, as Irish workers, can play our part in this grave struggle is to unite our forces,
irrespective of party or political differences, to smash the one barrier that prevents our country being able to play a more effective part in the war against
fascist aggression, the partition of Ireland.” The paper also published the statement of the Communist Party of Ireland on the war.

At the annual conference of the Connolly Association in the autumn of 1945 the Manchester delegate was Jimmy McGill, a tunnelling worker from Donegal,
who was warmly congratulated by delegates on his lively account of branch activities in the city. Jimmy eventually left the building trade to run a second-
hand bookshop in Waterloo Place, Oxford Road. The shop was barely heated but the fortunate visitor might find a whiskey bo�le in circulation amongst
regulars to fend off the cold. Sadly, after his death, Jimmy’s own very extensive collection of books on Irish history did not find its way to a library. The
secretary in Manchester in the late 1940s seems to have been Arthur Gracey, who lived on Talbot Road in Old Trafford.

In the immediate post-war period the organisation continued its campaigns on passports, welfare and conditions in hostels where they held a number of
meetings. But as the restrictions on travel were lifted and employment conditions improved it switched its focus back to making propaganda for socialism
and to raising the question of partition in the British labour movement as well as lobbying for the release of Irish Republican prisoners in Britain. Whilst there
were close links with the Friends of Ireland group in parliament, there was li�le love lost between the Connolly Association and the Anti-Partition League,
because the la�er echoed the conservative Catholic nationalism of De Valera and was opposed to socialism.

Desmond Greaves became editor of the Irish Democrat in early 1948 . Greaves had been born in 1913 in Birkenhead into a Protestant family which hailed
originally from Newcastle, County Down and studied at Liverpool University where he joined the Communist Party of Great Britain in 1934, remaining a
member for the rest of his life. He also became interested in Irish politics and sold the paper Republican Congress in Irish districts of Liverpool.

In 1937 he went to London where he became acquainted with leading Communists such as T A Jackson, who had a strong interest in Ireland, having known
James Connolly personally. He eventually went on to write the classic Irish history Ireland Her Own. During the war Greaves worked at Woolwich Arsenal
and afterwards became chief scientist at Powell Duffryn.

He joined the Connolly Club in 1941 and in 1951 he gave up full-time work to devote himself to the Connolly Association and the Irish Democrat, much of
which he wrote himself as well as supervising the printing, distribution and sales. In the course of fifty years of political activity Desmond must have spoken
at thousands of meetings, indoors and outdoors, from a packed public hall to a handful of people in a room above a pub.

A voluminous correspondent, he had a huge network of contacts across Ireland and Britain and beyond, which enabled the Connolly Association to wield
much more influence than its modest membership might have indicated. In addition to his writing in the Irish Democrat Desmond also wrote pamphlets and
somehow found the time to write a number of important history books, most notably The Life and Times of James Connolly, published in 1961, and Liam
Mellows and the Irish Revolution, published in 1971. He died suddenly in 1988 whilst travelling back on a train from a meeting, a political activist to the end.

In 1955 the Connolly Association adopted a new constitution which expressed two aims; to win support in Britain for a united independent Ireland and to
stand for equal treatment for the Irish in Britain. The organisation also pledged itself to continue to publish and make known “the teachings of the great
representatives of Irish democratic republicanism, especially of the socialist James Connolly.” A pamphlet published by the Birmingham branch argued that
emigration was not just the result of unemployment and low wages at home in Ireland but also caused by partition hindered industrial development. It
stated that:

“…a united Ireland would make it easier to get a united working class and this would make for a higher standard of living, which is the great cause of employment.”

The report at the 1958 conference summed up the organisation’s achievements.

“Month by month members have sold the Irish Democrat. Through this means the policy of the Association have been brought before many thousands of Irish people in
Britain and important sections of the trade union and labour movement. In addition to this there is readership in Ireland and other parts of the world, principally Canada
and Australia. The various campaigns of the association have been publicised and anti-Irish discrimination has been exposed. Many hundreds of public meetings have been
held throughout Britain; thousands of leaflets on special topics have been distributed; MPs have been effectively lobbied and regular branch meetings with talks and
discussions have been held in the main centres, principally London and Manchester. London and Manchester remain the two strongholds, and organisational difficulties
previously hampering the work because of the lack of premises were overcome by the acquisition of a new central office in London and new premises in Manchester.” 

In 1958 the Connolly Association sent the English lawyer John Hoste�ler over to Belfast to cover the trial of Kevin Mallon and Francis Talbot, two
Republicans accused of murdering a member of the RUC in Tyrone. Both men claimed that they had been beaten to obtain confessions. There were three
trials associated with the case and Hoste�ler observed them all. Eventually the two men were acqui�ed. On his return Hoste�ler spoke at meetings all over
Britain, including in Manchester, about what was going on in the North of Ireland and wrote a pamphlet which laid bare the workings of the Special Powers
Act.

The branch in Manchester was active throughout most of the 1950s and into the 60s. Membership was boosted by the collapse of the Anti-Partition League,
some of whose leading members, such as Daniel Kilcommins, now joined the Connolly Association. Joe Deighan, originally from the Falls Road, became
Secretary of the Manchester Connolly Association and also served as national president of the Association. Tommy Wa�ers was also an active member. Many
of the leading members of the branch were also active in the trade union movement. Tommy Wa�ers was a printer and Father of the Chapel, Danny
Kilcommins was chairman of his ASW branch while Joe Deighan was a delegate to the Manchester Trades Union Council.

The branch had an office at 94/96 Grosvenor Street, All Saints where there was also a hall which they used for socials. There were regular meetings at these
premises for members with guest speakers. In March 1961, for instance, Desmond Greaves spoke on “In Search of Connolly” while John Hoste�ler spoke on
“Human Rights in Northern Ireland and Britain’s Responsibility.”

The branch also held meetings every Sunday at Pla� Fields. These ran into trouble in April 1954 when an official from the Manchester Corporation told them
to take down the Irish tricolour. They refused, so he tore it down. After protests the council eventually backed down over the issue.
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In November 1959 the branch issued a manifesto which called for a good turnout for the annual Manchester Martyrs procession on 29th November and also
called for the organisation to be allowed to join the memorial commi�ee. It seems likely that they had been kept off because in the climate of the cold-war
politics of the1950s they were seen as too left-wing. The manifesto called for a united front of Irish organisations in Britain, arguing that the Connolly
Association had a special contribution to make to the Irish cause because of its working class membership. They also said that the involvement of the branch
on the Martyrs Commi�ee would add young people to the commemoration, noting that “the Annual Commemoration in Moston has not deeply impressed
itself on the Irish who have recently come from Ireland.”

“So isn’t it obvious that the Connolly Association should be represented on the Martyrs commi�ee – along with all other Irish organisations who are prepared to help to keep
this historic national commemoration going year by year. Our participation would completely rejuvenate the event, increase the a�endance by hundreds, and would not alter
its fundamental character to the slightest degree – indeed we should get back to what Seamus Barra� and the original commi�ee stood for, not the affair of some of the Irish
but the affair of all the Irish.”

In March 1960 four members – Joe Deighan, Daniel Kilcommins, Michael Rabbi� and Michael Crowe – were arrested whilst selling the Irish Democrat on
Oxford Road, a place they had been selling in for seven years with no trouble. The police alleged that they were causing an obstruction and next morning
visited their houses, though no charges were brought in the end.

In May 1960 the Association joined with other Irish organisations in Manchester in protesting when a Mr McMillans, Park Superintendent, banned Gaelic
games from Manchester parks on the grounds that they were “not a recognised game,” even though hurling had been played in Pla� Fields for nearly forty
years. Manchester Corporation backed down and agreed that Gaelic games could be played once more after a form had been filled in.

The Manchester branch a�empted to stir public interest in what was happening in Northern Ireland by organising a protest march against the continued
imposition of internment by the Stormont government. This took place on Sunday 18th September 1960 when about a thousand people walked from Pla�
Fields to All Saints led by the Kerry pipe band and Kathleen O’Reilly’s girl dancers clad in Irish national costume. Some unions sent banners and messages of
support were received from a number of local MPs, including Frank Allaun and Konni Zilliacus.

In November 1963 the branch made a significant contribution to the history of the Irish in Manchester when they published a pamphlet entitled The Story of
the Manchester Martyrs, researched and wri�en by two members of the association Jimmy McGill and Tom Redmond. In 1966 Desmond Greaves spoke on
The Epic of 1916 and What It Means For Us today at a meeting on Easter Sunday in Chorlton Town Hall.

In the summer of 1961 the Connolly Association organised a national march from London to Birmingham as a way of bringing to public a�ention their
campaign on the Six Counties. They called for the repeal of the Special Powers Act, an enquiry into the Government of Ireland Act, an amnesty for
Republican prisoners and recognition by the Stormont government of the Irish Congress of Trade Unions. There were fourteen marchers (including a
number from Manchester) who set off from London on 25th June carrying a banner which read “Ireland One Country”. They included Tom Redmond, Aine
Redmond, Sean Redmond, Desmond Greaves and Chris Sullivan. Walking in temperatures in the mid 80s they spoke at meetings along the way and arrived
in Birmingham on 2nd July when, to their great relief, it finally rained.

Planning for a second march began immediately, this time organised by the Manchester branch of the Association, which departed from Liverpool on 25th
August after an address by Eric Heffer, vice-president of the Trades Council. The marchers this time were Joe Deighan, Desmond Greaves, Danny
Kilcommins, Sean and Aine Redmond.

On the way into Manchester the marchers were given a police motor-cycle escort until they reached Pla� Fields. After an outdoor meeting in Hulme the
marchers headed north to Oldham, making a slight diversion to Moston cemetery where they intended to place a wreath on the grave of Seamus Barre�. On
arrival at the gates of the cemetery they found them guarded by a large posse of police who directed them to the far side of the road. A cemetery official
informed them that the grave was the property of the Gaelic League, who had not given permission for a wreath to be placed. The marchers made it clear
that they would not leave without laying the wreath. The stand-off was resolved when a Brother John was summoned who said that it had already been
agreed that they could lay the wreath. And so they did and departed on their way, arriving at their final destination of No�ingham on 3rd September.

The third and most ambitious of the Connolly Association marches took place in the spring of 1962. This time the route was Liverpool to London, a distance
of some 250 miles. The march left Liverpool on 30th March arriving in Manchester the following day where there was a public meeting at Chorlton Town
Hall at which Tony Coughlan, Desmond Greaves, Sean Redmond and Joe Deighan spoke. A�empts to hold a factory-gate meeting the next day were
defeated by the weather so two marchers went the offices of the Guardian on Cross Street to hand in some information about Northern Ireland, none of
which was published. When they arrived in Macclesfield they found the town in uproar over rents and the town hall being barricaded for the second night
running. The march arrived in London in mid April.

Looking back nearly 30 years later Tony Coughlan reflected that the marches

“were modest enough affairs, a couple of dozen Irish men and women giving up part of their annual holidays to try to show what the British government were permi�ing
Brookeborough and co to get up to in the Six Counties. Even though they were met with indifference and ridicule rather than brickbats, these can truthfully be said to
have been the first Irish civil rights marches.”

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

The Irish Self Determination League in Manchester

The Irish Self Determination league was a national organisation set up to rally support in Britain amongst the Irish population for the struggle for Irish independence
between 1919 and 1921.
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In December 1918 the nationalist party Sinn Fein won a majority of the seats in Ireland in the General Election (73 out of 105). They now implemented their
policy of achieving separation from Britain by refusing to go to the Westminster parliament and on 21 January 1919 they met in Dublin and declared an Irish
Republic. The British government refused to recognize and a�empted to crush the new state with military force. The new government fought back with its
own armed forces, the IRA.

In February 1919 Sinn Fein leaders Arthur Griffith, Eoin MacNeill and others addressed a huge and enthusiastic meeting at St. George’s Hall, Liverpool.
Following this a conference was held in Manchester at which it was resolved to form the Irish Self Determination League. This was launched on 19th October
at a meeting at the Free Trade Hall advertised as starting at 2.30pm, though the hall was full long before that time. At short notice the Palladium Picture
House was engaged to cope with the overflow but that in turn was soon filled to capacity and so an impromptu meeting was held in the narrow street
between the Free Trade Hall and the Theatre Royal. The Manchester Guardian estimated that some seven thousand people in all had a�ended the three
meetings.

Arthur Griffith MP, S O’Mahoney MP and Sean Milroy (director of Sinn Fein’s operations) received a standing ovation on entering the Free Trade Hall.
Griffith said that alone among European nations which answered to the requirements of the principle of self-determination, Ireland was still enslaved.
English publicists and politicians had said that the Irish question was insoluble. “The only question in Ireland was whether they could get the burglar out of
the house.” England, they countered, could solve the Irish question in five minutes by withdrawing her armed forces and permi�ing the Irish people the
same right which Russia permi�ed Poland, the right to govern herself. Griffith recounted a recent incident.

“On Thursday last in Dublin, Lord Birkenhead arrived to create a favourable atmosphere for the reconciling of the Irish people and on the night of his arrival
we in the Sinn Fein headquarters were served with another notice bidding us to consider ourselves suppressed. They have been telling us for the last three
years we have been suppressed. They are adjuring us or assuring us that we cannot be other than suppressed. We have come to take these orders for
suppression with a certain thankfulness to have bureaucracy which, for all its malignity and stupidity, seems still to have a sense of humour. Imagine, then,
the people who profess to be se�ing up a commi�ee to reconcile the Irish people using the morning of the visit of the angel of peace Lord Birkenhead to
announce to the world and to us that we are suppressed. Well, we refused to be suppressed and we went on with the business we had arranged for the day.
Some hours after we had transacted our business 800 soldiers, with many tanks, a number of machine guns and Lewis guns and 200 Dublin policemen,
armed with automatic revolvers, came and surrounded the Lord Mayor’s residence. They remained there seven hours when they learned that the
Convention they had come to suppress had already met and carried out its business”.

Sean Milroy said that the Irish Republic existed and would continue to exist when Lord French, Mr Ian Macpherson, Lord Birkenhead and the ‘other Empire
muddlers’ had passed into oblivion. “There is a new Ireland to-day”, he insisted, “an Ireland which would never be content again to hang on to the hopes of
what English politicians would do for her”. The meeting then enthusiastically passed a resolution demanding for Ireland the complete rights of self-
determination, the withdrawal of the army of occupation, the reinstatement of Irish newspapers and the release of all political prisoners.

The ISDL quickly gathered momentum and by February 1920 the organisation was able to sell out the Royal Albert Hall for a major meeting, at which the
speakers included Art O’Brien, Charlo�e Despard, Arthur Griffith, Eoin MacNeill and P J Kelly (President of the ISDL). Kelly called for the release of the
Lord Mayor of Dublin, Thomas Kelly, who was being held in Wormwood Scrubs along with over sixty other prisoners who had been deported and jailed in
England. In June there was march and rally in Trafalgar Square and a Tory MP protested to the Home Secretary in the Commons about the fact that the flag
of the Irish Republic had been carried through the streets of London “under police protection”.

A year after its launch the ISDL had over 200 branches across Britain. It also had its own newspaper the Irish Exile, first published in March 1921 by the
London district of ISDL but after November 1921 published by the Central Executive of the League. The last issue appeared in June 1922.

Manchester was a major centre, claiming 7,465 members out of a national membership of nearly 39,000. Among those active in Manchester was Hugh Lee, a
councillor in Collyhurst elected as a Liberal in 1919. Lee was from Cavan and came to Manchester at the age of 14 to be apprenticed to his cousin in the
grocery trade, later opening his own shop on Rochdale Road. His shift from supporting the Liberal Party to support for the ISDL indicates the rapid political
transformation taking place in the Irish community in this period (Lee subsequently became a Councillor for Blackley in the 1930s and 40s, his single shop
prospered and became a chain, and he was Lord Mayor between 1945-46).

The ISDL planned a weekend of events for 27th and 28th November 1920 in Manchester, including a national conference on Saturday at the Coal Exchange
on Saturday, a march on Sunday morning from Bexley Square to St. Patrick’s church to commemorate the Manchester Martyrs, and a rally on Sunday
afternoon at the King’s Hall, Belle Vue to which leading Sinn Fein figures such as Arthur Griffith had been invited.

The ISDL leadership held a meeting with the Chief Constable Sir Robert Peacock on the Friday, at which the police tried to get the meetings called off, but the
Irish stood fast and insisted on their right to free speech. The following day the Home Secretary banned the conference, procession and rally from being held
in Manchester, citing as an excuse the fear of grave disorder while simultaneously in Dublin police arrested Arthur Griffith and Eoin MacNeill. The Chief
Constable sent copies of the order to George Clancy, chair of the Manchester District Commi�ee of the ISDL.

The National Executive of the ISDL, chaired by P J Kelly from Liverpool, met in emergency session in Manchester and announced their intention to proceed
with their plans. The Executive a�acked the decision of the Home Secretary, stating that “This is evidently the forerunner of the arrest of the leaders in Great
Britain.” (The leaders had good grounds to suspect the government might act against them, for in March 1920 Charles Diamond, the editor of the Catholic
Herald, had been sent to prison for six months, convicted at the Old Bailey of inciting murder by writing an editorial entitled “Killing No Murder.)

The ISDL evaded the restrictions by moving the site of the conference from Manchester to Salford, where it was held in the Hibernian Hall, Chapel Street.
Three hundred delegates a�ended, representing 234 branches. In his opening remarks P J Kelly said recent events would not deter them. “They have banned
our conference and proclaimed our procession and meetings and arrested two of the leaders who were to have been present to address and advise us. These
events do not disturb us. We simply go on, calmly, firmly and resolutely performing our allo�ed task in the glorious work of rebuilding the Irish nation”

He welcomed the recent Labour party policy of “self-determination” and hoped that they mean it. ISDL General Secretary Sean MacRaith reported that 200
new branches had been established in the last six months. A resolution to allow English Catholics to become members of the League as well as those of Irish
birth and descent was rejected. The Sunday morning procession was called off by the organisers when it became clear that the police would not permit it to
go ahead.

Permission to use public halls was regularly refused for ISDL meetings and the ma�er was raised on Manchester City Council by Councillor Hugh Lee. After
a stormy debate the motion in favour of allowing the use of halls was carried 45 to 15. The Irish National Aid commi�ee worked in conjunction with the
ISDL sending large sums to the White Cross and Republican Prisoners Dependents Fund in Dublin. The civil war in Ireland which broke out in the wake of
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the Treaty quickly reduced the membership of the ISDL and by July 1922 it was practically defunct in Manchester. A remnant of the organization survived
and eventually merged into the Connolly Association.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Jim Larkin, James Connolly and the 1913 Free Trade Hall meeting

On 16 November 1913 a historic meeting took place at Manchester’s Free Trade Hall in support of the Dublin Lockout, a huge industrial and social struggle which had
brought the city of Dublin to a halt. The meeting was addressed by the leaders of the strike, Jim Larkin and James Connolly, and other trade unionists. The hall was packed
and thousands gathered in the streets outside.

The last years before the First World War have often portrayed as lost age of peace, social harmony and long drowsy summers swept away by the cataclysm
of war. Nothing could be further from the truth. Edwardian society was shaken to its roots by the militant campaign for votes for women, the growth of mass
trade unionism and the rise of Irish nationalism which sought independence from Britain.

On of the most significant episodes was the Dublin Lockout of 1913. The lockout began on 26th August after William Murphy, owner of the Dublin United
Tramways Company, sacked 100 men for joining the Irish Transport and General Workers Union which, under the leadership of Jim Larkin, had organised
most of the unskilled workers in Dublin. Murphy was determined to keep the union off the trams. The temperature was raised when the police began
a�acking strikers’ demonstrations, killing one man and injuring hundreds. Other employers locked out ITGWU members and by early September some
25,000 workers were on the cobbles. Delia Larkin and Constance Markiewicz organised a vast relief operation to feed strikers and their families from their
base in Liberty Hall, the union headquarters.

Larkin had been born of Irish parents on 21st January 1876 in Cumberland Street, Liverpool. At the age of 17 he joined the Independent Labour Party and,
after a year away at sea, became a regular worker at the south end of the docks, rising by 1903 to the much sought after position of foreman dock porter and
acquiring the nickname “The Rusher” for the pace at which he worked his men. He neither smoked nor drank, nor accepted bribes to give men jobs. Outside
work he was an active socialist and became involved in trade unionism after a bi�er and unsuccessful thirteen week strike in June 1905 at the end of which
Larkin had emerged as a charismatic strike leader with the ability to address large crowds and inspire the union membership. He was quickly taken on by
the union as a paid organiser working in Scotland and Ireland until he was sacked in 1908 after a strike in Cork.

The leader of the union Jimmy Sexton, a former Fenian, now feared that Larkin’s activities in Ireland would bleed the union dry. It was also a political
conflict. Sexton believed in making gains for the working class within the status quo and indeed eventually became MP for St. Helens in 1918. Larkin’s
ultimate objective was to organise the working class for social revolution. In response to his dismissal Larkin now set up the Irish Transport and General
Workers’ Union and fought the NUDL for the waterfront workers in Ireland.

On Sunday 14th September Larkin paid a brief visit to Manchester to speak at an afternoon meeting at Alexandra Park, organised by the Manchester &
Salford Trades and Labour Council to protest against events in Dublin. He was not billed to appear as a speaker but an unofficial announcement had been
made a few days earlier. Soon after the chair Tom Fox (President of the Trades Council) and other speakers had ascended the platform Larkin appeared in
the crowd and was immediately recognised (despite his latest “disguise,” a shaven top lip) and invited onto the platform.

Mr Partridge from the Dublin Trades Council spoke first, declaring that the troubles in Dublin arose not from a strike or simple lock-out, but from a
conspiracy between the representatives of the government and the employers to smash trade unionism. He denounced “the drunken frenzy” of the police
and, after mentioning some specific cases of brutality, produced from his breast pocket a broken truncheon which, he said, had been sha�ered on the head of
an unoffending citizen and which, he added grimly, the man who used it would not need again for some time to come.

Speaking next Larkin apologised for his intrusion without notice and added that, in spirit, he was still across the channel. He was full of confidence. “When
William Martin Murphy and his hired thugs set out to make good their boast that they will beat Larkinism they will fail because to beat Larkinism is to beat
the race to which I belong…..I have a divine mission to make men and women discontented, and no one can stop me carrying on the work for which I was
born.”

He denounced Murphy, Carson, Redmond and the TUC amongst others and announced that he was out for revolution, “…..they can only kill me and there
are thousands more coming after me”. At the end of his speech Larkin said he was immediately returning to Dublin. Alf Purcell moved a resolution
protesting against the brutality of the Dublin police and demanding an enquiry into their conduct which was carried to the accompaniment of cheers.

Larkin returned to Manchester on 26th September to send off the steamer Hare with 250 tons of provisions for starving families, in the company of Keir
Hardie of Labour Party Fame, Jimmy Sexton and others. He was jailed for sedition in Dublin on 27th October, but released after just 17 days, following
protests in Ireland and Britain by leading figures such as Sylvia Pankhurst and George Bernard Shaw. Impatient with the lack of support shown by the
British TUC, Larkin and Connolly toured Lancashire in November, calling for more action to support the struggle in Ireland.

On 16th November they spoke in Manchester, accompanied by the leading American socialist Big Bill Haywood with support from the Labour MP Ben
Tille�. Before the meeting they visited the Socialist Clarion Cafe (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/08/11/the-clarion-movement/) on Market
Street (where their picture was taken) then walked to the Free Trade Hall which was packed with five thousand people with thousands more standing in the
street in the rain unable to get in.

“The working class of Dublin is being slowly murdered” James Connolly told the audience. Connolly had been born in Edinburgh in 1868, his parents
emigrating from County Monaghan. He served 7 years in the British army and became a Socialist in 1889 whilst back in Scotland. Moving to Dublin he
founded the Irish Socialist Republican Party in 1896. He spent some time in the United States before returning to Ireland to work with Larkin in the ITGWU.
He had incidentally visited Manchester several times before in the early years of the century to give lectures on Socialism.
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Connolly was followed by Jim Larkin spoke to the packed hall for an hour. The Manchester Guardian described the working-class orator in action. “Larkin is
something over forty years of age. His plentiful hair is a dusky grey, and over his forehead, until, disarranged by the straying of his fingers, it stands out like
the peak of a cap… Standing with a light poise, turning sharply from side to side, gesticulating with outstretched arms frequently but with restraint,
speaking with great vehemence and often with anger he carried the conviction of sincerity.”

After the meeting he drove in a closed car through the crowds to a nearby speaking pitch, then got out and spoke again to several thousand people, publicly
challenging his enemies. “Who am I? I am James Larkin, son of James Larkin, the son of Barney Larkin of County Armagh. Ask my accusers for yourselves.
Send them over to face me in Dublin.”

The dispute ended in early 1914 “as a drawn ba�le” in the words of Connolly. In its aftermath it left a politicized working-class in Dublin conscious of its
strength. It also led to the formation of the Irish Citizen Army, a workers’ militia originally set up by Connolly to defend people from police violence but
which now continued to train and drill after the strike with a membership of a thousand and which played a major role in the Easter Rising in 1916. Larkin
went to the United States in late 1914 and did not return to Ireland until 1923. Connolly was shot by a British Army firing squad on 12th May 1916. He was
seated in a chair, having been badly wounded during the Rising.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Robert Owen

Robert Owen was a manufacturer and social reformer whose ideas on mutuality and co-operation were very influential on the working class movement in the first half of the
C19th and helped inspire the Co-operative Movement in the 1840s.

Robert Owen is remembered in Manchester with a statue outside the Co-operative Bank on Corporation Street and a plaque in St Ann’s Square. He argued
and worked for social reform and progress but he was not a revolutionary, believing in co-operation between the classes.

Robert was born in Newtown, Wales on 14 May 1771, the sixth child of a local saddler and ironmonger. He left school at the age of nine and spent a year as
an assistant in a local haberdashers before being sent to London to join his brother as an apprentice to a draper. After finishing his apprenticeship he came to
Manchester in 1787, where he worked as an assistant to a Mr Sa�erfield , who ran a drapery in St Ann’s Square. It was here that he met Ernest Jones, a young
engineer, and went into partnership with him after borrowing £100 from his mother.

The partnership did not last long and Robert set up on his own account in Ancoats as a co�on spinner with three workers. He then took a job as manager of
Bank Top Mill on London Road (near the present-day Piccadilly Station) and then started the Chorlton Twist Company with two other men. Robert was
already more than just another ambitious businessman. In 1793, aged just 23, he was invited to join the prestigious Manchester Literary & Philosophical
Society where he met leading Manchester men such as the chemist John Dalton and the social reformer Dr Percival, and presented a number of papers to the
society. When the Manchester Board of Health was set up in 1796 he was invited to join as a representative of the co�on industry.

In 1799 Robert took a step which changed his life when he bought the New Lanark Mills (owned by his father-in-law David Dale) and moved to Scotland to
run them. The mills employed 2000 people, including 500 children, many of whom were orphans from poor houses. He now had an opportunity to put his
ideas on social reform into practice, introducing a minimum age of 10 for apprentices, improving the housing and sanitation and opening a shop whose
profits were used to fund a free village school. He also a�empted moral reform, imposing fines for drunkenness and introducing the “silent monitor” –
coloured markers which were displayed by each person’s work places and indicated the quality of work; black for bad, blue for indifferent, yellow for good
and white for excellent. In 1816 he opened his Institute for the Formation of Character, which, as well as providing education for the young, also ran evening
classes and concerts. He said the following at the opening

“What ideas individuals may a�ach to the term ‘Millennium’ I know not; but I know that society may be formed so as to exist without crime, without
poverty, with health greatly improved, with li�le, if any misery, and with intelligence and happiness increased a hundredfold; and no obstacle whatsoever
intervenes at this moment except ignorance to prevent such a state of society from becoming universal.”

These experiments in factory reform a�racted a good deal of a�ention, both at home and abroad, and there were many visitors to New Lanark. However his
a�empts to convince the government to legislate to reduce working hours and improve factory conditions failed. He published his ideas on educational and
social reform, advocating a society run on harmonious co-operative lines and undertook lecture tours to publicise them.

“There is but one mode by which man can possess in perpetuity all the happiness which his nature is capable of enjoying, – that is by the union and co-
operation of ALL for the benefit of EACH. 
Union and co-operation in war obviously increase the power of the individual a thousand fold. Is there the shadow of a reason why they should not produce
equal effects in peace; why the principle of co-operation should not give to men the same superior powers, and advantages, (and much greater) in the
creation, preservation, distribution and enjoyment of wealth?” (1826)

Disillusioned by the lack of response from government, the church and other factory owners, in 1826 Robert left England for the United States, where he
tried to establish a co-operative community in New Harmony, Indiana. Initially se�lers flocked to join but, as often happens in such communities, divisions
soon arose and in the summer of 1828 he returned to England and also finally severed all connections with New Lanark.

During his absence his ideas on Co-operation had taken hold and there had been a growth in the number of Co-operative societies being formed in
Manchester and elsewhere, pu�ing his ideas into practice, often much more radically.

In January 1830 Owen issued An Address to the Operative Manufacturers & Agricultural Labourers in Great Britain & Ireland, in which he told working
people that they that they were being deliberately kept in poverty.

“To direct your skill and industry aright, you require education of a superior description to any that has yet been given to you; and, above all things, you
should endeavour to obtain this knowledge,” he announced.
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Robert started a newspaper in 1832 called The Crisis and opened the National Equitable Labour Exchange in London for the exchange of goods between co-
operative societies, issuing Labour Notes valued in hours in exchange for merchandise.

Following the repeal of the Combination Acts in 1824, trade unions were now springing up, and Robert urged that they should unite into one organisation
which would elect delegates from all towns and could eventually take over the running of society, although unlike trade union militants, he believed that
there was still a place for employers. In Manchester in October 1833 delegates from the building trade, representing thousands of workers, met for a week in
Reverend Scholfield’s chapel on Every Street, Ancoats. In February 1834 the Grand National Consolidated Trade Union was formed, and within week
claimed half a million members.

Fearing revolution (as had happened recently in France in 1830), a worried government struck back, arresting six agricultural labourers from Tolpuddle in
Dorset, and sentencing them to seven years transportation to Australia for contravening the Illegal Oaths act – they are now known as the Tolpuddle
Martyrs. The GNCTU collapsed in the summer of 1834.

Robert’s other ventures included se�ing up The Association of Classes of All Nations in 1835 and in the 1840s establishing a new community at Queenwood
farm in Hampshire, which like New Harmony ended in failure. Despite many setbacks he continued to speak and write about his ideas and toured Europe:

“Therefore, the interest of all, that every one, from birth, should be well educated, physically and mentally, that society may be improved in its character, –
that everyone should be beneficially employed, physically and mentally, that the greatest amount of wealth may be created, and knowledge a�ained, – that
everyone should be placed in the midst of those external circumstances that will produce the greatest number of pleasurable sensations, through the longest
life, that man may be made truly intelligent, moral and happy, and be thus prepared to enter upon the coming Millennium” (1841)

In 1844 the Rochdale Co-operative Society was formed, laying the basis for the modern Co-operative movement which came to dominate working class
consumption in many parts of England, especially the north, by the end of 19th century.

In 1857 Robert Owen published his autobiography, although this only goes up to 1823, and he died on 17th November 1858.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

The Manchester Martyrs

The Manchester Martyrs were three innocent Irishmen hanged in public outside the New Bailey prison in Salford on 23 November 1867. They had been convicted of
murdering a police sergeant, killed in the course of a successful raid on Hyde Road, Manchester to free two leading Fenians.

The story of the Manchester Martyrs begins with the founding of the Fenian movement, which encompassed two separate but deeply entwined
organisations; the Fenian Brotherhood – founded in New York on 17th March 1858 by John O’Mahon; and the Irish Republican Brotherhood – founded in
Dublin by James Stephens, Thomas Luby and others who had taken part in the 1848 Rising.

The Fenians took their name from the Fianna, ancient warriors of Irish myth and legend, and their aim was the establishment of an independent Irish
Republic, free from British rule, to be established by an armed uprising. The Fenian Brotherhood was a mass movement which men joined by oaths pledging
allegiance to the future Irish Republic, while the IRB was a select and secret organisation which survived until 1922 when it was destroyed by the Irish Civil
War.

The Fenians’ bedrock of support was in the United States, where hundreds of thousands of Irish people had emigrated in the wake of the Famine, and where
in addition many Irish men served in the Union (and a few in the Confederate) armies of the American Civil War – often in Irish regiments – giving those
who survived the bloody conflict valuable military experience. In 1866, for instance, the Fenians made a number of raids across the border into Canada.. They
also built up their organisation in Ireland and in Britain. The Royal Irish Constabulary had several detectives permanently based in Lancashire in order to
monitor Fenian activities, which they did principally through the traditional device of recruiting informers. RIC detective McHale, based in Liverpool,
supported the view that the Fenians had a wide base in England.

“I find the great majority of Irish labourers in this town, London, Manchester, Birmingham, Sheffield, Leeds and Newcastle, as well as those residing in
towns of less note through this country, if not actually enrolled members of the brotherhood, are strongly impressed with the spirit of Fenianism, and there is
another class of Irish resident in this country, who are in comfortable and easy circumstances…and who have the strongest sympathy with the movement &
altho’ not enrolled members would, I am quite certain, give active cooperation if it so happened that there was a rising, or any a�empt at rebellion in Ireland.
There also numerous young Irishmen…who are Fenians. Many of them joined volunteer corps in order to acquire a knowledge of drill and military
movements, for the express purpose of using in the Fenian cause…..”

Some arms shipments were made through Liverpool and by 1865 everything seemed in place for a successful rising in Ireland. Tens of thousands had taken
the Fenian oath while Irish regiments in the British army had been infiltrated. At this critical juncture the Fenian leadership hesitated and delayed whilst the
British government was alerted to the danger and struck first in September 1865, arresting a number of the most prominent leaders in Ireland, such as
O’Leary, Luby and O’Donovan Rossa. They all received long sentences. Early in 1866 the government finally realised the extent of Fenian subversion in the
army and rushed through a suspension of Habeas Corpus in one day on 17th February, enabling them to arrest thousands and imprison them without trial.
The army court-martialled many soldiers, transporting some to Australia in the last convict shipment ever sent there, reaching Western Australia in 1868.
Fenian organisation was fatally weakened and by the time the rising finally took place on 5th March 1867 it was easily defeated, despite some initial
successes.

After the failure of the rising the Fenians sent two leading figures in the movement to Britain to rally and reorganise their followers . One was Colonel
Thomas Kelly from Galway, who had replaced James Stephens as head of the IRB. Kelly had served in an Ohio regiment during the American Civil War, and
had been responsible for rescuing Stephens from Richmond Jail, Dublin in November 1865. The other was Captain Timothy Deasy from Clonakilty, County
Cork, who had also served in the American Civil War
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Both men were arrested in Manchester on 11th September. This was a major coup for the authorities but Edward O’Meagher Condon, another Irish-
American civil war veteran who was in charge of re-organising the Fenians in the north of England, immediately set plans in motion to free the two men,
procuring arms from Birmingham and organising a party of men to effect a rescue. The two men were being held at Bellevue gaol on Hyde Road and
conveyed to and from court in a horse-drawn police-van.

On 18th September Condon’s raiding party a�acked the van on its way out of Manchester as it neared a railway bridge on Hyde Road, shooting the off-horse
and sending the police escort packing. Then they began to break open the van in the course of which a man named Peter Rice accidentally shot dead Charles
Bre�, the policeman inside the van. The raiders got Kelly and Deasy out of the van and, despite strenuous efforts by the authorities to recapture them, the
Fenian movement successfully smuggled them back to the United States.

The Manchester police arrested some of the rescuers at the scene and dragged in dozens of other Irishmen in the following days as the constabulary
ransacked the Irish quarters, enraged by the death of their colleague. The government was equally dismayed. Home Secretary Gathorne-Hardy wrote in his
diary, “This at Manchester! What are we coming to…. The Times is as the public will be ready for strong measures. England will never endure that such an
event should happen unpunished.” The legal hearings in Manchester began on 27th September. Amongst the lawyers defending the Irishmen was William
Prowting Roberts, who lived in Pendleton and had been an active Chartist in the 1840s, when he had even been imprisoned for a time. Roberts had been one
of the speakers at the Free Trade Hall meeting on St. Patrick’s Day, 1848.

Twenty eight Irishmen appeared before the stipendiary magistrate and the number eventually rose to fifty. The court was ringed by troops, some of whom
actually sat next to the magistrate on the bench. All the prisoners were in shackles and the magistrate refused to order their removal, despite protests from
the lawyers. Roberts did his best, gaining the release of some prisoners, but the authorities merely filled the gaps in the ranks with newly arrested men. He
was also heckled from the court gallery, which was filled with Manchester’s well-to-do come to watch the spectacle. “How dreadful it is to have to address
such a spirit that reigns against these men”, he told the court, “ it paralyses the tongue”. The intimidation even continued outside the court. One evening a
mob turned up outside Roberts’ hotel and he had to escape by the back entrance. The Times even devoted an editorial to a�acking him, “……the prejudice
which Mr. Roberts deprecates is not, we suspect, local as much as national, being no other than a prejudice against organised conspiracies for the defiance of
the law and the murder of its authorised agents”. Ernest Jones was another barrister for the men. He had qualified as barrister in 1844 and then joined the
Chartist movement, becoming editor of the Northern Star, and also served a term of imprisonment.

The special commission which tried the prisoners started si�ing at the Assize Courts in Manchester on 28th October, presided over by Justice Blackburn with
the A�orney General Sir Thomas Karslake leading for the prosection. W P Roberts and the other defence lawyers petitioned in an a�empt to get the trial
moved to London but this was rejected. Manchester was filled with police and troops during the five days of the proceedings. Twenty-six Irishmen were
tried, with five of them being found guilty of murder, seven of riot and assault while the remainder were convicted of lesser offences.

The sentence of death on Edward O’Meagher Condon was commuted because of his American citizenship. Another condemned man Thomas Maguire, a
Royal Marine home on leave who had been swept up by the police in their raids, was given a free pardon after the press reporters at the trial got together and
petitioned the Home Secretary, declaring their belief in his innocence. It was plain that he had played no part in the raid or the death of the policemen,
having only just come back to Manchester after ten years away. And yet many witnesses had sworn on oath that Maguire had been a participant. What
reliance could now be placed on the evidence given against the other three men?

There was a vociferous campaign for clemency for the three condemned men by Irish and English radicals. On 18th November a deputation went to the
Home Office to present a memorial from a meeting held at Clerkenwell Green the previous day. The Home Secretary Gathorne Hardy refused to see them so
the men forced their way into the Home Office and held an impromptu “indignation” meeting before leaving just in time to avoid the police. In Manchester a
number of citizens met at the Trevelyan Hotel in Corporation Street and drew up a petition which asked the queen to exercise her prerogative of mercy
“…..on the ground that the British government can always afford to exercise clemency even to its worst and most misguided prisoners, although not
sentenced for a political crime, but solely for the high crime or murder, may be regarded in a sense as political criminals…..” Like all others this petition was
turned down. Queen Victoria wrote in a le�er to Sir Stafford Northcote at this time that the Irish “are really shocking, abominable people – not like any other
civilised nation.”

The campaign for clemency failed and the sentences were carried out in public on 23rd November outside the New Bailey prison on Bridge Street where
Allen, Larkin and O’Brien were hanged at day break on a platform built on the walls. Below them was a large, jeering crowd and hundreds of police and the
army, ready to prevent any possible rescue a�empt. Few Irish a�ended, having been told by their priests to go to Mass and pray for the souls of the
condemned.

After the execution the bodies of the three men were swiftly buried in quicklime in the prison grounds. Frederick Engels wrote to Karl Marx predicting that
“yesterday morning the Tories, by the hand of Mr Calcraft, accomplished the final act of separation between England and Ireland. The only thing that the
Fenians still lacked were martyrs. They have been provided by Derby and G Hardy. Only the execution of the three has made the liberation of Kelly and
Deasy the heroic deed which will now be sung to every Irish babe in the cradle in Ireland, England and America”.

In Ireland tens of thousands paraded in mock funeral processions in Dublin, Cork, Limerick and many other towns, with participants and spectators dressed
in mourning and wearing green ribbons and rose�es and other items. Newspapers remarked upon the large numbers of young women who marched in
contingents in the parades, something new in Irish political life. Many of the women wept as they walked and in Cork an eyewitness described the women
“keening” when the procession reached St Jerome’s cemetery, “the occasion of the gathering rendered this wild cry of sorrow sadly impressive and moving.”
As the processions gathered momentum across the country across the country the Lord Lieutenant issued a proclamation banning all future ceremonies
under the Party Processions and Party Emblems Act.

Annual commemorations of the executions became part of Nationalist political life, with marches in many Irish towns every November, often in the dramatic
form of a torchlight procession.

Many years later Edward O’Meagher Condon returned to Manchester to a hero’s welcome. On 26th September 1909 he crossed the Atlantic from the United
States and was received in triumph when he arrived at Exchange Station in Manchester, accompanied by the MP John Dillon and John O’Callaghan,
secretary of the United Irish League of America. The party made their way to the Grand Hotel on Aytoun Street, accompanied by a large crowd and the
Michael Davi� and Thomas Davis branches of the UIL in Manchester in a torchlit procession. The following day Condon visited the various scenes
associated with the events of 1867 and in the evening there was a great meeting at the Free Trade Hall to welcome both him and those who had accompanied
him on the visit. Condon was pictured in the papers seated alongside O’Callaghan, F L Crilly (Secretary of the United Irish League of Great Britain) and
Stephen Gwynne (MP for Galway).
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A veteran Manchester Fenian, Seamus Barre�, formed a Manchester Martyrs Memorial Commi�ee at the beginning of the twentieth century which put up
the monument in Moston Catholic cemetery, unveiled by James Stephens, the former Fenian leader. Thereafter an annual commemoration was held,
involving a parade from Bexley Square, Salford to St. Patrick’s Church on Livesey Street, where Mass was said. Afterwards the parade, led by an Irish pipe
band, would proceed to the Shamrock Hall on Rochdale Road or to Moston cemetery. In 1974 the march was cancelled, following the Birmingham pub
bombings, and the memorial was extensively vandalised and defaced. In recent years it has been restored.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Salford’s Unemployed & Community Resource Centre: workers’ rights, anti-
racism and gender equality

Everyone knows that a good thing is worth fighting for and this couldn’t be more true when it comes to workers’ rights. On paper, a plethora of laws may
claim to protect workers against unfair dismissals and redundancy but in reality they are often left to singly-handedly fight big corporations to enforce their
basic rights. In Salford, this is where the radical Unemployed & Community Resource Centre comes in.

Set up in the 1980s, the centre was officially the third Trade Union Centre to open in the UK and has been offering free advice on employment law and
representation at tribunals ever since. The centre has also gone on to introduce a computer education course, debt management advice and to launch a
radical ‘Salford Prison Scheme’ to mentor offenders from the area. It has also been involved in some of the biggest unemployment cases to hit Manchester,
such as the infamous ‘Accident Group’ which made its workers redundant via text message.

Thatcher and Unemployment in Salford

“Salford was one of the workshops of the world,” explains Alec McFadden, an active unionist and anti-fascist campaigner who runs the centre. “There was a
massive engineering industry which employed thousands of people and you had very active docks. Thatcher came in 1979 and started a campaign, very very
quickly, against the manufacturing industry and the reason was that in manufacturing you had very strong trade unions.” A couple of years later came the
Miners’ Strike in 1984-5 along with increasingly weakened unions and then, recession and mass unemployment. “The pound was weak and as the whole
economy of Salford which was based in manufacturing and engineering went, unemployment shot up and a lot of young people went 5 to 10 years without
ever having a proper job.”

The centre was subsequently funded by a government quango (the Manpower Services Commission) as McFadden puts it, “to reduce unemployment- not to
solve the crisis of capitalism but to hide the number of unemployed people.” As well as rising unemployment, the radical activity in the area ,especially in
Eccles, which had the biggest Communist Party in Britain at the time, made the centre an obvious choice.

When the centre first opened there were around 20 part-time workers running it but by 1995, when McFadden joined, it only had three workers. One of the
first cases McFadden was involved was trying to stop the council shu�ing down a nearby social security office. “By closing the office, the unemployed had
nowhere to claim for social security except the main benefit office which was three miles away and then you had to go on two buses.” It was occupied by
around 46 supporters and gained a lot of publicity. Three months later, however, it was shut down.

Salford’s Fourth Emergency Service

Despite this minor setback, the centre has been involved in thousands of cases since, many more of which have ended successfully. “We classify ourselves as
the fourth emergency service in Salford after the police, fire services and ambulances, because we keep people alive. We’ve stopped people from commi�ing
suicide by ge�ing them their benefits and their rights for them,” says McFadden.

“We’ve done a whole host of cases for workers who are being exploited and sacked. One of the big ones that I spent a lot of time on was against P&A
Packaging when five young men were made redundant by their employer.” The company had recruited 10 East European workers, trained them and then
got rid of the higher-paid original workers. “We appealed and I explained to their employer, Peter Smith, that he had flaunted the laws of Britain… You can’t
just sack and make workers redundant… He said he didn’t believe me and that he could do what he wants with his workers.”

On the eve of the tribunal, after being told by the company’s solicitor that the centre would lose the case, they were approached and offered thousands of
pounds in se�lement for the workers. Negotiations took place under a confidentiality clause and so the se�lement amount was not disclosed although
newspapers were reporting around £25,000. As a result of this success, more and more cases came through the centre’s doors and the staff are always happy
to help.

“We are completely different from the CABs (Citizen’s Advice Bureaux). Its like whether you are from Afghanistan or Eccles is irrelevant to us- you’re a
human being with a problem and we are exactly the same about whether its fundable or not.” Just the previous week, McFadden successfully won a case for
a young Latvian girl who was mistreated at work. “Two of the girls were working for a hotel and one of them was sacked and the other one was threatened
with disciplinary action for nothing. They were both very well educated and their mother tongue is Russian and they were disciplined for speaking their
mother tongue at work.

“I rang the company and said that I was going to deal with the case and they were dismissive of me and I said ‘before we enter this situation, write my name
down and go on to google and ring us back’. They rang us back and the girl who was given the final wri�en warning, that was withdrawn immediately and
the other one, I was allowed in to represent her and on Thursday they apologized for sacking her. They agreed to pay her two months wages after sacking
her and she starts back at work today.” A real success story and, McFadden insists, “I have never lost a single case and I think for the community to have this
resources is great.” He also added that anyone going to a solicitor and paying for their services when they are freely available at the centre ‘must be crazy.’

Mass Education Campaign
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In 1997, the council put forward a ten-year plan for Salford to resolve certain social, housing and financial problems. “Salford was poverty-stricken, as it is
now, and derelict, was just one hell of a state,” says McFadden. “You had major problems with Ordsall which had the highest negative equity levels in the
UK… there was the issue of housing as the council had so many properties that were in disrepair- they weren’t repairing them- and people were living in
horrendous conditions.” The centre decided to take time and consider what its contribution to this ten-year plan could be.

“We came up with this strategy in which we would continue to look after people’s welfare benefits but also look after debt. We would start defending
workers in short-term jobs and their employment rights because if you’re not in the union, there is no one to represent you at work.” Another issue that the
centre decided to tackle was education and training as a lot of people were alienated from colleges and universities and had only secured low levels of
education. “So we started this mass education campaign which over the last 10 to 11 years, I would say, has been incredible.”

After a couple of false starts in which the centre was ram-raided and 4 computers stolen, a computer course was launched with the help of lo�ery funding.
“We had people on the course who had never worked for years. We had a woman who had been involved in the sex trade for eight years, sometimes as a
prostitute, sometimes on the sex lines.

“She took to the computers very quickly and was the third person to pass. And not only did she do that, she ended up as a volunteer helping other and when
the tutor was ill, we employed her for a month. With that experience she got a job as an admin assistant and two year later was an admin officer in the
national health service- so that was something very positive to come from the course.”

Salford Prison Scheme and Male Widowers

As well as supporting those with troubled backgrounds by teaching them new skills to help them move forward, the centre has initiated a new project to
rehabilitate offenders. The Salford Prison Scheme “is a project for young men who are in Manchester prisons, come from Salford and are coming back into
Salford after less than a year in prison.” They centre employs a full-time worker who works with the short-term prisoners while they are still in prison to
resolve issues such as welfare needs, benefits, education, housing and employment.

“One of the main issues is ge�ing them off drugs,” explains McFadden who started the project as he felt that offenders’ educational and employment needs
were being ignored. Those serving shorter sentences for crimes like theft and burglary receive no support, such as probation officers, on release, and yet
research shows that they are most likely to re-offend. “It’s an area which is completely neglected and I am hoping to announce by the end of September that
we have funding for another two years.”

Alec McFadden has also led workers’ rights campaigns on issues very close to his heart. McFadden , who was widowed in 1997 after his wife Berit died of
cancer, led a campaign along with another widower Alex Love to enforce the rights of male widowers to benefits. “The law at the time was the if a man died
in a marriage, the woman would receive a pension and a lump sum but if the woman died in a marriage, the man got nothing.” The official reason given to
McFadden and hundred of thousands of other male widowers was ‘sorry, you can’t receive any state benefits because you are not a woman’!

“So I campaigned in 2001 and the law was changed so that bereavement benefit was established – I now get £599 a month as I have two children to look after.
That alone has provided billions for people across Britain.

“We have a reputation at the centre that when everyone else in the country says no, people can ring us and we say yes.”

Unemployed Workers Union

The centre has also recently announced that they are seeking to establish the first Unemployed Workers’ Union (UWU) for 25 years. “We have reached a
stage where officially there is 2.5 million unemployed and the reality is that it is nearer 3.5 million. There are loads of young people who can’t sign or have
decided not to sign because of the hassle, the stigma- there is no one looking after them. In fact, there is no one looking after the unemployed who are living
on £64 a week, which is a scandal,” says McFadden.

Campaigning on issues such as the right to work, an increase in the minimum wage and free public transport for the unemployed (“when you’re
unemployed how can you afford bus fares?” says McFadden), the UWU hopes to look after the unemployed who are currently ignored by the trade unions.
“There is something that Tony Benn says and that is ‘If you want something done, do it yourself’ and so we thought it’s time to re-establish an unemployed
workers’ movement to try and get unemployed people to work together.”

McFadden explains that he seen the impacts of unemployment on a community many times in his life – domestic violence, alcohol and drug-addiction as
well as an increase in crime are only some of the implications – “The key thing to give these people is some hope.”

Article by Arwa Aburawa (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Link: 
Salford Unemployed & Community Resource Centre (h�p://www.salforducrc.co.uk/)

Paddy O’Donoghue

Paddy O’Donoghue was head of the Irish Republican Army in Manchester 1919-1921, co-ordinating jail escapes and a�acks on buildings. He was jailed in 1921 but freed
after the treaty was signed between Britain and the Republican government in 1922.

The leader of the IRA in Manchester between 1919 and 1921, Paddy O’Donoghue, was a native of Barraduff, Killarney who ran a grocers shop on Lloyd
Street, Greenheys. Before the War of Independence he was best known as the organiser of the annual Irish concert at the Free Trade Hall but he was also
intimately involved in the Republican movement in Manchester. O’Donoghue was a close friend of Michael Collins, who had been his best man when Paddy
married Violet Gore. Collins apparently brought him into his intelligence and arms-smuggling network in England as early as 1917.
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In February 1919 O’Donoghue played a key role in the escape of Eamon De Valera from Lincoln Jail. De Valera was very anxious to get out of jail and go to
the United States to present the Irish case for self-determination. A devout Catholic, he served at Mass with the prison chaplain and managed to get an
impression in the wax of a candle of the master key . The design was copied onto a Christmas card by Sean Milroy and sent to Sean McGarry’s wife in
Ireland but she failed realise the significance of the design. The three prisoners then wrote to Paddy O’Donoghue in Irish and he contacted Collins
immediately. A key was then cut to the design and smuggled into the jail in a cake but it did not fit the lock. A further card with the key design was sent to
O’Donoghue with the words “ Eocair na Saoirse” (The Key To Freedom”). O’Donoghue had another key cut in Manchester and sent it in but once again it
failed to work. Collins now came to England to personally take charge of the operation.

A further key was made inside the jail and on 3rd February, by prior arrangement, three prisoners made their way to the front door of the jail where Michael
Collins and his close friend Harry Boland were waiting along with Frank Kelly. Disaster seemed to have struck when Collins’ key broke as he put it in the
lock. Fortunately De Valera was able to push the broken key out with his own copy and open the door. The three prisoners made their way to where
O’Donoghue was waiting with transport.

Collins and Boland went to London and then back to Dublin. The others journeyed back to Manchester by way of Sheffield. Milroy and McGarry were
hidden by leading Manchester IRA commander Liam MacMahon in his own house, while De Valera stayed with a local priest, Father Charles O’Mahony.
The police were looking for De Valera, of course, and MacMahon was warned by Thomas Walsh, a sympathetic detective in the Manchester force, that they
were ge�ing close. On 18th February, dressed as a priest and escorted by two young Irish women, De Valera travelled back to Dublin. At the beginning of
June he went to the United States.

O’Donoghue was involved in another extraordinary episode when he arranged for two young boys to be kidnapped from Barry in South Wales. They were
the children of Josephine Marchmont , who worked in the Cork military barracks as a secretary to a senior British officer. She had impeccable security
credentials, being the daughter of a Head Constable in the RIC, while her husband had been killed in the war. Her children, however, were in the custody of
her mother-in-law in Wales.

Michael Collins learned of this and offered Josephine a deal in which he would arrange for the children to be brought back to Ireland if she would pass
information to the IRA. She agreed and with the assistance of Paddy O’Donoghue the two boys were seized and brought to Manchester, where they stayed in
his house and were then taken to Cork to be reunited with their mother. Josephine kept her side of the bargain and her information was invaluable to the
IRA. Her deception was apparently never uncovered by the British authorities.

In April 1919 a number of IRA prisoners were transferred to Strangeways from Belfast after disturbances there over the issue of political status. Their leader
was Austin Stack, Sinn Fein MP for West Kerry, who had commanded the Kerry brigade during the Easter Rising and had been sentenced to death, though
this had been commuted to life imprisonment. Also in the prison in Manchester was Piaras Beaslai, Sinn Fein MP for East Kerry.

In August Fionan Lynch, Sinn Fein MP for Kerry South, was released from Strangeways and made contact with Paddy O’Donoghue and Liam MacMahon,
who set in motion an escape plan. Violet O’Donoghue arranged for messages and maps to be sent into the prison baked in cakes or buried in bu�er and jam.
Collins followed the development of the plans closely and wrote to Beaslai several times using a code. Rory O’Connor was sent over to examine the plans,
followed soon after by Collins himself who actually visited Stack in Strangeways, using a false name and unrecognized.

The escape took place on Saturday 25th October. A dummy pistol already been smuggled into the prison in bu�er while the prisoners had got hold of
handcuffs from a sympathetic Irish policeman in Manchester. They overcame the prison warder on duty, gagging him and placing him in a cell, and then
rushed into the prison yard where a rope with a weight was thrown over and, after some mishaps, came within their grasp. The prisoners hauled on the
rope, bringing over a rope-ladder, and each in turn climbed up it and over the wall.

Outside the prison some twenty men from Manchester, including Paddy O’Donoghue, held up the street and preventing anyone from passing the prison.
Beaslai was taken by a young men named George Lodge in a taxi and then by tram to his house in a Manchester suburb while others made their escape on
bicycles. After a week Collins visited Stack and Beaslai and three days later Liam MacMahon and George Lodge escorted them to Liverpool from where they
were smuggled home in a steamer to be met by Joe O’Reilly, Collins’ right hand man, at the quayside. The other escapees were Paddy McCarthy (later killed
in action), Sean Doran, DP Walsh, and Con Connolly.

According to the report of the escape in the Manchester Guardian the IRA men left behind a le�er exonerating the warder from any blame. Sean Doran was
later recaptured in Ireland and brought back to Manchester where he was sentenced on 18th July 1921 to two months imprisonment for escaping, to run
concurrent with the unexpired sentence of 12 months. Piaras Beaslai played a small but important part in Irish history when on 14th January 1922 he moved
the motion to approve the Treaty at a meeting of members of the Southern Irish Parliament, convened by Arthur Griffith as chair of the Irish delegation to
London.

The most spectacular series of IRA operations in Manchester took place on 2nd April 1921 when between 6am and 7am a number of Volunteers tried to set
fire to offices, hotels and cafes in the city centre. Later that same evening a large number of armed police raided the Irish Club on Erskine Street, Hulme and
shot dead Sean Morgan, a member of the IRA. The police arrested a large number of men at the Irish Club and also picked up others over the weekend,
including Paddy O’Donoghue (a memorial to Sean Morgan was unveiled in Moston cemetery on the ninth anniversary of his death in 1930.)

The arrested men appeared in court on 4th April with the Chief Constable of Manchester present, accompanied by many officers. The prosecution produced
dozens of revolvers and cans of petrol as evidence, claiming that the Irish Club was an arsenal or base of operations from which outrages in Manchester had
been planned and carried out.

The twenty-one accused appeared in court again on 26th April before the stipendiary magistrate Edgar Brierley. There was tight security with every entrance
to the court guarded by police and even the press having to show cards before they were admi�ed. A number of men, including Paddy O’Donoghue, were
charged with the a�empted murder of police officers and there were numerous other charges, including one of “making war against the King”. The police
prosecutor claimed that one of the defendants, Daniel McNicholl, had admi�ed that there were 60 men in the IRA in Manchester, formed into three
companies, one based at Albion Street and two at Erskine Street. In a confession to the Chief Constable, McNicholl had also alleged that O’Donoghue held
high rank in the IRA and had shot a police officer.

The trial of those charged with treason-felony began on 7th July at the Manchester Assizes before Justice Rigby Swift with the prosecution led by the
A�orney General himself, Sir Gordon Hewart. Nineteen men were now charged with treason felony, as well as with arson and shooting with intent to
murder. The A�orney General alleged that Paddy O’Donoghue had hired a garage at 67 Upper Chorlton Road, Whalley Range on 13th November of the year
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before, which had been used to store explosives and firearms. On 25th May the police had arrested a number of men when they came to the garage to
retrieve materials, presumably believing that the coast would be clear as some weeks had passed since the arrests of their colleagues. He also alleged that
O’Donoghue had shot Constable Boucher at Bridgewater House in the chest and arm.

There was a dramatic incident in court on Monday 11th July. Over the weekend the Irish Republican government and the British government had finally
concluded a truce in the armed conflict, which would come into force at noon. At that precise moment one of the defendants Charles Harding gave an order
in Gaelic and the rest of the prisoners sprang to their feet and stood to a�ention for a moment, resuming their seats after another instruction from Harding.
That same day, amidst scorching weather, Eamonn De Valera arrived in London to begin talks with the British Government and hundreds of Irish people
greeted him at Euston railway station.

On 13th July O’Donoghue made a statement from the dock in which he pleaded guilty to the charge with respect to the garage admi�ing that the arms had
been paid for by him as an officer in the IRA. “It is my firm belief that had the IRA been be�er equipped negotiations for the se�lement now in progress
would have long since been held”. He denied however having anything to do with shooting policemen. “I have always fully realised that I was commi�ing
an offence against the constitution of this country in smuggling arms to Ireland but at the same time I felt I was morally bound to help my country to regain
its freedom”. Sean Wickham also made a speech from the dock, adding that he was an officer in the IRA. Addressing the court he contended that the signing
of the truce was virtually a recognition of the claim of the accused to be treated as prisoners of war and he also rejected the Treason Felony Act.

The Manchester trial was raised in the House of Commons by Captain Redmond, Irish Nationalist MP for Waterford, who asked Lloyd George whether the
Crown would discontinue the charges of conspiracy against certain Irishmen now being held at Manchester Assizes. In his reply Lloyd George claimed that
they had pleaded guilty (which was a lie) and were entitled to a verdict.

Captain Redmond persisted, asking a logical question. “How can the government reconcile their actions in taking proceedings against certain Irishmen in
England for conspiring with whom the government themselves are at present entering upon open negotiations during a period of truce?” Lloyd George
dodged the question, merely repeating his previous answer.

Only two men – Nicholas Keogh and Daniel Mullen – were acqui�ed by the jury. The rest were found guilty and sentenced to varying lengths of prison.

The Treaty was finally signed in the early hours of 6th December 1921 but fell well short of the independent Republic the Irish had already proclaimed,
conceding only Dominion status to twenty six counties of Ireland within the British Empire under the title of the Irish Free State and confirming the partition
of Ireland for six out of nine counties of Ulster under the political and military domination of the Unionist Party.

After a lengthy and sometimes bi�er debate Dail Eireann approved the Treaty on 7th January 1922 with 64 votes in favour and 57 against. Sinn Fein had
already effectively split into two camps with De Valera opposing the Treaty and Collins and Griffith supporting it.

Republican prisoners in jails in Ireland had been let out as soon as the Treaty was signed, as had those imprisoned in Britain for offences commi�ed in
Ireland. Those convicted of offences commi�ed in Britain still remained in jail, however, and on 11th February the Irish Self Determination League organised
a demonstration in Trafalgar Square to press for their release. Five columns of Irish people carrying tricolours marched in from different parts of London.
and were addressed by Art O’Brien and Alderman John Scurr. There was an unexpected third speaker – Shaun Wickham from Manchester – released that
morning from Wandsworth Prison. Still dressed in his prison clothes of a cheap grey coat and striped trousers, he shivered in the February cold. The
Manchester Guardian wondered why his friends had not bought him a warm coat.

Wickham had been freed because the previous day the British and Irish governments had simultaneously issued statements of amnesty. Collins’ statement
granted amnesty to the British aimed forces and civil service “in respect of all acts commi�ed in the course of the recent hostilities”, while the British
statement (issued by the Colonial Office and not the Home Office) granted the immediate release of prisoners now in custody “for offences commi�ed prior
to the treaty in Great Britain from Irish political motives”.

Back in Manchester prisoners were also released from Strangeways and the authorities told the Evening Chronicle that all the Irishmen imprisoned there for
political offences had now been released. So unexpected was their release that there was no welcoming crowd. The following day, however, thousands
marched to London Road station to greet ex-prisoners, although they actually arrived at different stations. Several men eventually did make their way to the
station and were given a tumultuous welcome and, Irish band playing, escorted to Central Station. Some sixty other prisoners were released and most went
to London.

Paddy O’Donoghue left England for Ireland and in his later years managed a greyhound stadium.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/). Michael is author of The Wearing of the Green: A Political History of the Irish
in Manchester (2000), copies of which can be bought by contacting Michael directly at mossley [at] phonecoop.coop.

Mary Quaile: Trade Unionist and fighter for working women

Mary was born in Dublin and came to Manchester in 1908. She became active in the trade union movement and rose to a prominent position in TGWU. She was on the
TUC General Council during the General Strike of 1926 (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/10/07/the-general-strike-in-manchester-may-1926/). In her later
years she returned to Manchester.

Mary Quaile was born in Dublin (where her father was secretary of the Irish Brick & Stonemakers Union) and came to Manchester in 1908, working in the
Socialist Clarion Cafe (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/08/11/the-clarion-movement/) at 50a Market Street. She helped establish a Cafe
Workers’ Union in Manchester and became its secretary.

In 1911 Mary was appointed as Assistant Organiser to support Mrs Aldridge at the Manchester and Salford Women’s Trades Council. The Council had been
established in February 1895 at a meeting in Manchester Town Hall with a view to promoting trade unionism amongst women workers. The Commi�ee was
drawn principally from prominent Liberals in Manchester, whose politics were progressive, not socialist. In 1904 the Council became divided over the issue
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of women’s suffrage and its two paid organisers – Sarah Dickenson and Eva Gore-Booth – resigned and established a rival organisation, the Manchester &
Salford Women’s Trades and Labour Council.

In 1914 Mary became the organising secretary for the Council after Mrs Aldridge left. In April 1919 the two Manchester women’s trades councils merged
with the Manchester & Salford Trades Council (with Sarah Dickenson appointed Women’s Organiser) and that same year Mary took up a new post as
National Women’s Organiser for the Dock, Wharf & Riverside Workers’ Union, which eventually joined the Transport & General Workers Union in 1922. She
quickly became prominent in her union, standing for election to the General Council of the Trades Union Congress in 1923 when she came third in the ballot
behind Margaret Bondfield and Julia Varley. When Ramsay MacDonald appointed Margaret Bondfield to a job in the first Labour Cabinet as Minister for
Employment in January 1924 she resigned from the General Council and Mary took her place as the runner-up, a�ending her first meeting in March.

Mary replaced Margaret Bondfield on the Standing Joint Commi�ee of Industrial Women’s Organisations, joining Julia. Both women a�ended the National
Conference of Labour Women in May 1924. At the end of the month they went to a conference of International Women Trade Unionists in Vienna where they
were instructed by the General Council to maintain the position of the TUC, which was that women should be organised inside the International Federation
of Trade Unions and not form a separate autonomous organisation. After the conference finished they stayed on in Vienna for the International Trade Union
congress.

Mary was a member of the TUC Women Workers Group, which was looking at the organisation of women in trade unions, following a resolution at the TUC
the previous year. In May 1924 the TUC sent out a le�er to all unions stating that in their opinion “much could be done to further the trade union
organisation of women if all men Trade Unionists would do their utmost to get their wives and daughters to see the importance of becoming trade unionists
themselves.” This was followed up by circulating over 100,000 copies of a leaflet Get That Union Feeling, directed at women workers.

Mary a�ended the TUC Women’s Conference held on 20th March 1925 in Leicester which discussed ways of recruiting more women workers and called on
stronger trade unions to come to the aid of the weak, blaming past Executive Councils and union officials for not having made special efforts to organise
women. Later that year at Congress Mary spoke in the discussion on women’s organisation within the TUC, stating her belief that it was necessary to have a
women’s group “because of the work that had been done not only in organising the women but in educating them in their responsibilities, and the part they
had to take in their own trade union movement” and was chair of the women’s trade union delegation to the Soviet Union in 1925. Mary was elected again in
1925 to the General Council, beating Julia Varley when Margaret Bondfield stood again. She was now one of the most prominent women trade unionists in
Britain.

The Leicester conference resulted in the TUC launching a recruitment drive for women in the early months of 1926 with Manchester and Salford as its first
target, where Mary spoke alongside Margaret Bondfield and Walter Citrine, the new TUC General Secretary. She also spoke at meetings in Leeds and Bristol.

In May 1926 the TUC called the General Strike in support of the Miners’ Federation of Great Britain, whose members had been locked out by the coal-
owners. The strike was very solid in Manchester and Mary spoke at a mass meeting in Pla� Fields, a�ended by many thousands on Saturday 8th May.
Despite the magnificent response of trade unionists across Britain the TUC, in the greatest betrayal in British trade union history, called off the General Strike
unilaterally after ten days without consulting the miners, leaving them to fight on alone until starvation forced them back on the owners’ terms in the
autumn.

In September Mary a�ended the First Annual Women’s Conference in Bournemouth. She did not stand for the General Council in 1926 and the following
year Mary returned to Manchester, living in Levenshulme, and again took office as secretary of the Women’s Group on the Trades Council. In 1935 she was
elected Vice-President of the Trades Council, the first woman officer of the council, and from 1936 to 1958 she acted as Treasurer. In her later years she was
awarded the TUC Silver Badge for Trades Council Officers at a reception at Belle Vue a�ended by some four thousand people.

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Len Johnson; Manchester boxer and Communist

Len Johnson was born in Manchester in 1902. His father was William Benker Johnson, an African seaman, and his mother was a young woman from Manchester, Margaret
Maher. After leaving the merchant navy his father worked for a time on boxing booths and, after a spell in engineering, Len followed his father into the profession. He fought
professionally as a middle-weight from 1922 and 1933, and beat some of the best British and foreign fighters of the day, including Roland Todd, Len Harvery, Gipsy Daniels
and Leone Jaccovacci. However Len was not allowed to fight for official British titles because the British Board of Boxing Control said that only white boxers could compete
for titles. After he left the ring he toured his own boxing up and down the country. During the war Len worked in civil defence in Manchester and after the war worked as a
bus driver and then lorry driver. During the war he had joined the Communist Party of Great Britain and become an active member, standing 6 times in the Moss Side ward
but a�racting only a small vote. He a�ended the Pan African Congress in Manchester in October 1945 and later set up the New International Society in Moss Side which
was both a social club and campaigning organisation. He had retired from active politics by the 1960s and died in Oldham in 1974

Leonard Benker Johnson was born on 22 October 1902 at 12 Barnabas Street, Clayton. His parents were William Benker Johnson and Margaret Maher. Billy
(as everyone called him) was from Sierra Leone and came to England as a seaman, never returning to his native land. Marrying Billy was a brave decision for
Margaret. Popular racism against black men, their partners and children was overt and sometime violent. Margaret was once a�acked in the street and
suffered permanent disfigurement.

The Johnsons were a part of small black community that established itself in the early years of the twentieth century in Manchester and Salford as result of
the opening of the Manchester Ship Canal, which brought ships from Africa into the heart of the city. Some of the seaman, such Billy stayed put, married
local women and raised families.

Len was followed by two brothers Billy and Albert, and by a sister Doris. The family moved to Leeds where Billy senior worked in a boxing booth. There was
a long tradition of black boxers in Britain, stretching back to the prize fighting days of the early C19th. Boxing was one profession where a man’s skin colour
might for once work in his favour, and not against him.
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With the outbreak of war in 1914 the family returned to Manchester and Billy joined the British army. When he was old enough Len went to work at Crossley
Engines in the foundry, later joined by his brother Albert. Len got into a fight at work with another young lad and their father took the two brothers to see
some boxing matches at the Alhambra on Ashton Old Road. To Len’s great surprise (and it has to be said consternation) his father arranged for him to box in
a few bouts in the hall. Totally inexperienced, Len won his two fights but then lost the next two. His boxing career seemed to be over.

A few weeks later, however, he was persuaded by friends to enter a competition at a boxing booth at Gorton fair, run by Bert Hughes. Hughes was
impressed and offered Len a job. It lasted six months, during which time Len greatly improved his boxing skills and stamina. Len was to be part of the world
of boxing booths for the next twenty years.

Len’s first official fight as a professional boxer was on 31 January 1922 against Eddie Pearson at the Free Trade Hall, Manchester. His professional career
lasted eleven years, during which he fought some 127 contests, winning 92, losing 29 and drawing 6. He fought in Europe on a number of occasions, spent 6
months in Australia in 1926 where he had 8 fights, and also visited the United States (but did not succeed in being matched). For most of his career he fought
as a middle-weight.

Len came to national a�ention after defeating Roland Todd (a former European and British champion) twice in 1926 in front of packed houses at Belle Vue.
In 1927 he defeated Len Harvey, who later to become the British middleweight champion. In January 1928 he defeated Gipsy Daniels, a recent British light-
heavyweight champion. In November of that year he defeated Leone Jaccovacci, the European middleweight champion, in a non-title fight before a home
crowd at Belle Vue, Manchester. In December 1929 he defeated Michele Bonaglia, the cruiserweight champion of Europe, also in Manchester. Once again the
title was not at stake.

Len’s victories had brought him to forefront of British boxing and he should by rights have been entitled to a chance at the British middle-weight
championship. The British Boxing Board of Control, which ran the game, refused to allow this on the grounds that Len was black, even though he had been
born in Britain. This was ma�er of Imperial politics, pure and simple. Behind this decision was the fear that the myth of white superiority, the political
principle on which the vast British Empire was based, would be undermined if white boxers were seen to lose to black boxers. Despite protest from many
quarters and controversy in the boxing and Manchester press, the sporting and political establishment closed ranks against Len.

Disillusioned, Len bought his own boxing booth and toured Britain, occasionally returning to the ring. In May 1932 Len Harvey did agree to face Len in a
fight which was billed as being for the British middle-weight championship but was not recognised as such by the BBBC. Len lost to Harvey after a tough
fight. His last appearance in the ring was on 12 October 1933, losing to Jim Winters in Edinburgh.

For the rest of the decade Len continued to tour with his booth. He also turned his hand to writing , producing a series of short stories set in the world of
boxing which were published in Topical Times. He seems to have given up his booth shortly before the war started. During the war he worked in the Civil
Defence Corps and later as a Civil Defence instructor. After the war he worked as bus driver and later as a lorry driver for Jack Silverman in Oldham.

Towards the end of the war he had joined the Communist Party of Great Britain which was then at the height of its prestige after the part played by the
Soviet Union in defeating Hitler. Len seems to have to been politicised by his own experiences of prejudice and racism. He also met Paul Robeson on one of
his trips to England in the early 1930s and stayed in contact with him. Len was very active in the party until the early 1960s.

In October 1945 Len a�ended the 5th Pan African Congress, held in Manchester, which was very significant event in determining the course of the post-war
anti-colonial struggle. Together with two other party members – Syd Booth and Wilf Charles – Len founded the New International Society, a club in Moss
Side which combined social and political activities and ran for several years. In May 1949, for instance, Paul Robeson visited the club and sang to the people
in the street and Len spoke at the same platform as Paul later that evening at a big rally at the King’s Hall, Belle Vue ( the site of many of his boxing triumphs
in the 1920s)

Len also stood for the council on six occasions in Moss Side between 1947 and 1962, though he never a�racted more than a handful of votes. In the mid 1950s
he wrote a monthly column for the Daily Worker. Len was also active in the campaign for Paul Robeson, whose passport had been withdrawn by the US
government preventing him travelling abroad. On 11 March 1956 there was a public meeting in the Lesser Free Trade Hall at which a special recording from
Paul Robeson was played.

In his later years Len suffered much ill-health, perhaps as a result of his many matches, far more than would be allowed nowadays. At some point in the
1950s he spent several months convalescing at a Black Sea resort in the Soviet Union.

His last years were spent in Waterloo Street, Oldham, where he lived with his partner Maria Reid. He was not forgo�en though. Members of the Ex-Boxers
Association in Manchester held a collection and delivered a TV and groceries . Len died on 28 September 1974 at Oldham General Hospital. The Morning
Star ran an obituary wri�en by Jim Arnison.

Len was a major figure in C20th British boxing, though he never held any titles, and he was important activist in the labour movement in Manchester in the
1940s and 1950s. He deserves to be remembered.

Michael Herbert’s biography of Len Johnson, Never Counted Out! was published in 1992 and is available via the author at mossley [at] phonecoop.coop

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

John Doherty

John Doherty was born in Ireland and moved to Manchester as a young man, working as co�on spinner.. In 1819 he was sentenced to two years in prison after taking part in
a strike. Undaunted he led the Manchester spinners on two occasions and a�empted to set up a national union for co�on spinners. He also supported factory reform and
Irish independence. For a time he ran a radical bookshop and published radical newspapers.
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John Doherty was born in Buncrana, County Donegal either in 1797 or 1798 and began work in the town’s co�on mills at the age of ten. A few years later he
moved to Larne and thence on to the growing industrial city of Manchester where he arrived, probably in 1816.

Trade unions

John quickly became active in the co�on spinners’ union and played a leading role in a strike in the summer of 1818 whilst working in George Murray’s New
Mill. The strike was well organised but unable to force the masters to concede.

He was involved marshalling and directing pickets to stop scabs (or “knobsticks” as they were known as in those days) going to work. There were outbreaks
of violence and a spinner was shot dead. John was arrested outside Birley’s mill on 26th August. The crowd tried to free him and the Deputy Constable, a
brutal fellow by the name of Nadin, had to call out a regiment of soldiers to escort his prisoner to the New Bailey prison. John was tried in Lancaster in
January 1819, along with a number of other strike leaders, and sentenced to two years hard labour in Lancaster Castle.

The harsh sentence did not diminish his zeal and he recommenced his union activities on release. John was closely involved in an a�empt to form a federal
union of the spinners in 1824-25 and also in their successful agitation against the re-imposition of the anti-trade union Combination Acts. He was secretary of
the Manchester spinners between 1828 and 1830 and again between 1834 and 1836.

John also led the Manchester spinners in a six month strike against wage cuts in 1829, issuing weekly addresses on the state of the dispute and calling for
public support. The strike failed but undaunted he immediately tried to establish a national union of the spinners, The Grand General Union of Operative
Co�on Spinners. Seventeen delegates from across Britain met in Douglas on the Isle of Man in December 1829 to set up the union which lasted until 1831.

John Doherty was also involved in an a�empt to set up a national union for all trades – the National Association for the Protection of Labour . . After some
initial successes in a�racting trades and members the association declined and was finished by 1832.

By now he was working as a bookseller, running a bookshop, coffee-shop and newsroom at 37 Withy Grove, where he also lived with his wife Laura and
four children. In 1834 the family moved to 4 Withy Grove. Not only did John sell the radical press but he also published a number of radical and trade union
newspapers himself, including The Poor Man’s Advocate..

In 1833, influenced by the co-operative and labour-exchange ideas of Robert Owen and in particular his plan for the “National Moral Union of the Productive
Classes”, John undertook a number of speaking tours in support of a plan to reduce the hours of adult workers to eight hours a day without any loss of pay.
In Sheffield he spoke on the same platform as Robert Owen. Abstinence from drink was another cause he supported (Doherty was a member of the
Manchester Temperance Society) and advocated in his newspapers.

In 1834 six agricultural labourers from Tolpuddle were sentenced to seven years transportation to Australia – ostensibly for administering unlawful oaths –
but in reality for joining a trade union. There was a national outcry against the sentences and John spoke at a meeting on 7 April in the Reverend Scholfield’s
chapel on Every Street, Ancoats in which he a�acked the “crafty, base and cruel Whigs”, who like the Tories before them “now sought to trample them
underfoot”. The Tolpuddle Martyrs – as they had now become known – were eventually pardoned and returned to England in 1838.

That same year John gave evidence to a Parliamentary Select Commi�ee which was enquiring into trade unionism at the instigation of Daniel O’Connell,
who had presented evidence of violence amongst trade unionists in Dublin, Glasgow and other towns. The unions feared that the government was planning
to bring back the Combination Laws and make them illegal again. Doherty was asked by the Manchester spinners to represent them at the enquiry although,
as he admi�ed himself, he had not had anything to with them for some years. He gave evidence in defence of trade unions on 7th June and insisted, despite
long cross-examination by O’Connell, that a workman would be perfectly free in Manchester to accept spinning work at reduced prices and without joining
the union and still not be subject to violence.

Ireland

Ironically John was a great supporter of O’Connell and advocated the repeal of the Union in the newspapers he edited or published. When the Whig
government introduced the Suppression of Disturbances Bill early in 1833 to crush protest in Ireland, radicals held a great protest meeting in Manchester on
4th March in Camp Field. John wrote that he hoped “the people of Ireland would not rashly fling themselves on the bayonets and bullets of the borough-
mongering standing army; but first make a trial of their strength”. He also asserted that within six miles there were “at the least 20,000 real, stout, determined
Irishmen, prepared to assist them by every means within their power, and that feeling was not merely confined to Manchester or this neighbourhood”.
Doherty’s shop was one of the places where a petition could be signed against the bill, tithes and the Poor Law.

John became secretary of the Manchester Repeal Association with branches in the Irish districts of the town and in early 1834 meetings were held in different
Lancashire towns in support of O’Connell’s campaign. On 10th February, for instance, Doherty and local radical John Knight spoke in Oldham where an
association was set up for repeal and radical reform to be supported by weekly penny subscriptions. Having been denied rooms in Manchester an outdoor
meeting a�ended by a thousand or so Irish weavers was held outdoors on 17th March at St George’s Fields near St Patrick’s church, which was addressed by
Doherty and a number of other local radicals including Archibald Prentice and James Wroe.

Towards the end of the meeting the St Patrick’s Day parade organised by the Manchester Hibernian Society came onto the fields and John asked the crowd to
give them three cheers, believing that they were about to join the meeting. Instead the marchers continued on their way and Doherty then a�acked them in
his speech, saying that “at the very moment when Englishmen and Irishmen were deliberating on the best means of relieving Ireland from her present
degraded condition they had insulted the meeting by parading near the place where they were assembled”.

At the end of the four hour meeting James Wroe moved the successful motion in favour of a petition to parliament to repeal the Union. Doherty published a
two penny twenty page pamphlet on behalf of the Repeal Association which sold over twenty thousand copies by May. By the following year, however,
Daniel O’Connell had made his peace with the Whigs and the Repeal Associations lapsed until O’Connell revived the movement in the 1840s.

In 1835 Doherty became the Manchester agent of the weekly Dublin Satirist and in the autumn of 1836 he published the Life, Trial and Conversations of
Robert Emmet in thirteen weekly parts. He does not seem to be have been involved in Irish affairs after 1840.

Factory Reform

For two decades Doherty was active in the campaign for factory reform, which was trying to limit the excessive hours being worked in mills and factories.
Workers set up Short-time Commi�ees in northern towns to support the campaign for a parliamentary bill. In November 1828 , for instance, he chaired a
meeting at the Manchester Mechanics Institute, called to adopt measures to prevent the overworking of children in co�on factories, where most of the
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speakers were spinners. In October 1832 he made a public speaking tour of the Lancashire co�on towns, ascertaining and publicising the treatment of
workers by employers in each town. In January 1836 Doherty chaired a delegate conference in Manchester on how to take the long campaign forward.

In January 1842 he spoke for an hour and a half at a meeting on the necessity of a ten-hour bill. Victory was finally achieved when a ten-hour bill was passed
in the Commons in June 1847

Last Years

After twenty five very busy years, Doherty’s public political life seems to have ended by 1845. He died on 14th April 1854 at 83 New Bridge Street, largely
forgo�en. A character named Allen in Harriet Martineau’s novel The Manchester Strike was reputedly based on Doherty. His own words from August 1831
may serve as an epitaph.

“I want to be�er the condition of the people-to have them stand erect and look boldly in the faces of their masters, and to tell them “We are not your slaves; we are your
equals. We are one side of the bargain, you are only the other. We give you an equivalent for what we get from you, and are therefore entitled to, at least, equal respect”.
Whoever opposes the present system will be the object of a�acks. I will persevere to oppose it in whatever situation I may be placed. I am so convinced of its injustice, that the
idea of those who create all receiving scarcely anything is so monstrous, that I can never be persuaded to remain quiet as long as the system exists”

Further Reading

Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/), The Wearing of the Green ; a political History of the Irish in Manchester (2000) 
R G Kirby, The Voice of the People, John Doherty 1798-1854. (1975)

Article by Michael Herbert (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Eva Gore-Booth

Born to an upper-class Irish family, Eva Gore-Booth became a leading campaigner for trade union rights, votes for women and Irish independence in the first three decades of
the 20th century.

Eva was born in Lissadell,County Sligo in May 1870 into a prominent Anglo-Irish family, the Gore-Booths. She enjoyed a conventional upper-class
upbringing but from an early age was entranced by nature and by the delights of novels and poetry. The poet William Yeats was an occasional visitor to the
great house and after the deaths of both Eva and her sister Constance Markiewicz wrote a bi�er-sweet poem in their memory, whose opening lines recalled
those long-ago visits: 
The light of evening, Lissadell, 
Great windows open to the south, 
Two girls in silk kimonos, both 
Beautiful, one a gazelle.

The turning point in Eva’s life came in 1896 when she was in Bordighera, Italy. Here she met Esther Roper from Manchester, sent there to rest by friends who
feared for her health through overwork. Ester told Eva of her work campaigning for trade union organisation amongst women and for women’s right to vote
and the two women became friends, for life as it turned out. Eva decided to leave her comfortable home and way of life in Ireland and move to Manchester to
help Esther in her work , sharing her house at 83 Heald Place, Rusholme

Trade Unionism

Within months of her move to Manchester Eva was addressing branches of the local Independent Labour Party and Women’s Co-operative Guild on the
necessity of women’s suffrage and was soon recognised as an activist in her own right. In June 1900 she was appointed joint organising secretary of the
Manchester, Salford and District Women’s Trade Union Council. Eva worked alongside the other worker Sarah Dickenson in their offices at 9 Albert Square.
Sarah later remembered Eva thus in a le�er to Esther:

“I met her first at your office when she came to Manchester, and my first impression of her was her charming and interesting personality. When I knew her be�er I found
how very genuine she was in all her dealings and discovered all the beautiful traits in her character. The friendly way that she treated all the women trade unionists endeared
her to them. If she was approached for advice or help she never failed. She is remembered by thousands of working women in Manchester for her untiring efforts to improve
their industrial conditions, for awakening and educating their sense of political freedom, and for social intercourse.”

The Trades Council had been established at a meeting in the Lord Mayor’s Parlour in the Town Hall in February 1895 by a group of men and women mainly
connected with the Liberal party, with the aim of assisting women workers to organise and lobby for the improvement of working conditions.

Over the next few years both women worked very hard to encourage women to set up and join unions. It was rarely an easy task. A section in the 1903
Trades Council report described the problems:

“For however severely trade grievances may be felt, the first steps in organisation are always difficult. The timidity of inexperience is hard to overcome, and people naturally
fear to jeopardise their week’s earnings. Innumerable meetings are held by the Council, sometimes so small that they are not in themselves worth recording and much
personal canvassing and persuasion has to be used before a sufficient number of workers can be gathered together and enough enthusiasm aroused to induce an adequate
number of more progressive to take up the responsible positions of officers, commi�ee and collectors.”

One of the difficulties they encountered in ge�ing women to go to meetings was solved by starting a Tea Fund in 1902 to buy tea, sugar, milk and cake:
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“It was found that the tea was a great convenience, as many of the women live in outlying districts, they are naturally anxious to hurry home to tea when their work is over
and it is both inconvenient and expensive for them to come back to meetings in the evening. We are glad to say that the tea had good results in introducing a social element
that promoted good fellowship and a friendly spirit among the members, and the a�endance has largely increased.”

The most successful women’s union established by Eva and Sarah was the Salford and District Association of Power Loom Weavers, set up in April 1902. As
well as trade unionism the women workers were also interested in politics and the suffrage campaign, sending a resolution just weeks after their
establishment to a meeting at the Free Trade Hall called to protest against the imposition of a corn tax. The women’s resolution not only protested against the
tax and the fact that it would fall most heavily on women “the worst paid workers in the country” but also objected to the fact that their exclusion from the
franchise prevented them “from making an effective protest at the Ballot Box”. Nellie Keenan was the first Treasurer of the union and later became Secretary.

Eva was in demand as a speaker, addressing the May Day demonstration in Gorton Park in May 1902 and a meeting in the Secular Hall, Rusholme later that
same month on “The Industrial Position of Women”. In 1903 Eva became the WTUC representative on the Education Commi�ee of the City Council and was
later appointed onto the Technical Instruction Commi�ee.

Christabel Pankhurst became friends with Eva and Esther in 1901 and was swiftly drawn into their activities, joining Eva’s poetry circle at the University
Se�lement, going on the Women’s Trade Union Council, speaking at a number of meetings on the suffrage question and accompanying the two women on
holiday to Venice. Her sister Sylvia recalled that at this time Christabel adored Eva “and when Eva suffered from neuralgia, as often happened, she would sit with her
for hours, massaging her head. To all of us at home, this seemed remarkable indeed, for Christabel had never been willing to act as the nurse to any other human being”. At
Esther’s suggestion Christabel began studying law at the University of Manchester, graduating in 1906 with first class honours. According to Sylvia, Mrs
Pankhurst was quite jealous of the time that Christabel spent with Esther and Eva.

In 1904 Eva and Sarah resigned from their posts with the Women’s Trades Union Council in protest at its refusal to support the campaign for women’s
suffrage. The issue had been raised by Christabel Pankhurst, who called for the Council to adopt women’s suffrage as a fourth aim. This was rejected by a
large majority on the Council on the grounds that “its special work, for which alone its subscribers’ money was asked, was the organisation of women’s
labour, and that the advocacy of Women’s Suffrage, however desirable in itself, was outside its scope as a body”. By now passionately commi�ed to the
suffrage campaign Eva and Sarah felt that they had no other option but to resign their jobs with the Trades Council.

They did not abandon their work on unionising women workers, however, but immediately set up a new organisation – the Manchester & Salford Women
Trades & Labour Council – in September 1904 with Eva and Sarah as Joint Secretaries and with offices at 5 John Dalton Street. According to Esther the next
ten years “were full to overflowing with organisation, writing, speaking at large gathering in all parts of England, deputations to Cabinet Ministers and to Members of
Parliament. To this was added a new activity, when well-meant and ill-meant efforts were made to restrict women’s labour in various fields. On different occasions, women
pit-brow workers, barmaids, women acrobats and gymnasts, and women florists were successfully organized in their own defence.”

Many of the trade unions that the two women had helped to set up withdrew from the Council in their support along with their two thousand members,
including the power loom weavers, tailoresses, bookbinders and others. They continued their hard work and by 1907 Sarah Dickenson was able to tell a
conference of women workers in Manchester that they now had four thousand affiliated members. Nellie Keenan acted as Treasurer of the new body, which
no longer had access to the wealthy Liberal sympathisers of before. Instead they received contributions from local labour and socialist organisations
including the Manchester branch of the National Union of Clerks, the Women’s Co-operative Guild, the National Clarion Cycling Club
(h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/08/11/the-clarion-movement/) and the Nelson Labour Representation Commi�ee (Eva’s brother Josslyn Gore-
Booth contributed a much needed sum of five pounds each year).

Their success enabled them to start a quarterly newspaper called The Women’s Labour News which gave a full account of all the industrial and political
activities of the women’s trade unions. In her editorial in the first issue Eva wrote thus.

“Many are the difficult questions connected with labour, many are the misunderstandings and confusions, many are the obscure corners of the industrial world, and many
are the wrongs done in the darkness. Those who are working for the be�erment of political and industrial conditions of women have great need of fellowship, of coherency and
fee discussion, and the ventilation of pressing grievances. The aim of this li�le paper is to light a few street lamps here and there in the darkest ways, to let us at all events see
one another’s faces and recognise our comrades, and work together with strong, organised and enlightened effort for the uplighting of those who suffer most under the
present political and industrial system.”

An important campaign waged by Eva and Esther was in defence of women’s right to work. Many men (and some women) – including some leading trade
unionists and socialists – believed in the notion that men should be paid enough to support a wife and family, and that in an ideal society married women
would not have to work. When David Shackleton, , Secretary of the Darwen weavers, publicly supported this view, Eva wrote a pamphlet entitled Women’s
Right to Work, which pointed out how he represented 74,000 married women workers in the co�on industry. When there were an a�empt to prevent bar-
maids from working Eva and Esther used the occasion of a by-election in Manchester in which Winston Churchill was standing to raise the issue. Eva’s sister
Constance came over from Ireland and a�racted publicity in a characteristic manner, as the Manchester Guardian reported in April 1908:

“A coach of the olden times was driven about Manchester yesterday to advertise the political agitation on behalf of the barmaids. It was drawn by four white horses, and the
‘whip’ was the Countess Markievicz, sister of Eva Gore-Booth. In all parts of the city the coach and its passengers excited general interest, and in the North-West division
especially, the cause of the barmaids was made known not only by demonstration, but by speeches and personal interviews and distribution of literature.”

Eva and Esther also campaigned over the working conditions of other women workers, such as florists’ assistants and the pit-brow women, who worked on
the surface at the head of mines in Lancashire sorting the coal. They wore a distinctive working garb of wide trousers and headscarves and wielded shovels
with great manual dexterity. In 1911, when parliament threatened to ban women from the work, Eva and Esther organised protest meetings in Wigan and
Manchester and made sure that the pit-brow women were on the platform.

Literature and Education

Somehow Eva found time in her busy life to write poetry and plays and a number of collections of her work were published during the lifetime. Some of her
poems were set to music by her friend Max Mayer, a Manchester composer, while two others – The Triumph of Maeve and Forth They Went – were set to
music after her death by the composer Edgar Bainton. Her work was also included in a collection made by her friend AE in 1904 called New Songs,
appearing alongside poems Padraic Colum, Alice Milligan and others. Her interest in literature and poetry led Eva to become involved in the University
Se�lement, based in Ancoats Hall, Every Street, where Esther was already on the Commi�ee. The Se�lement had been founded in 1895, inspired by the work
of Toynbee Hall in the East End of London, with the aim of bringing culture into the bleak industrial district of Ancoats. Eva passed on her love of literature
to local working class women and after her death one of them Louisa Smith lovingly recalled those classes:
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“We were a class of about sixteen girls. I think we were all machinists and we were rough…..We called ourselves the Elizabethan Society because we had no scenery: as we
said among ourselves, we had no assets, but we enjoyed every minute of the rehearsals. We were very raw material but keen on acting; she showed such patience and love that
we would do anything to please her and she got the best out of us. After rehearsals we would give a show of our own, an imitation of what we had seen or imagined. If any of
us were feeling seedy or worried about business or home she could always see, and showed such an understanding sympathy that we came away feeling we had a real friend. I
remember one of the girls was very delicate and truly not really fit to fight the ba�les of life, and Miss Gore-Booth cared for her and sent her li�le delicacies, and took her to
her own doctor, and in a hundred and one ways she cared for us We thought she was a being from another world. I don’t think I exaggerate when I say we worshipped her,
but she never knew it, she was so u�erly selfless….She took us on picnics, and they seemed to be different picnics from any I had ever been to, so jolly and free, no restraint
about them. She was also very keen on women’s rights and trade unions. She persuaded me to join…She was always sympathetic with the downtrodden, and worked and
lectured might and main, interviewing Members of Parliament, etc., on their behalf till conditions were mended. She was very frail and delicate herself, but full of pluck and
determination, and would stand up for people she knew to be unjustly treated, even though the world was against them, and with all so sweet and gentle that one could not
help loving her.”

In November 1902 a well-a�ended meeting of theTailoresses Union was held in the Shamrock Hall, Rochdale Road (lent by the United Irish League) where
the entertainment was provided by the Elizabethan Society and a Miss Dora Villey, who played the piano for dancing. Eva also ran a fortnightly Sunday
morning reading class for a number of years at 78 Canning Street for the Ancoats Brotherhood, an educational organisation which for many years held
lectures, music evenings, art appreciation and literature classes and much else in the New Islington Hall, Ancoats.

The Suffrage Campaign

In Lancashire many women worked in the co�on industry and were members of the weavers unions (though despite the fact the majority of the members
were women, the officers of the union were always men). Able to earn their own living in the great weaving sheds of the north, these women provided a
solid base of support for campaigns to give them political as well as industrial rights. Esther and other women political campaigners such as Sarah Reddish,
Selina Cooper and Sarah Dickenson saw the vital importance of linking the struggles for women’s right to vote with the struggle for be�er working and
social conditions, of convincing working class women that the vote was not an end in itself but a means to an end.

On 1st May 1900 they launched a petition at the May Day meeting in Blackburn, asking women textile workers to sign, and then sent out organisers to
contact every group of women workers they could find in every town in Lancashire. Accompanied by fifteen women co�on workers the petition was finally
presented to parliament on 19th March 1901 with nearly 30,000 signatures. The following year the women presented another petition from Yorkshire and
Cheshire and in the summer of 1903 the suffrage campaigners set up the Lancashire and Cheshire Women Textile and Other Workers’ Representation
Commi�ee (LCWTOWRC) with an office at 5 John Dalton Street (where they were joined a year later by the secessionist Women’s Trades and Labour
Council). Bertha Mason wrote of their efforts thus:

“It was the appearance on the scene of action of this new and important force (women textile workers) , the organizing of which was carried out by Miss Esther Roper, Miss
Gore-Booth, and Miss Reddish, herself at one time a textile worker, which was chiefly responsible for the wonderful revival of interest in the question of the enfranchisement
of women which marked the early years of 1900. There can be no doubt that this active and enthusiastic demand on the part of great army of women who earn their bread by
‘the sweat of their brow’, and not merely their own bread but in many cases the bread of relatives dependent on them, made a deep impression on Parliament, and caused
many who had hitherto treated the agitation as an ‘impracticable fad’ and ‘the fantastic crochet’ of a few rich and well-to-do women, to inquire seriously into the why and
wherefore of the movement.”

The manifesto of the LCWTOWR, published in July 1904, explicitly linked class and suffrage and noted the way that the male labour movement had formed
the Labour Representation Commi�ee to secure a political voice, leading to the conclusion that women should do the same.

“Fellow Workers – During the last few years the need of political power for the defence of the workers has been felt by every section of the labour world. Among the men the
growing sense of of the importance of this question has resulted in the formation of the Labour Representation Commi�ee with the object of gaining direct Parliamentary
Representation for the already enfranchised working men. Meanwhile the position of the disenfranchised working women, who are by their voteless condition shut out from
all political influence, is becoming daily more precarious. They cannot hope to hold their own in industrial ma�ers, where their interests may clash with those of their
enfranchised fellow-workers or employers. 
The one all-absorbing and vital political question for labouring women is to force an entrance into the ranks of responsible citizens, in whose hands lie the solution of the
problems which are at present convulsing the industrial world. 
In view of the complicated state of modern politics, and the mass of conflicting interests, the conclusion has been forced on those of the textile workers who have been working
unceasingly in past years to secure the vote for women, that what is urgently needed is that they should send their own nominee to the House of Commons, pledged to work
in season and out of season to secure the enfranchisement of the women workers of the country……What Lancashire and Cheshire women think today England will do to-
morrow.”

The women extended the campaign, speaking to local trade union branches, helping to establish local suffrage societies and ge�ing support from the Labour
Representation Commi�ees. Almost all their efforts were now directed towards working class women. As Eva wrote in her contribution to a book on
suffrage, “Surely the working women of England have paid the price of political emancipation over and over again! It is no mere insignificant statistical fact that that these
millions of workers live laborious days of poverty-stricken and upright independence, and produce by their labour so large a proportion of the material wealth of the country.
Here is a force that must in the end be reckoned with.”

Another tactic adopted by the women was to make suffrage an issue in parliamentary elections where Labour candidates were standing. In the summer of
1902 David Shackleton stood for parliament in a by-election at Clitheroe. Eva wrote to the Manchester Guardian, pointing out that women weavers were
paying into a fund to support their MP (MPs received no payment at this time) and yet had no vote themselves. The women organised a number of
successful meetings during the campaign. This tactic was repeated in the campaign to support the Labour candidate Thorley Smith in Wigan in 1906 and
many women went to the town to speak. He came second to the Tory candidate. In January 1910 the commi�ee ran a campaign during the general election in
Rossendale, but with much less success.

After 1904 Christabel moved away from Eva and Esther, engaging in increasingly bi�er a�acks on the Labour party for its slowness in supporting the
demands of women. Instead she moved towards the Women’s Social Political and Union, a small grouping of ILP women that had been established at a
meeting in Mrs Pankhurst house in Nelson Street, Chorlton-on-Medlock (now the Pankhurst Centre (h�p://www.thepankhurstcentre.org.uk/)) on 10th
October 1903. Few took much notice of the WSPU until 13th October 1905 when Christabel and a mill girl named Annie Kenney a�ended a meeting at the
Free Trade Hall to be addressed by Winston Churchill MP and Sir Edward Grey MP, two prominent members of the Liberal Party and future Cabinet
members. At the end of the meeting Christabel and Annie jumped up and shouted ‘Will the Liberal Government give votes to women?’ whilst unfurling a
banner inscribed “Votes for Women”. After being hustled out Christabel got them both arrested by spi�ing at a policeman and they spent in a week in
Strangeways.

http://www.thepankhurstcentre.org.uk/
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The WSPU seized on the incident, organising a protest meetings in Stevenson Square and rallying support from the ILP and other socialist organisations. A
large crowd of friends and supporters greeted the two women on their release, including Esther and Eva who presented Christabel with flowers and also
added their names to the list of sponsors for a protest meeting to be held the following evening, ironically, at the Free Trade Hall. Christabel and Annie spoke
as did Keir Hardie, who moved a motion condemning the behaviour of the Liberal party at the meeting the previous week. Eva seconded the motion. It was
perhaps the last time that Eva agreed with Christabel’s actions. A few weeks later she caught hold of Teresa Billington, a leading member of WSPU, after a
meeting and urged her to tell Christabel not to vary her defence from one meeting to another. “….she cannot fit her explanation to her audience. She either
deliberately invited imprisonment or she was a victim; she either spat at the policeman or she did not. She can’t tell one tale in Manchester and another in Oldham”.

In May 1906 Eva, alongside Sarah Dickenson, Margaret Ashton, Emmeline Pankhurst and other women prominent in the suffrage movement, was one of
delegation which met the new Liberal Prime Minister Campbell-Bannerman. In her speech Eva stressed the economic contribution of women on behalf of the
fifty working women who had come to London with them from Lancashire:

“The number of women who are engaged at this time in producing the wealth of this country is double the population of Ireland. It is very large number. These women are all
labouring under the gross disability and industrial disadvantage of an absolute want of political power. Every day we live this becomes a more grave disadvantage, because
industrial questions are becoming political questions which are being fought out in Parliament. The vast number of women workers have their point of view and their
interest to be considered; but those interests are not considered and the whole effect of their crushing exclusion is to react on the question of their wages. I am a trade union
secretary in Manchester, and know from personal experience what women’s wages are and the sort of money they get for their work. Six or seven shillings a week is not a
sufficient sum of money to live on. This not the rate of wages that could be possibly be enforced upon the enfranchised citizens of a free country. We feel, and I think women
in other classes, who are working, also feel that our industrial status is being brought down. It results from the fact that we have no political power. That is the lesson which
the working women of Lancashire have learned, and that is the thought they want to bring before you and want you to consider.”

To the bi�er disappointment of the women Campbell-Bannerman refused to move on the issue and in response the WSPU adopted increasingly militant
tactics, beginning with a�empts to ‘rush’ Parliament, chaining themselves to railings, smashing windows and eventually even commi�ing arson, burning
postboxes and even churches. The ‘suffrage�es’ as they had now became known were often brutally treated by the police on demonstrations and when they
were imprisoned went on hunger-strike. The prison authorities, backed by the Home Secretary, retaliated by force-feeding them, a shocking and violent
physical assault which sometimes damaged the health of women and led to wide-spread criticism of the government by many who were not sympathetic to
the tactics of the WSPU.

The northern suffragists felt alienated by the WSPU campaign and continued to work steadily away at their campaign amongst working class women,
gathering increased support and eventually winning over the Labour party to their position. In contrast the WSPU severed its links with the Socialist
movement, lost all interest in serious organizing amongst working-class women, and indeed Sylvia Pankhurst was disowned by her mother and sister for
continuing to work and organise amongst working class women in the East End.

The dismay of the northern suffragists at the tactics of the WSPU were set out by Eva in a le�er to Mrs Fawce�, the most prominent constitutional
campaigner, in the autumn of 1906:

“There is no class in the community who has such good reasons for objecting and does so strongly object to shrieking and throwing yourself on the floor and struggling and
kicking as the average working woman, whose dignity is very real to them. We feel we must tell you this as we are in great difficulties because our members in all parts of the
country are so outraged at the idea of taking part in such proceedings that everywhere for the first time they are shrinking from public demonstrations. It is not the fact of
demonstration or even the violence offered to them, it is being mixed up with and held accountable as a class for educated and upper class women, who kick, shriek, bite and
spit. As far as importance in the eyes of the Government goes where shall we be if the working women do not support us?”

In June 1908 Eva, her sister Constance, Esther and Sarah Reddish went down to London for a large rally organised by the National Union of Women’s
Suffrage Societies. Eva told the crowd of several thousand in Trafalgar Square that five million women were working in Britain who were not paid properly
for the work that they did, many receiving half the male wage. Constance got the crowd cheering by declaring that “they cannot abolish woman, take away her
occupation, and let her starve…We are told that the bar is a bad place for women, but the Thames Embankment is far worse”.

After Manchester

In her memoir Esther Roper records that in 1913 “illness, caused by the climate of Lancashire, made it impossible for us to live there any longer, and reluctantly we left
our many friends and went south, though we came back constantly for work”. Not just the soot-filled damp air but surely years of long hours, travel and snatched
meals must have taken its toll on the health of both women. In London they took up residence in Hampstead at 14 Frognal Gardens. There was to be no
peaceful retirement for Eva and Esther for they were soon caught up in the enormity of the First World War and then the bloody events of the Easter Rising
and its aftermath

When the war broke out they opposed it as pacifists as did many of their suffragist and socialist friends, some of whom were active in organisations such the
No Conscription Fellowship and Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom. Eva wrote a short story called The Tribunal (which was printed as a
leaflet) in which she dramatises the experience of conscientious objectors when arguing for their beliefs before hostile magistrates. In 1915 the two women
joined the Womens’ Peace crusade and travelled the country speaking in support of a negotiated peace to end the war. These were very brave actions given
the climate of jingoism and anti-German hysteria whipped up by the government and the “patriotic” press.

Constance had followed a very different political path to Eva, joining Sinn Fein in 1908 and se�ing up the Fianna na hEireann in 1909 as an Irish alternative to
the pro-Imperialist Boy Scouts recently established by Baden-Powell. She was an expert shot who in turn taught her young men how to shoot and many of
them later took part in the Easter Rising. During the 1913 Dublin Lockout Constance ran soup kitchens to help feed thousands of strikers. During the Rising
in 1916 Constance was second in command at St Stephen’s Green and was sentenced to death, though it was commuted to life imprisonment. Eva was
granted permission to see her and crossed to Dublin with Esther. On the day they landed they saw newspaper placards announcing the execution that
morning of James Connolly. They had been warned not to tell Constance but she guessed from their faces. Writing in Socialist Review a few weeks later Eva
said that the rebellion has been a blow to all those who had hoped for a lessening of the hostility between England and Ireland:

“But the severity with which the rebellion was crushed was, many of us believe, a far worse blow. England had her opportunity, an opportunity of treating the Irish rising as
De Wet’s rising was treated in South Africa. The rising was crushed, her enemies were at her feet. What a glorious opportunity for killing with clemency the old tradition of
hatred and the memory pf the atrocities of ’98 that have festered so long in the imaginations of the Irish people. By some malign fate, as ever England showed her hardest side
in her dealings with Ireland. Those irresponsible and extraneous shootings and horrors which seem to be inseparable from the advance of a conquering army were not
enough. Fourteen deliberate executions of men widely known and admired were carried out under heart-rending circumstances. And thus Ireland’s old tradition of defiance
and hatred gets a new lease of life….”
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Constance was moved without warning to England but Esther, usually the more down-to-earth one, had a premonition one late afternoon and they set off to
meet the Irish Mail, where Eva found Constance being escorted under armed guard to Aylesbury Gaol. They wrote to each other daily and the le�ers that
survived were eventually published. Constance was let out of prison under an amnesty declared by the British government in June 1917 and returned to
Ireland where she became even more involved what was now an Irish revolution. She was the first woman elected to British parliament in December 1918,
but along with the rest of Sinn Fein did not go to London to take her seat, si�ing in the Dail in Dublin instead. Constance was made Minister for Labour in
the revolutionary government.

Eva also gave support to Roger Casement who was tried for treason for his part in the Rising, a�ending court every day and trying in vain, along with others,
to prevent his execution which took place on 3rd August 1916. Many of her poems wri�en at this time reflected the sorrow she and others were suffering in
the wake of the Rising and the executions and repression that followed and were published in 1918 under the title Broken Glory, dedicated to Roger
Casemnet. In “Easter Week” she wrote thus:

Grief for the noble dead 
Of one who did not share their strife 
And mourned that any blood was shed 
Yet felt the broken glory of their state 
Their strange heroic questioning of Fate 
Ribbon with gold the rags of this our life.

Last Years

By 1920 Eva and Esther’s work during the war and the trauma of the Rising and War of independence had greatly affected their health, with Eva remaining a
semi-invalid for the last years of her life. The two women spent much time travelling in Italy. Always inclined to mysticism Eva became very interested in
theosophy, though she still followed affairs in Ireland closely. On 1st July 1921 a le�er wri�en jointly by Eva and Clare Annesley appeared in the Manchester
Guardian, drawing a�ention to the fact that a man called Patrick Casey had been condemned to death by a military court for possessing arms and 13 rounds
of ammunition. They called on the government to intervene. “If there is to be any chance of peace with Ireland all executions must stop”.

On 10th January 1923 the Manchester Evening Chronicle reported that Eva had refused to do jury service, stating that religion meant to her the
determination to avoid punishing or hurting anybody, what ever they might have done. Her pacifist views remained undiminished. “It is absolutely impossible
for me to take part in any proceedings which would, under any circumstances, involve me in any share, however small, in inflicting punishment on any human being. For
many years I myself have held the opinion that it would be wrong for me to appeal to law for any problem to myself or to take part in passing judgement on anybody else. I,
therefore, could not conscientiously sit on a jury.”

Eva continued to write and publish poetry and took up the study of Greek in the last year of her life. She died at home on 30 June 1926 at her home in
Hampstead. Her sister Constance followed her the following year. A complete collection of Eva’s poems, together with a biographical introduction by Esther,
was published in 1929 and that same year in June Esther unveiled a beautiful memorial window to Eva in the Round House, Ancoats, sadly long since
demolished and the window lost. Esther herself died in April 1938 and was buried in the same grave as Eva in the nearby St John’s churchyard.
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Sam Wild, born in Ardwick, was one of the Manchester men who fought in the Spanish Civil War, eventually becoming the commander of the British Ba�alion of the
International Brigade. Bessie Berry, his wife, was a pioneering women activist in British Communist circles.

Dolores Long, Sam Wild and Bessie Berry’s daughter, described their lives and politics in an interview in June 2009.

Unemployment in Manchester

My Dad was a working class man who had a really poverty-stricken childhood. He was born in Ardwick and left school at 14 with no skills and found it very
difficult to get work. He got involved in the unemployed workers’ movement because he couldn’t find work in Manchester and so he joined the merchant
navy. And he always said, I joined the merchant navy because I knew I’d get accommodation and I’d be fed.

His political education was in the merchant navy, I think, because when he was going round the world he began to be aware of the officer class and the
ordinary sailors and the difference in their facilities, different food and so on. Also he began to read, and so he always said that was his political education.
He became a bit of a rebel and started agitating for be�er conditions on ship, he wasn’t popular with the officers, and he actually jumped ship in South Africa
and came back to Manchester and started ge�ing involved in the issues around unemployment in Manchester at that time.

The Spanish Civil War

Sam had a sister at that time in Manchester called Hilda, and Hilda had a boyfriend called Bert Maskey (h�p://www.geocities.com/IrelandSCW/docs-
GBLe�ers2.htm]) who was a Russian emigre. He was more political than my father. Bert and my dad became friends and when the Spanish Civil War broke
out Bert decided to go to Spain. He was much more politically aware at that time than my father and he explained what Spain was all about and why
democracy was at stake, and he realised that what was happening in Spain could be happening in the whole of Europe. He persuaded my father to go with
him, so my father went out to Spain with just a kind of gut feeling. His politics just came from his experiences, he wasn’t particularly well read at that time or
sophisticated politically, but he just had that kind of gut feeling that there was something wrong with the world.

So Sam and Bert Maskey went out to Spain together, and Bert Maskey was killed very early on in the war, which was a real loss to my father, but my father
through his experiences in Spain became much more political, that was where he really began to form his ideas.

He was in his late 20s by that time. Because he’d been in the merchant navy he’d had a li�le bit of experience of discipline and organisation, but Spain was
also where my father realised the skills that he had. His skills were leadership skills, and he was just a very, very inspirational leader and amazingly well
respected by other people he was fighting with and very, very brave, so eventually he became the commander of the British ba�alion. One of my memories
of childhood is when I met International Brigaders who’d been with my father, every one of them would just say I’d had total respect for your dad, he was a
really democratic and efficient and effective leader, and very inspirational.

So by the time he came back from Spain – he joined the Communist Party while he was in Spain – and by the time he came back he was a changed person.
During his time in Spain – he came back several times and went round the country giving speeches – he just became a confident, political, effective leader
and a political leader.

The Communist Party

He stayed in the Communist Party all his life. I think with reservations, I remember when the Khrushchev speech happened, there were long discussions in
the family. He stuck with the Communist Party, but he always had problems, he had issues. I think that that was to do with the kind of rebel qualities in him,
he never reacted very well to the kind of discipline that the Communist Party instilled in people, he always had a problem with being told what to do by
people. So he stayed in after all the revelations came out but I know never with the same enthusiasm. He stayed a socialist all his life though, without a
doubt.

My mother who was also political, she had the organisational skills, but my dad was such a rebel, slightly wild and undisciplined, and I don’t think he fit
into the Communist Party. My mother did, my mother became one of the first women elected to the Executive of the Party, but my dad was a man of action
and the business and discipline that the Party required of people, he really couldn’t be bothered. He was also a drinker as well, I don’t think that helped.

I don’t think it was his kind of interest. The logical thing for my father to have done would be to have moved up in the Communist Party, but he never did
that, he wasn’t very interested in it at all, so he spent the rest of his life in and out of work and never, ever finding something that interested him, used his
skills, challenged him. I think it was a very sad life. Whereas my mother, who also came from a working class background, a very tough childhood, she got
her act together and she had no education at all, or very basic education, but she was very active in the Communist Party. She went on delegations to Russia
and Bulgaria, went on lots of delegations and trips. At the age of 40, with 4 kids, she took herself off to college and trained as a teacher, and her life kind of
took off whereas my Dad’s never did.

Life after Spain

When Sam came back from Spain he was just another unemployed working class man and the experiences he’d had in Spain meant nothing really. He
worked for the Communist Party, he went round and gave lots and lots of talks around the country about Spain and the Aid Spain movement. He stood as a
Communist Party councillor in the local elections, and so he was active in all the political campaigns in the late 1930s and early 1940s.

Eventually he got jobs on building sites, scaffolding, he was always elected the shop steward and he was very active in the TU movement for building sites
and building workers, on safety issues, that usually ended up with him ge�ing sacked eventually. In Spain, though, the situation used the kind of natural
skills and abilities my father had and I don’t think he ever really found a role afterwards for himself. And I think that was really sad, because I think he had
exceptional qualities but that for a working class men at that time, what would anyone do with the fact that he’d been an inspirational leader in Spain?

Bessie Berry

She got involved in the Communist Party I suppose in her mid to late 20s, and she and my father met when my father came back from Spain. He was giving
talks about Spain and that’s how they met. I think that my father respected my mother for what she managed to do but I think he was very aware that her life
had gone upwards and his downwards…

We lived in Longsight in a council house on Birch Hall Lane, a very small council house. My memories of growing up are two parents who were always
busy, at meetings. There were always posters in the window of this li�le council house, there were always people visiting the house and kind of interesting
people. Black people came to the house, which was really unusual – this was the late 1940s, early 1950s, and they were Africans coming to meetings in

http://www.geocities.com/IrelandSCW/docs-GBLetters2.htm]
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Manchester, Indians.

And we were taken to the Moscow State Circus and the Red Army Choir when they came to Manchester, and the Chinese State Circus, so although I didn’t
realise it at the time there was a real sense of internationalism which even at that time I began to realise was unusual for someone living in a council house in
Manchester.

And the other thing that was interesting is that I had a mother who at a time when most women were staying at home looking after the kids, being
housewives, was out at meetings. She was talking at meetings, she was in the Co-op movement, she was in the Communist Party, she was active in anti-
apartheid and boyco�ing South African goods. I can remember being totally embarrassed every time we went into a shop, my mother would ask where
goods came from and when they said South Africa she’d say ‘oh no, I’m not going to buy that,’ and I can remember being totally embarrassed by that.

When we went to the cinema, which didn’t happen very often, but they used to have the Pathe news and I’d just cringe because I knew my mother would be
complaining or disagreeing with something on the news. And we never stood up. In those days you used to stand up at the end of the cinema for God Save
the Queen and my parents would never stand up. So an unusual and not an easy childhood, because particularly after the Cold War started there was, when
people, people just had this fear of Communists, so the neighbours were always very suspicious and confused about what was going on in this li�le council
house, and some were very hostile and didn’t want their kids playing with us because we were communist.

When my mother was elected onto the Executive Commi�ee of the Communist Party the Manchester Evening News ran a massive hate campaign, because
by this time she was a teacher and the angle they took was that this woman must be indoctrinating her pupils with communism, but fortunately her
headmistress went to the Education Commi�ee and defended her and said no, this woman’s just a great teacher.

So it was a very, very unusual, different kind of upbringing. At the time all I wanted was a normal kind of household and a mum who made cakes and
wasn’t always out in the evening. As I got older I’ve kind of realised gosh, what an amazing childhood that was and what I gained from having two people
as parents who were interested in the world and were active and also totally non-materialistic, just not interested in possessions and things, and having a
mother who, although I didn’t realise it at the time was an amazing role model for what women could do.

Links

Working Class Movement Library information on the Unemployed Workers’ Movement (h�p://www.wcml.org.uk/contents/protests-politics-and-
campaigning-for-change/unemployment/national-unemployed-workers-movement/) 
International Brigades Memorial Trust (h�p://www.international-brigades.org.uk/) 
Working Class Movement Library information on the Spanish Civil War (h�p://www.wcml.org.uk/contents/international/the-spanish-civil-war/) 
An ANC history of the British Anti-apartheid campaign (h�p://www.anc.org.za/ancdocs/history/aam/aamhist.html) 
The current British Communist Party’s own history website (h�p://www.communist-party.org.uk/index.php?
option=com_content&view=section&id=8&Itemid=22) 
Basque Children of ’37 Association (h�p://www.basquechildren.org/)

Article by Sarah Irving (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Betty Tebbs: “I’ve always been a revolutionary!”

Be�y Tebbs joined her first trade union at 14, lost her first husband in WWII and spent her entire life working for rights for women and workers, global peace and justice and
nuclear disarmament

Born in 1918, Be�y Tebbs started her first job in a paper mill in Radcliffe at the age of 14. Realising that the boys working on the same machine as her were
being paid 3 shillings a week more just because they were boys, she complained to a colleague and was told “you want to go upstairs and see this woman
who organises the union.”

“So I joined – I still have my badge!” said Be�y in 2007.

So I was always active, when I was young, but I didn’t see the political connections,” Be�y continued. “But by the time I got into the big East Lancs Paper
Mill in Bury, I did. So a while after I got accepted, I started organising. I was there 17 years and at one time we had a time and motion study. They were
trying to make us work harder for less, and I brought the women out on strike. There were nearly 300 of us women, but the men who worked on the process
side wouldn’t come, so we were on pickets a lot.

They sacked the man who collected the union dues, at a minute’s notice, and that’s why I brought the women out, but after a fortnight it was coming up to
Christmas, and he said he weren’t going to see all the women out like that at Christmas, and he wouldn’t go back. I tried to persuade him that it wasn’t right,
but he wouldn’t. So the union organiser went to management to tell them, and they said that we all had to apply individually for out jobs and we had this
big meeting and I said that we all had to go back as we came out, or not at all, so we hung out for another 4 days, and then they accepted and we all went
back. I became Mother of the Chapel then. And I can tell you, we became the best paid paper mill women in Britain. My sister-in-law told me that. She never
gave me credit for a lot, because she was Labour Party but very right-wing, but she told me that.”

Be�y’s first husband, Ernie, was killed in WWII, by which time they had a young daughter.

“I’d heard on the radio that free train tickets were being sent to the families of men wounded on the front, so when the envelope arrived with the telegram I
thought he’d been injured, not killed, and that they were our tickets,” Be�y recalls.

But Be�y still supported the war against Nazi Germany. Of a newspaper interview which suggested she had been a pacifist, she declared proudly:
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“They said I’m a pacifist! I’ve never been a pacifist! I’ve always been a revolutionary! And you know what upset me – was that they assumed that because
my husband was killed in the war that I was against the war! I worked on munitions!”

Ernie himself had been in a reserved occupation, but nine months into the war had volunteered, believing that “I shall have to go because fascism has to be
fought.”

“So Ernest went and in 1943 he was transferred from the artillery into the King’s Own Sco�ish Borderers which was like a crack regiment, and after training
he was put down on the South Coast and he was on the Second Front. And he got through the second front and fought for 6 weeks till he got the other side of
Caen, which was a big ba�le, I believe, and he was killed the other side of Caen,” Be�y describes.

But what did rankle was that within days of hearing that Ernie had been killed in action, Be�y got another le�er telling her that the money she would receive
from the government was to be cut from 28 shillings for herself and 12/6 for their daughter to 18 and 11.

“And when you were still reeling from that, you hadn’t recovered from it, you get another le�er saying I was now a single woman and that I would be
ge�ing a reduction in the money the government was giving me,” she remembers.

“I was so angry, and his sister was the union organiser and after the war she put up for the local authority in Radcliffe, and she got in but we weren’t
accustomed to having Labour in the ward we were in. and I canvassed for her and she got in, and then I became interested in politics.”

But exhausted by working for a living and bringing up a young child, Be�y’s mother send her to stay with an aunt in Devon, where Be�y met a young
soldier called Len:

“One day I’m sat on the beach and there’s a young soldier sat on one side, and Pat [Be�y’s daughter] was good at speaking for her age and he got talking to
her, and then me. And then he was there pre�y often, and I though it was coincidence but apparently not. But I’d never been out with anyone else than my
first husband, and I weren’t thinking about anything.

“But he started talking to me politically, and how if we had socialism we could have peace, and if we didn’t have socialism we wouldn’t have peace, and if
we didn’t have peace we couldn’t have socialism! He’d been to the William Morris school, he was from Walthamstow, where the teachers were all socialist, so
he had a head start you see. And he’d volunteered when he was 18, he was 3 years younger than me. And he was there each afternoon – he had a really good
job during the war, he was on a motorbike in the Signals, going from one ba�ery to the other to keep the communications open.

“I went home and he kept writing to me, he’d got my address, and then he asked if he could visit and in those days you didn’t have someone in your house
like that, so my sister said he could go to her. And then he wanted to get married and I wasn’t ready for being married, and then he said if I weren’t going to
consider it there’s no point in me coming when he was on leave, so I said alright, I would. He was posted to Syria and Lebanon, so he was away about 15
months and when he came back we were married straight away.”

Be�y and Len started out as Labour Party members, but after it accepted Marshall Plan aid from the USA they left and joined the Communist Party. Both
were active, organising in their workplaces and, in Be�y’s case, working hard on the peace agenda and women’s rights within the trade union movement.
Be�y also recalls “cycling round North Manchester at night after work painting ‘Ban the Bomb’ on railway bridges.”

In the 1950s, with a son as well as daughter Pat, Be�y and Len left Manchester for Warrington, where Len had been offered a job in a technical college. They
had also left the Communists and rejoined the Labour Party, mainly due to local differences and before the Soviet invasion of Hungary and Khruschev’s
revelations about Stalin’s purges.

On moving, Be�y asked the union which factories in Warrington needed organising and was directed to a paper bag plant where, she says, conditions were
‘appalling.’ The mainly women workers ate at their machines, which was illegal, and the toilets were ‘dreadful.’ Pay was low, there was no protection from
chemical glues and management retained the union cards of workers who were members. But Be�y stayed there for three years, becoming Mother of the
Chapel to the union there.

In the late 1960s, Be�y also ended up on the teatime TV news after a scandalous speech she made, declaring that “I’m sick of being a kept women” despite
being married – her argument being that pay inequalities meant that however hard she worked, a woman would always be dependent on her husband’s
income for their standard of living.

But after anti-communism in her trade union meant that Be�y’s shot at election to its Executive was sabotaged, she left the job and and got work driving
bread trucks for the Co-operative. Reluctantly she started collecting union dues here as well and, finding to her surprise that few Co-op workers were union
members, encouraged people to join.

Then, Be�y recalls, “I went and got a nice job going round the Polycell factory selling dinner tickets, and I was ge�ing them nicely organised when it closed
down.”

At the age of 57, in the mid 1970s, Be�y spo�ed an advert in the Morning Star for a trade union organisers’ course at Middlesex Polytechnic. Encouraged by
Len, who said that everyone should have the chance at some further education, she applied. Despite her terror at the interview, she was accepted straight
away, recalling that “I think I went through some red lights! So I went there for 12 months, and it were smashing.”

Being in London at this time, Be�y joined in with the pickets at the Grunwick dispute, a strike by mainly women workers of South Asian origin at a photo
processing plant with appallingly oppressive conditions. The mainstream trade union movement failed to support the workers, and demonstrations at the
site were met with police brutality.

On finishing her course, almost at legal retirement age, Be�y stopped paid work, but remained an active organiser. Bringing together a coalition of middle-
class feminists and working class women in Warrington, she helped found the town’s first ba�ered women’s refuge, despite being told by the head of the
Council’s Housing Commi�ee that “We don’t have ba�ered women in Warrington.”

“What made him think Warrington were different from anywhere else?” recalled Be�y. “So we tried to raise some money and we weren’t so good at it, and a
Women’s Aid group was set up and they were like middle-class women and they did a good job, so we joined them and I became chair of that, and they
were good at raising money – I mean they even got Warrington Rugby Club to do a sponsorship – I bet half of them beat their bloody wives up!”

During the 1980s Be�y also became chair of the National Assembly of Women, regularly visiting East Germany for international women’s conferences.
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“I met some wonderful women – they came from all over the world,” she remembers. “Valentina Tereshkova was the chair, the fist woman in space – she’s
lovely. It were very nice having friendships like that. I remember when I was in the factory in Radcliffe and they said this woman had gone up in space. And
then one day I was in this conference and it was the break time and she came up to me and said Be�y, tell me what they’re doing at Greenham. And I told her
and the bell went for the next session and she said Be�y, you’ve not drunk your coffee, I’ll get you another one and I though ‘struth, I never thought she’d be
ge�ing me a coffee!” She also met with Warsaw Pact and NATO negotiators on the subject of nuclear disarmament, recalling that senior Warsaw Pact officials
met them with courtesy and interest, while junior NATO representatives made them wait and were rude and dismissive. As Be�y recalls:

“I said to them, why will you not sign a No First Strike agreement? And one them said, oh America will never be the first to use nuclear weapons. I was
astounded, and I said, well you bloody well have, haven’t you? Do you not remember Hiroshima and Nagasaki? We’ve just had a poll in Britain and 64% of
the people don’t want American bases. He said, ‘well Britain’s never satisfied – we didn’t come into the first WW soon enough, we didn’t come into the
second WW soon enough,and then when we’re there and ready you don’t want us.’ So I said, ‘you never came into the Second WW for us – you came into
because Pearl Harbour was a�acked.’ I’ve never understood whether they were stupid or just ignorant.

“So we got nowhere with them, and so we ended up at Greenham – thousands of women. It were wonderful. I camped at Greenham, but not like my friends
who were there for weeks on end.”

In the wake of the USA’s use of British bases to bomb Libya after a bomb brought down a Pan Am jet over Lockerbie, killing 243 passengers and 16 crew,
Be�y also led a delegation of 150 British peace activists to Libya.

Just as he retired and they bought a new home near one of their children in Rawtenstall, Len tragically died of a heart condition at the age of just 61. So Be�y
returned to a flat in North Manchester.

Despite her age, Be�y has remained active, particularly on nuclear disarmament issues. In October 2007, at the age of 89, she was arrested for blocking an
access road at the Faslane nuclear submarine base in Scotland by locking herself to fellow protestors using thumb cuffs.

“It makes me feel awful,” says Be�y. “When they were bombing Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and we saw pictures of li�le children with their skin hanging off
them, and I’ve talked to people who were there, people who saw people just burning and who were there one minute and a shadow the next – you can’t
think why human beings would do things like that to each other. So for me, it’s a fight for the future, for my children, grandchildren, great-grandchild.”

The state of the world today is still one of Be�y Tebb’s big concerns at 91. “Well, now I sometimes wonder what it was all for, the way things are now. In the
Middle East, especially – the backing that Europe and the USA have given Israel is the cause of so much trouble, but it’s worked, hasn’t it? It’s like with the
union work – if the management can get workers fighting each other they’ve won, haven’t they? And that’s what they’ve done in Palestine. And climate
change. The environment is a class issue too – it’s the poor that are affected when heating prices go up or factories are dangerous. When we were near
Runcorn in the 1960s Len used to look at the power stations and comment on the waste of heat – he said ‘we could grow tomatoes on that.’ We had a compost
heap and solar panels then, to take the chill off the water and use less gas to heat it up properly.”

But despite a world which is far from perfect, Be�y Tebbs still has a positive outlook on the decades of work she’s put into the causes she’s believed in:

“It’s not all grind – what you get back from it are life long friendships and understanding, and I feel privileged – that I met Len and he told me how things
worked together and how things worked out. He once said to me, ‘I’d not have married you if I didn’t think that you’d be good behind the barricades’! I
think I’ve had a good life – and it keeps you going! I’ve often said I don’t know what I’d do if peace broke out! But it’d be lovely, wouldn’t it?”

Links 
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (h�p://www.cnduk.org/) 
Faslane 365 (h�p://www.faslane365.org/) 
National Assembly of Women (h�p://www.sisters.org.uk/) 
‘Enemy Within,’ Francis Becke�’s very readable history of the British Communist Party (h�p://www.merlinpress.co.uk/cgi-bin/sh000001.pl?
REFPAGE=h�p%3a%2f%2fwww.merlinpress.co.uk%2facatalog%2�istory_since_1914.html&WD=becke�&PN=history_since_1914.html%23a0850364779#a085
Introduction to the Grunwick Dispute (h�p://www.movinghere.org.uk/galleries/histories/asian/politics/grunwick.htm)

Article by Sarah Irving (h�p://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/authors/)

Bernard McKenna and the Spanish Civil War

After fighting Fascism – in the shape of Sir Oswald Mosley’s blackshirts – in Manchester, the 21-year-old Bernard McKenna went to Spain to join the ba�le
against Franco’s troops. Despite being wounded he “never regre�ed going” and stayed involved in left-wing politics throughout his life. Bernard died in
2008, 2 years after this interview was carried out.

Born in Hulme, Bernard McKenna joined the Young Communist League at 18, a�ending meetings, educating each other about Marxism and political issues
and supporting workers who were out on strike or suffering at the hands of their bosses.

There was always something to do, it was a busy time politically,” Bernard said of the 1930s. He himself worked in a clothing factory in Cheetham Hill,
owned by one of the area’s Jewish businessmen. It was a ‘good company’ to work for, he recalled, and his jobs included stock-keeping and dispatch, making
use of his good memory.

Manchester was, Bernard recalled, a very active area in terms of support for the Republican side in the Spanish Civil War. Money and supplies such as
clothes were collected by the Communist and Labour Parties (despite the national Labour Party’s policy of non-intervention) and by aid commi�ees. Spanish
refugees already in Britain were also supported, Bernard remembered. “It took hold of people’s imaginations,” he said, “it really livened up the political
scene in Manchester because people could relate to it. And we heard about Franco’s misdeeds from French newspapers which were brought to Britain.”
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At the age of 21, Bernard McKenna decided to head for Spain himself. The deciding factor, according to Bernard, was that the leader of the Manchester
Communist Party decided to go, and Bernard himself thought “what the hell am I doing here? I’m doing a job here of no great importance, maybe if I go
there I can do something useful.”

He left in January 1937, crossing the Pyrenees on foot, to find a situation of individual workers in Spain looking for ways to be useful. Meeting up with other
volunteers from Latin America, Europe and the USA they formed a military unit, drawing on the experience of men who had served in WW1 or in regular
armies in their own countries. Bernard himself recalled that “I was lucky, I’d no military experience so they put me in a group being run by a Czech ex-army
man who was really good, and I got quite a number of weeks’ training. It was unusual to have been so well and efficiently trained” This training including
physical fitness, use fo weapons, self-defence and political and military education.

“I realised it was more or less a dead end job,” Bernard joked, “but I hoped to be able to do something useful.”

As he was posted out, a need was identified for communications operatives, working with radios and telephones in an all-British ba�alion.

My job was simple,” Bernard described. “When we went into line to take up any lengths of phone wire and exchanges and field telephones and help to
install them, and then after to fall back in with the ba�alion and fight with them, and then help to try and put things right if anything happened to the
communications. At times when there wasn’t a lot of fighting, if the ba�alion was holding a position, that was something for me to do. When we got
wounded members we could use the telephones to ring up and get cars or vans to move them out to bases where they could be looked after – this was
difficult because if the fascists found a hospital they’d bomb it, you’d take a wounded person there and then have to find another one.”

According to Bernard’s descriptions, although this was a busy time the military action was mainly defensive, and at times members of the brigade would
also be drafted in to help with farming and other tasks in villages where most of the men had been captured by Franco’s fascists or were in the Republican
armies. But with the Fascist offensive in Central Spain and towards Madrid the action largely turned into defensive fighting and retreats. “It was a miserable
existence from a military point of view, but there was still a feeling that we could stop them sometimes and stop them ge�ing big victories,” Bernard recalled
of the hot summer of 1937. “But there was a constant dwindling of people because of casualties, men would disappear to hospital or burial grounds, and
fresh ones would come in and have to be trained.”

Bernard himself was wounded in the foot and taken out of the lines for several months. “It was a stray machine-gun bullet, it got lodged in my shoe,” he
described of his injury. On recovery, he returned to the Aragon Front and was part of a major retreat under one of Franco’s a�acks. But, he recounts:

“I was thinking it was a shame to leave all that telephone cable, so I took a trolley and collected some to take it back cross-country. I went onto the road to
pull the trolley and ran into a group of Italian soldiers who took me prisoner, drove me off and handed me to Franco’s Spanish. They put me in a
concentration camp, which was pre�y rough. Ispent some months there, but we got by. Then the Italians helped me – they were pushing for an exchange of
prisoners and after a lot of pushing the fascists agreed, so they took 100 International Brigaders from where I was, British and French, and handed us over in
exchange for 100 Italians. We were given to the Italians in the rags we were living in, covered in lice and first thing the Italians did was to give us some
second-hand Italian army uniforms, so I ended up dressed as an Italian private. I was handed to the front, under military guard then taken to a port and we
were pushed onto boats. In Britain we were handed over to the police and sent under supervision to Manchester – still wearing an Italian private’s uniform.”

Bernard had been away for nearly 2 years, and on his return travelled round the North-West talking about his experiences and trying to raise support for the
Republican cause. But he left the Communist Party during WWII in order to volunteer for the British army, so that he could choose to serve in the RAF rather
than being conscripted into the infantry. With his communications experience from Spain he joined a signals unit and served in Malta, North Africa and
what was then Persia.

Bernard McKenna rejoined the Communist Party after WWII and continued his efforts to keep the issue of Spain alive, joining anti-Franco rallies and
supporting Republican refugees from Spain. He also trained to be a teacher and after the decline of the British Communist Party joined Labour. Even into his
80s, Bernard carried on listening to Spanish radio, reading Spanish left-wing newspapers and a�ending reunions with fellow members of the International
Brigades.

In 2006, Bernard lamented the move to ‘middle-of-the-road’ politics and the absence of any real left-wing alternatives. “I’m glad I went to Spain,” he
emphasised. “It was important not just for the people of Spain but also for anti-fascists from Britain – many weren’t that politically strong but went out of
feelings of humanity and feelings of anti-fascism.”

And he also emphasised his fears about the continued presence of fascism in European politics. “People see Spain as somewhere pleasant with sunshine. It’s
easy for them to forget that it was a fascist dictatorship until very recently.”

Links: 
The International Brigades Memorial Trust (h�p://www.international-brigades.org.uk/) 
Working Class Movement Library resources on the Spanish Civil War (h�p://www.wcml.org.uk/contents/international/the-spanish-civil-war/) 
Bernard McKenna’s obituary in the Times (h�p://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/comment/obituaries/article4708171.ece) 
Manchester Evening News interview with Bernard McKenna from the 70
(h�p://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/s/225/225526_i_wanted_to_do_my_bit_to_fight_fascism.html) anniversary of the outbreak of the Spanish
Civil War 
Information on Spanish refugees and evacuated Basque children in Britain (h�p://www.spanishrefugees-basquechildren.org/) 
La Columna (h�p://www.lacolumna.org.uk/), a British re-enactment group commemorating the International Brigades
Basque Children of ’37 Association (h�p://www.basquechildren.org/)
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